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ABSTRACT

THE SPECIAL ARTIST IN AMERICAN CULTURE:
A BIOGRAPHY OF FRANK HAMILTON TAYLOR (1846-1927)

by

Nancy Louise Gustke 
University of New Hampshire, May, 1991

As a Special Artist (newspaper illustrator) for papers 
such as the New York Daily Graphic and Harper's Weekly, au
thor and illustrator of numerous guidebooks, and astute 
recorder of Philadelphia, Frank Hamilton Taylor left a unique 
visual and written record of late nineteenth, early twentieth 
century American life. His work provided the growing, in
creasingly literate urban middle class with information about 
their country from the excitement of the Centennial Exposi
tion to the tragedy of lives lost at sea. In addition, 
Taylor's documentation of leisure pursuits, particularly in 
the Thousand Islands area of New York, helped define what 
constituted recreation for the expanding non-manual work 
force who sought escape from the regiment of daily life. And 
his Philadelphia series of watercolors and wash drawings pro
vide an almost microscopic view of the urban environment, 
capturing the city's ethos.

Gifted artists, Specials like Taylor went beyond the 
mere recording of facts. They invested those facts with 
charm and spirit. Their portrayal of the American scene, and
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fascination with the country's diversity, foreshadowed impor
tant shifts in American art as the historic symbols of Europe 
were no longer requisite. The growing outdoor movement also 
owed a dept to the Special Artist who made Americans aware 
and proud of the country's incomparable landscape.

The images of the Special Artist, besides informing, 
could also be a powerful persuasive tool. Taylor's documen
tation for Harper's Weekly of Ulysses S. Grant’s trip to 
Florida, Cuba, and Mexico in 1880 for example shows a com
manding, decisive figure. Exactly the perception Grant's po
litical advisors wanted in order to distance the former pres
ident from his scandal-ridden administration, and allow him 
to seek a third Republican party nomination. Taylor's 
tourist guidebooks, often done for the country's burgeoning 
railroads were arguably equally manipulative, describing 
where the railroads wanted people to vacation, not just 
popular tourist destinations.

Taylor represents the skilled Special Artist whose con
tributions to American art, journalism, and the development 
of American culture have been undervalued. His sketches, 
watercolors, and engravings are important primary research 
documents. And his life is a three-dimensional represen
tation of the Gilded Age values he recorded on paper.
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INTRODUCTION

No biography is complete unless it 
reveals the individual within history, 
within an ethos, and a social complex.1

Frank Hamilton Taylor (Fig. 1, Appendix A) through his 
work as Special Artist (newspaper illustrator) and author, 
significantly impacted the development of American culture in 
the late nineteenth century. At the same time his life 
reflects many of those elements of change which were 
manifested by a growing middle class as it assumed its 
position in society.2 Through a study of his drawings, 
tourist guidebooks, lectures, and news articles it is 
possible to gain insights into the evolution of this middle 
class culture as it emerged after the Civil War.3

Taylor's life serves as what Barbara Tuchman called "a 
prism of history" as it illuminates various facets of the 
American experience —  industrialization, urbanization, the 
outdoor movement and a new leisure ethic, historic preser
vation, and the rise of pictorial journalism and realism in 
American art.4 In a biography says Tuchman, the universal is 
encompassed in the particular thereby facilitating a greater 
understanding of history. What emerges here, then, is an 
interesting new personal perspective on history which had 
national significance. This study of Frank H. Taylor is not 
in the traditional outlook of the elites or the new social
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history's view from the "bottom up," but from the aspect of 
the new non-manual household whom Stuart Blumin says were 
creating a new middle-class consensus.5

As a Special Artist Taylor offers a unique birdseye 
view, if you will, into the Gilded Age and the emergence of 
the Progressive Era. Unfortunately Special Artists as a 
distinct group have received little scholarly attention from 
historians of American history, journalism, or art, although 
they made unique contributions to each field. It is imper
ative, however, to understand what defined the Special Artist 
in order to fully appreciate the powerful influence Taylor 
and his fellow Specials had on society.

The term was commonly used by nineteenth century illus
trated newspapers like Harper's Weekly and Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Weekly [see Chapter II] to refer to those artists 
either on staff, or free-lance, who illustrated (and some
times also wrote) the news.6 Typically, a caption under the 
newspaper engraving(s) might read "From sketches by our 
Special Artist," and the artist may or may not have been 
identified. Other times as in the August 30, 1879 issue of 
Harper's Weekly in a composite of several engravings showing 
"Bits of New Jersey Coast Scenery," the credit line read 
"From sketches by F. H. Taylor." Taylor often referred to 
himself as a Special Artist. The cover of his book about the 
American Society of Civil Engineers' Southern Excursion in 
1877 noted that it was "written and sketched by the 
'Special.'"7 In addition many newspaper clippings found in
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his scrapbooks refer to Taylor as a "Special Artist." That 
these artists were considered an important part of the 
nation's illustrated press is suggested by Taylor's carica
ture sketch accompanying a lecture on the "Making of a 
Newspaper" where on the note-holder to the left of the 
editor (?) are slips denoting the various components of the 
paper's assembly including one labeled "Specials" (Fig. 2).8 
Winslow Homer, perhaps the nation's best known Special even 
characterized himself in the line of duty during the Civil 
War as part of his Life in Camp series (Fig. 3).

As Homer's humorous sketch suggests, the Special Artist 
did not usually have the luxury of a studio and its ameni
ties, nor the advantage of time when recording a news event. 
The need for on-the-spot coverage meant that he might be 
sketching "in the heart of a seething mob . . . [or 
executing] clever portrait outlines in a railway carriage 
travelling at fifty miles an hour."9 In addition, to obtain 
the most interesting view the Special often eschewed the 
straightforward approach, instead "climbing to inaccessible 
coigns of vantage from which to sketch."10 Editors, of 
course, needed the sketch as rapidly as possible requiring 
the Special to work quickly but with accuracy —  not always 
an easy task. Harry Barnett who wrote an article on Special 
Artists in 1883, and who was both a reporter and artist, 
noted that it was "much less difficult to write a column or 
so of fairly accurate and picturesque description than to 
make a comprehensible sketch of a scene which may only have
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existed for a few minutes."11 The Special Artist wrote Paul 
Hogarth:

had to be capable of making rapid 
descriptive drawings on location, to have 
the intuition of a journalist for knowing 
what to draw; and also know by instinct 
or design when to be where and to get 
there in time for it to happen; and once 
there, to get his drawings done under any 
circumstances.12

Another important quality was the ability to be a 
diplomat, for as Barnett noted, no matter how many letters of 
introduction were provided or the authority accorded his or 
her journal, the Special must come in contact with people, 
many of whom would be unpleasant, or at the least 
uncooperative.13 The Special Artist had to possess an 
"affability tempered with firmness" or, in some cases, "a 
touch of gold or silver" to open doors at first locked 
against him.14 "His personal bearing, and the 'relations' he 
could establish with the powers that be" as well as his "tact 
and discretion" were often what ultimately determined his 
ability to obtain a true and accurate picture of an event.15

But besides the rapid recording of factual details and 
the ability to obtain an interesting view, a good Special 
Artist had to be able to "record leading facts with artistic 
charm, and with some suggestion of human interest and human 
sentiment."16 He had to possess what Barnett refers to as 
"imagination," i.e. the ability to transfer to his sketch the 
idea that is present "in every incident, in every pageant, in
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everything worth pictorial record."17 Even though he did not 
always have the time to paint great pictures, said Barnett, 
the Special had to be able to see them in his mind and 
transfer the essentials to paper. These qualities set the 
Special Artist apart. They also made his views appealing to 
a mass readership, helping to humanize a sometimes forbidding 
world of increasing complexity.

This "Special Artist" designation for this unique group 
of illustrated journalists has over the years disappeared, 
however. It seems odd that so definitive and descriptive a 
term should be discarded or perhaps not understood by modern 
writers who clumsily search for the appropriate nomenclature, 
referring to Special Artists at various times as artist\ 
correspondents, artist reporters, newspaper illustrators, 
artist-illustrators, or art-journalists. This confusing 
terminology not only dilutes the importance of these unique 
individuals, but by failing to be collectively designated 
into a recognizable group, they have in effect been cast into 
obscurity. Certainly artists like Homer and Remington have 
received academic analysis, but only recently has their early 
work as newspaper Specials received the attention it 
deserves. But even this is often only as a precursor to what 
is considered their major work in oils, watercolors, and 
bronze. And yet, a careful analysis reveals that their early 
training as consummate reporters of American life contributed 
to the nation's cultural development and significantly 
affected their entire artistic careers.18
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Other factors have also contributed to the misunder
standing of this group of artists. Sometimes Special Artists 
are mistakenly grouped together with literary illustrators as 
in the exhibition catalog The American Personality: The 
Artist-Illustrator of Life in the United States. 186Q-193Q.19 
However, they were journalists as much as artists. While 
their illustrations were as narrative as those of N. C.
Wyeth, for example, whose work accompanied many of Robert 
Louis Stevenson's stories, the Special recorded actual events 
—  he could not (ethically) fabricate the facts.20 While 
Special Artists were illustrators, they must be recognized as 
a separate group just as the Luminists have been 
distinguished from the Hudson River School painters.

Hogarth also correctly separates the Special from the 
early artist-travellers and artists such as Karl Bodmer who 
accompanied wealthy patrons like the German prince,
Maxmilian, on their grand tours.21 These artists were not 
restricted by ridged time frames or the need to record an 
event under any conditions in order to satisfy their editor's 
demands. While recorders of the world around them, these 
artists do not exclusively fit the category of Special 
Artist. Another reason Special Artists have not been 
studied as a distinct group may be the fact that much of 
their original art work has been destroyed, leaving only the 
wood engravings to remind us of the skill and dedication 
involved in securing the primary sketch.22 Taylor's 
substantial body of extant work allows for a more thorough
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analysis of this artistic genre. A comparison of Taylor’s 
original sketches with the engravings, discussed in detail 
later, illustrates that the engravings were often excellent 
translations of the artist's field sketch. Even though in 
many instances only the engravings remain, they can provide, 
as Mason Jackson predicted in 1885, "an inexhaustible 
storehouse for the historian."23

There were hundreds of artists like Taylor who roamed 
the country often risking their lives to bring scenes of 
unique events, disasters, natural and man-made wonders, and 
daily experiences to the eyes of readers. Names like Alfred 
R. Waud and Theodore R. Davis may be known to a few Civil War 
historians who have noted their names on the pages of 
Harper's Weekly along with Homer's, but what of Charles 
Stanley Reinhart, Thure de Thulstrup, Charles Graham, Charles 
J. Taylor, William Thomas Smedley, and Mary Hallock Foote to 
name a few? They too deserve attention for their contribu
tions to the development of a new cultural identity. Taylor 
stands as a symbol of the possibilities for historical 
knowledge and interpretation the Special Artist can provide.

The illustrated newspaper also falls "between the 
cracks" of historical research sometimes being incorporated 
in studies of newspapers in general, or magazines, but more 
often than not overlooked entirely further contributing to 
the Special Artist's anonymity. Gunther Barth's discussion 
of the metropolitan press in the late nineteenth century as a 
contributor to urban cultural development for example, while
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excellent, fails to acknowledge the debt owed to illustrated 
weeklies.24 Barth notes the urban press used human interest 
stories and the sequencing of news events to maintain reader 
interest. But the illustrated press had been doing the same 
thing on a national level since the Civil War.25 Human 
interest was the main concern for papers like Harper's 
Weekly. Fletcher Harper's aim notes Eugene Exman in his 
history of the Harper firm, was to be "the best family 
newspaper in the world," giving "sound views on political, 
social, and moral questions" as well as "carry articles on 
travel, adventure, art, and literature." Finally it would 
"present well-edited views, both foreign and domestic."26 And 
it was the Special Artist's skill in finding that human 
interest that made the papers so popular.

As for sequencing, Taylor's coverage of the Centennial 
Exposition in Philadelphia for the New York based Daily 
Graphic was begun well before the exhibition opened, and 
eventually the paper issued a weekly supplement "devoted 
exclusively to illustration of [Philadelphia] and interesting 
Centennial objects."27 Taylor's coverage for Harper's Weekly 
of Ulysses S. Grant's trip to Florida, Cuba, and Mexico was 
run over a period of three months appearing in ten issues.
The stories were of the former president's meetings with the 
local citizenry, his visit to exotic locations, and descrip
tions of local color. These narrative "human interest" 
stories were designed to make a national readership feel 
closer to their famous general who easily mingled with people
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like themselves. Just as importantly, Harper's Weekly hoped 
that readers would want to find out about the ex-president’s 
next stop, and, therefore, buy subsequent issues of the 
paper.

Barth also discusses the role of the urban press in 
dealing with political machines, but again does not mention 
that the illustrated weeklies had long seen it as part of 
their responsibility to fight city hall. He is correct in 
noting that the metropolitan press helped make urban 
diversity understandable, but Harper's Weekly and Frank 
Leslie's were doing the same for a nation, and it is quite 
likely that the urban papers were capitalizing on a recog
nized success. Weeklies like Frank Leslie's made both urban 
and rural families knowledgeable about activities on the 
Boston Common, festivities in New Orleans, and cowboy life on 
the great plains. They popularized events such as the 
Centennial Exposition, and covered shipwrecks along the mid- 
Atlantic coast. Taylor's views for Harper's Weekly for 
example besides those of the "Jersey Coast" included such 
diverse topics as "Law and Moonshine —  Crooked Whiskey in 
Western North Carolina," "Centennial Celebration of the 
Battle of Newtown [Rhode Island]," and "A Tobacco Mart in 
Lynchburg, Virginia." These engravings provided the readers 
an understanding of the country, and feeling of being a part 
of it in the same way Barth credits the urban press served 
the city's inhabitants. One could imagine that many rural 
citizens who opted to move to the city, or even visit for a
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special event, did so with less apprehension and intimidation 
because of the articles and engravings in the illustrated 
weeklies.

Just as Barth overlooks the role of the illustrated 
newspaper in urban cultural development, so too does 
Christopher Wilson in his essay of the "Rhetoric of 
Consumption."28 His focus is on post-Civil War national 
magazines like McClure'a, and the Saturday Evening Post which 
he correctly notes took a more journalistic, realistic 
approach to news, quite different from established monthlies 
like Harper's. Scribner's, and The Atlantic. These latter 
periodicals served to retain the Victorian cultural values of 
"tradition, restraint and cultivation" writes Wilson, while 
the new magazines were "a crucible of modern consumer 
culture."29 The more journalistic style of the articles and 
change in the approach to the reader, or consumer as Wilson 
would have it, did not blossom overnight in the form of 
McClure'S, the Post, or the Ladles' Home Journal. Illus
trated weeklies had already targeted a large audience that 
wanted news, stories, and general information and were eager 
for a publication that provided more tangible benefit than a 
Scribner's. just as they wanted to know more than what was 
occurring within their urban boundaries. The growing non- 
manual work force Blumin describes did not inherit the 
"gentle reader" philosophy of the upper class, but they were 
interested in obtaining information that would make them more 
knowledgeable about the world they lived in. Harper's
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Weekly. Frank Leslie's, and other illustrated newspapers met 
their needs. That a new breed of monthly evolved from this 
format is a logical progression as new editors targeted an 
increasing desire for helpful hints and guides to an improved 
lifestyle. Wilson also cites the importance of a new 
"rhetoric" in targeting a less elite leadership as if the 
practice was unique. But illustrated weeklies had already 
paved the way with brief headlines and the use of illustra
tions to convey information about lifestyles and products in 
a quick, straightforward manner.

These illustrated papers certainly influenced public 
opinion through their editors' comments and control of 
content which Wilson attributes to the monthly magazines.
This control was achieved through pictures as well as words. 
During the Civil War, for example, Harper's Weekly was a 
staunch supporter of the Union cause, and its illustrations 
were aimed at showing the northern troops in the best light. 
And as described later, Taylor's coverage of the Grant trip 
was also designed to influence readers by the positive por
trayal presented. Whether this control was an organized plan 
to manipulate the lower classes as Wilson proposes was the 
intent of McClure's and other ’’new" magazines, the power of 
the pictorial press —  and the new periodicals relied heavily 
on pictures —  had been established as soon as the 
Illustrated London News hit the stands in the early 1840s.

Barth and Wilson generate effective arguments about the 
role of journalism in creating and/or changing American
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cultural development. What they both overlook, however, is 
the critical role of the illustrated weekly in paving the way 
for a more realistic reportorial approach to subject matter 
and therefore the Special Artists who created those 
illustrations. From the beginning papers like Harper1s 
Weekly were aimed at a less cultured reader, but one who was 
aware of changes in his environment and wanted to know more 
about them. The illustrated papers could also afford large 
art departments initially too expensive for the metropolitan 
press. Only with the ability to inexpensively reproduce 
photographs could the dailies take over, eventually eclipsing 
their weekly predecessors. P. T. Barnum who knew well the 
power of visual enhancement to influence his clientele is 
reported to have said "'He who is without a newspaper is cut 
off from his species. ' "30 There is no doubt he had an 
illustrated newspaper in mind. This biography of Taylor aims 
to put the role of the illustrated newspaper, and the 
critical Special Artist, in proper perspective.

In Taylor's role as Special Artist he often documented 
travel destinations as well as the sites and scenery along 
the train or steamship journey. His articles appeared in 
Harper's Weakly, Harper's Monthly, Lipplncott'sf and the 
Daily Graphic along with tourist guidebooks produced by the 
railroads and independent companies. They, along with 
articles by other Specials, encouraged many Americans to 
explore their country. By studying Taylor's travel articles 
and tourist guidebooks it is possible to gain insight into
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where and why the middle class went on vacation at a time 
when new ideas about leisure were emerging. Chapter III is a 
detailed discussion of the role Taylor played in promoting 
tourist destinations, particularly for the burgeoning 
railroads anxious to increase ridership. Many railroad 
companies also had interest in subsidiary tourism operations 
making promotion and advertising of increased importance.
They were well aware the value illustrations had in enticing 
travelers. Wilson's description of a consumer culture influ
enced by magazine advertisements controlled by powerful 
editors could easily be applied to the Robber Barons who 
governed the nation's railroads and who used illustrations, 
as in the case of Yellowstone, to create, as well as 
maintain, tourist destinations.31

Whether Taylor was aware of the ultimate manipulative 
power of his work can only be speculated. But he did 
actively promote the Thousand Islands of northern New York as 
a haven of clean air, fresh water, and free of disease which 
would certainly benefit developers. A careful analysis of 
his writings though suggests that his main motive was to 
inform, letting the reader make up his own mind. Unlike 
Wilson, Taylor seemed to credit the reader with the ability 
to think for himself.

Illustrations in travel articles and guidebooks provide 
twentieth century historians with information about Gilded 
Age leisure. Outdoor activities constitute the principle 
subjects of these illustrations and extensive descriptions
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were often provided about vacation life. Taylor himself 
enjoyed the outdoors, and fishing and boating views make up 
the majority of his extant watercolors of the Thousand 
Islands region. He offers a glimpse into the summer life of 
the middle class who could now afford to escape from their 
structured urban lifestyle for a week, a month, or in 
Taylor's case the entire summer.

Of course the writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry 
David Thoreau as well as popular prints of works by the 
Hudson River School painters had already created an outdoor 
awareness. But Lewis Mumford notes in The Brown Decades 
there was a change in attitude toward the land that renewed 
the city's contact with it, humanizing the landscape just as 
newspapers humanized the city and the nation.32 The sketches, 
and Taylor's own life show how Americans were dealing with 
the eternal urban, rural conflict —  creating what Leo Marx 
calls the middle landscape.33

Leisure activities that took advantage of fresh air and 
open spaces became increasingly popular. At first cemeteries 
on the city's periphery offered open space for public 
relaxation, but a growing citizenry soon demanded designated 
recreational space and urban parks such as New York's Central 
Park and Fairmont Park in Philadelphia developed, integrating 
the landscape with the city. Then as the middle class became 
more economically stable they sought recreational pleasures 
outside the city that they had read about and seen 
illustrated in various publications. And as Phyllis Peet so
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correctly points out, even for those who were unable to 
afford to participate, the illustrations "enabled the reader 
to visualize these events, providing [a] vicarious 
experience."34 Again the Special Artist's sketches would 
facilitate the acculturation Barth attributes to the 
metropolitan daily and the control Wilson ascribes to the new 
monthlies.35

As a Special Artist Taylor was an astute observer of his 
surroundings, and after his retirement from the rigors of 
travel and demands for deadlines, he increasingly turned to 
recording what he called "Ever Changing Philadelphia." His 
accurate portrayals and descriptions of the late nineteenth, 
early twentieth century urban landscape have been preserved 
in watercolors, wash drawings and lithographs he made from 
approximately 1915 until his death. The final chapter deals 
with this period of his life as he used his artistry and 
talent for grasping the essential meaning of a situation to 
record a city he loved. His Philadelphia series reveals much 
more than interesting, well designed and executed city views. 
These works document changes in the urban landscape as the 
city became the primary dwelling place for Americans in the 
post-bellum years. We are offered a view of Philadelphia's 
accommodation to change from the perspective of an 
accomplished visual-journalist. These are not just the 
romantic images of an old man, but records of urban history. 
Taylor shows, just as Warner's twentieth century study of 
Philadelphia, the city's evolution into an industrial
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metropolis. How the city's heritage of privacy both helped 
its creation as well as hindered its sustained excellence.

What the historian finds here is a visual record of how 
the urban landscape accommodated technological change.
Taylor had in fact been recording Philadelphia's progress 
since the Centennial Exposition in 187 6 when he was assigned 
by the Daily Graphic to head the paper's Philadelphia Bureau, 
making him acutely sensitive to those changes. His sketches 
show the physical, and thereby implied economic, domination 
of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the center of the city’s 
business district with its massive Broad Street Station, and 
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad's spider web like 
presence as its Columbia Avenue bridge crosses the Schuylkill 
to reach out to the rich hinterlands just as the toll roads 
and canals had earlier. Industrialization along the city's 
two waterfronts was also recorded.

Taylor did not, however, forget that the city was made 
up of people, and their participation in the environment was 
an important element whether riding the trolly in from the 
suburbs or chatting with neighbors behind the new office 
buildings that dominated the Center City skyline. Just as 
his sketches for the illustrated papers contained the 
elements of human interest, so too did his later watercolors 
and washes. The historian can glean a great deal of factual 
information about the daily interaction of urban residences 
from this series. They offer what Sam Bass Warner laments is
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the often difficult task for the historian, the 
reconstruction of everyday life.36

Taylor also recorded the architectural experimentation 
in the city such as that surrounding Washington Square. His 
sketches visually verify the heterogeneous nature of some of 
its neighborhoods which retained citizens in the central 
business district even as the ubiquitous trolly allowed 
commuters to live increasingly away from their work place.
His views of Fairmont Park and boating activity on the 
Schuylkill document the desire for urban recreation, just as 
his Thousand Island watercolors and engravings recorded the 
pursuit of leisure as an escape from the confinement of the 
city, and paved the way for tourism as an industry. More 
than "pretty pictures," they reveal the life, the vitality of 
the middle class, as they struggled to carve out their own 
place in the nation's cultural development.

Taylor saw himself as an historian, and his excellent 
books Valiev Forge: A Chronology of American Heroism, and 
Philadelphia in the Civil War, demonstrate his thorough 
investigation of the facts —  traits not unlike those he 
used as a Special Artist. His Philadelphia series offers the 
twentieth century historian of Philadelphia and urban history 
in general, raw data about what daily life was like for the 
middle-class urban resident, and what that middle class felt 
was important to record for the future. There were other 
artists and writers who concentrated on the city's ills, 
crime and corruption, the plight of the poor, and the trials
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of the inunigrants, and these aspects have increasingly 
received scholarly attention. Historians have also 
traditionally studied the ruling upper class as disseminators 
of cultural values, and manipulators of those beneath them 
thereby controlling the nation's destiny, and certainly 
Philadelphia had its share of famous and powerful person
ages.37 But Taylor offers a view of Blumin's non-manual 
worker who was rising in the Gilded Age to a position of 
increasing importance and influence.

Taylor was a participant and patron of that group, 
democratizing the country —  both urban and rural —  to the 
literate, upwardly mobile, non-labor class. As a Special 
Artist he was provided opportunities to visit and record the 
American landscape as well as associate with some of the 
nation's most powerful men in Ulysses S. Grant and Philip 
Sheridan, Fletcher Harper, Henry Morrison Flagler, and George 
Pullman.38 Taylor was then able to provide his insights on 
the country, and the men who influenced its development, to 
the general populace through wood engravings of his work.
His dedication to artistic principles and his formal and 
informal study with artists like Christian Schuessele, Thomas 
Eakins, Thomas Anshutz, and Joseph Pennell contributed to the 
quality of his work and his philosophical outlook. These 
drawings and the accompanying articles were not intellectual 
discourses, but human interest documents that personalized 
the complex urban environment of the late nineteenth century.
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Taylor's life shows a man who was able to rise from a 
working-class family to one of moderate wealth and prestige 
—  the goal of Horatio Alger’s heroes. He took advantage of 
technological innovations such as photolighography and saw 
them as useful tools that would make items, in this case 
reproductions of his sketches, available to middle-class 
families.39 His contemporaries were his clientele, one reason 
perhaps he did not feel the need to paint large oils that 
only the wealthy could afford or see. Taylor's work was 
always aimed at a popular audience.

He also expressed the decidedly Ruskin Victorian view of 
a morality to art and life, again providing the modern 
historian with insight into late nineteenth century thought. 
Taylor had inherited in Philadelphia a moralistic, realistic 
philosophy that began with William Penn and was artistically 
expressed in the works of Benjamin West, Charles Willson 
Peale, Thomas Eakins and Frank Furness. Taylor's discussion 
in his lectures to artists and students of the responsibility 
of artists to produce well-designed drawings and buildings 
speaks to that philosophy that art could and should enrich 
everyone's life.40

Special Artists like Taylor provided the nation with 
realistic and artistic views of their country. They 
foreshadowed changes in American art as their factual 
portrayals of American life validated that the country's 
artists did not need to "look for its themes to the historic 
symbols of Europe."41 For too long they have been overlooked,
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grouped generally with book and magazine illustrators whose 
subject matter was the interpretation of fiction. The 
Special Artist was an interpreter of facts and should be 
recognized as an important contributor to the development of 
American art and journalism, the dissemination of cultural 
values, and documentarians of American history. Their lives 
and work can provide future historians new insight into the 
Gilded Age as they were the "window" to the nation. And 
scholarly attention given to the Special Artist may help 
rescue field sketches and other extant works from the trash 
barrel —  nearly the fate of Taylor’s Grant series. Finally 
it may focus renewed attention on the early works of artists 
like Thomas Moran, Edwin Austin Abby, Frederic S. Church, 
Charles Dana Gibson, and others who began their careers as 
Specials and what effect their journalistic background had on 
their later careers. Taylor's life provides a wonderful 
beginning to the story of the Special Artist.
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CHAPTER I

"OUR SPECIAL ARTIST": FRANK HAMILTON TAYLOR

That man is the richest who, having 
perfected the functions of his own life 
to the utmost, has also the widest 
helpful influences both personal and by 
means of his possessions over the lives 
of others.

Ruskin1

Frank Hamilton Taylor was a largely self-taught artist, 
journalist, and publisher who embodied the American spirit of 
the nineteenth century in its fascination with industrial 
development, consumerism, and increased emphasis on leisure.2 
Taylor recorded this dramatic story in illustrated news
papers, travel guides, and books. His legacy of sketches and 
writings allows us to view the American scene as it shifted 
from agrarian to urban. His was not the romanticized view of 
the country offered up by the Hudson River School or 
Longfellow, but one closer to the realism of Homer and Twain. 
Like the boys of the Horatio Alger novels he worked hard and 
took advantage of opportunities presented to achieve a 
successful life of comfort and respect. But he also believed 
that his work should bring a better quality of life to 
others. That good design should be the right of everyone.

Taylor's descent into obscurity following his death has 
been due in part to the fact that much of his original art
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work was dispersed when his drawings were sold at auction. 
Only now is it possible again to perceive the extent of his 
corps of works. In addition, his role as a documenter of 
American life is one often ignored by scholars who contend 
that Special Artists did not pursue a greater truth beyond 
the scene or event recorded. Yet Taylor's work does reflect 
cultural change.

Taylor was born in Rochester, New York on April 21,
184 6, the first of eight children of Ezra and Harriet 
Hamilton Taylor.3 His parents had moved to central New York 
from New England and settled in an area that offered job 
opportunities and security. Ezra is listed in the 1850 
census as a carpenter and joiner. There were two children, 
Frank 4 and Louis 2, and five teenage relatives.4 These 
additional family members may have been boarders to help with 
living expenses, or possibly Ezra and Harriet were assisting 
other family members by providing housing for their older 
children. In 1860 Ezra was listed as a manufacturer, and 
there were five more Taylor children in the home, including 
two sets of twins, but no relatives. By 1870, after Frank's 
departure, the family's fortunes were such that his mother 
had an Irish servant to help with the six remaining children.5

Frank Taylor's writing manual from Rochester High 
School, now in the collection of the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania, confirms his attendance at the city's public 
schools. In 1863, probably right after graduation, he 
enlisted in the Rochester Grays Battery Light Artillery.6 He
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was, however, eager to participate in the struggle of the 
Civil War. His unit was assigned to guard state property at 
Albany, New York during the New York City draft riots.
Taylor served for two months, and in July of the following 
year he enlisted as a private in Company E of the 54th 
Regiment of the New York National Guards. His regiment was 
one of several called by the state governor to serve 100 days 
because of a rebel force that had invaded Maryland.7 The 
eleven companies of the 54th served at Elmira, New York where 
Company E was assigned to guard duty at the new prison camp.8 
Sickness at the camp was rampant, in part due to the poor 
health of the 4,425 prisoners who had arrived by the end of 
July —  a number that soared to 9,619 one month later. The 
added burden of poor sanitary conditions caused over 3000 
prisoners to perish, many from malaria.9

Taylor himself became ill while stationed at Elmira, and 
was reported on sick leave at Rochester from September 18 
until he mustered out on November 10.10 There was a hospital 
at Elmira, but as Clay Holmes notes in his treatise on the 
prison camp, "the enfeebled prisoners became sick so fast 
that adequate care could not be given. . . .1,11 Apparently 
Taylor's ailment was serious, as he was sent back to 
Rochester rather than receiving treatment in Elmira. Years 
later, when discussing his initial visit to the Thousand 
Islands of northern New York, Taylor commented that he was 
recovering from the effects of malaria and hay-fever. At 
this later time, he had just returned from an assignment that
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included travel in Cuba and Mexico where there were serious 
malaria epidemics, yet it is possible that his first exposure 
to the disease was at Elmira.

Taylor never forgot the Civil War.12 He was fond of 
telling war stories despite his brief four months of active 
service, and was a loyal member of Philadelphia Post #2 of 
the Grand Army of the Republic. He enjoyed his preferred 
status as a veteran which expanded as he grew older and there 
were fewer and fewer Civil War soldiers remaining.

In 1907, at the age of sixty-two Taylor applied for a 
military pension. Part of the application required a self
description. He noted that he was 5' 7-1/2" tall and fair 
complected, his normal weight was 140 pounds, with blue eyes 
and light brown hair. He further indicated that he had a 
mole over his left eye and that the index finger on his right 
hand was stiff.13 His pension was granted, with increases 
received as a result of the Acts of May 11, 1912, March 4, 
1913 and June 10, 1918. His pension at the time of his death 
was $65 per month.

Taylor stayed only briefly in Rochester after his 
discharge. Just two months prior the conclusion of the war he 
moved to Philadelphia to begin an apprenticeship in a 
lithography establishment.14 He and the country would begin a 
new life together.

Philadelphia in 1865 was already a city established in 
the arts and sciences and no doubt Taylor anticipated finding 
work as well as artistic stimulation.15 After all, the city
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had fostered such important American artists as Robert Feke, 
Benjamin West, and the inimitable Peale family. More 
importantly for Taylor, Philadelphia was at the forefront of 
the publishing scene, particularly in the field of lithog
raphy. The first American lithograph was printed in 
Philadelphia in 1818 by Bass Otis, and although for a time 
Boston and New York overshadowed developments in the Quaker 
city, in the mid-nineteenth century Philadelphia had regained 
its position as a publishing stronghold.16 In a lecture to 
the Philobiblon Club in 1923, Taylor recalled that one of his 
instructors at the old Academy of Fine Arts was Professor 
Schuessele, credited with producing the first color 
lithograph in the United States.17

Taylor's career decision was a sound one as the 
lithography business continued to be prosperous. In 1873, 
Taylor opened a printing and publishing business with 
Ferdinand Smith, an engraver, at 113 South Fourth Street.18 
The venture was somewhat tenuous, "backed by more enthusiasm 
and hope than capital" he noted.19

Despite his exiguous beginnings, Taylor must have had 
confidence that his publishing career would prosper, because 
prior to entering his partnership with Smith, he entered 
another partnership with Margaret "Maggie" Gilkenson 
Johnston, whom he had met on his first day in Philadelphia.20 
They were married by the Reverend J. W. Claxton at the 
Protestant Episcopal Church of the Advent, 1303 N. 6th 
Street, Philadelphia on October 19, 1870.21 The former Miss
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Johnston had recently graduated with a teaching certificate 
from the city's Girls Normal School. She received a 
laudatory letter of recommendation from the school which 
noted that she was "eminently qualified to make a successful 
teacher."22 During their early married years the couple lived 
with Margaret's mother and continued to do so even after the 
birth of their son Frank Walter on March 8, 1874.23 Walter, 
as he was known, would later receive the formal art training 
his father never had, and achieve success as an illustrator 
in his own right.

Eighteen hundred seventy-four was also a significant one 
for the firm of Taylor & Smith which participated in the 
Franklin Institute's two month exhibition.24 The Institute, a 
memorial to Benjamin Franklin and his love of science, 
occasionally held such exhibitions to showcase for the public 
the latest scientific discoveries and innovations. The 1874 
Exhibition was remarkable as one reporter noted, for the 
"great preponderance of machinery in motion."25 This was a 
prelude to the celebration on a grand scale two years later 
at the Centennial Exposition, appropriately in the same city, 
and which would bring Taylor added fame.

The partners' exhibit included a number of presses as 
well as a complete workshop. Demonstrations were given of 
traditional lithography, and wood engraving printing methods, 
along with the new process of photolithography which their 
firm introduced to the city.26 Visitors could see the several 
stages of each printing method, from design to final printing
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from stone or block. Exhibitors were even provided the 
opportunity of having their machinery sketched, engraved, and 
printed "within the walls of the building."27 While embracing 
the latest technical innovations, evidence of Taylor's 
lifelong appreciation of history is seen in his inclusion of 
the Ephrata press "which was old when the [American] 
Revolution was a thing of the future. . . . "28 Borrowed from 
the Historical Society, where it remains today, it was 
prominently displayed and operated by a veteran pressman who 
ran off "'lighting editions' at 250 an hour," in comparison 
to the 15,000 impressions made during the same time on the 
new "Universal" press.29

Taylor noted that part of the demonstration of the new 
photolithographic process was the distribution each evening 
of miniature (7" x 5-1/2") copies of the front page of the 
local papers.30 A correspondent for the Press wrote that the 
print was smaller than any type available yet "perfectly 
distinct" so that the "whole page can easily be read, even 
down to the stock quotations."31 Another article called the 
demonstrations the "greatest 'hit' of the Exhibition."32 
Chromolithographed trade cards which enumerate the various 
printing services offered by the firm were also printed and 
presented as souvenirs of the exhibition. Taylor and Smith 
were awarded a bronze medal for color printing.33

The exhibition was also the scene of one of Taylor's 
earliest hot air balloon ascensions, a sport for which he 
held a life-long interest. A later balloon journey under-
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taken while on assignment for the New York Daily Graphic was 
to prove important in his recognition as one of the most
prominent Special Artists of the times. Ballooning was quite
popular in the mid-nineteenth century, and Taylor had no 
reservations about the ascent. It exemplifies his almost 
insatiable curiosity about the world around him and his 
desire to report on it for the benefit of his fellow citizens 
who might be denied such opportunities. His interest in this 
flight, as on subsequent ones, was to obtain sketches which 
could be used in articles, as well as to experience "the
pleasure of a ride in a chariot, such as the monarches of the
Orient, in their wildest dreams or luxury, ne'er hit upon."34

Taylor's design and artistic abilities, particularly his 
skill in pen and ink drawing, led him next to a successful 
association as a "Special" with the Daily Graphic, which 
billed itself as "The Only Illustrated Daily Newspaper in the 
World." The paper was established in 1872, and to reproduce 
its illustrations, pioneered the use of the photolithographic 
process whereby photographs made from pen drawings were 
transferred to stone. Besides a New York office the paper 
had a Philadelphia bureau headquartered in the New York 
Mutual Insurance Company Building. Taylor was art director 
and given charge of the illustration of news events from 
Philadelphia southward. Taylor noted that with the 
establishment of the paper he saw an opportunity to utilize 
his skill in pen drawing.35 Not only were such artists 
scarce, he said, but because he always provided the
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accompanying text "which few illustrators attempted [he] had 
a busy time of it."36 It was his work for the Graphic that 
gained Taylor national exposure, first for his coverage of a 
Cleveland to Pennsylvania balloon flight, and later for his 
detailed coverage of the Centennial Exposition.

Following his work with the Daily Graphic, which failed 
financially around 1878, Taylor wrote and illustrated 
guidebooks and published articles in many of the Philadelphia 
papers, including the limeS/ Press, and Public Ledger. In 
1879 he was writing and illustrating for both Harper's Weekly 
and Harper's Monthly. He especially cherished his assignment 
in 1880 by Harper's Weekly to cover the southern sojourn of 
former President and Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant.37 He wrote in a 
portfolio of sketches and newspaper clippings that the trip 
"was like a stately picturesque dream." For rather than 
being an outside observer recording the journey, Taylor was 
included in the presidential party, even escorting the former 
president's niece on occasion.

In 1881 another Harper's Weekly assignment profoundly 
influenced his life when he traveled to Clayton, New York on 
the St. Lawrence to document the unique qualities that made 
the Thousand Islands appeal to so many summer vacationers.
He fell in love with the area, and purchased a lot on Round 
Island.38 By 1882 his cottage, christened Shady Ledge, was 
completed along with an "ornate" boathouse with second floor 
studio, and the Taylor family began their yearly visits to
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the St. Lawrence archipelago arriving from Philadelphia in 
late June and returning to the city usually in mid-September.

A copy of the daily summer paper On The St. Lawrence, 
which included a chronicle of the activities of the area's 
summer residents, noted in 1893 that Taylor had recently been 
put in charge of the illustrative feature of the Philadelphia 
Public Ledger.39 Taylor had previously supplied the paper 
with, as he notes, "desultory articles, of an industrial 
sort, the result of much wandering. . . ."40 Taylor's
successful career continued, and that same year he wrote and 
illustrated the Estes' Standard Guide to the Thousand 
Islands.

Always the adventurer, a prerequisite for a Special 
Artist, Taylor explored the St. Lawrence area for scenic 
views and stories which would be of interest to publishers 
and readers alike on both sides of the border. In 1896 he 
painted two watercolors in Jones Falls, Ontario, on the 
Rideau Canal; one of the locks and the other of the Hotel 
Kenney.41 The choice of subject matter in these two pictures 
is a reflection of Taylor's appreciation of nature and his
tory, and his seemingly lifelong comprehension of the fact 
that while industrialization provided wonderful new oppor
tunities, its benefits should not come at the expense of 
heritage and the environment. Also, subjects like those at 
Jones Falls appealed to the urban reader who needed a respite 
from the congested city life, even if it could only be 
achieved vicariously. Here Taylor's delicate brushwork
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captures a serene setting filled with history and with appeal 
to both American and Canadian readers.

A note should be made here about Taylor's New York City 
connections between 1878 when his first article appears in 
Harper's Weekly, and 1893 when he was appointed art director 
for the Public Ledger. During this fifteen year period, 
Taylor was traveling almost continually in the employment of 
New York based companies, including Leve & Alden, the 
American Bank Note Company, and the Giles Company all of whom 
published tourist guidebooks. He made at least three trips 
to the southern part of the United States, the Bahamas, and 
Cuba, at least two of which were for the Harper firm. He 
also traveled at least as far west as Colorado probably on an 
assignment to document the scenery, hotels, and attractions 
along the route of the Sante Fe Railroad.

Whether Taylor actually resided in New York during this 
period is uncertain. He stated on many occasions that he was 
an almost lifelong resident of Philadelphia, yet he is not 
listed in the city directories between 1885 and 1889.
Earlier, and possibly during these years he boarded in the 
home of his mother-in-law. This situation would have allowed 
him to travel without worrying about the care of his wife and 
son, both of whom he seems to have cared for deeply. In 1889 
he is listed as residing in Philadelphia at 1526 Centennial 
Avenue, and in 1892 he moved to his last address, 4819 
Springfield Avenue. The records of the Philadelphia Sketch
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Club show him on the inactive rolls from 1879 to 1892 with a 
note that he was possibly in New York City.

Because Taylor was not a studio artist for any of the 
New York firms, perhaps he only needed to travel to New York 
at the completion of an assignment or to discuss new 
itineraries, thus allowing him to reside in Philadelphia 
between travels and eliminating the need for a costly second 
residence. Certainly New York was an easy train ride from 
Philadelphia, and he could always be reached by telegraph if 
needed. What becomes increasingly clear, however, is that 
during this time he was away from home for extended periods, 
and his professional ties were primarily in New York City.
The establishment of a New York base would seem logical as 
the city was becoming the headquarters for many of the best 
illustrators, and Taylor already enjoyed a national reputa
tion via his Daily Graphic work. In addition he knew artists 
like A. B. Frost and W. A. Rogers who had worked in 
Philadelphia (and in Frost's case for the Daily Graphic). who 
had moved to New York and who could have introduced Taylor to 
the art network there.42 Perhaps if he had not received the 
Public Ledger offer, Taylor might have eventually made New 
York City his permanent residence.

After 1893, when he took his staff position at the 
Public Ledger, Taylor continued to work as writer, artist, 
and publisher; but his subject matter concentrated 
increasingly on Philadelphia and the Thousand Islands, and he 
was apparently less likely to accept lengthy travel assign
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ments. By 1900, his success had allowed him to purchase a 
new home in the fashionable Victorian neighborhood west of 
the Schuylkill near the University of Pennsylvania. He was 
part of the migration away from the center of the city which 
occurred as the street cars and trolly lines made it possible 
for residents to live some distance from their place of 
work.43

In 1905 Taylor was commissioned by the Valley Forge Park 
Commission to write and illustrate the Commission's first 
publication "designed as a historical handbook and souvenir 
guide for the use of visitors who toured the park."44 The 
publication was popular enough to be reissued in 1911, 1916, 
1920 and 1922. Two of Taylor's wash drawings appear in 
various issues, one showing the types of soldiers in General 
Howe's army in Philadelphia, and the other of the National 
Memorial Arch built to honor George Washington. The 
remaining illustrations were photographs which he noted in 
the preface were "mainly . . .  by the author."45

In 1911 he was commissioned by the city of Philadelphia 
to write and illustrate his best known work, a book about the 
city's involvement in the Civil War. Philadelphia in the 
Civil War 1861-1865r published in 1913, remains a major 
research tool for historians because of its detailed record 
of participants and events. This was his last documented 
publication other than the various editions of the Valley 
Forge book, a fitting way to bring to a close his publishing
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career. It was not an end to his sketching, however, which 
continued until his death.

Providentially, in 1920, one month before the death of 
his wife, Taylor was elected president of the Philadelphia 
Sketch Club, a long-time dream, helping to relieve his grief. 
The organization played a pivotal role in his life because 
its members accepted him without the usual requirement of 
formal fine art training and because it gave his life a sense 
of continuity.46 Taylor had joined the Sketch Club in 1869, 
just four years after he moved to Philadelphia, and he 
remained an active member until his death. Founded in 1860, 
on the eve of the Civil War, by student artists discontented 
with the "antiquarian" practices of the Pennsylvania Academy 
of Fine Arts, the Club was, as Taylor noted, on the occasion 
of its 40th anniversary, "committed . . .  to men who love 
Art, not for profit, but because it is in them and they 
must."47 It was home to many prominent artists including 
Thomas Moran, Ridgeway Knight, A. B. Frost, Thomas Anshutz,
F. Cresson Schell, and Joseph Pennell. Thomas Eakins, an 
honorary member, taught classes there and participated in 
some of the Club activities.

Through Taylor's organization, the Club published the 
Portfolio, the first issue appearing in January of 1874. It 
was called by one reporter "The most thoroughly artistic 
publication ever undertaken in Philadelphia. . . ."4a Each 
issue contained photolithographed copies of drawings 
furnished by Club members. The cover "which is embellished
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by a graceful design, bearing the title of the work" was 
drawn by Taylor, and his sketches are included in five of the 
twelve numbers issued during its one year run.49 Each number 
contained from four to six plates and sold for fifty cents a 
single issue or five dollars for a yearly subscription. The 
problem, as noted in the History of the Philadelphia Sketch 
Club, was in "procuring from the members examples of their 
best work without prospect of remuneration."50 More than 
2,100 copies were printed and the Club received a small 
profit along with recognition from the press and others for 
their efforts.

Taylor became Club president at seventy-eight years 
old.51 With the death of his wife of nearly fifty years, and 
the marriage of their son Walter a few years earlier, Taylor 
was "very much alone in the large house he maintained on 
Springfield Avenue."52 His presdential duties and the 
camaraderie the Club provided no doubt helped him through 
this period of bereavement. The Sketch Club history notes 
that he was present for all but one meeting. In 1921 he was 
succeeded as president by a man he had earlier befriended, 
and a close friend of his son, Joseph Pennell.

In 1921 Taylor again faced personal tragedy when Walter 
was suddenly taken ill on a July visit to Shady Ledge. He 
was rushed to the hospital in Ogdensburg but died, at age 
forty-seven, of ptomaine poisoning. Walter had become one of 
the nation's leading illustrators, and was particularly 
remembered for his illustrations published by Charles
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Scribner's Sons. He had just been appointed instructor of 
illustration at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and was 
to begin teaching in the fall. He was an Academy graduate, 
and while a student there had been awarded a traveling 
scholarship in 1896 allowing him to visit the art centers of 
Europe and study independently in Paris. In 1898 he opened a 
studio in Philadelphia at 1912 Walnut Street. His work 
received excellent notice; it was distinguished by superb 
draftsmanship and "his drawings had a velvety richness that 
was the result of his mastery of the charcoal medium."53

Walter's death devastated his father. Walter had been 
the first male infant born to a member of the Sketch Club who 
had married after admittance to the Club. At the time the 
proud father was presented with an inscribed silver loving 
cup to mark the occasion, and Walter was henceforth known as 
the "Club Baby." Walter was again part of the Club 
festivities in 1895 when he performed for "the members and 
his beaming father . . .  a delightful dance done in full 
ballet costume" at the thirty-fifth anniversary celebration.54 
Upon Walter's death, the Club purchased one of his drawings 
from his widow for $100. A memorial exhibition of his 
colored drawings was organized by the gallery of M. Knodler 
and Co. The majority of his works were sold at auction.

In a letter to his Sketch Club friend and fellow Special 
Artist, F. Cresson Schell, Frank Taylor's reaction to his 
son's death and the support he knew he would derive from his 
association with his colleagues is painfully clear:
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August 5th, 1921 

Dear Schell,

Please say to the kindly circle of our 
associates of the P. S. C. that I will in due time 
acknowledge their most comforting messages. I 
cannot as yet, go there to meet them. The good old 
Club must be, hereafter, the refuge for my leisure 
hours. The good-will of the members will help me 
greatly through what may yet be left of life to me.

Sincerely, Frank H. Taylor55

Taylor kept busy with his drawings of Philadelphia but 
completely alone, he relied on the Club for stability in his 
life. At seventy-five he traveled by trolly the four and one 
half miles from his west Philadelphia home to the Club. On 
one such visit in October of 1921 he stepped in front of a 
parked car into the path of a delivery truck. He was taken 
first to the Club where the secretary insisted he be examined 
at nearby Jefferson Hospital. He was then transported back 
to his Springfield Avenue home where he wrote a few days 
later that the injuries were "confined to the muscles and 
nerves, bones all to the good."56 Perhaps his many years of 
spirited travel left him a resilient individual.

Taylor recovered from this misfortune and was able to 
give a lecture "with slides" to the Philobiblon Club on 
November 30, 1923, on the development of the art of 
lithography titled "Lithography - Photo Lithography and Photo 
Engraving."57 Here he fondly recalled his early years in the 
city after his migration from New York, and the establishment
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of his business with "Ferd" Smith. The business he noted was 
continued by Smith's sons and remained the only firm in the 
city still engraving on wood.

The following year the Sketch Club presented Taylor with 
a framed testimonial which included a sketch of the Clubhouse 
by Edward H. Suydam, and hand lettered text which read: 
"1869-1924 To Frank H. Taylor on the 55th anniversary of his 
membership in the Philadelphia Sketch Club the Members 
present this testimonial of their respect and esteem, October 
1924." And one year later at a dinner in his honor he was 
presented with a billiard cue, billards being one of his 
favorite pastimes.

His health, however, steadily declined. By February of 
1926 he was confined to his home, although still seemingly in 
good spirits and busy painting. He wrote to the Club on the 
27th "I keep occupied with my usual work, when hand and head 
are busy there is no time for worry and in my case there is 
no real reason for i t . . .  . "58

In March 9, 1927 Taylor was declared "an alleged weak- 
minded person" in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia 
and placed under the guardianship of the Commonwealth Title 
Insurance and Trust Company. He was placed in Burn Brae 
Sanitarium, Delaware County, Pennsylvania and died there of 
"acute bronchitis" on May 25, 1927.59 Taylor was interred at 
Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia where he was buried with 
his wife and son along with his wife's sister, Christiana S.
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Johnston, who died in 1921, one year after Margaret Johnston 
Taylor, and the same year as Walter.

His will was probated on June 2, 1927. He bequeathed 
his home on Springfield Ave. to Mrs. Mina Harvey and her 
daughter Miss Mary Martha Harvey.60 The remainder of his 
estate including "Shady Ledge" was left to his surviving 
brothers Clifford B. and Berton E. Taylor and his sister 
Jennie A. Taylor. His series of old Philadelphia drawings, 
prints, and negatives were to be sold at auction unless 
purchased by the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. The 
proceeds of the sale were to be given to Mrs. Harvey and her 
daughter. The Society chose not to purchase the drawings.
In recent years, many have since returned to the Historical 
Society as gifts and bequeths. The Atwater Kent Museum, 
which specializes in Philadelphiana, and the Philadelphia 
Maritime museum have also received some of Taylor's 
Philadelphia drawings. In addition, a group of twenty-one 
washes and watercolors are owned by the old Philadelphia law 
firm of Duane, Morris and Heckscher, purchased by one of the 
founding family members who wanted to recall the city as it 
was when the firm began.

Taylor was remembered by his Sketch Club comrades as an 
"artist, historian, and philosopher, who had sampled many 
varied and venturesome experiences, . . . [who] looked upon 
unfolding life with the heart of a youngster."61 His death 
brought to a close the era of the Special Artist reporter as 
advances in photography and printing allowed the camera to
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capture the fast action scenes once only the purview of the 
Special. His love of the watercolor medium, dedication to 
accuracy in capturing a story, and interest not only in new 
ideas but appreciation of the foundations they were based on, 
would now have to be carried on by other artists and 
journalists.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1Quoted by Frank H. Taylor (hereafter cited as FHT) 
during speech to the Philadelphia Sketch Club, (hereafter 
cited as PSC) October, 1907, at a ceremony to honor C. Few 
"Fewey" Seiss who served as Club secretary for over twenty- 
two years. Sidney C. Lomas, History of the Philadelphia 
Sketch Club. (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Sketch Club, 1935),
p. 469. Taylor too believed that he should help others, and 
saw his role as Special Artist one in which he could impart 
information about the country to his fellow citizens.

2In a speech to art students, possibly at the 
Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts, Taylor stated that he was 
occasionally a student at the Academy when it occupied the 
building on Chestnut Street, although he is not listed in the 
Academy student records. This statement would indicate he did 
have limited academic training. In addition, Taylor's 
association through the Philadelphia Sketch Club, with other 
prominent artists and illustrators including Thomas Anshutz, 
Thomas Eakins, A. B. Frost and W. A. Rogers, no doubt 
provided additional training albeit on an informal level. 
Meetings at the Sketch Club included weekly sketching 
exercises which were critiqued by other members. Records 
indicate that Taylor attended many of these sessions and 
would be expected to participate thereby gaining critical 
analysis from some of the country's most prominent artists. 
FHT, Manuscript Collection 84:32, Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania, (hereafter cited as HSP) Box 2, Folder 3 and 
PSC, Philadelphia Collecting Project, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Microfilm Rolls 3664, 3665, 
3666, 3919, 3920.

3The 1860 New York Census shows two six year olds, a 
girl Jannet and a boy James. The 1870 and 1880 New York 
Census records show only a girl, Jennie of the corresponding 
age. Either James died in which case there were nine 
children, or the census taker mistook the one child, Jennie 
for two children.

41850 New York Census records.

51860 and 1870 New York Census records. Harriet would 
bear one more child, Hattie, who is listed in the 1880 census 
as a daughter, age two.
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6Affidavit by Taylor dated May 24, 1916 as part of an 
application for pension. Pension application files, Military 
Service Branch, (NNMS) National Archives and Records 
Administration, Washington, DC.

’Frederick Phisterer, New York in the War of the 
Rehelllon 1860-1865. 3rd ed., (Albany: J. B. Lion Company, 
1912), p. 49. The regiment was commanded by Col. Charles N. 
Clark. Company E later became the eighth separate company of 
the National Guard of the state.

Correspondence to the author from Timothy Decker, 
Curator of Collections, Chemung County Historical Society, 
Elmira, NY, dated May 1, 1990.

’Thomas E. Byrne, "Elmira's Civil War Prison Camp: 
1864-65," The Chemung Historical Journal. V. 10, No. 1, 
September, 1964, pp. 1282, 1286. For additional information 
about the camp also see Clay W. Holmes, The Elmira Prison 
Camp: A History. (New York, 1921).

10Company Muster Roll for FHT, NNMS, National Archives.

1’Holmes, The Elmira. Exlaon Camp, p. 43.

12For an analysis of how the war influenced American 
thought see George M. Fredrickson, The Inner Civil War: 
Northern Intellectuals and the Crisis of the Union (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1965).

13This curious bit of information leads one to question 
if the artist was forced to use his left hand, or did he use 
his right hand and accommodate this physical inconvenience. 
Being left-handed would have proved difficult, however, not 
inconceivable, in the nineteenth century as the use of the 
right hand was generally preferred. It is question that may 
remain forever unanswered.

14In lecture notes from a speech he gave on February 10, 
1915 Taylor mentions, for the only time, being in Boston 
prior to his arrival in Philadelphia. He equates this with 
Benjamin Franklin's similar circumstances, but says "Any 
further resemblance to the great Philosopher is doubtful." 
There was no indication as to how long he was in the city or 
for what reason, but it was probably briefly and in connec
tion with his subsequent apprenticeship in Philadelphia.
FHT, Manuscript files, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3. Pension form No.
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3-447, NNMS, National Archives and FHT, Autograph Collection, 
HSP, 1923.

15It is interesting to note here that his later pension 
application files state that his profession at the time of 
enlistment was artist. The career decision was apparently an 
early one although there exist no extant works from this 
period of his life. Pension form N. 3-447 completed by 
Taylor on May 15, 1908, NNMS, National Archives.

16For additional information on the development of 
lithography in Philadelphia see, Nicholas Wainwright, 
Philadelphia in the Romantic Age of Lithography.
(Philadelphia: Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1982.)

17FHT, Autograph Collection, HSP.

18The building is no longer extant, and the property is 
part of the Independence National Historical Park.

19FHT, Autograph Collection, HSP.

20FHT, Manuscript Collection, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3.

21Pension form N. 3-389 completed by Taylor on April 3, 
1915, NNMS, National Archives.

22Letter from the Girls Normal School dated January 8, 
1869. Miss Taylor fit the profile of the typical teacher 
noted by Dorothy G. Beers in her article "The Centennial 
City, 1865-1876" as being a white female under the age of 
twenty-five who continued to live with her parents while 
employed. Beers also notes that the annual salary was less 
than $450 which was lower than that of other large cities. 
Russell f. weigley, ed., Philadelphia ;_AJQQ-Year. History, 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1982), p. 447.

231880 Pennsylvania Census records.

24The exhibition was seen as a prelude to the upcoming 
Centennial. It proved so popular —  267,638 paying visitors 
or approximately one-third of the city's population —  that 
its initial one month run was extended because the judges 
were unable to perform their duties, due to the large crowds. 
Report of the Twenty-Seventh Exhibition of American
Manufacturers. Held in the City of Philadelphia From October 
f. ta November 12. 1874 by..the -Franklin—Institute 
(Philadelphia: Franklin Institute, 1874), pp. 3, 225, 229.
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“ "Novelties of the Exhibition," ARM scrapbook.

“ Taylor said he and his partner had learned about the 
new photo-lithographic process and together with a young 
chemist, Anson D. Partridge, solved the problem and began to 
use this process in their business. FHT, Autograph 
Collection, HSP.

27"The Franklin Institute Exhibition," AKM scrapbook.

“ ibid.f "A Feature."

29Ibld.. "Journalism."

30FHT, Autograph Collection, HSP.

31"Journalism," AKM scrapbook.

32Ibld.. "The Franklin Institute."

33Franklin Institute Exhibition Report, p. 199.

“ Ibid.. FHT, "The Air-Ship Franklin."

“ His proficiency at pen and ink drawing he said was due 
in part to his creation of emblematic borders for writing 
masters who created resolutions for various Philadelphia 
organizations. FHT, Manuscript files, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3.

“ Lecture to the Plastic Club, p. 5., FHT Manuscript 
files, HSP, Box 1, Folder 4.

37Nancy L. Gustke, "A Stately Picturesque Dream . . ." 
Scenes of Florida, Cuba, and Mexico in 1880. (Gainesville: 
University Presses of Florida, 1982).

“ This was a misnomer as the island is actually oblong, 
being approximately one mile in length and a quarter mile in 
width.

“ "Home News."On The St. Lawrence, Vol X, No. 52, 7 July,
1893.

40FHT, Autograph Collection, HSP.

41They were probably for a story about the famous 
waterway although to date, no such corresponding article has
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surfaced. The view of the hotel may have been painted as a 
gift to the hotel owners as it has remained in the family.
The other watercolor which shows the locks which the hotel 
faces/ was not part of the Kenney family estate, but later 
purchased by Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Kenney the current owners, and 
both are now displayed in the historic structure. The hotel 
was founded in 1877 by Thomas and Eleanor Kenney and became 
immediately popular with fishermen and pleasure boaters. Two 
years after Taylor painted it, it was written up in a 
guidebook, Picturesque Rideau Route, noting "It [the hotel] 
is a favorite resort for yacht owners and men of semi- 
nautical appearance lounge around and exchange fish stories." 
iBegun in 1827 the Rideau Canal linking Kingston to Ottawa 
was originally conceived in 1815 after the War of 1812 and 
the Napoleonic wars left Britain still in control of Upper 
Canada. In encouraging settlement and reflecting concern 
with another attempted invasion by the United States, an 
internal navigation system was built which would provide a 
secure route for troops and supplies eliminating sole 
reliance on the St. Lawrence with its possibly hostile 
borders. The projected disturbances never materialized, 
however, and by the turn of the century the waterway played 
host to luxury steamboats escorting tourists through the 
picturesque locks. Hotels such as the Kenney welcomed 
visitors from both sides of the river as evidenced by their 
flying both the Stars and Strips and the Union Jack as Taylor 
carefully recorded. Here tourists could enjoy the outdoors 
and find relief from the congestion of city life. IThe 
steamer Taylor shows ready to descend the locks at Jones 
Falls is the James Swift built at Kingston in 1893 and 
licensed to carry one hundred passengers. It was one of five 
single-purpose passenger steamers that plied the waterway 
after 1885 offering luxury accommodations. It was damaged by 
fire in 1899 and subsequently completely refitted and renamed 
the Rideau King which allowed the Rideau Lakes Navigation 
Company to continue its popular and profitable service 
between Kingston and Ottawa and Montreal. Taylor would make 
many sketches of these steamers and the locks along the canal 
for articles and area guidebooks.

42The June 22, 1874 issue of the Daily Graphic, p. 857, 
contains a composite of seven illustrations under the title, 
"The Regatta of the Schuylkill Navy at Philadelphia, On 
Wednesday and Thursday Last" including signed sketches by 
Taylor and Frost. The Philadelphia Maritime Museum, 85.67.1. 
It is possible that as head of the Graphic1s art department 
Frost worked for Taylor and may have been hired by him.
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43For an analysis of the evolution of the street car 
system on urban America, see Sam Bass Warner, Jr., Street Car 
Suburbs: The Process of Growth in Boston. 1870-1900. (New
York: Atheneum, 1974), and Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabarass 
Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), pp. 103-115.

44Harlan D. Unrau, Administrative History. Valley Forge 
National Historical Park. (Washington, DC: U.S. Department
of the Interior, 1984), p. 109.

45FHT, Valley Forge: A Chronicle of American Heroism,
(Philadelphia, James W. Nagle, 1911), p. 5. The 1905 and 
1911 editions were both published by Nagle a Philadelphia 
publisher with whom Taylor frequently collaborated. The 1916 
edition was published by J. W. Lippincott, and Taylor had 
other associations with this large publishing house. All 
three editions were copyrighted by Taylor. The last edition 
was published by Daniel J. Voorhees who was the proprietor of 
the Washington Inn at Valley Forge and copyrighted by 
Voorhees. Taylor also did the map for the Philadelphia & 
Western Railway Co. advertisement which appeared in the 1911 
edition.

46Clubs were important in Philadelphia and were formed 
for just about every group. As Nathanial Burt and Wallace E. 
Davis note in their essay on the city's "Iron Age 1876-1905" 
in Weigley's Philadelphia, p. 520, "Philadelphians liked to 
express themselves not as individuals but in groups." They 
also note that the propensity to establish clubs was a 
reflection of the city's "conformist atmosphere."

47Lomas, History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club, p. 367.

48"The Fine Arts, The Philadelphia Sketch Club 
Portfllio." AKM scrapbook.

49Ihld.

50Lomas, History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club, p. 69.

51Secretary's notes December 4, 1925. At a mid-day 
dinner in his honor, Taylor notes that during his early days 
as a member when he served as the Treasurer, there were one 
or two occasions when there was no quorum and he was able to 
elect himself President Pro-Tern. PSC, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Roll 3665.
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52Lomas, History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club, p. 672

53Dumas Malone, ed., Dictionary of American Biography.
V. 18 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), p. 322. 
Walter was described by his friend Joseph Penell as "'the 
last of the American illustrators.'" He had been an 
instructor for illustration at the Art Students' League in 
New York and the School of Design for Women, Philadelphia.
In 1915 he was awarded a gold medal of honor for illustration 
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition. His oil and charcoal 
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CHAPTER II

TAYLOR AND THE ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER: 
THE CREATION OF THE SPECIAL ARTIST

so far as a man looks the truth in the 
face and uses his art to make that truth
clear is his work worth considering.

The Craftsman1

The addition of illustrations to newspapers in the mid
nineteenth century created the need for Special Artists. The 
popularity of the new format was overwhelming, and editors 
were pressed to search out artists who would be willing to 
travel, often at a moment's notice, to the scene of a fire, 
war, shipwreck, parade or gala event. Whether these 
developments were natural or man-made was of no concern as
long as their press coverage sold papers. The artists were
really pictorial journalists. Their objective was to record 
accurately, or "truthfully" what they saw —  occasionally, as 
in Frank Taylor's case, with text as well as illustrations. 
Taylor's considerable ability at both meant he was in great 
demand; it also accounted for his increased earnings.2 Taylor 
also felt his writing abilities developed his powers of 
observation. He said, "It helps the picture maker to put his 
impressions also into words. It serves to fix the memory of
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things seen and experienced."3 The intent was to place the 
viewer at the event as it happened.

By necessity Special Artists were generally denied the 
luxury of time to study the subject matter or incident at 
hand, in part because events were often instantaneous, and 
also because newspapers wanted the images as soon as 
possible. This frequently required risking life and limb to 
get a story.

An example of Taylor in action, displaying his ability 
to be continuously on call and willing to put himself at 
risk, was described by an unidentified reporter for the 
Miners' Journal in a story filed on February 1, 1878.4 He 
wrote that a number of the press had gathered that day in 
Philadelphia, despite a severe storm, to record the activ
ities of the State Fencibles, a highly skilled military drill 
unit. Just after the performance commenced, news of a fire 
sent the reporters off to cover that story. However, the re
port of another, even worse disaster, the wreck of the 
steamer Metropolis off the North Carolina coast, sent the 
reporters immediately in search of information about 
passengers and cargo.5 Meanwhile, the reporter noted, "Mr. 
Frank H. Taylor, the New York Graphic artist, was prowling 
. . . about that less favored portion of the city, Willow 
Street wharf, and through great danger gained in that 
locality a true description of the vessel."6 The reporter 
also noted that Taylor had then left early that morning for
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the scene of the wreck, "and from his facile pen and pencil 
we shall soon have an illustrated account of the sad affair."7

Taylor wasted no time in obtaining what information he 
could in Philadelphia and then immediately traveled to the 
disaster site, where eighty-five lives were lost. Timely 
coverage of such disasters could prove difficult as Taylor 
had noted a year earlier when he filed reports from Kitty 
Hawk, North Carolina, on the wreck of the Huron in which one 
hundred lives were lost.8 In the text, which was accompanied 
by "a vivid picture of the storm beaten shore," Taylor noted 
the difficulty in relaying information back to Philadelphia 
because the great distance between the wreck and where the 
bodies were found required constant retracing of the area.
In addition, the only transmission wire available belonged to 
the government, and was usually tied up with official 
business.9 To a good Special who knew the value of "live" 
coverage, any delay in transmitting visual and written news 
back to the paper was troublesome and could mean a loss of 
readership and income.

The human suffering and loss created by these shipwrecks 
prompted Taylor to file a report from Norfolk, Virginia for 
the Philadelphia Press following the Metropolis disaster, on 
the failings of Congress to support safety standards for the 
dangerous mid-Atlantic coast.10 Artists had long been aware 
of the persuasive power of their illustrations to reinforce a 
particular point of view or to apply political pressure.
Frank Leslie's crusade against "swill milk" and Thomas Nast's
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exposure of Tammany Hall corruption are two examples of 
reform crusades in which the newspapers, and particularly 
their illustrations, were catalysts for action.11

Dramatic events and persuasive visuals were the stock in 
trade of illustrated newspapers. Politically charged 
pictorial representation of news was not a new idea; but 
advances in printing technology, however, now facilitated it 
on a grand scale. Prior to the nineteenth century, illus
trated journalism had been limited to broadsides and 
newsbooks. These early publications were often the work of 
popular craftsmen, and utilized a single illustration to 
dramatize a point, or depict an event, or both. Professional 
artists were rare.12 More often the creators of these works 
were limners whose main occupation was sign painting, or 
artisans for whom illustration was ancillary. The works were 
occasionally accompanied by descriptive text, but because a 
large portion of the population was illiterate, the message 
had to be clearly evident from the drawing alone. Even in 
the nineteenth century many Americans could barely read, and 
it was the illustrations that sold the papers. A picture 
was, therefore, literally worth a thousand words.13

An excellent example of eighteenth century illustrated 
journalism is Paul Revere's famous broadside, "The Boston 
Massacre," printed in 1770. Though not an artist, Revere was 
a skilled craftsman, and familiar with the engraving process. 
Politically astute, he knew the value of quickly reporting 
the altercation to the general populace. While Revere used
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some "journalistic license" in depicting the events of March 
5, his graphic representation of the unarmed colonists being 
maimed and murdered by British gunfire was so popular that 
jurors in the trial of Captain Preston, who had been Captain 
of the Day, were told to disregard the "'prints exhibited in 
our houses . ' "14

Revere again used visual images to illustrate the 
"massacre" when he included five coffins to accompany the 
story of the death of Patric Carr in the March 19 issue of 
the Boston Globe.15 Each coffin contained the initials of one 
of the five colonists who was killed, along with a sinister 
skull which had no lower jaw, leaving the upper teeth 
hanging, and crossed bones beneath. In a newspaper devoid of 
illustrations, the dramatic coffins and article banded in 
black served to draw the reader's attention and spark the 
curiosity of the non-reader who could easily glean the 
intended message. Primarily a means to inflame activism 
against the British, both the broadside and illustrated Globe 
article were also good business. The broadside, which sold 
for eight pence, spawned numerous imitations by artists who 
no doubt wanted to take economic advantage of the emotional 
intensity generated by the event.16

Revere's broadside was a copperplate engraving, and the 
coffins of the Boston Globe were woodcuts. Both methods of 
producing multiple printed images had existed for centuries, 
but had inherent limitations which prevented their use in the 
high volume newspapers of the nineteenth century.17 The
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reintroduction of the wood engraving technique allowed the 
London Illustrated News to first capitalize on pictorial 
journalism in 1842. The successful formula was copied in 
Europe in papers like L'Illustration in Paris (1843) and La 
Illustracion in Madrid (1848), and in America with Frank 
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper (1855) and, possibly the most 
famous, Harper's Weekly (1857).18

The copperplate engraving process used by Revere and 
artists like Theodore de Bry who engraved John White's 
illustrations of Virginia for his book A Briefe and True 
Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, is intaglio 
printing. The design is incised into the metal, the ink is 
forced down into the cut-out surfaces, the plate is then 
wiped clean, and the recessed ink transferred by pressing the 
paper into the incised lines. The range of values and width 
and depth of lines allows for a great degree of artistic 
expression. However, the copperplate could not be run 
simultaneously on the same press with the wood type used in 
newspapers and books into the twentieth century. For a 
copperplate engraving to accompany a newspaper article on the 
same page would require two separate printing operations or 
press runs. This might be cost-effective for a book, but not 
economical when thousands of heavily illustrated copies of 
newsprint were issued each week. In addition, the image 
became weaker as increased numbers were pulled.

The woodcut represented another long-established means 
of obtaining an image in print.19 This method was compatible
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with wood type because unlike engraving on metal, the image 
to be reproduced was left in relief, the remainder, or all 
the white parts, were cut away.20 Woodcuts are made along the 
grain of the wood, on the plank; and can be as large as the 
plank. The softness of the wood allows for ease in cutting, 
and the artist uses knives, gouges and chisels to create what 
is usually a bold, straightforward design. The woodcut 
though was too soft to withstand the enormous numbers of 
impressions, upwards of 100,000 copies, required for the 
nineteenth century newspapers.21

The answer for the illustrated press was wood engraving. 
Like the woodcut it is a relief method of printing, but the 
end grain of a very hard wood, preferably boxwood, is used 
and the artist uses different tools: a graver, scraper and 
tint tool. These instruments produce precise, delicate marks 
that allowed artists like the pioneer Thomas Bewick to create 
subtle tones by the buildup of many thin lines.22 The wood 
engraving process allows for a lively, more spontaneous line 
in comparison to the more controlled lines of the woodcut.

Boxwood, however, as well as pear, the cheaper 
substitute, were only available in small sizes. Of necessity 
for newspaper illustration, blocks were uniformly cut, 
usually 3-1/2" x 2", and 1" thick, or 72 points high, to 
conform to the height of the type. This required that the 
blocks be bolted together to accommodate larger images. A 
16" x 22" double page spread in Harper's Weekly, such as
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Taylor's From Vera Cruz to Mexico of April 3, 1880, would 
require the assembly of thirty-six blocks.23

The Special Artist did not generally draw his sketch on 
the blocks when reporting from the field.24 Rather, sketches 
from the Special Artist were posted back to papers like 
Harper's Weekly, where they were redrawn on the block(s) by 
staff artists and then engraved by another group of artisans. 
On many occasions the Special had only time to make an 
outline of the scene and then used notes to advise the staff 
artist what additional elements were needed to complete the 
scene.25

An example can be seen by comparing Taylor's sketch 
General Grant and Party are Shown Some Florida Products and 
the corresponding engraving The Visit to Orange Park-Display 
of Fruits and Vegetables from the February 21, 1880 issue of 
Harper's Weekly.26 (Figs. 4 & 5) Differences between the two 
works are immediately obvious, and a cursory glance at 
Taylor's sketch might elicit the opinion that it was poorly 
executed. This was not the case, however. Taylor's primary 
objective was to record the facts, the critical elements of 
the scene, not necessarily to produce a finished drawing.
Here he depicted the arrangement of the tables and the basic 
placement of the Florida produce which was on display for the 
former president. He carefully notes the location of the 
three major participants, President and Mrs. Grant, and the 
host, Mr. Benedict, so there was no confusion on the part of 
the staff artist. Taylor merely outlined the crowd of people
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in the background as it would be unnecessary to include 
details, which could easily be furnished in the redrawing. 
Other critical elements were included such as the large tree, 
heavily draped in Spanish Moss, which framed the scene and 
supported the observation platform. Taylor wrote on the 
front of the sketch "see note on back." There he provided 
the staff artist additional information to assist in the 
final drawing on the blocks. Taylor noted that "two tables 
were arranged at right angles under a group of trees. . . ." 
He identified the various types of vegetables and fruits on 
display, and that "bouquets of flowers were interspersed."
He also included a small pencil portrait of Mr. Benedict and 
enclosed a photograph of the scene.21

When Taylor’s sketch arrived at Harper’s art department, 
the head of the department, Charles Parsons, determined the 
size it would appear in the paper (in this case 5-1/2" x 7", 
whereas the sketch was 7" x 9-3/4"), and assembled the 
appropriate number of blocks. Then one or more staff artists 
or draftsmen would draw on the blocks, using the sketch, as 
well as Taylor's additional instructions and supplemental 
material as a guide. Editorial decisions might determine the 
rearranging of certain elements for emphasis or the elimina
tion of portions deemed objectionable; however, the intent 
was that it was "all . . . done without doing any violence to 
the general truth of the representation, and with due 
consideration for the particular conditions of the moment,
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such as the amount of finish and distribution of light and 
shade suitable for rapid engraving and printing."28

The staff artist had to reduce or enlarge the sketch and 
draw it on the blocks in reverse in order to duplicate the 
original drawing when printed.29 Once the general outline 
was completed, the blocks were disassembled and individual 
artists would fill in the details, being careful with margins 
and merging tones. In many cases these men were specialists 
in rendering specific elements such as people or landscapes, 
and would be provided only the blocks containing their 
expertise.30 W. A. Rogers, a Special Artist for Harper's 
Weekly and friend of Taylor's, notes that each man had to 
hold in his mind the tone that would pervade the entire 
composition, or the completed picture would not hold together 
when the blocks were reassembled.31 Taylor's sketch of the 
Carnival parade in Havana was probably handled in this manner 
which would account for the fact that it is cut approximately 
in half, separating the upper portion containing the 
architectural and landscape elements from the lower half 
containing the figures. This would be particularly necessary 
if the decision to use this sketch for the cover was a last 
minute occurrence, requiring it to be quickly redrawn and 
engraved on the blocks.32

In certain instances one artist might execute the entire 
sketch on the block and be allowed to sign his name as 
artist. An example is the engraving, A French Canadian 
Village on the St. Lawrence, after Taylor's sketch, for his
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article "A Canadian Pilgrimage, " which he wrote and 
illustrated in 1882 for Harper’s New Monthly Magazine.33 m  

the lower left hand corner is the signature C. Graham, 
indicating Graham was the only artist to work on the block.34 
Charles S. Graham, the highest paid staff artist at Harper's 
at the time, translated many of Taylor's field sketches onto 
the blocks. Graham was a specialist in landscapes, and 
Rogers believed he had the "finest sense of perspective of 
any artist . . . [he] ever knew.35 That Parsons continually 
chose some of his best artists to execute Taylor's work 
reflects his high regard for this talented Special Artist.36

The French Canadian engraving also carries another 
signature, that of C. Mayer, in the lower right hand corner, 
followed by the initials sc for sculptor. This is the 
signature of the engraver and meant, like the artist, that he 
was responsible for executing the entire block.37 For once 
the drawing was completed, the blocks were then sent to the 
engraver(s). Due to the ever-present time constraints of 
publication, it was not often that one engraver had the 
opportunity to carve the entire block, thus earning the right 
to place his signature on the finished design. More often, 
as in the case of the detail work of the drawing, the blocks 
were divided among those engravers whose speciality the 
blocks contained. If time allowed, prior to distribution a 
master engraver would take the pre-assembled blocks and cut 
across all the joins, giving the individual engravers a guide
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to follow as to the general direction and character of the 
lines.

The process of engraving the blocks was a laborious one, 
involving cutting away those portions of the block which 
would not carry ink, and effectively translating the various 
lines and shadings of the sketch.38 An engraver like Mayer 
sat at a high table, preferably in front of a north facing 
window to obtain the greatest amount of indirect light. The 
block was either set on a sandbag or secured to the table in 
some fashion. A large magnifying glass, a necessity for such 
intense and delicate work, would be attached to a swing arm 
in order to adjust to any angle. In the evening a fish bowl 
filled with water would be placed in front of an oil lamp to 
create a temporary lens to focus light directly on the block.

The engraver had to be constantly concerned about the 
block warping thereby becoming it unusable. His hands would 
be warm and moist, and too much contact with the block could 
prove disastrous. Even his breath could be a potential 
problem, so a paper screen called a mentonniere was sometimes 
worn over the nose and mouth. As an additional precaution, 
the block was always placed flat on its face when it was not 
being worked. It would take from ten to twelve hours to 
complete a 4" x 5" block. The artists and engravers for 
Leslie's and Harper's Weekly were often required to work long 
hours when a major news story needed coverage. During the 
Civil War they would sometimes work thirty-six hours straight 
to complete the illustrations for the next issue.39
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Once the individual blocks were completed, they were 
reassembled and bolted back together. The engraver, or the 
master engraver in cases where the blocks were completed by 
different artisans, would then carefully examine the 
junctions to assure the images were visually integrated and 
properly aligned.40 In those cases where the blocks had been 
subdivided, the master engraver might also be required to 
touch up the blocks to achieve as uniform appearance as 
possible. Any significant alterations or mistakes in 
engraving could be corrected by inserting a plug into the 
block. A tapered hole was bored in the block around the area 
in question, and a resin-coated plug of the same shape and 
wood composition was inserted in the hole and gently hammered 
in for a tight fit.41

Once all the blocks were engraved, reassembled, and 
bolted together, they were ready for the final step of 
electroplating, which prevented any warping during the large 
press runs. This was a method of coating a wax mold of the 
engraving with copper by electrolysis. The thin copper shell 
was then removed from the mold, backed with metal, and 
finally mounted on wood ready for printing.42

The printing process, from the Special Artist's field 
sketch to final engraving, was thus an involved one which 
required the contributions of at least one other artist and 
the engraver, but more often was the result of many skilled 
hands. Artists who did not understand this process were 
often critical of the results of the final engraving, and in
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the hands of the unskilled, this was sometimes a problem. 
However, when the Special utilized the linear qualities of 
the engraving process, i.e., strong outlines, simplified 
form, and sharply defined areas of light and shadow, while 
using tone —  reproduced by the engraver by minute parallel 
lines —  to enrich his illustration, the beauty of the final 
engraving could be maximized.

Probably no one understood this concept better than 
Winslow Homer, perhaps the most famous of Harper's artists.
He recognized that engraving was basically a line medium, and 
used that knowledge gained during his early apprenticeship at 
Bufford's lithographic firm to create some of the finest 
engravings found in illustrated newspapers.43 Unlike Taylor, 
however, Homer spent little time as a Special in the field, 
and was more often in a position to draw directly on the 
blocks, so designated by his signature or initials. This 
allowed him greater control of the final outcome, because 
even though he was not responsible for the engraving, the 
need for an intermediary to redraw the sketch on the block 
was eliminated. Taylor was fortunate in that, during his 
tenure at Harper's, some of the most talented artists like 
Graham and Thure de Thulstrup, were assigned to redraw his 
work. Because Taylor, like Homer, began his training in a 
lithography studio, and in addition had experience with his 
own printing business, he too was aware of the visual ele
ments necessary for an effective engraving. Taylor's 
architectural sketches, such as those he did in Mexico City
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during the Grant trip, are excellent examples of his 
incorporation of these ideas of line and shadow, which would 
enhance the final engraving.

The first true illustrated newspapers were, as mentioned 
above, European and designed to serve an ever expanding, 
literate middle class. It was not long, however, before 
readers in the United States were ready to support such an 
enterprise, and the entrepreneur who recognized this was 
Frank Leslie. Leslie was an Englishman who immigrated to 
America in 1848 after rising to chief of the engraving room 
of the London Illustrated News. He knew first-hand the 
operations of an illustrated weekly paper, and after begin
ning with a partnership venture, he launched Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper in 1855. Leslie's illustrations 
revolutionized American magazine publishing because they 
pictured events no more than two weeks old. In addition, 
some of the illustrations were so large at 2' x 3' that they 
had to be folded into the paper.44

Leslie's motto was "never shoot over the heads of the 
people." Unlike publications such as Harper's Monthly and 
the Atlantic, which were aimed at a cultural elite, Leslie's 
paper was designed for the masses. It covered all aspects of 
life, music and drama, fine arts, sports, books —  and had 
serialized fiction. There was a well organized art staff of 
six artists including Leslie himself. By its third year, 
Leslie's circulation had reached one hundred thousand.45
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Taylor’s association with Leslie's seems to have been 
that of a free-lance artist probably because he already had a 
busy career underway in Philadelphia. Like any free-lance 
artist Taylor tried to maximize his earnings by submitting 
items to any publication where his talents might be welcomed. 
Taylor's first sketch for Leslie's appeared in the September 
7 issue of 1872. It depicted the launch of the new steamship 
Pennsylvania, built by the William H. Cramp and Sons 
Shipyard. The page was divided in half horizontally with the 
engraving made from Taylor's sketch, occupying the upper half 
of the page. The lower half contained a circular engraving 
of the Honorable Thomas A. Henderick of Indiana from a 
photograph by Mathew Brady.

Taylor's documentation of the launch, and the engrav
ing's juxtaposition with a Brady photograph, allows us to 
analyze the Special Artist's reportorial role. For there was 
a history here that went beyond the launch of a new ship and 
the excitement generated by the event, as cheering crowds of 
well-wishers were depicted both on the docks and in smaller 
vessels surrounding the new ship. The Pennsylvania was the 
first iron steam screw to cross the Atlantic, departing 
Philadelphia on May 22, 1873 bound for Liverpool —  part of 
America's, and the city's, increasing commercial prominence 
at sea as the country's industrial power rose.46

The ship's builder, William Cramp and Sons Ship and 
Engine Building Company, cited by Burt and Davis as one of 
the "cornerstones" of Philadelphia's Iron Age, supplied the
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nation with merchant and war vessels from the days of the 
clipper ships through World War I.47 These included record 
breaking transatlantic passenger steamers like the St. Louis, 
the battleship USS Maine, and even J. P. Morgan's yacht 
Corsair. The company supplied naval warships not only to the 
United States but to Russia, Turkey and Japan. Charles Cramp 
was even decorated by the Czar. The Cramp firm thus 
represented not only America's burgeoning technological 
dominance, but also its growing intervention in world affairs 
as the explosion of the Maine led to war with Spain. And the 
Corsair symbolized the rising power of United States indus
trial capitalism. Taylor was thus illustrating an age as 
well as an event.

That Taylor's sketch should also be accompanied by an 
engraving of a Brady photograph is prophetic because it 
foreshadows the eventual replacement of the Special Artist 
and wood engraver by the photojournalist. In the late 1800s, 
photographic equipment was still cumbersome and exposure time 
too slow to capture anything but the most staid situations.
It was no match for the artist's quick hand in the field of 
battle or at a disaster. New developments were impending, 
however, that would move photographic images to the fore
front. One was the development of the roll-film camera by 
George Eastman. This eliminated the need for the photo
journalist to transport his darkroom with him which, in 
addition to faster film, improved lenses, and the flash, 
allowed for capturing the immediate image once reserved for
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the Special. As W. A. Rogers succinctly stated, "now a 
photographer goes out with his camera and —  click! —  he has 
it all in half the wink of an eye."48 Another important de
velopment was the ability to reproduce shades of gray, or 
halftones, in the newspaper by the use of a ruled glass 
"screen" which fragmented the picture into dots of various 
sizes. This meant photographs and sketches no longer had to 
be engraved, a tremendous savings. While firms like Harper's 
did not immediately dispense with their large art depart
ments, they soon eliminated the wood engravers. And 
eventually, the Special and staff artists were replaced with 
photojournalists.49 So the illustrators of the industrial 
age, the Specials, became its victims.

Taylor would eventually work for Harper's Weekly.
Leslie's chief rival, which was established just two years 
later in 1857. It was the New York Daily Graphic, however, 
that launched Taylor's career as a Special Artist. Estab
lished in 1872, the Graphic took illustrated journalism one 
step further, from weekly to daily publication. Recognizing 
the increased popularity of illustrated papers, the owners 
felt a daily paper, heavily endowed with visual images, would 
be well received. This would not have been possible, 
however, without what they called "the Graphic Process of 
which the publishers are the sole proprietors."50 This 
"secret" process was that of photolithography, whereby 
"photographs made from pen drawings or from wood cut prints, 
were transferred to stone in shape for further use."
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The photolithographic engraving process used by the 
Graphic was invented by William A. Leggo of Montreal.51 Leggo 
and George E. Desbarats conceived the idea of issuing a daily 
journal in New York, and they raised $750,000 to finance the 
venture. They planned to publish not only the daily paper 
but also individual engravings, and do "all sorts of 
photolithographic work for the public." The stock sold 
publicly for $20-$30 a share. Shortly after organization 
Leggo sold his interest, and Desbarats, who would later end 
up bankrupt along with the company, became manager. He 
brought J. H. and C. M. Goodsell brothers of New York to 
Montreal, where they arranged with the company directors, 
headed by Sir Francis Hinks, to "conduct the manufacturing 
establishment of the company, and publish the Graphic." 
Desbarats was to remain in Montreal and publish the Canadian 
Illustrated News.

The Dally Graphic considered itself "A Model Journal of 
News, Society, Art, and Literature," and "especially and 
emphatically a paper for the home." Like Leslie's and 
Harper's Weekly, it aimed to appeal to the common man. The 
Graphic provides a unique national perspective on what 
nineteenth century America felt was important to document as 
the country grew more urban and industrial, coped with 
problems of overcrowding, dealt with technological changes 
including electricity and transportation, and increased its 
presence on the world scene. The aculturation process Barth 
notes was the role of the metropolitan press. Why then has
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the Graphic been overlooked by historians of art, journalism, 
and Americana? The answer is unclear, especially when we 
consider that the Graphic served as a training ground for 
many of the artists who would later become famous for their 
connection with Harper's Weekly.52 The Graphic1s pioneering 
effort in providing a heavily illustrated paper on a daily 
basis deserves more recognition in the evolution of pictorial 
journalism. No doubt its quick demise is partially respon
sible for the lack of scholarly attention, and even Leslie's 
and Harper's Weekly are not given the study they deserve.

Taylor headed the Graphic's Philadelphia art bureau. 
Philadelphia was, along with Boston and New York, one of the 
major cities in the United States, and one of the primary 
forces in industrial technology with companies such as 
Bethlehem Steel and the Baldwin Locomotive works. Therefore, 
it was prudent to locate an auxiliary office there. Taylor's 
bureau was responsible for news from Philadelphia southward. 
This responsibility contributed to his and his readers' 
geographical and cultural knowledge of the country beyond the 
urban landscape, and provided both with an appreciation for 
the variety of American life.

While Taylor would cover many events in and around the 
city, it was his assignment in July of 1875 to accompany 
aeronaut Samuel A. King on his balloon flight from Cleveland 
that placed him at the forefront of the profession.53 An 
unidentified Cleveland writer describing the impending 
balloon launch commented on Taylor and the Graphic:
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Mr. Taylor is art correspondent of the New York 
G r a p h i c  and arrived in this city yesterday. 
Besides writing a description of the ascent and the 
aerial trip Mr. Taylor will take several sketches 
of the balloon and the surroundings, which will 
duly appear in the Graphic. Mr. Taylor represents 
the Graphic at Philadelphia, and in his capacity of 
a "free lance" of the press goes to any part of the 
country where he thinks material may be found for 
that species of illustrated journalism of which the 
Graphic is the sole unrivalled (sic) representative 
in this country. He is a gentlemen whose natural 
genius for art is strengthened and developed by 
wide experience and culture and the numbers of the 
Graphic containing his illustrations from Cleveland 
will, without doubt, be very attractive.54

Taylor conceived ballooning as freedom from the 
labyrinth of life on earth, and a similar fascination 
attracted the American population. It was in this context 
that Taylor reported his aeronautical exploits, and his 
illustrations provided the opportunity for readers to 
experience the excitement and danger of the event at no risk 
to themselves, even if aerial extravaganzas never made it to 
their towns. Taylor's flight with King in 1875 was not only 
entertainment for the approximately thirty thousand 
spectators, but also good press for the Dally Graphic.55 That 
this launch was what we now call a "media event" is 
reinforced by accounts in contemporary news clippings; indeed 
journalists were the only passengers.56 Taylor provided 
national exposure, and four Cleveland journalists, Will E. 
Chapman of the Herald, E. W. Lightner of the Pictorial World,
John C. Covert of the Leader and Robert Pierce of the Plain
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Dealerr would give local coverage; and a photographer, D. N. 
Hatfield, would make souvenir images available at his studio. 
Not to be eliminated from the economic opportunities 
presented, the local music publishing house, S. Brainard's 
Son's issued The Grand Ascension March which a Cleveland 
reporter labeled a new "aeronautic march . . . lively, an
imated and melodious." A lithograph of the balloon Buffalo 
appeared on the cover.57

At the time, the Buffalo was the largest successful 
balloon ever built in the United States at 91,000 cubic feet. 
Named for the city in which it was built, it was a present 
from several of the municipality's businessmen —  good 
advertising they probably thought. Its initial launch was 
made from Buffalo, New York, on July 4, of 1873. The next 
flight from that city later that year took King and his 
passengers over the Alleghenies into New Jersey, crossing 
five states and covering a distance of five hundred fifty 
miles. The balloon's first ascent from Cleveland was in July 
of 1874 with a party of eight traveling almost the total 
length of Lake Erie and landing in the Michigan wilderness. 
With this exciting history, and one of the nation's premier 
balloonists at the helm, it is no wonder huge crowds were 
attracted one year later on July 6, 1875.

As usual, Taylor reported the event for more than one 
paper. His descriptions of the journey were carried in all 
the Cleveland papers, and were illustrated in the Daily 
Graphic. His Graphic sketches appeared in the July 20 issue
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on a full page spread with twelve vignettes consecutively 
numbered so the readers could follow the writer's voyage into 
"cloudland," plus a sketch of Professor King (Fig. 6). He 
recorded the public's fascination even with the inflation 
process (nos. 1 and 2), and then the dramatic launch in (no. 
3) which took place at 4:30 in the afternoon accompanied by a 
salute from the city artillery as the party glided upward, 
while a band played the new Brainard inarch.

After a picturesque sail, including a complimentary mid
air dinner of roast chicken, a toast to the Union, and the 
dropping of ribboned dispatches (no. 4) the party landed in 
Portage County Ohio at 8:30 p.m. A tent was pitched and 
christened "Camp Birchard," as it was on Judge Birchard's 
farm they had descended. The camp site quickly became a 
local attraction, and area residents were arriving into the 
early morning hours to congratulate King and catch a glimpse 
of the balloon. Taylor depicted the "Late Callers'' at the 
bottom center of the page. At 9:00 a.m. the next morning 
Professor King was aloft again, accompanied by only Taylor 
and Hatfield, the remainder returned to Cleveland by train. 
Before departing, however, the entire party was invited to 
the home of a nearby farmer, Mr. F. Beckwith, "where he 
regaled them with a bounteous repast."

The three remaining aeronauts sailed into Pennsylvania, 
crossing the state line, Taylor reported, at about 10:30 a.m. 
After about four hours, traveling at a rate approaching sixty 
miles per hour, and at a height of three miles, they saw the
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Allegheny Mountains. A traveling storm cloud disturbed their 
flight, however, and sent them plummeting to earth, where "a 
crash of trees, [and] a tossing indescribable . . . [made 
them] fully awake to the fact we were in the midst of giant 
pines and mountain oaks." (nos. 11 and 12) The balloon was 
lodged forty feet above the ground, and except for a slight 
tear in the fabric, it and the passengers were unharmed. The 
local citizenry, who had been watching the Buffalo during the 
storm, quickly came to the rescue. After the men were safely 
on land and the airship was carefully extracted from her 
lofty position, trees were felled in order to provide a 
clearing (no. 12). How could any reader fail to enjoy the 
freedom of space, the excitement of travel and risk of danger 
so dramatically illustrated, and not appreciate the artist 
responsible?

Taylor's next major assignment for the Graphic, to cover 
the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, confirmed his 
position as one of the nation's top Special Artists.58 As 
head of the "Philadelphia Art Bureau" Taylor and his staff of 
artists had an office on the Exhibition grounds in the 
northwestern tower of Machinery Hall. They were extremely 
busy because, in addition to various illustrated articles 
throughout the week, the paper had a Thursday supplement 
"devoted to pictorial illustration of the great centennial 
enterprise. "59

During the Centennial Taylor befriended a young 
illustrator named Joseph Pennell.60 In The Adventures of an
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Illustrator. Pennell recalled his first encounter with 
Taylor:

I even tried to make comics for Harper's Weekly and 
to force my way on to the Dally Graphic of New York 
—  the first American daily illustrated newspaper 
in which large original drawings have been used to 
any extent —  as a special correspondent capable of 
running to fires in Philadelphia. Once I went to 
some celebration at [the Centennial] and got up 
with the 'special artists' there —  and I worked 
giddily until I was asked by some inquisitive fool 
what I was working for —  then I was nearly thrown 
out and quite disgraced as an imposter by the real 
artists, who pointed to Frank H. Taylor, the 
official correspondent of the Graphic. But he was 
decent to me then and afterwards, for he knew that 
I wanted to be an illustrator.61

Throughout his life Taylor encouraged young artists, in part 
because he believed good art was important for a healthy 
nation.

Newspaper articles and illustrations such as those by 
Taylor and his staff in the Daily Graphic played a critical 
role in the success of the Exposition. On May 10, opening 
day, a crowd of 186,272 saw Emperor Dorn Pedro of Brazil and 
President Grant pull the levers that started the giant 
Corliss Engine, said to be the "'largest ever assembled on 
the North American continent.'"62 Within two days, however, 
the numbers had diminished to just under 13,000. Fair 
sponsors were predictably worried; and their concerns 
continued as a record heat wave, a repeat of the sweltering 
days of the 177 6 debates, sent temperatures up to 100*F for 
ten consecutive days, resulting in an average daily atten-
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dance of only 35,000. Gradually, however, the dissemination 
of information about the fair, particularly through illustra
tions such as those by Taylor, of the magnificent buildings 
and unique exhibits, piqued the country's curiosity. Average 
daily attendance rose to 102,000 in October, and 176,000 by 
November.63 The fair was, after all, a success.

The Exposition paid homage to America's industrial 
prowess. Dorothy Beers notes that the Centennial excursion 
fares offered by that industrial giant, the railroad, coupled 
with the anticipation of excitement generated by the press, 
brought in a middle class who had heretofore been 
unaccustomed to long vacation trips.64 Such a luxury, once 
the exclusive domain of the rich, was now within the reach of 
an ever-growing segment of the population. Better informed 
and eager to know more, they were reaping some of the 
benefits that industrialization provided. Beers views the 
Centennial as "the country's first mass tourist mecca.''65

Taylor would capitalize on this influx of "new" tourists 
after the Centennial ended in a series of illustrated 
lectures entitled "The Pilgrims of '76."66 The artist's 
caricatures of the fictional visiting family of Ephraim Tuff, 
a farmer from Bucks County, Pennsylvania, were projected on a 
large screen by means of a stereopticon as Taylor narrated.
In the story, Mr. Tuff reads about the "Centennial show down 
at Philadelphia" in the newspaper where "sometimes they 
throwed in big pictures. . . . "  His patriotism is also 
evoked as he explains that his daughter Sallie read "how it
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was the duty of every true American to go and form a part of 
the great host of the Sons of Freedom, who were doing homage 
at their country's birthplace." He feels particularly worthy 
as "we lost our eldest son in the fight [Civil War], an' we 
think our title to an interest in the doin's of this nation 
is a good one. . . . "

Mr. Tuff and his family took the train to the 
"metropolis" and the "misadventures" of the novice traveler 
soon began. They were approached by a man on the train 
claiming to represent the "'Great Original Mutual Accommo
dation Lodging House Agency Limited.'" He convinced Mr. Tuff 
that his lodging circulars were bogus and secured them 
lodgings with one of the most "aristocratic families of the 
city." This of course turned out to be the real sham, and 
Mr. Tuff ended up at a foundry some four miles from the city. 
The family finally made it to the Exhibition grounds the 
following day, after first taking one of the cars marked 'To 
the Exposition' going in the opposite direction. Their 
troubles naturally did not end there. After being swindled 
out of change trying to buy a guide book, and being refused 
admittance to the elevated railroad for not having the 
correct change, Mrs. Tuff determined she had best be respon
sible for the money and then headed off for the main building 
with her daughter. In the meantime, Mr. Tuff, thinking he 
saw a familiar face outside the grounds, goes through the 
exit turnstile, or as he said "I made a path through a sort 
of ten rail whirligig" whereby after discovering he was
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mistaken as to the man's identity, found he could not reenter 
the fair, and he had no money to purchase another ticket. At 
the end of the day the family, with some difficulty, was 
reunited and took the next train home, where Mr. Tuff 
reflected that from then on they would experience any further 
travels by simply reading about them in the papers. Taylor's 
lecture was a laugh at the naivete of the "country bumpkin," 
but also a commentary on the necessary complexities of city 
life, and the loss of innocence that resulted.

These comic sketches were very popular and Taylor also 
published them in book form.67 They are very similar to 
Homer's satiric "Life in Camp" lithographs.68 Nineteenth 
century American humor, notes Marc Simpson in his essay on 
Homer's oil The Bright Side, was "'distinguished from that of 
'the rest of mankind,' . . .  in its extreme breadth and 
strength of absurdity . . . There is no attempt at subtlety 
. . . a plain, square exaggeration carried to the utmost 
confines and generally calling up some irresistibly laughable 
figure.'"69 Taylor's caricatures are typical of this type of 
broad American humor. His familiarity with the works of 
Homer and his association with A. B. Frost and W. A. Rogers, 
whose comic sketches were seen in the pages of the Graphic 
and Harper's Weekly, place him among the country's most 
recognized caricaturists.70 Whether he was influenced by or 
influenced these men cannot be determined, but his work 
equally represented the humor of the day.
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Not all the sketches presented at these lectures were 
intended to elicit laughter, however. Taylor, who billed 
himself as "Special Artist, New York Daily Graphic," also 
drew a number of charcoal sketches which, as one reporter 
said, "brought vividly to mind things we had all grown 
familiar with at the exposition."71 "Mr. Taylor's effort" the 
same reporter added "was gratifying in the extreme, and the 
management of the Working Men's Club [where this particular 
lecture was held] deserve the thanks of the community for 
providing such entertainments at the merely nominal admission 
fee of ten cents."72 Taylor capitalized on the success of the 
Exposition, and in particular the pride of Philadelphians in 
their contribution to the nation's industrial progress, as 
well as Americans' ability to laugh at themselves.

Taylor's Graphic assignments at the Centennial included 
another balloon ascension with Professor Samuel King, which 
left from the Catholic Fountain Terrace at 5 p.m. on August 
4, and designed of course to promote the Exhibition during 
the lean dog days of summer.73 Some 45,000 visitors watched 
as the eight men (six were journalists) and one woman (King's 
daughter) went aloft. Taylor was in charge of four Antwerp 
carrier pigeons which carried dispatches to the waiting 
public. The second to be released carried a note by Taylor 
which read as follows:
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[By Pigeon Express]

Left Centennial grounds ten minutes ago, and 
are now in the lower clouds at a height of 3,000 
feet. The scene is grand beyond any description 
and the Centennial buildings look like playing 
blocks. Elm Station on the Pennsylvania railroad, 
five miles from Philadelphia is just below us.

We threw out a number of copies of The Graphic 
and soon after the balloon rose rapidly.

Our speed is now about twenty-five miles per 
hour and is rapidly increasing. We can see 
Norristown, which is about eighteen miles above 
Philadelphia, very distinctly. I will send you 
more later. F.H.T.74

The balloon landed at 8 a.m. the following day after a 
moonlit ride over New Jersey and a morning view of New York 
Harbor. The group passed out newspapers during their evening 
stop at the King of Prussia hotel, and, no doubt, told area 
residents about the other wonders to be viewed at the 
Exposition. It should be noted here that lengthy journeys 
were a King trademark who Crouch calls "the most proficient 
aeronaut active in the United States between 1860 and 1900 
. . . and the most scientific balloonist of his generation."75

Taylor's work for the Graphic continued, but unfortu
nately the paper would soon fold. A poem by an unknown 
author written near the beginning of the Centennial saw at 
the time only a promising future for the paper and its chief 
artist, who had, according to the author, also seen the 
benefits of wood engraving:
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Impromptu 
Lines to Mr. Frank H. Taylor 

Philadelphia

"Oh! had I the wings of a dove, I wood 
fly"

To gaze around with enraptured eye,
On those treasures of art— I wish I could 
Be,— where all but your genius is wood.

Full glad I am, that you have changed
your trade
and gone from stone to wood.
It 's softer far, and more genteel,
And surely quite as good

I send a "Horse" for exercise,
No gentler horse I Sax,
I will make you sharp and much more wise, 
For our Grand Centennial show.

Its ups and downs will do you good,
Keep Doctors far away,
Make strong your nerves, and purer blood, 
For your silver wedding day

May choicest blessings on you shower,
On you, and Mistress T 
On her, and all the little T'a 
and the many yet to be

And last but not least— I've this to say, 
May fortun 'es Sun upon you smile,
And the Graphic reign from pole to pole, 
Till its wisdom shall the world 
control.76

One of Taylor's final Graphic assignments would lead not 
only to a book, but to his association with Harper's Weekly. 
America's premiere illustrated newspaper. This last major 
story as a Graphic Special Artist was to cover the "Southern 
Excursion" of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The 
Society was to hold their annual meeting in New Orleans, and
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Taylor accompanied the group, sending back sketches and arti
cles for the Graphic as well as letters to the Philadelphia 
Evening Herald. The "excursionists" expressed their desire 
for a remembrance of their trip, and Taylor complied. The 
book, Records of the Southern Excursion of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers. (1877) was, as Taylor notes in 
the Preface, not concerned with technical matters, "but 
rather to note the many little incidents, relaxations and 
minor occurrences, which tend to make the days of such an 
occasion pass upon the golden wings of pleasure."77

This anecdotal work is reminiscent of Taylor's 
Centennial sketches of Ephriam Tuff, but as with the lecture, 
not all the pages are filled with caricatures such as the one 
showing some the engineers trying to sleep despite "the 
swarms of insatiate mosquitoes" which preyed upon the help
less victims. He also carefully recorded picturesque scenes 
like the Alabama Bayou, the local architecture and people of 
New Orleans, as well as a few of the engineering aspects of 
the journey, such as the construction and placing of a 
gabion.78 Taylor made it clear that he was cognizant of his 
responsibility to deal with the "intricacies of engineering 
science." He stated he planned to produce an "unabridged and 
exhaustive . . . hand-book for the use of the profession" 
which he would mail gratis to all members of the excursion."79 
The civil engineers obviously enjoyed Taylor's wit and 
artistic abilities, but they also, no doubt, respected his 
understanding of their profession.
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Civil engineers were in large part responsible for the 
physical changes in the nineteenth century landscape. They 
constructed bridges, roads, dams, and harbors. They 
epitomized man's subjugation of the environment and believed 
firmly in the ability of technology to solve many of the 
nation's ills. Taylor's books and articles confirm this 
belief in progress, and they were appreciated beyond the 
confines of the engineers themselves. Two unidentified news 
clippings attest to the mass appeal of his book. In one, the 
writer notes the illustrated pamphlet from the pen of "one of 
the most accomplished artists and newspaper correspondents in 
the country . . . makes as lively and entertaining an article 
as one could wish to read."80 In the other, the writer 
describes the book as containing "most admirably" all that 
was "picturesque, odd, or characteristic" and "what fun there 
is in the pages (for] those who are fortunate enough to get 
the book. . . . "81

In addition to this book, Taylor would later write 
Derrick's Hand-Book of Petroleum which contained "the data of 
all important events in the history of the petroleum region; 
The Handbook of the Lower Delaware River, which discussed the 
commercial operations of the waterway and was issued by the 
Philadelphia maritime exchange; a History of the A lan Wood 

Iron and Steel Company of. Rhlladelphla; The Philadelphia 
Electrical Handbook as part of the International Electrical 
Congress held in St. Louis; a book on the Port and City of 
Philadelphia for the 12th International Congress of
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navigation, and a Souvenir book for the National Association 
of Master Plumbers. (See Bibliography for list of Taylor's 
publications.) These works place Taylor at the hub of 
technological change and show technology's influence on art. 
The stripping away of excess to admire the beauty of the 
structure itself, like the Roebling' Brooklyn Bridge, and the 
appreciation of life without all the ornamentation of 
Victorian society —  this is what Taylor and other Special 
Artists drew and what writers like Howells and Twain, artists 
like Eakins and Homer, and architects like Sullivan and Root 
expounded upon. It was an American approach to art, an 
appreciation of the country in a practical, realistic way.82

One of the engineering works visited by the civil 
engineers and recorded by Taylor, the jetties at the south 
pass of the Mississippi Delta, became the subject of the 
artist's first illustrated article for Harper's Weekly (March 
2, 1878).83 Taylor is quite detailed in his description of 
the construction of the jetties and in particular the mats 
made of willow branches that were sunk using heavy stones. 
"The effect," Taylor wrote, "is to confine the impetuous 
waters of the river in a channel and project the current, 
heavy with sediment, far out into the deep waters of the 
gulf." Harper's Weekly apparently felt a story of this 
technical operation would be of interest to its readers who 
would appreciate the advancements man was creating in 
"taming" nature.
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Clearly, Taylor's reputation as one of America's 
premiere Special Artists made possible his entr6e into the 
art department of the Harper publishing company.84 And quite 
an impressive art department it was, headed from 1861-1889 by 
Charles Parsons. Arriving in New York from England in 1830 
at nine years of age, Parsons had apprenticed at Endicott & 
Co. lithographers, making many prints, particularly with 
marine themes, for Currier and Ives. At Harper's he 
"assembled one of the most talented teams of illustrators in 
publishing history," which included E. A. Abby, A. B. Frost, 
Howard Pyle, C. S. Reinhard, Frederic Remington, and Winslow 
Homer.85 He was also a champion of the watercolor medium, 
which only recently has been accorded the legitimacy once 
reserved for oils.86 Joseph Pennell wrote in his memoirs that 
he felt "American Art began in the department of Charles 
Parsons," in large part because "he encouraged artists to 
express their own ideas, to develop their own style, to paint 
what they actually saw."87

Harper's Weekly was the brainchild of Fletcher Harper, 
youngest of the four Harper brothers who together established 
the publishing empire.88 Initially book publishers, their 
first experiment at a serial publication was in 1850 with the 
Harper's New Monthly Magazine. Fletcher Harper, who champi
oned this broadening of the publishing base, soon had more 
material than could possibly be used in the Monthly,, and 
thus, in 1857, Harper's Weekly rolled off the presses. 
Fletcher Harper had a unique ability to target public
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opinion. He was aware of the popularity of Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper, and felt Harper's was well equipped to 
enter the arena. He also realized the illustrations which 
were critical to Leslie1s and his own Monthly would be a key 
element in the success of his new venture. Reaching out to a 
broad middle-class readership and with the financial backing 
of the Harper firm, it is no wonder that the Weekly soon 
became the leading national weekly newspaper.

Under Parsons' supervision, Harper's usually had six to 
eight artists on permanent staff who worked on both books and 
periodicals. In addition, there were many artists like 
Taylor, who worked on a free-lance basis.89 They might send 
sketches and articles in on speculation as Frederic Remington 
did initially, or work on specific assignments, as Taylor did 
in covering Grant's 1880 trip through Florida, Cuba, and 
Mexico.90 Artists received approximately $75-$150 per sketch, 
less if his sketch was returned, more if the paper retained 
the drawing because they then kept control of its 
republication.91

Always the entrepreneur, Taylor requested the return of 
his sketches from the Grant trip which later proved econom
ically prudent. There was a severe earthquake while the 
Grant party was in Havana, noted in the February 28 issue of 
the Weekly, which reported that "the palace rocked fearfully, 
and Mrs. Grant and the other ladies were terribly frightened, 
but it did not disturb the serenity of Generals Grant and 
Sheridan in the least."92 Hardest hit was the small town of
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San Cristobel, approximately seventy-five miles southwest of 
the capitol, and Taylor took a train out to inspect the dam
age. Five extant wash drawings detail the destruction in 
this town of 6,000. The sketches were probably submitted to 
Harper's Weekly for a supplemental story, but for some reason 
the editor chose not to use them, and, as requested, they 
were returned to Taylor. Six years later when Charleston, 
South Carolina was ravaged by an earthquake, Taylor 
resubmitted his sketches, this time to the Mechanical News, 
because, as he wrote, "the recent event at Charleston had led 
me to overhaul a considerable pile of old memoranda of 
travel."93 The engraved sketches, with some alterations, 
appeared on the cover of the October 15, 1886 issue.94

Taylor’s last major assignment for Harper's Weekly was 
his coverage of the Grant trip, and placed him at the 
pinnacle of his work as a national newspaper Special.95 A 
little background concerning the historical significance of 
Grant's southern sojourn is required for an analysis of some 
of the extant sketches and the corresponding engravings.
This trip has received relatively sparse attention in most 
Grant biographies, but at the time, was given broad coverage, 
and provided the means of focusing the nation's attention on 
the former President's ability to relate to all classes of 
people both on his own and foreign soil. The reason for this 
attention was part of a calculated strategy to have Grant 
receive the Republican nomination for president at the 1880 
Chicago convention in June.96 Because his renomination bid
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failed, and Grant was essentially removed from the political 
picture, the trip, which might have been seen as a brilliant 
campaign strategy, has become a historical footnote, and 
Taylor's role as documenter has been forgotten as well.

The southern trip was not part of the original plan 
conceived by Grant's advisors. After the scandals of his 
second administration, the Republican Party, but not Grant, 
survived, and Rutherford B. Hayes was sworn in as President 
on March 5, 1877. In order to reestablish his popularity 
with the American voters, Grant needed to remove himself, 
literally, from the corrupt elements of his administration, 
so he was ushered off on a two-year tour of Europe. Taylor 
documented the Grants' departure for England on the steamship 
Indiana. The trip itself, however, was covered by John 
Russell Young, a reporter for the New York Herald, and 
eventually his articles were published and lavishly 
illustrated in a two volume book, Around the World with 
General Grant.97

Young reported the royal treatment accorded the Grants' 
as they wound their way across the European countryside. In 
England, where they visited their daughter Nellie, they dined 
privately with Queen Victoria. They were also warmly re
ceived by Prime Minister Bismark in Berlin. The exploits of 
the Grants and the detailed coverage were intended to remind 
the citizens of the United States of the prestige still 
commanded by their former president and war hero. This, in 
turn, it was surmised, would lead to a renewed enthusiasm and
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appreciation for Grant which could be converted into delegate 
votes at the convention. Speculation about Grant's political 
motives arose, but Grant continually denied seeking 
reelection. On one occasion when pressed for comment, he 
impatiently replied that "he knew what the presidency was, 
and had all he wanted."98

The grand plan was for Grant return to San Francisco 
approximately three months prior to the Republican conven
tion. As the former president traveled across the country on 
way to his adopted hometown of Galena, Illinois, finally 
settling in Philadelphia, he would, it was hoped, receive 
constant acclaim and arrive at the convention on a great wave 
of enthusiasm. Historians like William B. Hesseltine agree 
that if this scenario had been followed, Grant's candidacy 
would have been nearly assured.99 However, when no steamship 
service was available to transport the Grant party from Tokyo 
to Australia, Grant decided to return to the United States, 
docking in San Francisco in October, 1879, six months ahead 
of schedule.

The problem posed by the premature arrival was to 
maintain enthusiasm for Grant over a nine month period.100 
The Grants' reception in San Francisco was enthusiastic and 
included a five hundred voice chorus to welcome the returning 
couple. The coming-home parties continued as they slowly 
made their way to Philadelphia, but in the end, the strain of 
sustaining the euphoria was evident. In addition, it was
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increasingly difficult to deny renomination plans when there 
were meetings with top Republicans at nearly every stop.

Grant's backers, and probably Grant himself, could see 
the problem, and realized that sitting in Philadelphia from 
November to June would do nothing to facilitate the cause. 
Therefore, it was decided that he should travel south, 
visiting various southern states and then sailing on to Cuba 
and Mexico. Grant had anticipated such a journey when he 
wrote to a friend before leaving Japan, "then I will probably 
go south —  possibly to Havana and Mexico —  to remain until 
April."101 This trip, like the world tour before it, received 
extensive coverage, and Taylor's sketches indicate the 
adulation accorded the Grants as they made their way from 
Fernandina to Key West, then on to Havana, Vera Cruz and 
Mexico City.

There is no account for the reason Harper's Weekly 
selected Taylor, one of their newest Special Artists, to 
document the Grant trip. Of course Taylor, by this time, had 
a reputation as a highly skilled Special working for the now 
bankrupt Daily Graphic, but equally important may have been 
the fact that he had been in Cuba the previous year and 
published an article, "Street Scenes in Havana" in the April 
issue of Harper's New Monthly Magazine. Two months later his 
article "Through Texas" appeared in the Monthly. He had 
also published six articles for Harper's Weekly in that year, 
two of which dealt with the South. These articles might have 
reinforced Taylor's ability to interject humor into his
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writing and his skill at capturing the interesting elements 
of a journey. (See Appendix D for list of all Taylor's 
articles for the Harper firm.)

An additional qualification may have been Taylor's 
friendly, outgoing nature. As one of the reviewers of his 
book concerning the Civil Engineers' "southern excursion" 
commented, "He must be a capital fellow in a pleasure 
party."102 It is true that a Special Artist needed to be 
adaptable to his surroundings and could often obtain a more 
probing story if he could gain the respect and confidence of 
those being covered.103 Homer, for example, was welcomed as 
part of McClellan's Peninsular Campaign forces, and Remington 
knew that his riding skills must be equal to those of the 
cowboys he was capturing on paper if he was to gain entr6e 
into the inner circle. Taylor apparently had the ability and 
confidence to feel comfortable with any group, be it civil 
engineers or the heroes of the Civil War. Taylor was not 
only accepted by the Grants, but was also the escort "on all 
occasions" for Mrs. Grant's niece, Miss Kate Felt. In short, 
the Grants liked him.

Taylor's sketches of the Grant's southern trip, besides 
documenting an important aspect of American political 
history, also provide one of the most complete extant sets of 
drawings for an article made by a Special Artist.104 Unlike 
Taylor, many Special Artists did not request the return of 
their sketches. Hundreds, therefore, remained on file at 
Harpers for example, and during a move by that firm's art
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department, were destroyed —  once used they were little 
valued. In addition, because some Special Artists drew 
directly on the block, the original drawing was eradicated as 
it was engraved.105 There are sketch books such as James 
Taylor's which survive, but these drawings were not designed 
with engraving in mind.106 Taylor's collection is unique and 
allows for a closer analysis and better understanding of the 
Special as he creates the story as it is engraved for the 
public.

The Grant party which set off from Philadelphia on 
December 30, 1879, consisted of General and Mrs. Grant, their 
son Fred Dent Grant and his wife, two nieces of Mrs. Grant, 
and L t . General Philip Sheridan and his wife.107 Sheridan had 
been one of the few soldiers, Sherman being the foremost, in 
whom Grant had complete confidence during the Civil War. He 
was Grant's only commanding general present at Appomatox. 
Their friendship continued after the war, and their wives 
enjoyed each other's company. It was a distinguished party 
which rendezvoused at Fernandina, and one which Harper's 
Weekly knew would be of interest to its readers. The paper's 
pro-Republican stance was also a factor in its extensive 
coverage.

Taylor met the party in the small town of Fernandina 
Beach on Florida's northeast coast. The stop included a trip 
to Georgia's Cumberland Island, where Grant paid a visit to 
the grave of "Light Horse Harry" Lee of Virginia, a 
Revolutionary War hero and father of Grant's Civil War
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adversary, Robert E. Lee. Henry Lee was buried in the 
cemetery on the grounds of the Dungeness Plantation, built by 
the family of Lee's close friend and fellow general,
Nathanael Greene. Harper’s Weekly coverage of the Grant trip 
began on February 7 with an article on "Grant's First Visit 
to Florida" accompanied by a one-page composite of five 
engravings from Taylor's sketches, including the visit to 
Dungeness and Henry Lee's grave. It seems to have been a 
calculated political move to portray Grant in the most 
favorable and patriotic light, having him pay homage to those 
who struggled for America's freedom as well as showing 
respect for a man who believed that the Union could not 
survive, but who had been gracious in defeat.

Several of Taylor's original wash drawings done in and 
around Fernandina provide insights into his skill as a 
Special Artist. Taylor's careful attention to accuracy can 
be seen in his depiction of the city's wharf area where 
hundreds of citizens turned out to "welcome the 
distinguished visitors," although formal ceremonies were 
delayed till the following day, as Grant arrived on the 
Sabbath.108 A comparison of Taylor's sketch of the wharf at 
the end of Center Street with the 1886 Sanborn fire map, 
which indicated not only a building's location but its height 
and material of construction, confirms the accuracy of 
Taylor's architectural rendering and perspective.109 Because 
the town has changed very little since the turn of the 
century, modern photographic views from the same vantage
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point reconfirm his attention to detail. This means of 
course that the drawings are evidence not only of a special 
event, but also building design, construction materials, 
placement, as well as street layout.

Taylor’s watercolor The Fernandina Band. "Pumpkin" 
Leader. (Fig. 7) shows five black boys playing a variety of 
homemade instruments as they join in the festivities to honor 
the former president. Here Taylor captures not only a light 
hearted moment, but also carefully renders the clothing worn, 
information not well documented for the southern black 
population. Special Artists would often make small study 
sketches of interesting people and their accouterments or of 
architectural features they might later incorporate into a 
finished drawing. Taylor, no doubt, had a sketchbook filled 
with such studies, although it has yet to be discovered.
Works like the one of the Band, though, indicate his 
attention to all the elements important in accurately 
reporting a story. A Special Artist did not create the 
subjects for illustration, he recorded what was actually 
there and took care to include supplemental material which 
would make a story more substantive and retain the reader's 
attention.

This did not mean he was incapable of capturing a mood 
or sketching a scene that held a meaning beyond the imme
diately obvious. One such work, and perhaps his best, is 
entitled simply A Florida Beach.(Fig. 8) With relatively few 
brush strokes Taylor conveys the sense of vast expanses of
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oceans and sand. The small dark solitary figure looking out 
to sea, which provides visual balance to the windswept 
foliage on the shore, is probably Grant. Taylor used a 
minimal amount of gray wash, and a few deft brush strokes to 
form the scene, showing a mastery of the medium.

This horizontal landscape is not unlike the more 
finished luminist paintings of artists like John F. Kensett. 
John 1. H. Baur defined Luminism as follows:

expression through a subjectivity so powerful that 
the artist's feeling is transferred directly to the 
object, with no sense of the artist as 
intermediary. It is thus a realism that goes far 
beyond 'mere' realism, to be touched, in some 
instances, with super-real overtones and, in 
others, to register that magnified intensity that 
turns realism into a form of impersonal 
expression.110

To say that Taylor was a luminist is incorrect, but to say 
that he was influenced by the work of these artists, whose 
paintings he would have seen on exhibit in Philadelphia and 
at the Centennial, is quite accurate. Taylor's depiction of 
Grant on the Florida beach does go beyond "mere" realism. It 
evokes a feeling of a man the world saw as a giant, who at 
one time controlled the fate of the United States as an 
undivided nation, reduced against the grandeur of nature, 
pondering his fate, which may now be beyond his control.

Not as direct perhaps, in this picture, is the Japanese 
influence in the use of the delicate, minimal line and 
controlled wash to define the landscape features. There is
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also the use of the diagonal to draw the viewer's eye from 
the foreground up to and around the shoreline, ending in the 
solitary, contemplative figure. Taylor would have been 
exposed to certain Japanese elements indirectly through the 
works of Homer and directly in the exhibition of woodblock 
prints at the Japan Pavilion at the Centennial.111

Two additional elements deserve mention here in regards 
not only to this specific wash drawing but others Taylor made 
during the trip. First is the subtle use of brushed-on white 
highlights, here used on the cresting ocean waves and as well 
as the sandy beach. This opaque white was called Chinese 
White and was used to supply strong lights and also to cover 
errors in drawing. It was said that "discrimination in the 
use of white is one of the tests of the capable craftsman."112 
Second is Taylor's use of a cream, or in a few instances a 
blue-gray paper for his sketches. This was advantageous to 
the artists because the mid-range value allowed for the use 
of Chinese White for highlights, light gray washes for 
modeling and shading, and solid black for outlines. It was 
equally beneficial for the staff artists and engravers in New 
York, because the light cream color was the same color as the 
wood blocks, which made translation of the sketch much 
simpler and eliminated the need to whitewash the block.113

The Grant party travelled the short distance to 
Jacksonville by train, and from there took a steamer down the 
St. John's River to Sanford. There the former president 
participated in a ground-breaking ceremony for the South
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Florida Railroad. From there they boarded the steamer 
Osceola for a trip on the scenic Oklawaha River to Silver 
Springs. Named after the famous Seminole chief, the Osceola 
was a twenty-nine passenger recessed sternwheeler, part of 
the tourist operation begun by H. L. Hart a year prior to the 
Civil War. Taylor's sketch and the Harper's Weekly 
engraving (Figs. 9 & 10) symbolize the lush Florida landscape 
described in the accompanying article:

The steamer Osceola carried the delighted tourists 
along a water lane boarded by overhanging cypress 
and palmetto trees, from which long festoonings of 
gray moss drooped pendent. The transparency of the 
waters as the boat turned into the tributary from 
Silver Springs was greatly admired. Thousands of 
water fowl of brilliant plumage sped away from the 
approaching boat, and that monarch of the Florida 
lowlands, the alligator, was frequently seen.114

A comparison of the sketch with the engraving 
demonstrates that while both are striking images, the "feel" 
or "mood" of the sketch is softer compared to the crispness 
when transferred to wood. This is not a criticism, but a 
statement of fact. Each has its own merits, but the two 
images can never be equal, and to compare them as if that 
were true would be a disservice to both artist and engraver. 
The Harper's art editor, Charles Parsons, must have realized 
this sketch would make a dramatic full-page illustration and 
assigned one artist, whose initials GP appear on the lower 
left, to redraw the sketch onto the block. Parsons was 
correct in his assessment, as the engraving, unfortunately
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usually uncredited, is still used to represent Florida in 
print on everything from a record dust jacket to tourist 
publications.115

More telling of the relationship between Special Artist 
and the art department staff are the design alterations which 
occurred in New York. Taylor correctly placed cypress knees 
in the marshy right foreground, which became large unfolding 
leaves in the hands of the staff artist and engraver(s).
This was probably due to the fact that they had never
traveled to Florida, and the unfamiliar black triangular
shapes were not identified by Taylor. More often than not, 
the Special Artist's drawing was not as complete as this one
of the Oklawaha, and the art department staff would improvise
accordingly. This wash drawing was probably finished in 
Taylor's hotel room since the Special would often only have 
time for short sketching sessions.116

Grant's visit to Florida was celebrated at every stop, 
and his past administrative fiascoes were apparently 
forgotten. St. Augustine officials even persuaded him to 
visit their city, though it was not on the scheduled 
itinerary. The town's people put on an elaborate parade, 
followed by five days of balls, a fishing expedition, and a 
reception at Ft. Marion (Castillo de San Marcos). No engrav
ings of the city appeared in Harper's Weekly, but three 
watercolors, one of the fort, one of the city gate, and one 
of the oldest house, were included in Taylor's portfolio.117 
It is doubtful these paintings were intended for use in the
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newspaper, as it would have been difficult for the artist/ 
engraver in New York to reinterpret the color gradations into 
black and white lines on the block. However, a good Special 
never missed an opportunity to sketch, and there was always 
the chance, if one paper did not use the submitted drawings, 
another would.

The final Florida stop was in Key West, where an evening 
reception was held for the Grant party. Taylor's wash 
drawing (his only one of the city) captured the excitement of 
the evening parade. Palm branches decorated the houses, 
Chinese lanterns and torches lighted the route, and a tri
partite evergreen welcoming arch was constructed in front of 
the Russell House Hotel. Interestingly Taylor included in 
the lower left corner, a man waving a Cuban flag. At that 
time, there were approximately 4,000 Cuban refugees living in 
Key West, many of whom had turned out to honor Grant. In ad
dressing, the crowd Grant said, "the Cubans or any other 
refugees in this country would always find a free home with 
us . . . they would prosper in their adopted country and 
never desire to leave it."118 The flag and its bearer were 
edited out of the Harper's Weekly engraving, most likely 
because Spanish-American relations were tense, and it was not 
prudent to flaunt America's support of Cubans.

The politically sensitive island, however, known as the 
Pearl of the Antilles, was the party's next stop. A subtle 
show of American support perhaps, although America's rela
tions with Spain were a matter seemingly never publicly
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approached during the trip. The official Intent was for 
Grant to see Havana and the Cuban countryside, acting as 
goodwill ambassador, which is how he was portrayed by Taylor 
and thus appeared in Harper's Weekly. Taylor's extensive 
coverage of the arrival and visit to the capital city include 
both black and white wash drawings and watercolors.119

Taylor and Byron Andrews, correspondent of the Chicago 
Inter-Qcean who was the only other journalist on the trip, 
were honored during the carnival festivities by the 
journalists of Havana, who gave a dinner for them at the 
Casino. Andrews wrote on February 11, "The leading papers 
were represented, and there were [many journalists] in 
attendance besides one or two of the prominent literary men 
of the city, among whom was Antonio Sellen, the poet who has 
translated the favorite works of Lord Byron into Spanish 
Verse."120 The position of journalists for the former 
president accorded Taylor and Andrews special privileges they 
might not otherwise have received.

The party next set sail for Mexico, foregoing a visit to 
the Yucatan peninsula because of rough seas, which forced 
them to anchor off the coast of Progresso awaiting better 
weather.121 A determined delegation from Merida, however, 
"battled through the surf at great risk in order to express 
the regrets of their people that the weather had rendered it 
impossible for the General to visit [the City]."122 The 
steamer City of New York was also anchored off the Progresso 
coast on its way home to New York, and Taylor took the oppor
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tunity to forward his notes and sketches back to his editors. 
Later he wrote, "my last letter, dated off Progresso, was 
finished in fear and trembling lest the waiting boat, which 
bobbed about alongside, should return to the homeward-bound 
ship without taking my mail."123 The importance, and diffi
culty, of posting letters and sketches back to waiting 
editors was always a concern of the Special Artist. Lost 
material could mean lost income or the necessity of 
reconstructing drawings and notes when recall would be less 
than perfect.12*

The Grant party finally reached Vera Cruz on the 18th of 
February. That afternoon the party left by train for Mexico 
City with stops in Cordova and Orizaba. In Cordova Grant and 
Sheridan inspected a coffee plantation and Taylor saw an 
opportunity to create a politically calculated composition. 
Taylor's wash drawing showing the two generals on horseback 
was designed to remind the Harper's Weekly readers of Grant's 
glory days when the decisive military strategist was 
inspecting his soldiers. One is tempted to believe it may 
have helped persuade some delegates to recall the former 
president, the man who saved the Union, and overlook his 
first indecisive tenure as chief executive. Compositionally 
Taylor used the arched plantain leaves, which shaded the 
smaller coffee plants from the hot sun, to frame the General. 
The foreground entrant figures of picker and child, like the 
viewer, stop to look at Grant, whose dark suit and top hat 
clearly make him the central figure in a sea of light gray
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washes. Taylor was well aware of the necessary compositional 
elements which would allow him to make Grant the focus of 
this sketch.

Two sketches completed in Mexico City were designed to 
further emphasize Grant's military and political accomplish
ments for the Harper's Weekly readers. One was of the gate 
at Molino del Rey or "The King's Mill." This was the scene 
of a fierce battle during the Mexican War on September 8,
1847 in which Grant won his captaincy and where Mrs. Grant's 
brother Fred was wounded.125 Taylor noted on the drawing that 
while he was sketching the gate, Grant was telling Sheridan 
that it was here he captured his first prisoner.126 The 
sketch along with three others, was engraved for the April 17 
issue of Harper's Weekly accompanying an article entitled 
"The Battlefields of Mexico" in which Taylor describes what 
Grant considered one of his most pleasurable visits.127

Taylor's final, and now fragmented, sketch found in the 
portfolio documented the Grant party's audience with Porfirio 
Diaz, the President of Mexico. As Taylor would later note in 
an article on "The Benevolent Despot" which he wrote for 
Book lovers Magazine in 1904, the meeting "initiated the 
beginning of a commercial invasion of Americans . . . and 
represent[ed] investments of capital above $500,000,000."128 
This new invasion from the north was designed to bring the 
two nation's closer —  the war was for both generals, part of 
the past.
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Taylor's wash drawing shows Grant and Diaz sitting on 
either side of Maties Romero, who acted as translator, while 
Sheridan and Fred Grant stand close by.129 Taylor wrote the 
names of each man on the sketch to avoid confusion in New 
York, as it is doubtful any of the staff artists and 
engravers were familiar with Mexican political figures. 
Taylor's interest here seemed not one of composition but 
rather accuracy of recording the event's details, for he 
carefully noted the architectural elements of the room along 
with the window treatments, wallpaper and carpet design and 
furniture. One gets a sense of scale and simple grandeur 
even in the limited gray tonality of this piece. These final 
drawings emphasize Grant's political and foreign policy 
expertise and were designed to demonstrate his ability to 
introduce American investment into new arenas. It was a high 
note to end o n .

It was here that Taylor left the Grants, returning to 
New Orleans and then to New York and Philadelphia to take on 
new assignments rather than continue with the visitors who 
traveled to San Antonio, New Orleans, Memphis and Hot Springs 
on their way back to Philadelphia. Upon Taylor’s arrival in 
the Louisiana port city, he was interviewed by a reporter 
from the Philadelphia Times who noted that while Taylor was a 
young man he "is acknowledged as a journalist of both 
experience and perception. His forte is observation, and 
hence he speaks intelligently on what he sees."130 When asked 
about Grant's willingness to accept a third nomination,
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Taylor assured the unidentified reporter that political 
aspirations were the furthest thing from the former 
president's mind and the trip was purely for pleasure. This 
was, of course, untrue and Taylor was well aware of Grant's 
intentions. In a lecture entitled "Reminiscences of Half a 
Century" given in 1915, Taylor related that on a train in 
Cuba Grant "read [a] telegram from the Penna. delegation that 
they were solid for him."131 Taylor did his best to represent 
Grant in the most positive light, and was probably 
disappointed when he covered the June Republican convention 
in Chicago for Harper's Weekly and Grant failed to win the 
renomination bid.132

Taylor's work for Harper's Weekly continued throughout 
1880. He covered the Democratic convention in Cincinnati in
July, and was back in Chicago in September for a meeting of
the Knights Templar, and finished the year in Tennessee 
reporting on rugby. After that his work appeared
infrequently in Harper’s Weekly and Frank Leslie's. Hay-
fever and malaria, he said, had forced him to slow down
somewhat, prompting a trip to document the resort area of the
Thousand Islands for Harper's Weekly readers in 1881 . 133 His 
work increasingly focused on tourist brochures, and his 
acceptance of the Philadelphia Ledger offer to head their 
newly created art department, effectively ended his Special 
Artist life of constant travel. However, the plein-air
approach to his sketching, with its focus on nature, and his
honest recording of what was before him —  both hallmarks of
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the profession, and attributes of what art historians term 
"American Realism" —  would remain. He became his own 
Special Artist in a way, recording what he wanted and working 
independently.

The Special with the big weeklies had a different role, 
too, as increasingly sketches were directly reproduced 
without the intervening engraving process. Years earlier 
Taylor had told two of the Harper brothers during a trip to 
Florida that the wood engraver would soon no longer be 
needed.134 And while the Special Artist worked side by side 
with the photo-journalist during the Spanish-American War, 
increasingly photography would supplant the field sketch.
Many Specials, like Howard Pyle and N. C. Wyeth, turned to 
book illustration, commercial art, or like Homer and 
Remington switched to oils. On-the-spot news sketches were 
no longer used except in instances where a camera was 
prohibited, such as in today's courtrooms.

While Taylor lamented the passing of the wood engraving 
profession, he was ever optimistic about the future of 
illustration and drawing. He said "Those who despair have 
failed to adapt their methods to modern conditions" something 
he notes he always tried to do.135 Taylor saw a new democra
tization of art as a result of the increasing number of 
artists who would be entering the commercial arena after 
studying at art school. Their superior work would constantly 
be before the public who, as a result, would be exposed to 
good design on a daily basis, not just when visiting a museum
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or exhibition, and this good design would improve the quality 
of their daily lives. Taylor felt that one of the responsi
bilities of artists was to bring good design to the average 
citizen, which the Special artist did on a mass scale. He 
felt that the "old reverence for art, its mystery" was gone, 
and instead thousands of artists have learned the new pro
cesses "and the influence of their work has leavened the 
whole lump of the people."136 He himself had a successful 
career after his employment with the Graphic and Harper1s 
Weekly. He utilized his skills of observation and love of 
history to produce illustrated books and articles (using 
brush and camera) through the turn of the century. Always 
optimistic, he seemed to embody the nineteenth century 
philosophy that technological change could be a positive 
influence on American life.
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31Rogers, A World Worth While, p. 14. While this 
division of labor could lead to sloppy work, Rogers said 
Parsons and E. A. Abby saw to it that that did not happen on 
the pages of Harper's publications.

32As was often the case in the Grant Series sketches, 
Taylor identified Grant and Mrs. Grant, in this instance with 
an asterisk, even though it would have been clearly evident 
to the New York art department that the former president and 
first lady were the occupants of the four-in-hand. The Cuban 
flag on the top of the tobacco factory was eliminated in the 
engraving. "Grant in Cuba," Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 1210 (6 
March 1880), pp. cover, 148, 151.

33FHT, "A Canadian Pilgrimage," Harper's New Monthly 
Magazine. 64 (1882), pp. 501-504.

34Sometimes the artist's name or initials would be 
followed by del. for delineator.

35Rogers, A World Worth While, p. 15. Charles Graham 
(1852-1911) was a self-taught artist who started as a scenic 
artist for Hooley's Theater in Chicago and then moved to New 
York City. In the early 1870's he served as a topographer 
for the Northern Pacific Railroad. He joined the Harper firm 
in 1877 and was one of their most prolific Western 
illustrators. From 1891-93 he covered the Columbian 
Exposition. He began his free-lance career in 1892 and did 
work for the American Lithographic Company. He was best 
known for his skill at perspective and landscapes. Robert 
Taft noted that "he never 'broke loose from the scenic 
foreground.' But if one can get past that in his pictures of
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the Sierras and Rockies 'no truer pictures were ever made of 
the mountains and all their naked r u g g e d n e s s " The highest 
paid artist on Parson's staff, he was earning a top salary of 
$50/week by 1883. Taft, Artists and Illustrators of the Old 
West, pp. 181-183; Rogers, A World Worth While, p. 114; The 
American Personality, p. 158.

36Besides Graham, two other well-known artists W. Snyder, 
and T. Thulstrup completely redrew Taylor's sketches on the 
block. Willard P. Snyder was born in Philadelphia in 1853 and 
was a staff artist for Harpers in the 1880s and 90s. Thur de 
Thulstrup was born in Sweden in 1843 and served in the French 
army. He studied art in Paris, and at the Art Students' 
League in New York City. He illustrated for the Daily 
Graphic. Harper's Weekly. Leslies, Scribner's, Century and 
Cosmopolitan. The American Personality, pp. 169-170. IThere 
are many other artists' initials associated with Taylor's 
sketches that have yet to be identified. Only recently has 
scholarly attention been given to identifying these men.

37Kenneth Lindley, The Woodblock Engravers (New York: 
Drake Publishers, 1970), p. 47. Names of many of the 
engravers have yet to be thoroughly researched and many may 
have been lost. No information on Mayer has been located to 
date.

38An example is the engraving of the sailor's uniforms in 
Taylor's sketch of the arrival of the Grant Party at Vera 
Cruz. Taylor made a note and a small thumb-nail sketch that 
indicated the uniforms were to be all white requiring the 
time consuming process of carving out this area.

39Exman, House of Harper, pp. 7 6-77.

40Through close examination, it is often possible to 
detect the joins in the blocks on a printed engraving.

41Lindley, The Woodblock Engravers, p. 75.

42This was not done until the steam presses of the 
nineteenth century made the pressure so great.

43For additional information on Homer's work as a 
newspaper illustrator see Lloyd Goodrich, The Graphic Art of 
Winslow Homer (New York: Museum of Graphic Art, 1968); Philip 
C. Beam, Winslow Homer's Magazine Engravings (New York:
Harper & Row, 1979); and E. P. Richardson, "Winslow Homer in 
Harper's Weekly," Art in America. No. 4 (1963), pp. 89-92.
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44John William Tebbel, The American Magazine: A Compact 
History (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1969), p. 119.

45Ibld. . p. 116.

46Russell F. Weigley, ed., Philadelphia: A 300-Year 
History (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1982), pp. 269- 
271.

47Thld.. pp. 479-480.

48Rogers, A World Worth While, p. 15.

49It is interesting to note that technological 
breakthroughs which gave rise to illustrated newspapers and 
created the demand for Special Artists also created the 
"first visual medium derived directly from the scientific 
revolution" which eventually replaced the Special —  
photography. Many artists like Eakins embraced the new 
technology whether in creating artistic photographs or using 
pictures as aids in recording information. Remington's 
portrait The Correspondent, symbolizes the rise of the 
photojournalist as he takes his Kodak into the field to 
document the news.

50The Daily Graphic. 8, no. 769 (27, August, 1875), 
p. 434.

51"The Pictorial Elephant," report filed from Montreal, 
February '9, 1877, and "The Rise and Fall of the Graphic 
Company," New York Sun. December 26, 1876, clippings from the 
AKM scrapbook. Photolithography itself was not new.
Lodowick H. Bradford patented a process "that produced a 
positive print from a positive transparency," in 1858, and 
Julius Bein who served as the superintendent of the New York 
Lithographic, Engraving, and Printing Company in the late 
1860s advertised in 1868 that his firm did photo-lithographic 
work. Peter C. Marzio, The Democratic A rt: Pictures for a 
19th-Century America (Boston: David R. Godine, 1979), p. 58.

52The paper provided a fertile proving ground for a 
number of young artists including A. B. Frost, W. A. Rogers, 
Charles J. Taylor, and E. W. Kemble. Rogers in his 
reflections noted that the meeting spot for the Graphic 
artists in New York was "the Ann Street side of Mouquin's 
restaurant." Here the aspiring artists, which included, he 
noted, Frank Taylor, could socialize with the established
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artists the Graphic had enticed from Paris and Vienna such as 
the caricaturist Theodore Wust, lithographer Louis Aubron, 
and war artist Thure de Thulstrup. Aubron, said Rogers, was 
a communist as well as a master of architectural drawing. He 
was employed by G6r6me for assistance in elaborate 
perspectives. By placing Taylor at this rich artistic table, 
Rogers confirms not only Taylor's New York connections, but 
his entrfee into the bohemian art world of that city. Rogers, 
A World Worth While, pp. 6-7.

53FHT, "A Cruise in the Buffalo," New York Daily Graphic. 
8, no. 736 (20 July, 1875), cover.

5<"The Balloon 'Buffalo.'" Unidentified clipping from a 
Cleveland newspaper of July, 1875 included in the UF 
portfolio.

55The paper had previously sponsored its own balloon 
mainly as publicity for the financially unstable illustrated 
daily even though they announced that "'this voyage is one of 
scientific inquiry and not for public gain.'" It was 
conceived and constructed by Washington Harrison Donaldson 
and John Wise for the purpose of making the first trans- 
Atlantic flight. The two balloonists reached an agreement 
with the Goodsell brothers on June 27, 1873 although Wise had 
reservations about the Goodsells' intentions fearing, as was 
the case, that they would "milk the flight for all the 
publicity it was worth." The publishers even issued a new 
paper, the Balloon Graphic, on August 9, 1873 and sold 
tickets to the assembly area. Wise was also disturbed 
because muslin not silk had to be used in order to remain 
within the allowed budget. The finished balloon measured one 
hundred ten feet high and one hundred feet in diameter with a 
gas capacity of approximately six hundred thousand cubic 
feet. Wise eventually withdrew his support, convinced as the 
project proceeded, that the balloon was unsound. During the 
September 12 inflation, a large rip developed in the fabric 
and the balloon collapsed. Donaldson was convinced that it 
could be salvaged, and the balloon was disassembled and 
restitched at half the original size and christened the New 
Graphic. The reformed balloon was launched on October 7 at 
9:15 a.m. It did succeed in achieving flight but around 
noon, near New Canaan, Connecticut, the passengers abandoned 
the air ship in heavy winds and rain. ITwo years later, 
while working for P. T. Barnum, Donaldson made his last 
flight, an attempt to fly from Chicago across Lake Michigan, 
a distance of one hundred twenty miles. Donaldson and his 
passenger disappeared after being spotted by a schooner that
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evening. Taylor wrote a letter to the Editor of the 
Philadelphia Times on July 22, titled "From One Who Has 
Sailed with Donaldson, signed "Hope," stating that "a balloon 
properly constructed and furnished with a drag rope of good 
length could, and should, outsail the limits of any of the 
northern lakes." Taylor further stated that "Professor 
Donaldson has more than once cut the basket away and taken to 
the ring of the aerostat, and he certainly would have done so 
in the present instance if unable to keep above water 
otherwise. He may come out of the woods yet." Although the 
body of Donaldson's lone passenger Newton S. Grimwood was 
found washed ashore on a Lake Michigan beach; Donaldson 
himself, as Taylor predicted, apparently survived the flight. 
A man claiming to be the famous aeronaut was found in late 
August by a fishing party traveling up the Montreal River in 
a hut fifty miles south of Lake Des Quinzes. He died shortly 
thereafter of complications of gangrene. Tom D. Crouch, The 
Eagle Aloft (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Press, 1983), pp. 
439-440. FHT, "From One Who Has Sailed with Donaldson," AKM 
scrapbook.

56See numerous clippings about the balloon launch in the 
Taylor UF Portfolio.

57"The Balloon 'Buffalo,'" UF Portfolio.

58An unidentified clipping from a Philadelphia newspaper 
announcing the death of the artist noted that his "sketches 
of the Centennial in 1876 won him a nation-wide reputation." 
This was, the article said, "primarily because of their 
artistic merit and because they appeared in the first daily 
illustrated newspaper in the world." PSC microfilm, Role 
3920, frame 412, Archives of American Art. fFor additional 
documentation about the Centennial Exposition and 
Philadelphia see John Mass, The Glorious Enterprise: The 
Centennial Exhibition of 1876 and H. J. Schwarzmann.
Architect-in-Chief (Watkins Glen, NY: American Life 
Foundation, 1973).

59An unidentified press clipping in the AKM scrapbook 
entitled "The New York Graphic" reports that "This 
influential journal has recently given some very handsome 
illustrations of Philadelphia scenery, and it now announces 
that, hereafter, it will issue every week, a supplement 
devoted exclusively to illustrations of our city and 
interesting Centennial objects. IFrank H. Taylor, the well- 
known artist, will have supervision of the matter, and we 
can, of course, depend upon having it well done. . . . "
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“ Joseph Pennell (1857-1926) studied with Thomas Eakins 
at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He was best known 
for his pen and ink landscape and architectural views of 
Europe. His illustrations appeared in Scribner1sr Century, 
and Harper's Monthly, and in the works of William Dean 
Howells, Henry James, and Mrs. Schuyler Van Rensselaer among 
others. He retained close ties with Philadelphia, his place 
of birth, and was an active member of the Philadelphia Sketch 
Club, serving as its president in 1921. He was a close 
friend of F. Walter Taylor's, and wrote a commentary on the 
artist for a memorial exhibition of his colored drawings. 
Uncataloged folder of FHT and FWT clippings and memorabilia, 
HSP.

“ Joseph Pennell, The Adventures of An Illustrator. This 
passage is also recorded in the PSC History (p. 85) where 
Lomas notes that Pennell always said this happened at Valley 
Forge but Taylor remembered it as happening at the 
Centennial.

“ Dorothy Gondos Beers, "The Centennial City 1865-1876," 
Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., p. 466.

63 Ibid.

64Ibid.. p. 4 67.

65Ihlri.

66Mi'scellaneous press clippings and lecture announcements 
from the AKM scrapbook.

“ FHT, The Pilgrims of '76. or Qur Late Visitors. A 
bound collection of twenty photo-lithographs, entered 
according to an Act of Congress, 1876, HSP, Bd 61 T213.

“ These twenty-four small souvenir cards were published 
in Boston by Louis Prang in 1864. Lloyd Goodrich, The 
Graphic Art of Winslow Homer (New York: Museum of Graphic 
Art, 1968), p. 10, pis. 21-24.

“ Marc Simpson, "The Bright Side: 'Humorously Conceived 
and Truthfully Executed,'" Winslow Homer Paintings of the 
Civil War. Simpson, ed., p. 48.

70Frost's humorous sketches, most often of American rural 
subjects, also appeared in many of the PSC's Portfolio
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numbers. Frost is perhaps best remembered for his 
illustrations of Joel Chandler Harris' Uncle Remus stories. 
Rogers' "humorous, satirical, and political illustrations 
appeared in Harper's publications for nearly twenty years as 
well as in Puck. Life, St. Nicholas. Century, the New York 
Herald, and the Washington Post. The American Personality, 
pp. 156-157. For additional background on Frost see Henry M. 
Reed, The A. B. Frost Book (Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle 
Co., 1967).

71"Local News, &c," unidentified clipping, AKM scrapbook.

72Ibid.

73Unidentified clippings from AKM scrapbook and UF 
Portfolio.

74Unidentified clipping signed "Alberto," UF Portfolio.

75It is this interest in science that makes King the 
logical choice for the Centennial committee, whose idea was 
certainly to turn a profit, but also to showcase American 
ingenuity and put Philadelphia back into the picture as a 
cosmopolitan city of innovation and daring where it was in 
177 6, not the stepchild of New York it had become.

76Handwritten page from the AKM scrapbook.

77"Illustrated Record of the Southern Excursion Written 
and Sketched by the "Special." Records of the Southern 
ExcucslQa.. of the American Society of CiYll Engineers 
(Philadelphia: FHT, 1877).

78A gabion is a cylinder filled with stones and sunk in 
water, used in laying the foundations of a dam or jetty.

79The book has not yet been located.

80Unidentified clipping from the AKM scrapbook.

81"New Publications," clipping from the AKM scrapbook.

82Robert Henri, "one of the leading exponents of American 
Realism" said "there is only one reason for the development 
of art in America, and that is that the people of America 
learn the means of expressing themselves in their own time 
and in their own land." Marianne Doezema, American Realism ' 
and the Industrial Age (Cleveland: The Cleveland Museum of
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Art, 1980), p. 8. IFor additional background on nineteenth 
century art and its cultural influence see Russell Lynes, The 
Art Makers: An Informal History of Painting. Sculpture and 
Architecture in Nineteenth Century America (New York, 1970; 
rpt. New York: Dover, 1982; Lynes, The Tastemakersr New York: 
Dover, date; and Mumford, The Brown Decades.

83"The Mississippi Jetties," Harper's Weekly. 22, no. 
1105 (2 March 1878), pp. 177-178.

84This and his connections with Graphic artists like de 
Thulstrup, Frost, and Rogers who were now working for the 
Harper firm.

85Exman, House of Harper, p. 103. See also Charles 
Parsons and His Domain: An Exhibition of 19th Century 
American Illustration (Montclair, N J : Montclair Art Museum, 
1958).

86Winslow Homer, who said he would be remembered for his 
watercolors, no doubt received encouragement and advice from 
Parsons. Homer may have initially been attracted to the 
medium because his mother was an accomplished watercolorist a 
fact which could perhaps substantiate recent psychological 
profiles which suggest Oedipean and homosexual tendencies in 
the artist. Henry Adams, "Mortal Themes: Winslow Homer," Art 
in America. 71, no. 2 (1983), pp. 113-126. iWhether or not 
this is the case, the medium is one which is reflective of 
American values. Its transparency, where mistakes are not 
concealed is like the American personality where nothing is 
hidden: what you see is what you get. This does not mean
that thought did not go into the concept, but unlike the 
refinement of oils, watercolors appear fresh, impulsive, 
brash.

87Exman, House of Harper, p. 19.

88Ibid. pp. 80-93.

89There is no documentation that this was the working 
relationship Taylor had with Harper's. It is certainly 
possible that he was on a permanent retainer, but there is no 
documentation to indicate specific contractual arrangements. 
Eugene Exman points out that many of the art department 
records were destroyed during a relocation that would place 
it closer to the editors of the Monthly and Weekly which 
further complicates verification of the relationship between 
artist and publisher. Exman, House of Harper, pp. 103, 114.
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90Remington's first sketch for Harper's was submitted on 
a piece of wrapping paper stuffed into a small envelope and 
sent to Parsons. Exman notes that the art editor was 
accustomed to receiving well protected sketches, but the 
informality of Remington's package and the Wyoming postmark 
raised his curiosity. He was, of course, impressed by the 
offering and soon sent the artist a check and tear sheet. 
ibid.. pp. 114-115.

91Unfortunately much of this record keeping material was 
destroyed so it becomes necessary to rely on secondary 
sources for confirmation of reimbursement figures. Artists 
sketches were generally not copyrighted, something Taylor 
would take care to do with his later drawings of 
Philadelphia, and as a result, the papers could sell the 
reproduction rights. This was done in part, Eugene Exman 
notes, to recoup the additional money paid the artist if the 
paper retained the sketch. For an entrepreneur like Taylor, 
who was aware of the potential value of his work, it is 
unlikely any of his drawings remained with the publisher. 
lTaylor also enjoyed reminiscing about his exciting 
adventures as a Special Artist, and, in particular, this 1880 
trip with General Grant. In 192 6 he wrote a note which was 
affixed to the portfolio of sketches documenting this 
assignment. In it he said, "I still treasure these sketches 
and prints. How much they recall to me. How like a stately 
picturesque dream it now seems to me at the age of eighty 
years!" UF Portfolio.

92"General Grant in Cuba," Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 1209 
(28 February, 1880), pp. 132, 135.

93"Recollections of a Cuban Earthquake," The Mechanical 
News, 14, no. 15, (15 October, 1886), pp. cover, 229.

9<Of the four engravings shown on the cover, there is no 
extant corresponding sketch for Figure 1. Corresponding 
sketches for figures 2 and 4 are among the specific 
earthquake wash drawings mentioned above. Figure 3 "Title 
Wave" offers an interesting look at the ingenious utilization 
of existing materials by the Special while also demonstrating 
the need to be careful in attributing accuracy to every 
sketch. This engraving is based on Taylor's watercolor of a 
placid seaside country house at Charrina, near Havana, now 
engraved in reverse, being beaten by a tidal wave. Certainly 
it is quite possible this cottage did suffer tidal storm 
damage, since Taylor wrote in 1880 that local papers told of
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a destructive tidal wave along the coast, and Taylor is quite 
accurate in his depictions of events, but one has no 
verification that this particular cottage suffered the fate 
portrayed.

"He had assembled the sketches into a portfolio in 1926 
one year prior to his death. The sketches contain pencil 
notations which were done at the time of drawing. They also 
contain information written in pen at a later date. The 
penmanship suggests these ink notations were written prior to 
1926 perhaps shortly after the trip when events were still 
fresh as there is only one noticeable mistake when he labeled 
the dancing of the Zapoteo as having been viewed in Cuba when 
it was seen in Mexico.

"James P. Jones, ed., "Grant Forecasts the Future of 
Florida," The Florida Historical Quarterly, 29 (1960-1960), 
pp. 52-54. Also see William B. Hesseltine, Ulysses S. Grant. 
Politician (New York, 1935).

97For additional information on Grant and his 
renomination bid see William S. McFeeley, Grant: A Biography 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1981).

"McFeeley, Grant, p. 479.

"Ibid.. pp. 478-479.

100The cross-country journey was well covered by Harper1s 
Weekly, but not by Taylor.

101McFeeley, Grant, pp. 478-479.

102"New Publications" clipping from AKM scrapbook.

103W. A. Rogers in his writings noted that "The pursuit 
of news pictures carries an artist into little intimate 
associations, for a day or two at a time, with all sorts of 
people, and it is surprising how much alike all people are at 
close range." Rogers, A World Worth While, p. 34.

104Recently the sketchbook of James Taylor, Special 
Artist for Leslie1 s. has been published. This sketch book 
contains drawings James Taylor used to prepare the sketches 
forwarded to Leslie1s as well as wash drawings he did later 
when reminiscing about his adventures with Philip Sheridan in 
the Shenandoah Valley. It does not contain the sketches 
actually forwarded to the paper, nor has a scholar compared
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the drawings in the sketch book with the engravings which 
subsequently appeared in the paper. This would make an 
excellent research project and bring to light another Special 
Artist for whom a body of material is extant. The James E . 
Taylor Sketchbook (Dayton, OH: Morningside House, Inc. 1989).

105Exman, House of Harper, p. 103.

106See Julian Grossman, Echo of a Distant Drum: Winslow 
Homer and the Civil War (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc.,
1974) .

107Byron Andrews, the reporter for the Chicago Inter- 
Ocean. was the other reporter assigned to the presidential 
party, and presumably served as escort for the other niece.

108,'General Grant in Florida," Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 
1206 (7 February 1880), pp. 84, 91.

109It should be remembered that Taylor worked with two of 
the finest perspective artists in the country, Charles Graham 
and Louis Aubron. Rogers, A World Worth While, pp. 6-7.

110Barbara Novak, American Painting of the Nineteenth 
Century (New York: Harper & Row,1979), pp. 96-97.

luJapanese wood block prints would have also been of 
interest to him as an engraver, and he no doubt studied their 
effective and efficient use of line. The extent of the 
Oriental influence on Homer has been the subject of debate 
among art historians. Lloyd Goodrich who was one of the 
premier Homer scholars felt that "'the Japanese parallels in 
his [Homer's] work seem less a result of conscious imitation 
. . . than of an underlying affinity between his vision of 
nature and that of Oriental printmakers.'" Novak, American 
Painters of the Nineteenth Century, pp. 166-167. William 
Rogers also saw an oriental approach in the "sincerity" of 
his work which "went straight to nature for . . . inspiration 
. . . All that was there was true but nothing unnecessary or 
fussy found a place in the drawing. His method was not 
unlike that of the Japanese artist, Hiroshigi." Rogers, A 
World Worth While, pp. 235-236. Taylor too had a love for 
the beauties nature, and no doubt appreciated Homer's 
American interpretation of this age-old artistic culture.
Also, his training as a Special, like Homer's, meant a focus 
on the most important elements of the subject without the 
need for unnecessary embellishment.
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U2James Thorpe, English Illustration: The Nineties (New 
York: Hacker Art Books, 1975), p. 12.

113Rogers notes that when Homer drew directly on the 
block, he used the "light, warm tone" of the boxwood as his 
lightest gray, "deepining it with a wash of India ink and 
painting in one or two high lights with white." A World

114"Oklawaha, " Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 1207 (14, 
February 1880), pp. 100, 110.

115Seraphim Record S-60212 "Music of Deluis," Album 2, 
Florida Suite Dance Rhapsody. No. 2/Over the Hills and Far 
Away. Sir Thomas Beecham conducting the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Florida. Insight Guides (Hong Kong: Apa 
Productions, 1982), p. 42.

n6A more finished drawing such as this would not be 
completed on the spot. When the Special had time, he would 
use his daily sketches to compose a more finished 
composition, one which would probably earn him a higher price 
from the editor and possibly be used again for other 
articles. Since Taylor did write and illustrate tourist 
publications, a finished drawing of the Oklawaha, one of 
Florida's earliest tourist attractions, would seem a logical 
choice. Only one year later he drew a map of the St. Johns 
River for the Leve & Alden tourist publication department, 
and two years later he produced a brochure on the uplands of 
Florida for the Florida Central and Western Railroad.

117The oldest house is framed by an elongated palm tree 
which reaches out into the street. An early twentieth 
century photo of this historic site taken from the same 
vantage point shows the building and tree exactly as Taylor 
recorded them. The house remains one of the city's historic 
attractions, but the tree has since disappeared.

118"General Grant in Florida," Harper's Weekly, 24, no. 
1208 (21 February 1880), p. 117.

119One in particular, Bread for the Poor, a rather 
labored watercolor, lacking in the vibrancy and spontaneity 
which Taylor was capable of, is interesting for what is on 
the reverse, a pencil sketch of horses in the surf with Morro 
Castle in the background. This sketch was probably done 
during Taylor's 1879 visit to Havana and a finished version 
was engraved for the Harper's Monthly article. He probably
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used this rough outline sketch as a basis from which to 
prepare a more finished black and white wash drawing which 
would have been forwarded to Harper's. None of Taylor's work 
from the 1879 trip has surfaced except for this sketch. It 
is possible he did not ask that the earlier sketches be 
returned, although that seems unlikely given his desire to 
preserve much of his work. The scene is an interesting one 
and Taylor wrote about this unique activity in the Harper's 
Monthly article: "Close by the battery at the end of the
Prado a peculiar and exciting scene may be witnessed every 
morning. Here the surf rolls up with free stride against the 
shore. Just where a little bay is formed in the coral rock 
several hundreds of horses are undergoing an inspiring sea- 
bath . . . Without this refreshing process the horses would 
soon droop under the climate, and even with it they are all 
sleepy and sad."

120Byron Andrews, "Grant in Cuba," Chicago Inter-Ocean, 
filed February 11, 1880 from Havana, UF portfolio.

121Taylor's wash drawing of the rough trip, Voyage to 
Vera Cruz. Mexico, shows the deck of the steamship at about a 
45 degree angle with some of the passengers, and particularly 
a woman in the lower left foreground, having difficulty 
navigating. The subject and point of view are very similar 
to Winslow Homer's Homeward Bound which appeared in Harper's 
Weekly on December 21, 1867. It was completed on Homer's 
return trip from a year long visit to Paris. Homer placed 
all the figures on the lower side of the ship with only a 
woman's billowing skirt crossing the center line, as it 
listed during rough seas, exhibiting an understanding of the 
Japanese elements of placing the balance off center to create 
tension. (It has been suggested by some Homer scholars that 
his introduction to the oriental was in Paris.) Taylor's 
ship-board scene, while not as artistically effective as 
Homer's, also shows a comprehension of the elements that 
create a feeling of movement and instability through 
asymmetry. Taylor had probably seen and admired Homer's 
Harper's Weekly works and more recently been exposed directly 
to the Japanese approach to art during the Centennial.

122FHT, "With Grant, " Philadelphia Times, filed from 
Orizaba, Mexico, February 18, 1880, UF portfolio.

123Ibid.

124Special Artist, James E. Taylor, who reported on 
Sheridan's activities in the Shenandoah Valley in 1864 for
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Leslie1 s. describes the extent to which the Special would go 
to retrieve a packet of sketches rather than lose them: "We 
had barely finished our meal when a tumultuous sound 
requiring no explanation greeted our ears from without, when 
instinctively a rush is made. IThe troopers crowd through 
the doors to secure their mounts and away while Peck and I 
dash into the yard. We could hear the clatter of horses 
tearing like mad down the pike and whistling minnies 
splashing against courthouse wall, and to accelerate our 
movements, if that was at all necessary. Shells began 
exploding about, the enemy having got a battery in position 
at the west end of the town to enfilade the pike. IThe 'boy'
having our nag in charge had lit out at the first alarm, and
we had no lightsome task getting our nags into the alley, but 
finally succeeded, and once mounted, we whirled wildly away 
and down a side street in preference to joining the 
stampeding blue coats on the bullet swept street. iWe had 
not proceeded far when I missed my satchel with its valuable 
contents, which in my excitement I had left on the yard
bench. To forsake my garnered material and sketch pad was
out of the question, and risk its recovery I determined. I 
had to set-to with 'Tom' to make him obey the bit and in my 
struggles to make him face the house my hat dropped off. To 
dismount and recover it amidst zipping bullets was no easy 
task but I finally managed it, and after using my spurs 
freely on his flanks I got him to the Sappington. My supreme 
trail came when I dismounted to lead the animal into the 
yard, as I dared not let go of the bridle. Finally I dragged 
him to the bench and recovered the prize. To remount was 
equally difficult owing to the pandemonium reigning, but that 
too, though seemingly an age, was finally accomplished, when 
the frantic animal dashes away with his charge at locomotive 
speed for the exit, without getting winged, thanks to 
Providence." The James E. Taylor Sketchbook, p. 241-242.

125Grant and Fred Dent were roommates at West Point and 
through visits to the Dent household, Grant met and married 
Julia Dent. It was at the wall surrounding Molino del Ray 
where Grant found Dent wounded and loosing blood. After 
refreshing him with his canteen, Grant dragged his friend and 
future brother-in-law to safety. John Y. Simon, ed., The 
Personal Memories of Julia Dent Grant (New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1900), p. 315.

126This information was written on ink on the wash 
drawing.
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i2?«The Battlefields of Mexico," Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 
1216 (17 April 1880), p. 144. Grant was always interested in 
Mexico dating from his first exposure to the country during 
the Mexican-American War. He later tried unsuccessfully to 
establish the Mexican Southern Railroad. In a note to a 
group of Mexican journalists shortly before his death Grant 
wrote that "She [Mexico) has all the conditions; she has the 
people, she has the soil, she has the climate, and she has 
the minerals" to make for a prosperous country. Thomas 
Chaplin Braman, "Ulysses S. Grant and Mexico," Diss. 
University of Florida 1964, p. 67. Also see Chapter V, "Ex- 
President Ulysses S. Grant" in David M. Pletcher's book 
Rails. Mines, and Progress (Ithica: Cornell University Press, 
1958) pp. 149-181. It is interesting to note here that the 
surname Taylor was one which would have evoked strong 
memories for Grant as General (and later President) Zachary 
Taylor was one of the heros of the Mexican War. Sheridan 
also had a Taylor in his past, the previously mentioned James 
E. Taylor, Special Artist with Frank Leslie's who documented 
the General's Shenandoah command.

128FHT, "President Porfirio Diaz: The Benevolent Despot 
of Mexico," Booklovers Magazine 3 (1904), p. 767.

129Romero became minister to the United States under 
Mexican President Juarez, and first met Grant in 1864 on a 
visit to the General's City Point Headquarters during the 
Civil War.

noi'Grant in Mexico, Philadelphia XiiIl£S/ UF Portfolio.

131HSP Manuscript Collection, Box 2, Folder 3.

132"The Republican National Convention, Chicago,"
Harper's Weekly. 24, no. 1225 (19 June 1880), pp. 392-394,
396.

133"Among the Thousand Islands, Harper's Weekly. 25 (18 
August 1880), pp. 549-550.

134HSP Manuscript Collection, Box 1, Folder 4.

135Ibid.
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CHAPTER III

THE PROMOTION OF TOURISM & LEISURE

Change of scene leads to observation and 
comparative thought. This in turn 
develops philosophy, and the man who 
regards the world from a philosophical 
standpoint is better prepared to defy its 
storms and to enjoy its blessings.

The American Tourist Gazette1

During the nineteenth century a new attitude toward 
leisure began to expand and enrich the quality of life for 
the American middle class.2 This new mind-set did not, 
however, require a European Grand Tour, long de riguer for 
the elite; it could be achieved by visiting the wonders of 
America so recently made accessible by the railroads.3 The 
idea that travel was healthy for the mind fit comfortably 
with the new concerns for education espoused by John Dewey 
who believed that "all education proceeds by the partici
pation of the individual in the social consciousness of the 
race."4 The benefits of travel also reinforced new thoughts 
for overall physical health that stressed participation in 
outdoor activities as a relief from the confinement and 
stress of industrial labors.5 In addition, the widely read 
writings of naturalists John Muir and later Aldo Leopold 
encouraged a nation to explore the scenic beauty of the
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country's wilderness which "gives definition and meaning to 
. . . life."6 It seemed, in fact, as if Americans were almost 
required to travel if they wanted to improve themselves and 
their country.

All this interest in exploration was for the general 
population, of course, not new, although the emphasis on 
travel for its own sake rather than for purely economic 
reasons was.7 What was new was an increased awareness of the 
many unique places to visit in one's own country so richly 
described and illustrated in newspaper articles and tourist 
guidebooks, such as Frank Taylor's forty-eight page guide to 
New England and the St. Lawrence River, Away Down East: Or My 
Unexpected Vacation.8 Travel literature was both popular and 
profitable, as one publisher noted; "'Travels sell about the 
best of anything we get hold of . . . They don't always go 
with a rush, like a novel by a celebrated author, but they 
sell longer, and in the end pay better."'9

Travel literature, of course, had been available to the 
privileged classes since the days of the Greeks, and 
Herodotus could be considered in some ways the first travel 
writer. However, it was Marco Polo's account of his journey 
to Cathy, that can be considered the first true travel guide. 
Its innumerable, widely published translations made the 
Milinoi's descriptions of exotic places accessible to the 
masses —  at least in theory.

While Polo did not illustrate his "travels," his accu
rate, detailed accounts of flora and fauna, native peoples,
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and architecture seemed to demand visualization. Initially 
this was often on maps, such as in the Catalan Atlas of 1375 
and the Frau Mauro mappamundi of 1459, where images of the 
sojourn most frequently appeared. This was a logical devel
opment as writers increasingly favored scientific accuracy 
over myth, evidenced in the more realistic depiction of 
continents and their contents —  besides, cartographers 
needed illustrations to fill in the vast spaces of unexplored 
interiors. Elaborately illustrated maps even became interior 
decoration, as can be seen in many of Vermeer's paintings. 
Renaissance and Baroque mapmakers such as Willem Blaeu pro
duced "coffee table" atlases that graced the interiors of the 
new Dutch middle class, for whom travel and exploration 
brought new found wealth, and were in essence illustrated 
guidebooks. Polo's descriptions, and maps based on his ac
counts, prompted Columbus to set sail for China, only to 
discover a new world full of its own unique qualities that 
would in turn attract men like John White to write and 
illustrate what they saw, and encourage travel and explo
ration to America. Like their nineteenth century counter
parts, the citizens of seventeenth-century Europe realized 
the wealth of knowledge to be gained by exposure to new 
thoughts and ideas, and the excitement this exploration could 
generate.10

Economic and political reasons remained the predominate 
motivation for travel until the industrial revolution, for 
even though the middle class could read about the marvels to
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be seen, adequate and inexpensive transportation was lacking. 
The railroads made remote locations accessible to an increas
ingly curious clientele. For nineteenth-century illustrators 
like Taylor, the numerous railroad companies offered an 
additional source of income as they eagerly produced illus
trated brochures, which described and showed the exciting 
views to be seen along their routes.11 Entrepreneur that he 
was, Taylor's honeymoon was even courtesy of the Philadelphia 
and Reading Railroad, which provided a special car and 
locomotive for the couple, enabling the new bridegroom to 
prepare sketches for an illustrated folder for the company's 
Reading and Lehigh Valley Line.12

Taylor's ability to write the descriptions as well as 
produce the illustrations again proved advantageous, and made 
him a sought after Special. He was essentially, as a travel 
writer, performing the identical task as a newspaper Special, 
i.e., traveling to a site to gather information for an illus
trated article. And, in fact, he was pursuing his career as 
a travel writer at the same time he was working for the Daily 
Graphic and Harper's Weekly. This was in part because he 
seems to have enjoyed traveling in whatever capacity, but 
also because as a new husband and then father, he needed to 
establish a strong financial base for his family.

The honeymoon excursion was apparently not the only time 
Taylor was able to include his family in his work or was 
provided special accommodations by the sponsoring railroad.
In a news clipping found in the Atwater Kent Museum scrap
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book, the writer notes that "Mr. Taylor of the New York 
Graphic, his wife and son were provided a 'diminutive 
traveling car,1 pulled by the Ariel of the Philadelphia and 
Reading Railroad."13 The writer goes on to note that the 
guidebook to be prepared by Taylor would disseminate "a 
knowledge of our resources (the imposing character of the 
coal region of Pennsylvania) and a general idea of the 
topography of the country as well as of the natural fitness 
of many parts of the region for summer resorts. . . ." The 
fact that coal collieries were viewed as highlights of the 
trip attests to the nineteenth century view that industrial 
operations were sources of interest for the tourist who 
could, of course, continue on his travels to some quiet, 
picturesque location. Coal was, however, important for 
Pennsylvania's, as well as the nation's economy, and many 
collieries were operated by the railroads, who depended on 
the natural resource for power. Featuring the mining process 
was thus in the company's best interest.

As a Special Artist, Taylor traveled over much of the 
North American continent, recording dramatic events and items 
of interest. He seemed to find enjoyment in every location, 
but during a trip to the Thousand Islands in northern New 
York, while on assignment for Harper's Weekly. Taylor found 
his own personal leisure destination.14

Recovering, he noted, from the effects of malaria and 
hay-fever, and exhausted from ten years of constant travel, 
he found in this St. Lawrence River archipelago, (Fig. 11) a
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peace from the demands of his nineteenth-century urban 
existence.15 This change of scene would also allow him time 
to reflect on his life, and may have influenced his decision 
to devote more of his time to his family, concentrating his 
work on the places he loved most, Philadelphia and the 
Islands. This love for both urban and rural —  needing each 
in order to fully appreciate life —  was reflective of the 
times. There was a realization and appreciation, even glori
fication of industrialization in America while, simultane
ously the agrarian values espoused by Jefferson still 
remained important. Taylor and others seemed to justify the 
dichotomy through active participation in outdoor activities; 
and if possible, living a part of their lives in each world, 
appreciating the cultural values of both.16

The Thousand Islands area of the St. Lawrence could 
serve as a microcosm of nineteenth century leisure values.
The area played a significant role in the history of North 
America, in part because it is one of the narrowest passage
ways on the important seaway linking the Great Lakes with the 
Atlantic, but in particular because of the protection the 
islands afforded for attackers, smugglers, and fugitives, 
between often hostile nations. The region was originally 
home to the Confederacy of the Iroquois, whose five-member 
nation included the Mohawk, Onondaga, Seneca, and Cayuga.
The French began explorations there in the 1600s, establish
ing permanent settlements for New France in a territory rich 
in furs. In addition, Jesuit missionaries, such as Father
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Simon La Moine, began efforts to convert the Indians to the
Roman Catholic faith. Cognizant of the excellent trade
possibilities, the British had also laid claim to trade in 
the area by 1720, offering better and cheaper goods than the 
French. Tensions between the two colonizing countries were 
not limited to the Thousand Islands, of course, and England 
declared war in 1756. The final battle of what was known in
America as the French and Indian War was fought in the
Thousand Islands on Isle Royal (now Chimney Island, New 
York), where the British under Major General Jeffrey Amherst, 
hero of the battle of Louisburg, attacked and defeated the 
French at Fort de L6vis.17

Unfortunately the peace declared in Paris was short
lived. The newly acquired land of Quebec, formerly New 
France, had been' seen by many of the colonists south of the 
St. Lawrence as a prime area for free western settlement. 
However, the Quebec Act of 1774 not only allowed French civil 
law to remain in effect, but granted special protection to 
the Catholic Church, making the province undesirable to many, 
and magnifying tensions with Britain, whose "Intolerable 
Acts" had already placed a great strain on the mother 
country's relationship to her thirteen original colonies.
This time when war was declared, the fortifications along the 
St. Lawrence were strengthened with British and American 
loyalist troops, as the waterway became a supply line for 
materials on their way to Forts Oswego, Niagara, Detroit, and 
Michilimacinac.
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At the conclusion of the war many American loyalists 
fled to the Canadian side of the river, but it was not until 
1791, when the Province of Quebec was divided, and the 
Thousand Islands region became part of the new Protestant-led 
Upper Canada, with its capital York (now Toronto), that the 
northern side of the river began to develop commercially. As 
Mary Beacock Fryer has noted, this placed "the Canadian side 
of the S t . Lawrence . . . within the mainstream of provincial 
life," resulting in the establishment of thriving settlements 
on the north shore.18 By contrast, American settlement along 
the Thousand Islands shoreline was sparse, in part due to the 
"presence of British regulars at Fort Oswegatchie (Ogdens- 
burg, New York) and Carleton Island, but also because the 
area was remote from the main population centers of New York 
state. . . ,"19

Again, however, peace was elusive. When the young 
United States declared war with Great Britain in June of 
1812, the Congressional representatives of the upper St. 
Lawrence voted against the War Hawks. During the war, 
illicit trade in American cattle and grain developed as 
Canadian farmers smuggled goods across the narrow channel in 
order to meet the imposed demands of supplying the British 
regulars and Canadian militia. In this way the farmers were 
able to retain their own best stock and supplies, often 
hiding their prized cattle in the woods and on the islands. 
Fryer notes that "it was one of the ironies of that conflict 
that they (the Canadians and British] were fed —  and in some
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instances equipped indirectly —  by the enemy itself." She 
also theorizes that had the Americans taken full advantage of 
the vulnerability of British supply lines as they passed 
through the islands from Montreal to the western forts, the 
annexation of Upper Canada would probably have become a 
reality. The islands, of course, provided a myriad of hiding 
places where "American troops could make hit and run attacks 
on the Canadian convoys," utilizing the guerilla tactics 
which were so successful in their war for independence. In 
the end, little changed except that Carleton Island with its 
Fort Haldimand, became part of New York State.20

The Treaty of Ghent brought an unstable peace that would 
not become permanent until the end of the 1860s, when the 
United States resolved its internal conflicts and Canada 
became a Dominion.21 During this fifty year period of in
creased settlement on both sides of the river, Clayton in New 
York, and Kingston in Upper Canada, emerged as important 
shipbuilding centers. The Village of Clayton also became the 
headquarters for timber raft construction as wood was sent 
downriver to Montreal or Quebec City for export overseas. 
While the forests around the Thousand Islands had been 
generally logged over by 1840, rafting remained a staple on 
the river into the 1880s when Taylor was writing about the 
colorful industry for an article entitled "St. Lawrence 
Summer Life."22 The event was part of the local flavor which 
a Special Artist knew would be of interest to readers and 
which future visitors might wish to experience, just as
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European travelers wanted to meet the native tradesmen of 
Venice and Constantinople.23

The raft, as Taylor wrote and illustrated, was really 
three rafts bound together extending a third of a mile. The 
"timber was already squared, and lay half a dozen sticks 
deep. All of these thousands of immense pieces were securely 
bound without injuring the wood with peg-holes." On the raft 
were the anchors "as large as those of a frigate," dug-out 
canoes, "one or two tents, in which the men slept," and a 
shanty for the boss and his gang-foreman where they "even 
indulged in the luxury of straw mattresses in their bunks." 
"The force upon such a raft . . . numbers about thirty men, 
and they can take two rafts, or groups of rafts to Montreal 
monthly." Taylor not only recorded what he considered to be 
"one of the most picturesque of life-upon-the-river 
incidents," but suggested to his nineteenth-century readers 
that "considerable enjoyment can be had in rowing out to them 
[the rafts] mooring your boat and talking . . .  to the 
swarthy, good natured crew." Such were to be the halcyon 
days of summer, once tourism became an important economic 
force in the islands.

Other developments were necessary, however, before the 
area could become a tourist destination. Of primary impor
tance was the building of a canal to bypass the restrictive 
rapids on the upper St. Lawrence and deepen the old canal at 
Lachine, thus allowing larger ships, which had been using the 
Rideau Canal, to pass through the Thousand Islands region.
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The first St. Lawrence Seaway was completed in 1848. This 
brought increased economic prosperity to the Islands. The 
Rideau Canal then became a popular route for passenger 
steamers such as the James Swiftf which Taylor recorded 
readying to descend the locks at Jones Falls. The Canadian 
and American governments also built seventeen lighthouses 
along the narrow channel so pilots would no longer have to 
moor their vessels at night.

The retooled waterway was a boon not only to freight 
traffic, but also increasingly to passenger steamers which 
brought tourists to the islands. In 1850 the first railway 
came to the St. Lawrence when Ogdensburg became the terminus 
of the Rome, Watertown, & Odgensburg Railway, linking the 
south shore to the more populous southern portion of New 
York, with through connections to New England. Railways 
linking the north shore communities with Toronto, Ottawa, and 
Montreal also increased visitation to the island region, 
which until the 1870s remained mainly agrarian. As Fryer 
notes, "The notion that people should have recreation, or 
take holidays, was [still] totally foreign to the local 
people. "24

Fishermen were among the first "tourists" to discover 
the Thousand Islands, which had and still has "some of the 
best, if not the best, muskellunge fishing in North America" 
as well as an "abundance of pike, pickerel, bass [and], 
perch. . . .1,25 While changes would occur in tourists' 
reasons for visiting the Islands, it was fishing and its
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accouterments that fostered the region's economic develop
ment. This was, of course, fishing for sustenance not of the 
body, but of the spirit —  the eternal struggle of man 
against nature, but in a more "civilized" atmosphere where 
one's life was not dependent on the outcome. Taylor 
expressed this philosophy when he described fishing at the 
Thousand Islands in his guidebook for the Crossmon Hotel at 
Alexandria Bay, New York:

The desire to catch a fish rests dormant in every 
human breast, only requiring favoring circumstances 
and ample leisure to arouse the impulse honestly 
inherited from remote ancestors of nomadic 
tendencies. The question of liking or disliking 
fish as an article of food has little bearing upon 
the matter of ensnaring the victim, for having once 
captured, rejoiced over and exhibited the creature, 
all interest in its subsequent disposition ceases.
At least in most instances. SThe element of 
uncertainty attending every phase of angling 
doubtless accentuates the pleasure of the 
undertaking.26

For Taylor, an avid fisherman, there was an added desire 
to paint fish, and some of his best work is exhibited in his 
watercolors of individual bass chasing the bait. Perhaps the 
artist’s respect for this feisty aquatic opponent is what 
contributed to his lively portrayal among a body of work 
that, while picturesque, is essentially passive.27 In the 
three extant watercolors of small- and largemouth Bass (Fig. 
12 is one example), Taylor's adept handling of the medium 
allows the viewer to sense the vibrancy of the moment as the 
fish dives under the crystal clear waters of the St.
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Lawrence, or suddenly breaks through the surface into the 
colorful sunlight.

The realism is journalistic, as there is a story here, 
although the "reporter" does not reveal the final outcome. 
These paintings are not unlike Homer's who was painting the 
Adirondack trout not far away.28 Taylor had, no doubt, seen 
his contemporary's exquisite watercolors of game fish, and 
felt a kinship with another fisherman who also felt compelled 
to preserve the experience. The transparency of the medium 
and the use of color is what Homer historian Lloyd Goodrich 
described as the "visual sensuousness" in Homer's Adirondack 
works, a term that can be equally applied to Taylor's Bass 
series.29

The only known public exhibition of Taylor's paintings 
of fish was at the 1893 Chicago World's Fair when two 
watercolors, one of a pickerel and one of a bass (along with 
an oil painting of a muskellunge by Miss C. L. R. Child), 
appeared with the award winning display of Gardner M. 
Skinner's fluted trolling spoons.30 Himself a part of the 
Thousand Islands fishing mystique, Skinner developed his 
famous fluted blade spinner in 1874, no doubt in part to 
capitalize on the number of fishermen who were seeking out 
the large game fish of the upper St. Lawrence. The flutes, 
noted Skinner, were added to "increase the reflection, 
thereby multiplying the attractiveness as well as strengthen 
the Spoon, without increasing the weight."31 The beauty of 
the assembled bait was recognized by the World's Fair judges
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who awarded Skinner the only medal in the fishing and tackle 
category. Five years later Skinner was cigain honored with an 
award and special medal, this time in Bergen, Norway, for his 
contribution to sport fishing.32 The beauty of the "machine," 
an appreciation of the purity of form, elevated these lures 
to an art form, and as such were appreciated by Taylor the 
artist/fisherman on more than one level.33

Another award winner at the Columbian Exposition, and an 
integral component of what Taylor termed the "piscatorial 
climax" of the Thousand Island fishing experience, was the 
St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe, and Steam Launch Company, 
also of Clayton, builder of the "famous St. Lawrence River 
Skiff." The skiff, revered in the region, was an essential 
element because a reliable, easily maneuvered boat, initially 
required by boatmen, was vital to the requiite fishing guide 
as tourism increased and "anglers" replaced "fishermen."34 
Taylor's most reproduced painting, Muskie Fishing on the St. 
Lawrence, (Fig. 13) shows a guide with his two-man party in a 
classic St. Lawrence skiff as they land a prize muskellunge.35

At first glance the craft appears as an descendant of 
the canoe and/or Adirondack guideboat; but in fact it is a 
unique and indigenous design.36 A canoe was light, flimsy, 
unstable, and difficult to maneuver in the wind. The guide
boat needed to be light enough to portage, restricting its 
suitability to mountain streams or placid lakes. What was 
needed on the open waters of the S t . Lawrence was something 
strong and stiff enough to withstand high seas, hence the
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skiff. Bertha Fry Hall, daughter of Lucien Fry, one of 
Clayton's celebrated nineteenth century skiff builders wrote: 
"'there is nothing more seaworthy than a good St. Lawrence 
skiff. I have rowed across the river in a gale when all the 
freighters were anchored or tied up.'"37 This stability was 
one of the skiff's most celebrated qualities and touted in 
the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Company 
catalogs, which included a drawing (probably by Taylor) of an 
average (145 lb.) weight man standing on the gunwale (Fig. 
14).38 Note was made in the accompanying descriptive caption 
that this was "No Trick." For the angler, of course, this 
meant that he could safely lean over the side to gaff or net 
a heavy fish without falling overboard.39

The skiff's interior was also designed to accommodate 
the angler's needs. As shown in Taylor's watercolor, and 
described by him in an article first written for the 
Mechanical News but reproduced in various publications:

Snug seats are placed for and aft. These are 
detachable for sponging out. The stern seat is 
fitted with an arm-chair, cane-seated and backed, 
without legs. Five feet forward of this is another 
seat with a similar chair, and upon the thwarts 
between them are catches to hold trolling rods. . .
The two chairs face, and behind the last names is a 
fish box, which is exactly in the center of the 
boat. This box serves as a seat for the rower when 
alone in the boat, in which case he rows stern 
forward.40
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The box also served as a seat for the guide, the two facing 
seats allowed the two city anglers to converse during their 
leisurely day on the water.41

In the background of Taylor's watercolor is another
boat. This too is a skiff, but sprit rigged for sailing —  a
true test of one's seamanship as the boat had no rudder.42 In
fact, Taylor began his article about skiffs by noting the 
craft's sailing reputation. "Every visitor to the Thousand 
Islands, who is at all au fait in the matter of sailing, must 
admire the grace, speed and capabilities of the St. Lawrence 
River Skiff, and no less the skill and daring with which it 
is handled upon the breezy and often tempestuous open waters 
between the islands."43 In an unsigned 1889 article from 
Forest and Stream, the author notes that "steering . . . [is] 
done by trimming the sheet and changing the balance of the 
boat. The boatman brings her up into the wind by moving aft, 
handling her as perfectly as could be done by a rudder."44 
The sail made the already streamlined boat even faster, 
aiding guides in reaching prime fishing grounds and providing 
a break from rowing. Competition among guides was spirited, 
particularly between those of Clayton and its Canadian 
neighbor, Gananoque Ontario, with annual sailing regattas 
held to determine "bragging rights."

The skiff Taylor detailed in the foreground of his 
watercolor was identified by skiff historian Harold E.
Herrick, Jr., as one built by Charles Estes of Alexandria 
Bay, New York.45 The artist himself, however owned at least
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one built by Xavier Colon of Clayton, credited with being the 
original designer of the St. Lawrence River Skiff. Colon 
began his skiff building business in 1870.

Colon built individual boats; but a dentist, Dr. A.
Bain, saw greater potential, and in 1873 "persuaded a group 
of wealthy summer residents to invest in a skiff-building 
company."46 The boats were built in a factory, and in 1885 A. 
Bain & Co. (Colon was reduced to shop foreman), published its 
first catalog including illustrations by Frank Taylor, noting 
that the company was producing approximately twenty-five 
skiffs each week. By 1893 the company had become the St. 
Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe & Steam Launch Co. and exhibited 
their prize winning skiffs at the World's Fair in Chicago.47 
Skiff building had evolved "from a cottage industry to 
factory production for sale to private buyers, to hotels and 
skiff liveries, and then to building skiffs for export to 
regions far outside the Thousand Islands area."48 With 
products like Skinner's spoons and St. Lawrence River Skiffs, 
industrialization, along with a healthy tourist industry 
encouraged by promotional materials produced by Special 
Artists like Taylor, could lead to prosperity in even remote 
areas.

Taylor's concern for preservation, while enjoying the 
benefits of industrialization, was evident in his interest in 
the sport fishing economy of the Thousand Islands. In 1884 
"The Angler's Association of the St. Lawrence River" was 
formed out of a concern over net fishing. Taylor feared
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"that this vast aquarium might, some day, be 'fished out.'"49 
The Association lobbied for legislation that would restrict 
netting, which, they argued, trapped game fish, not only 
reducing the number of fish available for the sportsman, but 
consequently affecting the entire tourist economy. The 
Association eventually succeeded in facilitating an agreement 
between the Canadian and U. S. governments placing "all of 
the Island system . . . [into] an International Park." They 
also worked with the state of New York on a hatchery program 
to release "vast numbers of muskellunge fry . . .  in the 
river; [so that] one of these days that splendid fish which 
is the objective of many a long day's work in the skiff will 
be far more plentiful than at present."50

Taylor's letterhead for the Association, which includes 
the reproduction of his 1894 watercolor, shows an "angler" 
proudly displaying a large bass while his partner and guide 
continue fishing in the abundant waters of the St. Lawrence.51 
The scene represents all that was picturesque about 
nineteenth century fishing in the Thousand Islands, where one 
could spend a leisurely day on the water and be guaranteed 
both a good catch as well as a fine time achieving it. One 
is reminded here of a passage from Kenneth Graham's wind in 
the Willows: "There is nothing —  absolutely nothing —  half 
so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats."

The Thousand Islands might have remained a quiet farming 
community which catered to and benefited from the seasonal 
fisherman if it had not been for George M. Pullman, builder
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of the famous railway sleeping cars, who invited President 
Grant and Philip Sheridan to his island home, "Castle Rest" 
in July of 1872. Pullman, an avid fisherman, was one of the 
first of the wealthy elite to purchase an island and erect a 
cottage. He was a strong supporter of the region as a summer 
resort, no doubt in part because of his "belief in the 
civilizing effects of beauty" and also because increased rail 
travel to the area would stimulate demands for more of his 
railway cars.52 At the time, demand for property was slow, so 
Pullman approached Andrew Cornwall and his partner Walton, 
developers who owned most of the islands, with a plan that 
illustrated Pullman's understanding of the power of public
ity. "'What we want to do, Andrew,'" Pullman said, "'is to 
make much of the General's visit here and it will advertise 
the islands as no other thing we can do. To have the 
President of the United States as our guest is quite an 
honor. ' "53

In his booklet A Souvenir of the Thousand Islands. James 
Bayne, brother of the dentist and skiff promoter A. Baine, 
described the presidential visit and its subsequent effect on 
the Islands:

When Grant and Sheridan arrived the walk from the 
landing was covered with carpet, and island and 
cottage gaily decorated with bunting . . . The
crowd of newspaper correspondents that followed 
heralded abroad every movement of the Presidential 
party, every trip among the islands, every fish 
caught and every place they stopped for lunch. The 
news was eagerly sought and read. Soon the river 
was dotted with boats, both large and small, of
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every form and variety. The islands and main shore 
swarmed with all classes of people from every part 
of the country; public receptions were given by 
both Grant and Sheridan and from that time there 
was a great demand for the islands.54

It is interesting to note that the two generals, who a 
few years hence were to play such an important role in 
Taylor's life during their travels to Mexico, were the two 
men whose publicized visit to the Islands prompted papers 
like Harper's Weekly to assign their Special Artists to cover 
the area. This led in turn not only to Taylor's purchase of 
his own island property, but also to a second career as a 
Special Artist promoting the Thousand Islands in newspaper 
articles and guidebooks. Grant was also running for office 
in 1872. Undoubtedly the visit to Pullman's island haven did 
nothing to stem the criticism of Grant's opponents who 
charged that the president "long depended on and favored some 
of the richest of the nation's capitalists" despite his claim 
to appeal to workers' votes, with posters showing he and 
running mate Henry Wilson as "the tanner and the cobbler."

Taylor's 1881 article in Harper's Weekly was accompanied 
by a full-page engraving (Fig. 15) consisting of seven 
sketches (redrawn on the blocks by Charles Graham) which 
depicted the region during the height of its popularity as a 
summer resort, and provided the viewer with an appreciation 
for the beauty of the Islands as well as the recreational 
opportunities to be enjoyed.55 For those who could afford it, 
or wanted to see what the upper middle class was building,
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Taylor detailed two Victorian cottages replete with exposed 
framing and encircling porches (#2 & 3). In the foreground 
of #2 is a naptha steam launch which could carry more passen
gers than a skiff and, of course, did not require rowing —  

these boats were often used to tow four or five skiffs to a 
distant fishing ground. This scene also records the 
popularity of viewing the islands in the evening when cottage 
lights would dot the waterway.

It is Taylor's view of Alexanderia Bay (#5), however, 
which really reflects the Islands' emergence as a tourist 
destination, as it includes two of the areas most famous 
resort hotels —  The Thousand Island House in the center and 
the Crossmon House on the left, as well as the many passenger 
steamers which transported guests to their Island destina
tions. The Crossmon House, for which Taylor prepared a 
tourist brochure in 1901, was one of the oldest hotels in the 
Islands and representative of the region's economic changes. 
It began life as a small ten-room fisherman's lodge known as 
Smith's Tavern. In 1848 it was purchased by Charles 
Crossmon, and with some modifications became Crossmon's 
Hotel, which, Taylor writes, "began the modern story of the 
Thousand Islands; the first chapter in the romance of a real 
fairy land."56 The hotel was enlarged twice, before final 
additions were made in 1881 bringing the total rooms to 300, 
and it henceforth became known as the Crossmon House.

The impressive structure offered far more than a room 
and simple meals for fishermen. There were now suites with
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private bathrooms for families, "elegantly" furnished drawing 
rooms, a main dining room overlooking the river where tables 
were set with "costly china, silver, cut glass, and the 
finest linen, and supplied with the rarest fruits and 
delicacies," along with a separate children's dining room for 
those in the charge of nurses. An orchestra offered morning 
concerts in addition to dinner music in the drawing rooms and 
evening dancing. There were provisions for tennis, and 
croquet, as well as guides for fishing. In the evening, a 
fireworks display was often held, and the "rows of colored 
lights [which] illuminate the verandas, and shine from its 
many towers, [shed] . . .  a wealth of color upon the water."57

Taylor's watercolor, which appeared on an earlier page 
of the Crossmon's 1901 brochure, summarized all that was 
considered picturesque about a summer stay in the Islands for 
the middle classes. Along with the obligatory Crossmon House 
in the background he included a sailing skiff, naptha launch, 
and steamer, while in the foreground the fortunate hotel 
guests who have hired a boatman for a day's fishing prepare 
to enjoy a pleasant Shore Dinner.58 From the skiff the guide 
has produced a table and provisions as he prepares the 
sumptuous meal, while the angler displays his trophy catch to 
his wife. What could be more ideal, and what reader in New 
York City, Buffalo, or Philadelphia could not imagine a 
wonderful summer away from the hectic life of the city. This 
scene invokes as well the "receptive" recreational philosophy 
of Frederic Law Olmsted, who thought parks should provide
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tranquility and rest to the mind; and in many ways at the 
turn of the century the Thousand Islands was a large public 
park; while not entirely free, the variety of accommodations 
allowed a wide range of incomes as well as the local 
inhabitants to enjoy the scenery.

While the large hotels catered to the visitor who could 
not afford to erect his own cottage, or remain the entire 
season —  usually mid-June to late September —  another 
lodging alternative was available in the form of religious 
camps. Revivalism was quite prevalent in the late 1800s 
among older Protestant denominations, whose philosophy at the 
time was one of "defense of the status quo," with no overt 
social concern. And, having a camp in the Thousand Islands 
among some of the wealthiest of the nation's industrialists 
no doubt did nothing to reduce growing criticism that the 
church was abandoning the working class.

It was Theodore Roosevelt who correctly noted that "The 
Methodists represent the great middle class, and in conse
quence are the most representative church in America."59 The 
Methodists were one of the strongest proponents of this 
individualistic idealism, and their 1,000 acre Thousand 
Island Park on Wellesley Island was one of the largest camps 
in the region.60 The summer resort was the inspiration of 
Reverend J. F. Dayan, who persuaded other New York City 
Methodists to invest in an area of clean air and fresh water, 
a welcome relief from the city.61 Susan Smith notes in A 
History of Recreation in the Thousand Islands that originally
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the camp rented or sold tent lots, but, it was not long 
before cottages replaced the temporary canvas, and a thriving 
community was established. She also notes that one of the 
ways Thousand Island Park raised funds was to levy "A small 
head charge . . . against all tour boat passengers and 
[charge] the large steamboat companies . . .  a yearly rate."62 
However, no boats were permitted to dock on Sundays.63 The 
Methodists were not adverse to making money while enjoying 
their holiday.

The park had a tabernacle for extensive camp meetings, 
and Taylor wrote in 1881 that "Sunday school, temperance, and 
educational conventions occur here during the summer." In 
1883, the Park opened the Thousand Island Park Hotel with 
rates graded according to room location: $2, $3, or $4 per 
day —  50 cents less if two persons occupied one room.64 The 
Park Association, like other religious camps in the region, 
was not exclusive, and members of other denominations were 
invited to purchase cottages and stay at the hotel, their 
only desire was "to keep children of the resort away from 
'harmful influences.'"65

The religious parks and even the hotels, espoused family 
values, and, as mentioned above, this may have been part of 
the area's attraction for Taylor. As the structure of 
nineteenth century family life continued to evolve with a 
separation between work and home, the opportunity to spend 
time as a family unit became increasingly important. This 
aspect of the leisure experience was highlighted in tourist
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brochures like the one Taylor produced for the Crossmon which 
boasted that "The Crossmon is preeminently the children's 
hotel." The conservative middle class saw in the promotional 
literature produced by individual hotels, railroad and 
steamship companies, church camps, and others, accounts of 
healthy, safe places for their families to spend their 
precious leisure time.66

The Islands' appeal for Taylor was perhaps initially the 
area's quiet beauty. As noted, part of the attraction of the 
Harper's Weekly assignment was his "hope of recovery from the 
combined effects of malaria and hay-fever," which had been 
"hammering away for some months at a constitution somewhat 
strained by persistent over-work."67 The constant travel, 
required by a Special Artist to remain at the peak of his 
profession, was perhaps taking its toll on a man who seemed 
to cherish his family. In a scrapbook of letters Taylor 
assembled are two from his young son Walter written during 
the 187 9 Christmas season when Taylor was on the Grant tour.68 
The younger Taylor described his gifts from St. Nicholas and 
enclosed a present for his father in the form of a drawing of 
a giraffe, and urged his "Papa" to return home soon. No 
doubt Taylor saw in the acquisition of island property, and 
the subsequent erection of a summer cottage and boathouse 
with studio, a partial answer to his desire to remain close 
to family and friends. He also knew he could find sufficient 
opportunities for work in the preparation of brochures and
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guidebooks on the Thousand Island area, thus providing him 
with the means to maintain his upper middle-class lifestyle.

In 1881 Round Island Park, where Taylor's "Shady Ledge" 
would soon appear, was a denominational resort, "loosely 
connected with the Baptists" who had already built "a large 
and imposing hotel."69 The 150 acre island, two miles off 
shore from Clayton, had been plotted into 441 building lots, 
winding drives and lawns.70 One of the cottages, Sans Souci 
(without a care), Taylor included in his Harper's Weekly 
Island montage (#3). The island was managed by the Round 
Island Park Corporation, "a stock company with a capital of 
$50,000," who controlled the hotel, store, pavilion, sale of 
lots, sanitary measures, and beautification and improvement 
projects. Taylor and other property owners were in essence 
"leesees" with an "unlimited 'water privilege,' and as pretty 
a glimpse of the broad river as you could wish." Taylor 
noted in later descriptions of Round Island, promotional 
pieces to be sure, that his investment would undoubtedly 
appreciate in value, which indeed it did.

For Taylor the Thousand Islands represented the best 
place to spend one's summer leisure time, and of all the 
locations in the islands, Round Island was the pinnacle of 
perfection. The isolation of the small island kept the 
multitudes away, yet Clayton and other points of interest 
could easily be reached by skiff or steamboat. Taylor's 
promotions were heartfelt. He truly believed that the 
Islands could bring anyone, as it did him, better physical
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and mental health. His broadsheets and pamphlets claimed "No 
Mosquitoes! No Malaria! No Asthma! No Hay Fever!, Unques
tionably the healthiest and most sightly location on the St. 
Lawrence." After two summers on the island, Taylor wrote "It 
brought immunity from illness, a choice circle of new 
acquaintances, and capital of reserve strength with which to 
tide over the long Northern winter. It has too, given a new 
zest to life in recalling, through the winter, the pleasures 
past, and anticipating their repetition in the summer to 
come."71 No greater testimonial could be given.

Taylor's Shady Ledge was a wonderful example of 
picturesque cottage architecture (Figs. 16 & 17). It was 
situated on the most easterly point of the island. The 
cottage and its owner were the subject of an article in the 
Gananoque Reporter on September 24, 18 8 7 . 72 The anonymous 
writer noted that the cottage set at the top of "a round 
smooth bank with winding stairs which led to the boathouse 
and dock which is built on piers high above the water to 
prevent the floor being flooded in time of high water." The 
artist's wood engraving shows the enormous windmill that once 
pumped water to the cottage, and the vernacular Stick Style 
architecture is reminiscent of the "cottages" Richard Morris 
Hunt built for clients like J. N. A. Griswold of Newport,
Rhode Island.73 While on a smaller scale, Shady Ledge retains 
the same asymmetrical characteristics of its elaborate 
counterparts, designed to reflect the informal, relaxed 
atmosphere of resort living. Also typical was the
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utilization of a variety of surface textures, a roof line 
punctuated with dormers of various shapes, the knee braces of 
the porch frame, as well as the use of the porch to offset 
the density of the cottage itself. Leland Roth, in his A 
Concise History of American Architecture, states that 
elaborate division of surfaces "in a fashion . . . attempts
rationality" making it part of the emerging realism in art 
and literature.74

All these elements make for a visually attractive struc
ture, one which would certainly have great appeal for an 
artist. Taylor himself was the architect, for he wrote that 
"within the airy confines of our tent a cottage was built, on 

paper. Before we left at the end of one month, a builder had 
the plans and we had accepted his figures."75 It was not 
necessarily unusual that someone would design his own house. 
What was extraordinary was that the design was based on the 
most current architectural trends. Through his travels, 
however, Taylor had undoubtedly seen a wide variety of archi
tectural styles, and had to look no further than his adopted 
city of Philadelphia to see the Second Empire Baroque of John 
MacArthur's City Hall or the Ruskin-inspired High Victorian 
Gothic of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts designed 
by Philadelphia's own Frank Furness and George W. Hewitt.76 
In fact, Ruskins' seven conditions of architecture, —  

sacrifice, truth, power, beauty, life, memory and obedience 
—  were, no doubt, a design consideration of Taylor's. In 
addition, Japanese and British exhibition buildings at the
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Philadelphia Centennial Exposition which emphasized exposed 
framing members, whether or not structurally significant, 
were certainly familiar to Taylor.77

The interior of Shady Ledge with its etched glass door 
panels, imitation stained glass window appliques of natural
istic designs, plaster reliefs, exposed wood, and imitation 
tiles, all reflect a moderated adaptation of the texturally 
rich Victorian Gilded Age taste. Taylor's modest cottage was 
also "textually" rich due to his use of quotations as part of 
the wall decoration, such as the one from Longfellow on a 
panel over the fireplace:

A man's chimney is his golden 
mile-stone, is the central point from 

which he measures every distance 
through the gateways of the world 

around him.

These sayings further contributed to the informality of 
the summer residence, a place to relax from a more structured 
urban life. The few pieces of extant Eastlake-inspired 
furniture further emphasized the trend toward realism.78 What 
is important to note here is that Shady Ledge was not just a 
building; it represented the principles of life which Taylor 
consciously incorporated into the design.

Like the main building, the two-story boat house also 
carried out the stick-style design elements.79 As the 
Gananaoque Reporter article continued, "Over the boat house 
is Mr. Taylor's studio in which he exhibits, from his own
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brush, paintings of every picturesque resort from Maine to 
California." The windows of the boathouse, which looked out 
over the St. Lawrence, face north and east, providing the 
best and most consistent light for painting. There were no 
windows on the west side to capture the sunsets about which 
Taylor waxed poetic, but he no doubt enjoyed going out on the 
water at the end of the day to record the atmospheric phe
nomenon.80 Taylor worked on his guidebooks and articles in 
the studio during the summer. The "River Ripples" columnist 
for the daily newspaper On the St. Lawrence, noted in 1891 
that Taylor was "working at his 'Shady Ledge' studio upon a 
number of illustrated articles, one of which relates to 
Rafting Scenes Down the St Lawrence. An interesting topic 
which will appear in Frank Leslies."81

Taylor did not, however, spend all his time sequestered 
in his studio or painting in solitude on some isolated shore. 
On the contrary, he loved to entertain, and his Shady Ledge 
guestbook contains pages of signatures from friends who 
declared their reluctance to depart. Fellow Special Artist, 
William A. Rogers, wrote on one occasion that he "Did not 
want to leave until Winter," and included a caricature sketch 
of himself on ice skates pulling a canoe over the frozen 
water to reinforce his message. Taylor not only entertained 
small groups of friends at the cottage but also hosted large 
outdoor "campfires" where as many as 300 "friends" would 
gather in the evenings to sing songs and tell stories.82
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These campfires were legend in the Islands, and the 
newspaper reporter from Gananoque described in detail the 
festive event:

At the right of his cottage is the grounds where 
Taylor's celebrated campfires are held each year, 
around which the merry songsters cluster, filling 
the air with their evening carols. Near the spot 
of the campfire is a neatly constructed booth 
covered with evergreens and underlaid with birch 
bark, which was cut from the trees in the forests 
of Canada, in mid-winter, and shipped to the Island 
in the spring . . .  On the bark walls of the booth 
are numerous mottos among which was quite 
noticeable, 'How shall we beguile the lazy time if 
not with some delight,' which seemed very 
appropriate as everything about the grounds was so 
arranged as to give the pleasure seekers perfect 
delight.

On one occasion a boat was hired to bring over the Clayton 
band and guests for the evening. The program as printed in 
the paper the following day, included army reminiscences, 
comic impersonations, harmonicon, recitation, solos, 
quartette, and chorus. The article also, noted that "it goes 
without saying that it was a success the like of which 
attends all of Mr. Taylor's undertakings."83 So popular were 
Taylor and his campfires that a poem "Ode To Taylor" was 
composed, (Appendix B) counting the memories of these Round 
Island gatherings. At the conclusion of his article, the 
reporter from Gananoque expressed the feelings of all who 
visited Taylor's abode, "Mr. Taylor is very proud of 'Shady 
Ledge' and may well be, for with this prelude the writer is 
ready to record his well-rooted belief that there is no finer
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spot on the river." It is as though Taylor's life-style were 
as artistically composed as his paintings; designed to be as 
welcoming and informal as his architecture and as spontaneous 
and fresh as his watercolors. One of the lines in "Qdp 1-<-> 
Taylor" asked appropriately if artistic intellect lay behind 
the creation of these "fiery" evening events. No doubt this 
was true, not only for the famed campfires, but also for his 
entire existence.

The most prominent structure on the island, and equally 
as famed as Taylor's campfires, was the grand hotel. First 
built by the Baptists as Round Island House in 1881, it was 
patterned after the Second Empire Baroque architecture of the 
Thousand Island House. Located on the highest ground on the 
island, it had an observatory 150 feet above the water, 
offering magnificent views of Clayton, Thousand Island Park, 
and Alexandria Bay, as well as "the immense pleasure and 
business activity which characterizes the summer navigation 
of the St. Lawrence." It had steam heat and was entirely lit 
by gas. It boasted of a wonderful culinary department, but 
sold no liquor at the hotel or on the island.84 Two wings 
were added in 1889 and it was renamed the Frontenac Hotel.
It was "one of the largest and most elegantly equipped hotels 
. . . second to none on the river." It was purchased by 
Charles G. Emery, tobacco multi-millionaire, in 1899 and 
ceased its tenuous connection with the Baptists. It was 
electrified and furnished electricity and water to the entire 
island.
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During the Island resort's heyday, the Frontenac Yacht 
Club was host to some of the most spectacular yacht and motor 
boat races held each August including the Gold Cup Yacht Race 
in 1911. To accommodate the large numbers of yachts, 500 
feet were added to the Club's main dock, "and frequently 
yachts were tied two abreast on both inside and outside 
docks." The sailing races and regattas were organized by the 
St. Lawrence River Squadron of the Corinthian Navy whose 
headquarters were in New York City. Taylor served as 
Commodore and later Vice Commodore of the Squadron, whose 
members included the most prominent yachtsman of the region. 
Emery's Calumet was the Yacht Club's flagship. Two of 
Taylor's watercolors, completed in 1905, hung in the Yacht 
Club, one of Indians in a war canoe, and one of a sleek motor 
launch —  the two encapsulating the evolution of boating on 
the River.85

Charles Emery may have owned the Frontenac Hotel and 
belonged to the local civic groups, but his own residence was 
Calumet Castle on Calumet Island, which Taylor painted on at 
least two occasions.86 Built in 1893-4, the three story 
castle contained over thirty family rooms, a mahogany- 
panelled ballroom, and a cyclone cellar with an outlet a few 
feet above the high water level.87 Emery's Castle and those 
of his wealthy neighbors, reflect the Imperial Classicism 
popularized by Beaux-Arts trained Richard Morris Hunt. It 
was the pervading style at the Columbian Exposition and the 
preferred style of the nouveau riche who wanted to emulate
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the aristocratic architecture of Europe as if to create an 
American Royalty.88 The Thousand Island palaces were every 
bit as grand as Hunt's designs for the Vanderbilts in Newport 
and Ashville, and set the wealthy visually apart —  they were 
already physically separated as each owned his own private 
island thereby selectively restricting contact. Even so, the 
Thousand Islands never became the exclusive resort area which 
catered only to the wealthy. It retained a charm, that 
Taylor's watercolors so effectively capture, where everyone 
from the wealthy yacht owner to the skiff guide had free 
access to the beauty of the river.

In addition to Calumet Castle, there was George 
Pullman's Castle Rest, and Jorstadt Castle owned by Frederick 
G. Bourne, President of the Singer Sewing Machine Co., who 
called his forty-two room "Towers" built in 1896 "Just a 
shooting and fishing shack."89 Bonnie Castle was built by Dr. 
Josiah G. Holland as a summer home in 1877, not long after 
Pullman's promotion of the region. Holland was founder and 
editor of Scribner's . Perhaps that is why Howard Pyle was 
commissioned to write and illustrate an article on the 
Thousand Islands for the monthly, which appeared in the 
April, 1878 issue.90 Taylor, who also published in 
Scribner's, no doubt knew the wealthy editor although no 
known personal correspondence exists. Numerous wood 
engravings of Bonnie Castle appear in guidebooks and articles 
about the island, some of which were probably based on 
Taylor's sketches.
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The most famous of all the palaces was Boldt Castle, 
built by George C. Boldt, the former kitchen worker who 
became president of the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City and 
owner of the Bellevue-Stratford in Philadelphia.91 He was a 
true rags to riches story and his mansion was a symbol of the 
American dream for all to see. Boldt purchased Hart Island 
following an 1894 summer visit to the islands.92 He had the 
original shape of the island altered to resemble a "heart" 
supposedly as a symbol of his undying devotion to his wife 
Louise for whom the castle was to be constructed. (An 
original summer house was removed.) In 1899 he hired the 
Philadelphia architectural firm of Hewitt, Stevens and Paist, 
and building of the 150 plus room Rineland-style Castle 
commenced in 1900.93

This was to be only one of eleven buildings planned as 
part of the estate. Taylor wrote and illustrated an article 
about the "Palace on the St. Lawrence" for Leslie's Weekly, 
in which he noted that "Within the past few years 'Heart 
Island,' . . . has been a hobby with Mr. Boldt. He devotes 
his holiday period in summer to a broad scheme for its 
embellishment, which has transformed the place into one of 
the loveliest of American country houses."94 There is just 
the hint of sarcasm, here as though Taylor did not approve of 
Boldt's flaunting his wealth. Still Taylor's detailed 
description and rendition of the completed Alster Tower, 
designed to appear in simulated ruin as if out of some 
Romantic painting, attests to the fact that he was well
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acquainted with the island and its proprietor. But perhaps 
more likely Taylor was stating a fact, for he seemed 
generally comfortable in the company of the nation's 
millionaires.

The mainland village of Clayton was the subject of many 
of Taylor's paintings.95 The railroad terminus for sixteen 
daily trains as well as headquarters for numerous steamboat 
lines, it was the starting point for American summer tourism 
in the Islands. Taylor's view of Clayton and Round Island 
was included as #4 in the Harper's Weekly wood engraving. In 
his 1893 guidebook, Estes' Standard Guide to the Thousand 
Islandsr Taylor noted that "Clayton is an attractive village" 
with established hotel facilities and an excellent newspaper, 
and that "During the heated months, when thousands come hith
er from the cities, . . . [it] wears a festive air. . . ."96 
His birdseye view of Clayton, (Fig. 18) "Where Travel Centres 
At The Thousand Islands" provides an excellent detailed 
portrait of the town and the busy railroad and steamboat 
activity at the northwest corner of Riverside Drive between 
Franklin and Webb Streets.97

The Village itself was laid out in a grid pattern with a 
central park square, providing the citizens with a public 
recreational space.98 The real focus of the town was its 
waterfront. Many of the buildings shown on the map are still 
extant including the Thousand Island Inn, established in 1897 
on the corner of Webb Street and Riverside Drive, conve-
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niently located to cater to arriving and departing 
passengers.

The birdseye view, is undated, but must have been 
completed sometime after 1909 as the Hubbard Annex (Fig. 19), 
at the corner of James and Hugunin Streets, one of Clayton's 
most famous landmarks, was not included. Taylor's wash 
drawing entitled Hubbard House. Clayton (Before the Fire) 
appeared in the June 12, 1896 issue of On the St. Lawrence, 
and shows the turreted Annex and original hotel (later 
rebuilt) facing James Street." Well dressed couples stroll 
down the sidewalks and ride on carriages, many, no doubt, 
patrons of the Hubbard. Guests in those days were met at the 
depot by horse and "carry-all" shown by Taylor, as the 
conveyance deposits its passengers at the Annex entrance. 
Taylor's inclusion of people and various forms of transporta
tion offers fascinating clues to the historian about costum
ing and daily activities. Here also his architectural 
rendering of details such as lattice work, balustrade, and 
turrets with flags flying, gives the viewer an accurate 
glimpse of a scene that would soon be nonexistent.100 On July 
11, 1895 the original hotel burned. The Annex, completed 
only one month earlier, miraculously survived as quick 
thinking citizens draped water-soaked carpets from window 
sills, porch railings, and rooftops. Flames, however, 
engulfed the Annex in 1909; some of the wicker porch furni
ture survives as collectors's items in the Village.
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At the end of Theresa Street, Taylor included the Brooks 
Lumber Co., (now the Antique Boat Museum). He also painted 
an aerial view of that enterprise which hung for many years 
in the Company's office.101 Otis Brooks, Union Army veteran, 
bought an interest in a lumber yard and wood shop in Clayton 
with partner George Strough. In 1903 the firm was incorpo
rated as the Otis Brooks Lumber Co. Taylor's view shows the 
yard probably at the turn of the century when it was busy as 
a boat builder and lumber supplier.102 The artist often gave 
paintings to friends and may have presented this drawing as a 
gift to Brooks.

Many people had written about the splendor of the 
Thousand Islands even before Pullman's promotional coup. In 
1804 Thomas Moore wrote his Canadian Boat Song while trav
elling through the islands to Montreal. In the 1840s James 
Fennimore Cooper set his novel, Pathfinder, in the Thousand 
Islands, and in 1842 Charles Dickens wrote about the beauty 
of the area as he travelled by steamer from Kingston to Mon
treal, later published in his American Notes.103 But it was 
the guides and newspaper articles of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries that brought tourists to the area 
in large numbers, and many of these were written and/or il
lustrated by Taylor, one of the best known men in the region. 
One newspaper writer noted that "Everybody who frequents the 
Thousand Island region knows Frank T. [sic.] Taylor, the 
artist correspondent of Philadelphia . . .  No man has done 
more to popularize the Thousand Island region. . . ."104
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Many of the guidebooks Taylor produced or contributed to 
were commissioned by area businesses; examples include his 
pamphlets for the Crossmon Hotel and E. W. Estes, the latter 
a hardware store owner and businessman with establishments in 
Clayton, Alexandria Bay and on Round Island. In addition, 
Taylor was employed by the many railroad companies servicing 
the Thousand Islands.105 An article entitled "The Elegant New 
Guide Book to the Thousand Islands Issued by the NYC & HRRR," 
(New York Central and Hudson River Railroad) noted that 
"Scarcely a more artistic guidebook of any region has ever 
been issued than that which has just been prepared by the 
Giles Co. for the Central-Hudson. It is written and illus
trated entirely by Mr. F. H. Taylor."106 This 1892 guidebook:

inaugurated a new chapter in the fortunes 
of the Thousand Islands, as the New York 
Central and Hudson River Railroad Company 
assumed control of the lines connecting 
its main thoroughfare at Utica, Rome and 
Syracuse with the St. Lawrence River 
heretofore operated by the R. W. & 0.
(Rome, Watertown & Odgensburg Railroad)."

The parent Company, one article noted, felt that the Thousand 
Islands had the potential "Of becoming the largest and most 
important summer resort and tourist traffic route in 
America. . . ."107

The ability to reach the Islands easily and connect with 
steamers for sightseeing and travel to downriver destinations 
was critical to creating a prosperous tourist area. Most of 
Taylor's guidebooks and articles devote much attention to the
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details of travel —  the convenience of certain train lines, 
accommodations, meals, interesting sites along the route, 
steamboat connections, and the wonders of river travel.108 
Taylor had to ride all of these routes and take all the 
steamers in order to provide accurate information. The 
railroad companies provided him, and even his family, with a 
private car and, of course, free passage. Because he would 
be writing and sketching while traveling, a separate car with 
space to work was more a necessity than a luxury. While 
Taylor wrote that he hoped to rest from his years of travel 
after building Shady Ledge, he obviously spent a great deal 
of time traveling around upstate New York and Canada. Most 
of the train travel, however, allowed him to return to 
Clayton and Round Island within the day or at most with only 
one or two nights away from his family. He now avoided the 
long separations he had during trips to the West or South.

A good example of his travel writing for the railroads 
can be found in a series of articles he published and illus
trated in 1884 entitled St. Lawrence Summer Life.109 One 
section detailed the travel from Niagara Falls to Clayton via 
the train known as the "Steamboat Express," possibly because 
of its steamer connections on Lake Ontario and the St. 
Lawrence.110 As with each section, a short verse sets the 
stage:

Beside Ontario's leaping tide,
Past bay and creek and town,

Through wood and field, we swiftly ride 
To the river flowing down
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Taylor began by noting that this train "which is part of the 
through route via the St . Lawrence River to Montreal . . . "  

leaves Niagara Falls at 7:50 each evening except Saturday, 
bringing "travelers over the Lake Shore Division of the Rome, 
Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad and a short section of the 
Utica and Black River Railroad from Philadelphia Junction to 
the thriving town of Clayton, at 6 a.m., making close and 
certain connections with the steamer Rothesay, of the 
'American Line.'" He further noted that "The sleeping cars 
[Pullman's of course] used upon this line are exceptionally 
comfortable, having no upper berths."

Good travel writers tried to anticipate traveler's 
needs. In this instance Taylor noted that many people prefer 
to travel during the day in order that they may see the 
countryside. Therefore he would proffer a description of the 
route's outstanding features. "The morning express train 
passes down along Niagara River," travelling through 
Lewiston, "a historic little town," and then continues along 
the southern end of Lake Ontario where the passenger can see 
"pleasant glimpses of the comfortable and prosperous home 
life of the farming population of Western New York." As the 
train continued it traversed a "massive iron drawbridge," and 
a short time later crossed a sand bar at the entrance of 
Irondequoit Bay, a famous fishing resort. Here, Taylor 
noted, anyone wishing to stop over would find reasonable fare 
and boats, and fishing tackle could be purchased at either 
the "'Sea Breeze1 or 'Newport.'"
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The train made a forty minute stop at Oswego where, 
Taylor wrote, an excellent dinner could be purchased at the 
Lake Shore Hotel located at the depot, or one could walk "up
town" to the Dolittle, famous for its "'deep rock1" water. 
Oswego had other attractions, he noted, if one chose to stay 
longer there, but he did not go into detail. A juncture was 
made with the train "upon the Syracuse Division" at Richland, 
and the next town described was Watertown, "one of the 
prettiest and most enterprising of the cities of northern New 
York." Here Taylor described the descent of the Black River 
as it cascaded into the city, providing it with "superb water 
power." The business district, he noted, fronted a large 
open space, reserved for public use. He described the av
enues lined with stately houses and denoted the city's prin
ciple trades. As always, he provided the names of hotels, in 
this case commenting that the Kirby House provided carriage 
transportation from the depot at no charge.

The train connected in Philadelphia Junction, just 
outside Watertown, with the Clayton branch of the Rome, 
Watertown & Ogdensburg Railroad. However, at this juncture, 
Taylor took the reader by branch line to Cape Vincent con
necting with the steamer St. Lawrence, which stopped at 
Clayton during its two daily round trips between Cape Vincent 
and Alexandria Bay.111 His description of the arrival at "the 
Cape" would make any reader long to be his traveling compan
ion. "We are" he wrote "after a short hour's ride over the 
Cape Vincent Branch, . . . set down upon the edge of the St.
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Lawrence, just where the lake pours its breeze-tossed waters 
into the lap of the great, island-dotted channel." Taylor 
made travel seem like such a wonderful adventure, it is no 
wonder he was a sought after author of guidebooks. He tells 
the reader that even though the steamer is at the dock, "we 
must not go on board yet; let us wait over at least one boat 
and take a look at Cape Vincent," because even though the 
town was visible from the train windows, there was more to 
see in this "curious and pleasant town." He described the 
wide, shady streets, the fine houses, churches and stores, 
finally arriving at two of the Cape's finest hotels, the 
Crevolin House and the Rathburn, the latter on the street 
leading to the river, at which point "we know we are in 
medias res." Some of the best fishing, he notes, can be 
found here along the river. An engraving showed one of the 
waterfront's most prominent features, the residence and great 
white warehouse of Mr. A. B. Cleveland, the "seedsman."

Taylor next provided a brief history of the founding of 
the Cape, and its French heritage. Now it was time to board 
the steamer for the final leg of the journey, the sixteen 
mile voyage to Clayton. Taylor was not always praiseworthy 
in his descriptions, and he is particularly critical here of 
the image Clayton presented to its arriving guests. "It 
presents its very worst front" he wrote:

to the stranger coming from up the river, 
who will, if allowed to go away upon the 
hurrying boat still influenced by his
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baleful first impression, hardly commend 
Clayton as a summer resort. It would be 
money in Clayton's pocket if she would 
demolish a few of the rickety warehouses 
along her front and repair some of the 
ancient wharves, in short, if she would 
'dress up for company.'

However, he goes on to say that the stranger would gain a far 
better view of the town if he would go ashore and explore the 
"neat and shady streets," sample the excellent fare at the 
hotels, and meet the charming citizens of the Village.

The connection between the railroads and the steamships, 
upon which Taylor always remarked in his travel guides, was 
important. Once the trains dropped off their passengers, 
there needed to be some means to transport them to other 
island locations or downriver destinations, as well as a 
means to just tour the islands for a day's diversion, and it 
was helpful if the traveler knew which line and or specific 
steamer to take. For example the Rome, Watertown, & 
Ogdensburg Railroad and the New York Central, for whom Taylor 
developed guidebooks, promoted the Thousand Island region 
extensively and worked with the Thousand Island Steamboat 
Company, started by Henry Folger of Cape Vincent.112 The 
Folger "White Squadron," so named because all the boats were 
kept "gleaming white," consisted of the St. Lawrence. Empire 
State. Islander. Maynaxd, and Jessie Bain. The ships con
nected with arriving trains at the Cape and Clayton, pro
viding service to Round Island, Grenell Island and other 
points. Taylor's Broadside for the railroad and steamship
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companies (Fig. 20) shows the St . Lawrence with its detailed 
paddlebox scene painted by local painter John Keech.113 In 
the foreground is the ubiquitous river skiff, showing 
vacationers enjoying a pleasant day on the river, including 
watching the numerous steamers which made the waters their 
home.

Tourists could, however, continue down the river to 
Montreal and back, a twelve hour ride each way. They would 
"Shoot the Rapids" on the way down, returning to Clayton on a 
calmer note via the canals that had been built to allow cargo 
ships to use the river. Taylor's engraving of the Prince 
Arthur (Fig. 21) shows the dramatic descent —  considerably 
exaggerating the danger, one might add.114 This aspect of the 
journey was described in many of the guidebooks as one of the 
thrills recommended as part of a Thousand Islands summer 
holiday. Taylor describes it thus:

An hour of placid streaming across the lake [Lake 
St. Francis] brings us to the head of the once 
dreaded and exciting run down the magnificent La 
Chine Rapid, the Chinese Rapid, which takes its 
name from the early belief current among the Jesuit 
explorers that the river is a pathway westward to 
the Flowery Kingdom.115 lOnward forges our speedy 
craft, and ere long the troubled waters of the 
Lachine are seen far ahead, a snowy breastwork 
across our path . . .  A little while later and we 
are in the vortex. The current grows swifter and 
swifter. All the bosom of the river is covered 
with reefs and rocks. All the mighty outpouring of 
the stream is pent up in a single channel. The 
boat heads this way and that, then the bottom of 
the river seems to fall out. Down we plunge! and 
onward, straight toward a rocky islet! What side? 
Just as destruction seems imminent, the vessel
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sweeps round to the right and shoots like an arrow 
between two sunken ledges. We are through and may 
look back up the watery hill we have descended, and 
admire the courage of the men who first navigated 
this wonderful channel.116

In addition to the thrill of rapids, another factor was 
added to heighten the tourist's leisure experience. An 
Indian pilot came aboard the steamer at the village of 
Lachine. The steamer's paddles were stopped and one or two 
Indian boatmen paddled out to the drifting steamer in a 
bateau. "Are the Indians really a necessity?" Taylor asked. 
"Quien sabe. It is the custom of the river, and the 
passenger remembers the incident when every other feature of 
the trip is hazy and covered with the dust of forgetfulness 
that gathers over the events of bygone years."117

How could a tourist not seriously consider such an 
adventure with its historic overtones as he or she imagined 
how the explorers had felt while descending these same rapids 
in their search for the Northwest passage? The excursion 
also offered a dramatic change from the placid days spent at 
one of the Island hotels or cottages. The typical tourist 
might spend a month in tranquility, and this brief sojourn 
would be a pleasant diversion —  as well as money for tour 
boat companies. There was also, of course, the excitement of 
a few days in Montreal, "the brightest, busiest, and most 
metropolitan of Canadian cities."

A final Canadian destination mentioned in much of 
Taylor's Thousand Island literature, was Lake St. John and
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the Saguenay River in northern Quebec province (Fig. 22).
Lake St. John was the home of the famous "ouananiche" or 
fresh water salmon, while the river provided ideal camping 
sides for the hunter in search of bear, moose, caribou or 
beaver. Two of Taylor's Canadian watercolors, View of 
Tadoussac From .the Road and Chicoutimi Seen from the Bay, are 
from this region; they were probably completed during a 
research trip tor the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg 1893 
guidebook.118 In that same year the Quebec and Lake S t . John 
Railway had opened a new extension to Chicoutimi, allowing 
tourists to travel round trip from Quebec, by rail to Lake 
St. John, and "thence to Chicoutimi by rail,." transferring 
one of the steamers of the Richelieu and Ontario Navigation 
Co. for the trip down the Saguenay to Tadoussac, and then on 
to the S t . Lawrence back to Quebec.

While the extension may have made travel more 
convenient, it was not the first time Taylor had been to the 
area. A French language newspaper clipping of July 1880 
records Taylor's visit to the Saguenay one year prior to his 
Harper's Weekly assignment and indicates Taylor was a popular 
passenger on the steamers traveling down the picturesque 
provincial waterway.119

For those tourists without the time or inclination for 
an extensive sojourn down the St. Lawrence, there were tours 
of the Thousand Islands area itself. E. W. Visger was the 
first tour boat owner/captain who saw the business potential 
of river excursions for the tourists who followed in the wake
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of Grant's 1872 visit. A consummate entrepreneur, he sold 
his passengers "the first souvenir island tour booklets" in 
order that they would possess a "constant reminder whenever 
describing their trip to friends."120 Visgar's family-owned 
business expanded until he formed the Alexander Bay Steamboat 
Company in 1888. The stock was controlled in large part by 
Watertown industrialists and disputes with the new owners led 
to Visgar's resignation. He remained on the river however, 
serving as pilot for his former competitor, the Thousand 
Island Steamboat Company. In 1895 Visgar's son, Walter, 
began a new family venture, the Captain Visger Line, and Les 
Corbin concludes, "Visger steam yachts became the transi
tional tour boats between the big passenger steamers of the 
past and the gasoline-powered boats of the next era."121 
Walter continued the guidebook tradition, and the 1900 edi
tion included a wash drawing by Frank Taylor on the cover, 
and a Taylor map outlining the routes of "the Excursion Yacht 
Captain Visger."122 Between 1879-1911, when the beautiful 
steamers and steam yachts traveled the river from Clayton to 
Alexandria Bay, the twelve mile lane was known as the "Fifth 
Avenue of the St. Lawrence."

It was truly a glorious age for travel. Tourism was 
popularized by Special Artists like Taylor, whose images of 
tranquil hours on the river offered the urban masses the 
promise of a brief respite from the structure of their daily 
lives. The Thousand Islands was within a day's train travel 
from the country's major metropolitan areas, so it is no
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wonder that the railway companies spent advertising dollars 
to promote the Islands' scenic beauty. The area also allowed 
the middle class to mingle comfortably with the extremely 
wealthy; the underlying idea was that the rags to riches 
story was achievable by all. Visitors might not own a 
private railcar, yacht, or island but could travel along the 
same rail lines, tour the islands on a steam yacht, stay in a 
magnificent hotel, and even own a small parcel of land. They 
could also fish in the same waters; and if desired, could 
easily make it an international visit with a short boat ride 
to Kingston or Gananoque or experience the French culture of 
Montreal and Quebec. They would breath the same clean fresh 
air, as well as improve their mental and physical health.

The Thousand Islands was, of course, not the only publi
cized travel destination. While Taylor's specific associ
ations with the western railroads remain to be determined, it 
is clear that they formed part of his artistic life. A 
Philadelphia clipping entitled "As One Woman Sees It" for 
example notes that:

It is he [FHT] who has made the pictures and 
in some cases written the sketches on most of 
the railroad folders which make American 
timetables unique in the world. To do this he 
has had to live in many places as well as 
travel along the railroad routes which have 
followed the Indian trails across deserts and 
mountain ranges from ocean to ocean and from 
the Gulf to the Great Lakes."123
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The writer, Sarah D. Lowrie, who wrote about Taylor more 
than once in her column, went on to note that it was Taylor's 
"ready pencil that lured us to try one by one of the Flagler 
hotels as they progressed to the [Florida] keys" and that 
Fred Harvey's masterpieces along the Sante Fe Railway, "were 
his [Taylor's] to magnify for the benefit of the eastern 
traveler." In addition, she wrote that he sketched for the 
interested public cities and sites along Charles Crocker's 
Southern Pacific Railway.124

In short, Taylor, along with other illustrators, made 
the scenic attractions of an expanding America visually, and 
literally, available to everyone through guidebooks and 
newspaper articles. In the process he and his fellow Special 
Artists in many ways democratized America and American art. 
Not everyone could own or even get to see Thomas Moran's 
Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, yet they could have access 
to his illustrations of the western frontier done for a 
Scribner's article.125 Remington's romantic yet accurate il
lustrations of life on the plains for Harper's Weekly allowed 
the reader in New England or Florida to have some under
standing of, and appreciation for, the unique attributes of 
his or her country. And arouse his or her curiosity in 
contemplating a visit, now that the railways provided a 
relatively comfortable and speedy means to visit.

As Alfred Runte has noted, the illustrations provided by 
these artists complemented the nature writings of Olmstead, 
Leopold, Muir and Roosevelt. These in turn helped to encour
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age the preservation of certain areas and the establishment 
of the National Park System. "The success of scenic protec
tion, " according to Runte, "depended on visual proof of the 
uniqueness of western landmarks."126 The exhibition of 
Moran's sketches and watercolors from the Hayden Survey, 
prominently displayed in the halls of the Capitol, influenced 
the decision by U. S. Grant to sign the Yellowstone Park Act 
on March 1, 1872.127 Not generally associated with preser
vation, Grant probably had elections, rather than conser
vation, in mind. But perhaps, after witnessing the 
destruction of the land during the Civil War, he really did 
appreciate the beauty of the country and the symbolic 
importance of preserving of some of its unique natural 
features. Winslow Homer's Adirondack paintings were executed 
during the debate over the creation of the Adirondack Forest 
Preserve in 1885, and while he never took an active part in 
the debate, "it is doubtful if proponents of the Adirondack 
wilderness then or now, have ever had a more eloquent or 
articulate spokesman."128 Taylor too wrote about the 
Adirondacks, his engravings and descriptions played their 
part in publicizing the beauty of the famous mountains.129

While Taylor might in some sense be considered a 
proponent of conservation, his views were not those of men 
who felt wilderness and natural marvels should remain 
cordoned off, forever pristine, as when first "discovered" by 
the White man. More in line with Gifford Pinchot and 
Theodore Roosevelt, Taylor believed in "conservation for use"
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and the progressive reform philosophy "that stressed the 
ability of the human mind and will to alter and improve the 
environment."130 Taylor saw nothing wrong with big hotels or 
with trains and steamships that permitted the average citizen 
to visit the country's natural areas, but he also understood 
the symbolic importance of these areas in developing a 
feeling of national pride and the formation of a national 
culture. He realized perhaps that there needed to be and 
could be a happy medium or compromise between the purist 
ideals of John Muir's plan for Yosemite, and the commercial 
fiasco that had despoiled Niagara Falls.131

Special Artists contributed greatly to the feeling of 
national pride as they wrote about and illustrated the coun
try. Their work encouraged the average citizen to experience 
the landscape with a respect for the nation's heritage, 
perhaps particularly critical after the Civil War when 
America needed to see itself as a single unified country. 
Taylor brought the reader from tobacco auctions in Virginia 
to maple sugaring in New England, and out to the majestic 
mountains of Colorado.132 He made it a country for everyone 
to see and feel. As people ventured away from their urban 
homes they were able to find peace and xfi. - creation in their 
own country without the need to go abroad. Perhaps no 
greater accolade can be given the Special Artist than the 
acknowledgement of this significant contribution.
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CHAPTER NOTES

Note: Three well-known Clayton/Taylor historians who
shared information with the author have passed away within 
the last few years. Their widows have graciously made their 
files available for continuing research. These men were 
Harold E. Herrick, Jr. of Cape Vincent and William H. Wells 
and Lester J. Corbin of Clayton. Information from their 
files will be referred to in the notes as: From the
collection of. . . .

1American Tourist Gazette, n.d., p. 9, AKM scrapbook.
Two clippings from this interesting publication were found in 
Taylor's materials although its publication source and dates 
are as yet unknown. This page also provides statistics on 
the number of locomotives in the United States (18,000) of 
which Pennsylvania and New York had the most, 2700 and 2000 
respectively. There is also the conclusion of an article on 
a French Canadian village which Taylor may have written, not 
only because he wrote and illustrated numerous newspaper 
articles and guidebooks about the St. Lawrence and the French 
Canadian towns along its border, but also because the next 
article, "Kennebunkport Rocks," is accompanied by his signed 
wood engraving. In a rather prophetic statement he notes (it 
would be assumed here that Taylor wrote the brief article), 
that "some day the masses of richly colored, rudely-carved 
rock that boarders the land along the sea to the southward of 
the Saco as far as the Kenneybunk River —  someday they will 
be famous."

2As a result of industrialization, for the first time 
Americans had a prescribed time frame for leisure activities 
rather than the more flexible work schedule of the artisans 
and craftsmen of Colonial America. Mary Beth Norton, David 
M. Katzman, Paul D. Escott, Howard P. Chudacoff, Thomas G. 
Patterson, and William M. Tuttle, Jr., A People and a Nation: 
A History of the United States. 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1986) 2:547.

3While this generally meant the United States, train 
travel to Canada, particularly along the St. Lawrence River, 
was equally accessible. Both the New York Central and the 
Grand Trunk Railway Systems connected U.S. cities such as New 
York, Portland, Detroit, and Chicago, with Toronto, Montreal,
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and Quebec. Travelers could also go south as Taylor did to 
New Orleans, where they could make rail and steamer 
connections to Mexico and South America to see the daily life 
of the countryside pictured by Taylor, or perhaps the 
grandeur captured in Frederic Church's views of the Andes.

4John Dewey, Ethics, pp. 52-57. Manual for "American 
Intellectual History," 622/822, University of New Hampshire, 
Spring 1986.

5In the nineteenth century this often meant organized 
outdoor activities such as bicycling or sportfishing.
However, the search for a cure for physical ailments rather 
than merely an improvement of one's health had long been a 
catalyst for travel as the wealthy sought out spas for 
healing and made famous the resorts of Bath and Tunbridge 
Wells in England and later Saratoga Springs in the U.S. The 
curative powers of a Lourdes made travel destinations of many 
medieval cities, however, the pilgrims had little thought of 
enjoyment, unless cured of course.

6Aldo Leopold, "Wilderness," Sand County Almanac. For 
an excellent summary of American attitudes about wilderness 
from Cotton Mather to the present, see Frank Bergon, ed., The 
Wilderness Reader (New York: New American Library, 1980).

7In the past travel was generally a part of trade such 
as practiced by the Phoenicians or military campaigns like 
those of the Romans. Roman conquests, in fact, notes George 
Young in his book Tourism Blessing or Blight?, led to some of 
the most extensive, safe, and convenient means of travel in 
Western history up until the industrial revolution. A 
traveler could, he notes, "leave Hadrian's wall in the north 
and travel the 4500 miles to Ethiopia on first class roads." 
The Romans also built hotels along the route although many 
only accommodated officials with a diplona tractatorium.
Most Romans, however, were unable to take advantage of the 
travel opportunities provided, and there would essentially be 
no change until eighteenth century England when "a change of 
mental attitude and 'the existence of places' for the 
accommodation and entertainment of pleasure seekers," 
produced the traveller who liked travel for its own sake or 
sought a strange place for rest and recreation. George 
Young, Tourism Blessing or Blight? (Middlesex, England: 
Penguin Books, 1973).
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8FHT, Away Down East: or My Unexpected Vacation (New 
York: Leve & Alden, 1880).

9Victor Wolfgang von Hagen, ed., intro., Incidents of 
Travel in Egypt. Arabia. Petraea. and the Holy Land by John 
Lloyd Stevens (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970), 
p. xxxviii.

10For the most comprehensive analysis of exploration and 
the maps produced which glorified new findings see J. B. 
Harley and David Woodward, The History of Cartography 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), vol. 1. Also 
see Chapter 3, "From Traveler to Tourist: The Lost Art of 
Travel," in Daniel J. Boorstin's The Image: A Guide to 
Pseudo-Events in America (New York: Harper & Row, 1972).

11While they promoted travel, railroads did not initially 
coordinate or cooperate in package tour programs like those 
developed by Thomas Cook in England, except in the case of 
special events such as the Philadelphia Exposition and the 
Chicago World's Fair. This was largely because, unlike 
travel on the continent, travel in the United States did not 
involve Americans dealing with foreign languages, currency, 
and strange customs. Everyone, for the most part, spoke 
English, and if a traveler wanted to experience a foreign 
flavor, without inconvenience, he could travel to Montreal or 
Quebec, both of which catered to U.S. tourists. These popular 
French Canadian cities were described in detail by Taylor and 
other guidebook writers, eliminating what little risk and 
frustration might be encountered. ICook deserves mention 
here, however, as the pioneer of the package tour whose 
primary U.S. competitor would be the American Express 
Company. Cook's innovations included, among others,
"courteous and knowledgeable guides, hotel coupons, room 
reservations, and protection and advice against disease and 
thievery" notes Daniel Boorstin in his book The Image: A 
Guide to Pseudo-Events in America. It was the conducted tour 
with its cost cutting dimension that would eventually allow 
the middle class to experience the Grand Tour of Europe even 
if not in as leisurely or as philosophical an approach. It 
was on such a tour that Mark Twain embarked in 1867, 
documented in The Innocents Abroad. His way, like Taylors, 
was paid for —  in this case by the Daily Alta California of 
San Francisco. One can only wonder how Taylor's artistry 
might have enhanced Twain's writings. See Boorstin, The 
Image, and Mark Twain, The Innocents Abroad or The New 
Pilgrims Progress (New York: New American Library, 1980).
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12"The Centennial of 1876, Artist Frank H. Taylor recalls 
interesting facts of Great Exposition 50 years ago," clipping 
from the Taylor family scrapbook. The reporter notes that 
"Mr. Taylor prepared the entire copy for the booklet . . . 
probably one of the first of its kind . . . which was 
illustrated with pictures from plates which were the pioneers 
of the zinc plate halftone etching process of the present 
day. "

13"A Flying Trip," newspaper clipping from 1879, AKM 
Scrapbook.

14"As One Woman Sees It," Sarah D. Lowrie, HSP, Taylor 
Collection, Box 1, Folder 4. Lowrie notes in one of at least 
three columns she wrote about Taylor, that the artist 
explained to her that he eventually resigned from the staff 
of the Public Ledger because having to work "within fixed 
hours confined his soul and contained his mind." However, 
she noted that for forty years he had chosen to spend the 
summer at the same location, but Taylor remarked "there was 
no 'have to' about that choice." Certainly indicated here is 
the artistic temperament that rejects confinement and 
scheduling, the need to be free to make choices and select 
projects. While never seemingly to have the freedom of a 
Homer or Remington, in part due to family obligations, Taylor 
was able to exercise some control over his destiny. The 
ability to write, illustrate and produce guidebooks and 
brochures helped in that liberation.

15The islands were formed when the North American Glacier 
receded and the ancient Laurentian River was forced to cut a 
new channel. The river now flowed over an area where the 
glacier had already scraped away some of the younger rock, 
leaving the older precambrian rocks exposed. These "hummocks 
of granite" eventually became vegetation complexes, and were 
called the Garden of the Great Spirit by the Iroquois. It 
was the French who named the region the Thousand Islands; but 
as Taylor noted, in the Treaty of Ghent "the islands are 
officially stated as numbering 1,692;" even though the actual 
number varies depending on the water level, a dry season 
"adding very materially to the count." Adrian G. Ten Cate, 
ed., 2nd ed., Pictorial history of the Thousand Islands of 
the St. Lawrence River (Brockville, Ontario: Besancourt 
Publishers, 1982), p. 1 and FHT, Estes' Standard Guide to the 
Thousand Islands and Voyage Down the Rapids to Montreal. 
Quebec. Lake St. John and the Saguenay River (Clayton, NY:
E. W. Estes, 1893), p. 6.
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16Americans' continuing psychological dilemma cf a love, 
almost reverence for the rural landscape, while living in an 
oft perceived hostile urban, industrial environment, has been 
the subject of many books and articles. Marx gives an 
excellent account of the "pastoral ideal," its origins and 
its unresolved place in the modern landscape. Marx, The 
Machine in t:~e Garden. Kenneth Jackson also touches on the 
"landscape" in Crabgrass Frontier. He sees the lawns and 
open areas of the suburbs as the creation of hundreds of 
individual pastures, as people constructed their own 
miniature environments. Jackson, Crabarass Frontier.
Artists too have dealt with this seeming oxymoron. The most 
recent study is Sarah Burns' Pastoral Inventions: Rural Life 
in Nineteenth-Century American Art and Culture (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1989). Also see Francis D. 
Klingender, Art and the Industrial Revolution (1947; rpt. New 
York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1968), and Art and Commerce: 
American Prints of the Nineteenth Century (Boston: Museum of 
Fine Arts, 1978) .

17While Captain Francois Pouchot was able to delay 
Amherst's attack on Montreal, it was not enough to turn the 
tide. Amherst and his men continued downriver to Montreal 
where the British forces converging from Quebec and Montreal 
had waited for his arrival, and the French surrendered the 
city without resistance on September 8, 1760. Ten Cate, 
Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, p. 24. IFrench 
influence in the area south of the St. Lawrence, however, did 
not end at the close of the war. In the late 1700s James 
LeRay de Chaumont and John LaFarge (father of the American 
artist), acquired large tracts of land in Jefferson County, 
New York, along the river, giving the area "virtually to the 
control of Frenchmen." The region became home to many 
refugees after the French revolution as well as emigres from 
New France. In addition, LeRay persuaded artisans from his 
homeland to assist in settlement. Around 1815 he also 
facilitated the emigration of many aristocratic families, 
including friends and relatives of Napoleon whom they planned 
to rescue from St. Helena, eventually bringing him to Cape 
Vincent (named for LeRay's second son). They had a house 
built for their fallen emperor; but when he died, their plans 
were for naught. While some of the group returned to France, 
many remained adding "not a little to that character of the 
population in that part of the country." In 1818 Napoleon's 
brother Joseph, purchased 15,000 acres for hunting from his 
old school friend LeRay, where he built a chateau and hunting 
lodge. He eventually tired of his property and sold it to 
LaFarge. IJames LeRay built two homes, a mansion at
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LeRaysville and a smaller house at Chaumont (named for the 
old estate in France where he was born). The stone house at 
Chaumont eventually became home to Watertown publisher and 
journalist Charles Congdon, a friend of Frank Taylor's.
Taylor visited the Congdons on many occasions, and his 
watercolors and wash drawings of the house, the river and 
boatworks, the bridge with Mrs. Congdon's electric car, and 
even the family dog, are among his best works.

18Ten Cate, Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, 
p. 27.

19Ibiri.

20One other lasting change was the creation of the Rideau 
Canal at the suggestion of the Duke of Wellington, to serve 
as a supply line for goods from Montreal in the event of 
another armed conflict with the United States. Completed in 
1832, the canal was one of the greatest engineering feats of 
the nineteenth century. Its role as a commercial artery 
continued until the completion of the St. Lawrence canal 
system, and the introduction of the railroads in the 1850s.
Its role then became one of host to luxury steamers and 
tourist hotels such as the previously mentioned Kenney at 
Jones Falls, painted by Taylor in 1896. Interestingly, while 
canals played an important role in the history of U.S. 
transportation, opening up inland areas to commerce, they did 
not then evolve into centers for tourism as did the Rideau.

21Canada became a Dominion as a result of the British 
North American Act. Tensions in the area were inflamed in 
the 1830s when secret societies called Hunters' Lodges were 
formed in the U.S. to aid Canadians who wanted freedom from 
Britain. Another secret society, the Fenian Brotherhood, 
again disturbed the peace, this time in 1866, when this Irish 
organization in the U.S. attacked Canada. For a more 
comprehensive analysis of this restive period see Ten Cate, 
Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, pp. 107-117.

22Taylor notes that by 1800 the "bulk of the timber 
passing 'in the stick' down the St. Lawrence is brought to 
Kingston, at the foot of Lake Ontario, from Lake Superior in 
'lakers,' as the big schooners are called, and there made 
up." FHT, "St. Lawrence Summer Life," 1884. iThe theme was 
apparently a popular one for Taylor. According to the 
newspaper On The St. Lawrence of August 4, 1891, he was that 
summer again preparing an illustrated article about timber
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rafting which was to appear in an upcoming issue of Frank 
T.es lie's.

23Boorstin argues that eventually American tourists would 
want to experience pseudo-events, i.e., ones that were 
created and/or modified for the traveler so that they really 
had no relation to reality. Here Taylor partakes of and 
recommends that visitors experience the unfamiliar, which 
Boorstin says was the original intent of travel. There is no 
insulation here in the form of tour guide to arrange to take 
you out to the raft and on occasion act as interpreter as 
many of the rafters were French Canadians. And, the rafting 
was not staged for the tourist, it was part of the local 
economy whether tourists came or went. For Taylor, and the 
audience he sought to reach, travel was still "an athletic 
exercise, not what Boorstin laments it became —  "a spectator 
sport." Boorstin, The Image, pp. 77-117.

24Ten Cate, Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, 
p. 108.

25John Gardner, The Saint Lawrence River Skiff (Clayton, 
NY: Thousand Islands Shipyard Museum, n.d.), p. 3 This 
article was reprinted by the museum from Building Classic 
Small Craft (Camden, ME: International Marine Printing Co., 
1977)

26FHT, The Crossmon: Alexandria Bav, N.Y. (Philadelphia: 
Alfred M. Slocum Co., 1901), p. 26. Taylor prepared at least 
one other of the Crossmon's yearly guidebooks and probably 
many others. Full documentation has yet to be made. Because 
the hotel was eventually demolished, however, the task may 
prove difficult.

27The majority of Taylor's work consists of landscapes. 
The few occasions where action is predominant occur in 
sketches made during the Grant trip such as the one 
documenting the Volante ride in Cuba, and the Bulltailing in 
Mexico.

28Frederic Remington was also in the Thousand Island area 
(he had a summer home on Chippewa Bay) and an engraving from 
his sketch appeared in the October 6, 1888 issue of Harper's 
Weekly on p. 745 entitled "Her First Muskallonge." The full 
page illustration shows a lady in a St. Lawrence skiff 
landing her prize catch. A note here that this was not an 
uncommon occurrence. Many women fished and had their own 
skiffs —  the lady's version being 16 feet. Photographs at
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the Hawn Memorial Library and the The Antique Boat Museum in 
Clayton record prize catches by female fishermen.

29Lloyd Goodrich, "Winslow Homer in New York State," Art 
ln America, no. 2 (1964), p 84.

30"Home News," On the St. Lawrence. April 28, 1983.

31 G. M. Skinner catalog, cl900, p. 5, The Antique Boat 
Museum.

32The spoons were manufactured in Clayton, and an example 
of industrialization on the local level, which allowed for 
the mass production of the sophisticated bait. Skinner's 
motto, which acknowledged the economic savings of 
mechanization, albeit limited, was "not how cheap, but how 
good; The best in the market." As many as thirty women 
worked in the small James Street building during the winter 
months to fill orders from the previous summer from H. A. 
Whittemore of Boston, Skinner's U. S. Agent, and Sears and 
Roebuck where the bait was sold under the name Meadowbook.
The patented spoon or blade was available in gold, silver, 
copper, nickel, brass, and white enamel, the inside partly 
painted red, in sizes from 0, the smallest of "The Bass 
Killers," to 12 for the extra large muskellunge. The heavy 
brass wire onto which the essential elements of hook, spoon, 
and swivel were threaded, was made in the Clayton factory on 
a machine specifically designed for that purpose by a man 
Skinner recruited from Germany. The machine was so unusual, 
said Calumet Fitzgerald who worked in the factory for over 
forty years, that people would stop in just to admire it.
Typed oral history interview with Calumet Fitzgerald, 1979,
The Antique Boat Museum. fMrs. Fitzgerald managed the firm 
for over forty-four years, selling the company in 1968 to 
Arthur T. Freer of Gilbertsville, New York. She was born on 
Charles Emery's Calumet Island, hence her name. Her father 
was caretaker of the Emery estate and captain of the Emery 
Yacht also called the Calumet.

33Although certainly not a precisionist artist in the 
manner of Charles Demuth and Charles Sheeler, Taylor clearly 
understood the artistry of the machine and its contribution 
to an American lifestyle.

34The term "angler" was used somewhat to elevate the 
catching of fish to a sport. The term originates from the 
need to keep the rod tip up to retain an- "angle" on the fish 
and prevent the fish from gaining slack. John Keates, The
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Skiff and the River. (Nantucket, MA: The Herrick Collection, 
1988), p. 90.

35Such a trophy was the muskie that, once landed, a white 
flag would be flown to alert everyone to the angler's prize.
A reproduction of Taylor's watercolor documenting this 
tradition appeared in both the Estes and Crossmon guidebooks, 
and the tradition is still observed. The record muskie 
weighed one ounce short of seventy pounds. The largest, 
strongest and most active of the freshwater game fish, with a 
jaw full of double-edged teeth, it could tow a skiff against 
the current. No wonder the day's fishing was declared over 
once the mighty fish was aboard. Keates, The Skiff and the 
River, pp. 23-24.

36For a more detailed analysis of the nautical properties 
of the skiff see Gardner, The Saint Lawrence River Skiff, and 
Garth S. Wilson, "The Great Lakes Historic Ships Research 
Project: Computers and the Analysis and Documentation of 
Small Craft," Fresh Water. A Journal of Great Lakes Marine 
History. 2, no. 2 (1987), pp. 9-13. For an understanding of 
the importance both economically and psychologically of the 
skiff to the Thousand Islands see Keates, The Skiff and the 
River.

37Gardner, The Saint Lawrence River Skiff, p. 12.

38The Antique Boat Museum of Clayton, New York, reprinted 
the 1893 Illustrated Catalog of the St. Lawrence River Skiff. 
Canoe. & Steam Launch Co.. and references to the company 
catalog refer to this 1893 reprint.

39Two could in fact stand in the boat as a historical 
photo from the Les Corbin collection indicates. Pictured is 
a guide standing ready to net the fish as the angler reels 
him in, while the other fisherman sits, waiting for a bite. 
Keates, The Skiff and The River, p. 47.

40Ibid.

41One of Taylor's watercolors now in private ownership in 
Clayton, shows a guide displaying a full fish box for the 
viewer.

42The boat did have a collapsible centerboard, invented 
in 1882 by Clayton plumber, Montraville Atwood, which folded 
out like a lady's fan. A permanent keel or centerboard would 
limit the skiff's ability to work in the shallows, the
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favorite hiding place for fish. A drop centerboard was 
available in the 1870s, but its high trunk hindered the 
fisherman who needed to "move around the boat while playing a 
large fish." The rudder too would have restricted movement 
beneath the boat, and anything that obstructed fishing was 
deemed superfluous. Keates, The Skiff and The River, 
pp. 112-113.

43FHT, "The St. Lawrence River Skiff," p. 11.

“ Gardner, The Saint Lawrence River Skiff, p. 4. Gardner 
notes in his article that Forest & Stream should not be 
confused with Field & Stream. The former began publication 
in the second half of the nineteenth century and was for many 
years the leading boating journal in this country until 
suspending publication.

45Harold E. Herrick, Jr., "Charles Estes - Skiff Builder, 
Alexandria Bay, New York," The Herrick Collection, The 
Antique Boat Museum. Herrick outlined the characteristics of 
an Estes skiff and noted that a custom built skiff "The 
Commodore" was built for Frederick G. Bourne, president of 
the Singer Sewing Machine Co., who built one of the famed 
Thousand Island castles.

“ Keats, The Skiff and The River, p. 31.

47Like Skinner's lures, the skiff was a beautiful 
machine, and no doubt appealed to Taylor for its beauty as 
well as the pleasure it provided as a fishing and sailing 
craft. That the skiff appears in so many of his drawings 
attests to his love of the boat as art. lAn 1890 notice in 
On The St. Lawrence noted that the "Genie" of the St.
Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe & Steam Launch Co., the "finest 
skiff ever ordered" was exhibited at John Wanamakers in 
Philadelphia. Whether or not Taylor was instrumental in 
arranging for the skiff's exhibition, it is interesting to 
note the company's connection to one of the country's first 
large department stores along with Skinner's association with 
Sears and Roebuck, the country's premiere mail-order firm. 
Indicated here is the rise of consumerism in America, and the 
democratization of goods as rural and urban families alike 
could easily acquire the same products. Special Artists like 
Taylor who did sketches for company catalogs made these goods 
attractive, contributing to the new materialism which would 
steadily increase in the twentieth century.

“ Keats, The Skiff and the River, p 52.
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«9FHT, The Crossmon. p. 43.

S0Tbld. . p. 44.

51Two sheets of letterhead stationery were given to the 
author by Mr. Charles Dunham, of Chaumont, New York.

S2Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture, p. 
139. Pullman built perhaps the most famous nineteenth 
century company town on Lake Calumet just south of Chicago. 
Pullman's island in New York was also named Calumet. The 
idea behind good housing was part of the belief in reform, 
and reflects Ruskin's faith that morality inhered in 
architecture.

53Susan W. Smith, A History of Recreation in the Thousand 
islands (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1976), p. 11. A special skiff 
was built for Grant and is on display at The Antique Boat 
Museum.

5< James Bayne, A Souvenir of the Thousand Islands (Grand 
Rapids, MI: The James Bayne Co., n.d.), The Antique Boat 
Museum Collection. This brochure is one of many published by 
Bayne who owned a commercial photography business in 
Michigan, later moving to Clayton.

55"Among the Thousand Islands," Harper's Weekly. 25, 
(1881), article p. 550, engravings p. 549.

56FHT, The Crossmon. p. 7.

57Ibld. . p. 13.

5BThe guide not only provided boat, bait, and tackle, for 
the price of $3.00 per day, but also a noon meal —  the 
famous Thousand Island Shore Dinner. The guide would pull 
ashore on one of the islands "and there he would make a fire 
and clean the morning's catch. From the skiff he would 
produce the bacon, new potatoes, corn, steaks, and berry 
pies. . . . "  Coffee was boiled using eggshells to settle the 
grounds; bass was wrapped in wet newspapers for baking under 
the coals, and pike were fried in bacon grease. Preparation 
for the feast took about an hour during which time the 
sportsmen relaxed and would do so again while the guide 
subsequently cleaned the pots and pans. Then the party was 
ready to return to the river to fish again. FHT, The 
Crossmon. p . 7.
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59Charles and Mary Beard, The Rise of American 
Civilization (New York: Macmillan, 1934), p. 400.

60The Presbyterians also had a camp on Wellsley Island 
called Westminister Park and the Baptists established Round 
Island Park. The resorts were noteworthy, writes Fryer, "for 
their lack of noise" —  another relief from the congested 
urban landscape. Ten Cate, Pictorial History of the Thousand 
Islands, p. 142.

61Th(d . and John de Visser and Patricia Fleming, 1000 
Islands (Erin, Ontario: The Boston Mills Press, 1990), p. 85.

62Smith, A History of Recreation in the Thousand Islands, 
p. 20.

63In nice weather the Sunday service might be held 
outdoors with parishioners arriving via skiff to hear the 
preacher.

64The hotel was destroyed by fire in 1890 and the 200 
room Columbian Hotel was built to replace it, opening in 
1892. In 1921 the Columbian was also destroyed by fire.
While a few of the grand hotels like the Crossmon were 
eventually torn down as tourism waned in the later part of 
the twentieth century, fire was and still is the greatest 
threat to island structures.

65Ten Cate, Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, 
p. 142.

66The men would often travel up to the Islands on 
weekends, while wives and children spent the entire summer on 
the river.

e7FHT, Summer Days at Round Island by One Who Has Been 
There (New York: Leve and Alden's Publication Dept., 1884),
p. 1.

68Taylor family scrapbook.

69Taylor wrote that "there is an entire absence of those 
cheap camp-meeting attributes which are found at many 
denominational resorts in other portions of the land. FHT, 
Round Island, p. 4.
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70The Park's Baptist connections were to be immortalized, 
however, because "The avenues were named after Baptist 
Colleges and Academies, after deceased College Presidents, 
after deceased Baptist missionaries, and after prominent 
cities of New York and Canada," (the latter, it would be 
presumed, which met church standards). Ibid.. p. 7.

71Uaid., p. 2.
72Gananoque Reporter. Ontario, September 24, 1887, The 

collection of Les Corbin.

73The term Stick Style was coined by architectural 
historian Vincent Scully, and had its origins in the works of 
A. J. Downing and Richard Upjohn as well as the Romantic 
"rustic architecture of Europe." Hunt's wooden cottages are 
seen as his most American works. Hunt was a classically 
trained architect and became the Gilded Age architect in a 
way, designing chateaux for the Vanderbilts in New York City, 
Newport, and Ashville, North Carolina.

74Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture, 
p. 155.

75FHT, Round Island, p. 1.

76Furness was a student of Richard Morris Hunt whose 
atelier was the first of its kind in the country.

77Taylor also undoubtedly had access to the most current 
architectural design books through the extensive library of 
the Philadelphia Sketch Club. Many architects were also Club 
members, and he perhaps discussed design considerations and 
philosophical issues with them.

78Charles Eastlake published his book Hints on Household 
Taste in England in 1868 (it was published in America in 
1872). He maintained a preference for craftsmanship and 
simplicity. He gave furniture the morality that Ruskin 
attributed to architecture. Russell Lynes in his book The 
Art Makers, notes Eastlake's credo might have been "'I 
believe in the sincere, the artistic, and the healing 
qualities of honest design.'" His designs were on exhibit at 
the Centennial Exhibition where Taylor had ample opportunity 
to view them. Taylor too believed that good design was 
important, and his philosophy was in accord with Eastlake's.
It is interesting to note here that James Bayne who published 
many Thousand Island's souvenir booklets which included
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Taylor's drawings and probably writings as well, was from 
Grand Rapids, Michigan where Eastlake inspired furniture was 
mass produced.

79Notice the two St. Lawrence River skiffs (also shown in 
the engraving), important both as a part of the Thousand
Island's ambience and in some ways stick-style architecture 
in their own right.

sopor Taylor the ever changing light made "Eventide . . . 
the grand, every-day-free landscape gallery of the world."
FHT, Round Island, p. 4.

81"River Ripples," On the St. Lawrence, August 4, 1891, 
Hawn Memorial Library. Taylor also designed a "handsome" 
boat house for the Mason family and it was said "Round Island 
bids fair to present the finest array of handsome boat houses 
on the river." On the St. Lawrence. August 25, 1891. 
fMention should be made here of the engraved masthead for 
this Thousand Island newspaper which was a daily during the 
summer tourist season (Fig 23). The design can be attributed 
to Taylor.

82Taylor also entertained members of the Big Four 
Wheelman, a bicycling organization, and the American Canoe 
Association which had annual meetings in the Thousand 
Islands.

83"Shady Ledge Camp Fire," On the St. Lawrence. August 
20, 1891.

84The Frontenac Hotel became "one of the largest and most 
elegantly equipped hotels in the northern region, second to 
none on the river. Because the hotel's public landing was 
the first stop as steamboats left Clayton, which was then the 
southern terminus of the Rome, Watertown, & Ogdensburg 
Railroad, the hotel from its opening, became a favorite 
resort. Emery rebuilt the hotel, and it opened as the New 
Frontenac Hotel in 1901 with 300 rooms. It had, according to 
newspaper accounts, "everything necessary to the requirements 
of a fine hotel" which included "telegraph offices, stock 
brokers offices, express and railroad ticket offices, boat 
livery, tennis courts, baseball grounds," and a nine-hole 
golf course designed by champion golfer Harry Varden. World 
famous cellist George Rogavoy, and his Russian orchestra, who 
played winters at the court of the Russian Czar, had replaced 
Professor Capp and his five piece orchestra from Syracuse. In 
1905 a 100 room Annex was built, the final enlargement. The
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Gilded Age icon, however, was destroyed by a fire on the 
evening of August 23, 1911 with guests fleeing for their 
lives. The fire was so brilliant that residents on nearby 
Grindstone Island were able to read their evening paper by 
the blaze. Emery soon left for California never rebuilding 
the structure, and in 1918 the Annex was struck by lightening 
and completely destroyed leaving almost no trace of the 
opulence that was once there. The collection of William 
Wells, pp. 365-366, 380. jEmery was one of the organizers of 
the American Tobacco Company which manufactured cigarettes 
under the name Old Judge and the Canvas Back, the latter a 
two cent product made for the Australian trade. Captain 
Henry S. Johnston, A Tour of the 1QQ0 Islands: The American 
Venice of the St. Lawrence River with Map (Watertown, NY:
A. W. Munk & Co., n.d.), p. 6, The Antique Boat Museum.

85The watercolor A Motor Boat Spin Among The Islands was 
reproduced in the 1905 edition of The Crossmon, but its 
whereabouts in now unknown. The Taylor family has a 1905 
watercolor of Indians in a war canoe, but there is yet no way 
to determine if this painting was the one which hung in the 
Yacht Club.

860ne watercolor signed but undated, is privately owned. 
A photograph of a watercolor dated 1895 was given to the 
author by Verda Corbin from her husband's collection.

87Mrs. Emery feared these storms even though they were
unheard of in that part of the river.

08Mumford, The Brown Decades, p. 50.

89Smith, A History of Recreation in the Thousand Islands, 
p. 31. fLike the Thousand Islands which provided 
opportunities for different classes to intermingle in an 
acceptable neutral ground, Bourne represented another 
socially leveling phenomena, the sewing machine. The mass 
production of garments allowed rich and poor alike to 
purchase their cloths 'off the rack.' Only the extremely 
poor made and repaired their own clothing.

90Howard Pyle, "Among The Thousand Islands," Scribner's 
Monthly. 15, no. 6, (1878) pp. 825-842.

91While most of the castles were either destroyed or
remain privately owned, Boldt Castle is now owned by the 
Thousand Island Bridge Authority and the area's most popular 
tourist attraction. Boldt is perhaps best remembered for his
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association with 1000 Island salad dressing, often credited 
to Chef Oscar of the Waldorf, who supposedly created it while 
at the Islands. Another version attributes the famed 
dressing to Mrs. George LaLonde of the Harold House in 
Clayton who is said to have shared her recipe with actress 
May Irwin, who had a home in the Islands. A friend of 
Boldts, Irwin then took it to the hotel owner who shared it 
with Oscar.

92He also purchased a large parcel of land on Wellesley 
Island where he established a model farm which supplied eggs, 
butter, poultry, and meat for his hotels and the maple grove 
at the farm made syrup for the tables of his wealthy 
clientele.

"Hewitt was the former partner of Frank Furness. For 
further information on Hewitt's contribution both to the 
Thousand Islands and Philadelphia see John Harbeson, 
"Philadelphia's Victorian Architecture 1860-1890," 
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography. 67, no. 3 
(1943), pp. 254-271.

"Reproductions of George C. Boldt's Stately Castle on 
the St. Lawrence and The Beautiful Portico of Mr. Boldt's 
Boat-house appeared in Leslie'3-Weefrly, April 27, 1899, p.
338. The whereabouts of the originals is presently unknown.

9SThe village was originally known as French Creek, later 
the name was changed to Cornelia until 1823 when it was 
renamed in honor of a Delaware senator. FHT, Estes' Standard 
Guide, p. 44.

96Ibid., p. 7.

97The Clayton Chamber of Commerce first formed in 192 6, 
used the view in its initial promotional publication that 
year.

"Perhaps part of this European design which incorporated 
a Renaissance love of open public spaces, stems from the 
region's French heritage.

"From the collection of Les Corbin, and an article "Meet 
Me at the Hubbard, from the collection of William Wells, 
p. 115.

io°Les Corbin wrote that "Due to the short time together, 
no photos were taken of the two buildings, and I believe this
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to be the only record," private correspondence with the 
author.

101During a fire prior to being acquired by The Antique 
Boat Museum, the painting was thoughtfully rescued by one of 
the employees, and remains a reminder of the Village's 
manufacturing heritage.

i02The Stone Shop at the lumber yard was the first 
electric plant in Clayton and power for the lights was 
furnished by the same steam power that operated the machinery 
in the yard during the day. The lights were turned off 
around 11 p.m. each evening. Collection of William Wells, 
p. 192.

103Dickens wrote: "'The beauty of this noble stream at 
almost any point but especially in the commencement of this 
journey, where it winds its way among the thousand islands, 
can hardly be imagined. The number and constant successions 
of these islands, all green and richly wooded; their 
fluctuating sizes, some so large that for half an hour 
together one among them will appear as the opposite bank of 
the river, and some so small, that they are mere dimples on 
its broad bosom; their infinite variety of shape; and the 
numberless combinations of beautiful forms which the trees 
growing on them present: all forms a picture fraught with 
uncommon interest and pleasure.'" Smith, A History of 
Recreation in the Thousand Islands, pp. 4-5.

104"The Great Lakes in Time of War," October 22, 1918, 
newspaper clipping in the author's collection. The 
unidentified newspaper reporter noted that this article about 
the Great Lakes by FHT was reprinted from a recent number of 
the Philadelphia Record and he thought it would be of 
interest to his [Taylor's] friends in Central and Northern 
New York.

105Those companies included the Utica and Black River 
Railroad; the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad; the 
Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Railroad, The Adirondack 
Railway, the Passumpsic Railroad Company; and the Lehigh 
Valley Railroad. He probably worked for other railroad 
companies in the northeast, but verification has not as yet 
been established.

10S"Region of the Thousand Islands," On the St. Lawrence. 
June 24, 1892.
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i°7On The Saint Lawrence. July 11, 1891. This was 
certainly a sign of the power of the railroads which prompted 
Theodore Roosevelt's trust busting measures and writers like 
Frank Norris to fictionalize the depredations of the large 
companies.

108This was very much like the descriptions provided in 
Baedeker's guides, albeit without the stars. Karl Baedeker 
(1801-1859) of Leipzig was the pioneer of the modern tourist 
guidebook. His first English language edition appeared in 
1861 providing information on a modified Grand Tour to the 
rising middle class in Europe and America who might strike 
out on their own rather than on one of Cook's tours.
Baedeker was known for scrupulous accuracy leading A. P. 
Herbert to write "For kings and governments may ere, But 
never Mr. Baedeker." Boorstin, The Image, pp. 104-105. 
ITaylor too strove for accuracy, and did not write about 
establishments or points of interest which he had not himself 
visited. He provided readers with all the details required 
to enjoy one's leisure experience.

io9f h t , "Glimpses of St. Lawrence Summer Life," from the 
files of Ted Cornell, Shortsville, New York.

n°Taylor included a thumbnail sketch of the train.

111Here he included an illustration of the depot and dock 
with awaiting steamer, thus familiarizing the traveler with 
the layout, and making appropriate connections less 
intimidating. While not the most picturesque of scenes, it 
served a purpose in facilitating the traveler's journey.

112Other cooperating lines included the New York, Ontario 
and Western Railway connecting in Oswego with the steamer 
Ontario for Kingston, Clayton, and Alexandria Bay. This 
route Taylor noted would be good for the New York City 
businessman who "can only leave upon Saturday" because it 
allowed them the "opportunity to spend a part of Sunday and 
all of Monday at the islands, thus only losing but one day 
from business." The Utica and Black River Railway route left 
New York from Grand Central Depot every evening except 
Saturday, terminating in Clayton during the summer months. 
Arriving in just over thirteen hours, it connected with the 
steamer Maynard. And, the Canadian Pacific Railway had an 
agreement with the steamers of the Richelieu & Ontario 
Navigation Co. to meet their trains.
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113 Keech made his living painting decorative scenes on 
canoe paddle blades which are now highly prized collector's 
items. Ten Cate, Pictorial History of the Thousand Islands, 
p. 194.

114The image was used on at least two occasions. In the 
guidebook Picturesque, n.d., from The Antique Boat Museum 
collection, the ship, so named, and flying the Stars and 
Stripes descends the rapids. Taylor used the same image in 
his guidebook for Estes, p. 49, however this time the boat 
was unnamed and it flew the Union Jack. fThe Prince Arthur 
was operated by the Thousand Island and Montreal Steamboat 
Company. Known as the New American Line, they operated the 
Rothesay and Prince Arthur daily from Clayton to Montreal.

115FHT, Estes' Standard Guide, p. 49.

116FHT, The Crossmon. pp. 38-39.

u 7FHT, Estes' Standard Guide, pp. 4 9-50.
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CHAPTER IV

"EVER CHANGING PHILADELPHIA"

I am filled with deep emotion in finding 
myself standing here in the place where 
were collected together the wisdom, the 
patriotism, the devotion, the principles, 
from which sprang the institutions under 
which we live

Abraham Lincoln 
February 22, 1861

Long after I am forgotten [my sketches] 
will remain to tell other generations 
that I once lived and added something to 
help future Philadelphians to visualize 
our city of today.

Frank H. Taylor 
February 21, 19261

The city of Philadelphia which became Frank Taylor's 
adopted home, and which he loved and documented in a series 
of over four hundred watercolors and wash drawings as well as 
numerous pamphlets and books, symbolized as Lincoln said, the 
very principles on which America was founded.2 The belief in 
the rights of the individual and freedom of expression upon 
which the new government was created were part of the city's 
heritage from its founding by William Penn, and were contin
ually reinforced as the city grew and prospered.3 It was this 
pervasive democratic ideology that fostered independent
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thinkers in the arts and sciences, and provided an environ
ment which produced the "realism" found in the works of 
Thomas Eakins and Walt Whitman, among others —  considered 
the most "American" of American art and literature.4 Taylor's 
drawings were part of this realistic Philadelphia outlook —  

straightforward scenes without romantic overtones or 
idealized subjects, the same way the city viewed itself.

In large part Taylor's approach to the subject matter 
was due, of course, to his journalistic background; but in a 
subtle way, Philadelphia itself contributed to his apprecia
tion of the value and power of recording what was actually 
before him, and the idea that it was the responsibility of 
the artist to make good visual images available to every 
American. In addition to reflecting this prevailing demo
cratic philosophy, Taylor's works were influenced by the 
physical geology and geography of the city as well as his 
association with the nation's premiere artists, illustrators, 
architects, and photographers, primarily through his long 
membership in the Philadelphia Sketch Club. The close bond 
he formed with fellow artists was particularly important to a 
man who relished friendship, and the city again provided the 
right atmosphere —  for despite its size, Philadelphia 
retained a small town community closeness that made Taylor 
feel a part of a family, a feeling that was transferred to 
his art.

Philadelphia, sometimes referred to as the Athens of 
America, was from its conception founded on Greek principles
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of democracy and freedom.5 The city's classical heritage 
began in 1682 when Penn chose to name his new town after the 
ancient Palestine city which honored Ptolemy Philadelphus.
The name meant brotherly love, an appropriate designation for 
Penn's Holy Experiment, a city where the inhabitants were to 
have "a sanctuary, a place of refuge, not for one's own 
particular church as in the case of New England, but for all 
God-fearing men and women everywhere."6 As a result, 
Philadelphia more than any other colony, welcomed settlers 
from all over northern Europe and the British Isles. This 
mix was not unlike the Athenian's heterogeneous heritage 
which scholars suggest was one of the "causes of the pecu
liarly high competitive and creative energy of the Greek 
peoples."7

Philadelphia had additional characteristics that paral
leled Periclean Athens and which contributed to its great
ness. Its late founding (in comparison to other Atlantic 
coast colonies) allowed it to observe and learn from the 
growth of surrounding communities, and its agrarian hinter
lands contributed significantly to the city's economic 
prosperity. In addition, its role as a vibrant port city 
with ships sailing regularly to Spain, Portugal, China, and 
Italy, led it to become one of the country's most 
cosmopolitan cities.8

Early on Philadelphia developed an extensive system of 
roads, called Pikes, to transport goods from its remote 
hinterlands which laid the groundwork for Philadelphia's
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initial economic success. By 1832 there were 220 turnpike 
companies chartered by the state and over 3,000 miles of 
roads had been built leading to New York City, Reading, 
Harrisburg, Lancaster, Baltimore, and into New Jersey.
Taylor acknowledged the city's early transportation history 
in his paintings of toll houses and inns, some still extant, 
that were part of this first important highway system. His 
watercolor Perkiomen Bridge Hotel #238 for example shows the 
terminus of the Ridge Pike (an extension of the Germantown 
Pike) built in 1801 as it appeared in the early twentieth 
century when automobiles and trolleys shared the roadway. He 
also recorded Rising Sun Tavern #181 and Red Lion Hotel #178, 
the beginning and end of the Bristol Pike along the Old York 
Road built by the Cheltenham and Willow Grove Turnpike 
Company incorporated in 1803.9

To become a great city, however, there often needs to be 
a crisis which serves as catalyst for the evolution from the 
embryonic or developmental stage, such as Athens' defeat of 
the Persians for example or the repulsion of the Dukes of 
Milan from Florence.10 Philadelphia's metamorphosis was the 
result of the Revolutionary War when it became the country's 
symbol for independence from Great Britain, and as the 
nation's early capital, retained that position. Even after 
the government seat was removed to Washington, D.C.in 1800, 
Philadelphia would remain the emblematic heart of the country 
with Independence Hall, Old City Hall, Congress Hall, the
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Liberty Bell, and the flag, visual reminders of the historic 
events which created the new nation.11

Philadelphia also retained control of some of the 
fledgling nation's primary institutions thereby maintaining a 
place in the country's economic if not political future. Two 
of the most important were the Navy Yard and the United 
States Mint, both of which were portrayed in Taylor's series. 
Taylor documented the Navy Yard more than once. Originally 
located on the Delaware River at Southwark, it was important 
for the development of American Naval technology as well as 
the city's economy.12 Taylor's watercolor Old Navy Yard. 1864 
#51, shows the Yard's two shiphouses which Edgar Richardson 
noted "were erected in 1821-1822 to protect . . . against the 
weather, [and] were for half a century the largest, most con
spicuous objects in and around the city."13 Taylor's view 
shows the construction of one of the eleven warships which 
were built in the ship houses during the Civil War, when as 
many as 3,000 men were employed. In his book Philadelphia in 
thff Civil War. Taylor noted that the Yard "occupied the site 
of the pre-Revolutionary Association Battery" which later 
became the shipyard of naval architect Joshua Humphries, 
appointed First Chief Naval Constructor.14 The yard 
eventually became too small, and in 1862 the city presented 
the government League Island at the mouth of the Schuylkill 
for a new Navy Yard. The old yard was sold at auction on 
December 2, 1875.15
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Also important in retaining and enhancing Philadelphia's 
role in America's industrial age was the federal government's 
decision not to move the United States Mint to Washington, 
D.C. This was particularly important, notes Richardson, 
because the new technology needed men "able to invent, build, 
and use precision tools and precision machines," the very 
skills successfully solved both by the Navy Yard and the 
U. S. Mint.16 Many men employed at these places were clock 
and watchmakers who turned their skills to other channels. 
These included David Rittenhouse who became first director of 
the Mint, and Joseph Saxon, the Mint's constructor and 
curator of the standard weighing apparatus.

Taylor's drawing of the U. S. Mint on Chestnut Street, 
where it was located from 1829-1833, is number 68 is his 
series.17 The building itself was a tribute to the city's 
evolution as its marble facade, courtesy of architect William 
Strickland was changing Philadelphia from a city of brick to 
a city of marble.18 Here is a testament to the city's his
toric dedication to the finest detail of workmanship which 
would be reflected in the art produced there. It also re
flected the city's rich architectural heritage. This was a 
city built on realistic, not flamboyant dreams.19

A great crisis also creates heroes, and Philadelphia 
historian E. Digby Baltzell, noted that between the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence and the Adamses' departure 
to the White House, "the greatest generation of American 
statesmen and leaders walked the streets of Philadelphia."20
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Some were Philadelphian's by birth, others like Benjamin 
Franklin adopted the city as a permanent home, while still 
others like George Washington, John Adams, and Thomas 
Jefferson were embraced by the city when their extended 
residences made them honorary citizens.

Philadelphia also produced heros in the arts and 
sciences who, unlike the politicians, would not leave for 
Washington, D.C., but remained to provide a foundation for 
future generations, thus keeping Philadelphia at the fore
front of American cultural development into the twentieth 
century.21 Colonial Philadelphia's receptive intellectual 
atmosphere provided an entr6e for painting, seen as idol
atrous (except for the portrait), by Quakers and Calvinists. 
The wealthy inhabitants of Penn's city, however, were for the 
most part not Friends.22 Rather they were families with 
European tastes able to support an artistic community, and 
with a desire for paintings for their estates. Evidence of 
this support for the arts is provided by Carl and Jessica 
Bridenbaugh in their book Rebels and Gentlemen who note that 
"sometime or other all the painters of the Middle Colonies 
visited the city to purchase materials from the shops of 
Claypoole or Marshall." Colonial demand for artistic sup
plies was sufficient for Christoper Marshall to open the Oil 
and Colour Shop at the Sign of the Golden Ball, and for James 
Claypool, one of the members of the informal "Philadelphia 
School" to also open a business which sold "most Sorts of 
Painters Colours, ready prepar'd for Use and neatly put up in
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Bladders."23 In addition, bookstores such as Revington and 
Brown's stocked art reference books like The Handmaid of the 
Arts .

The city's most famous and influential painter prior to 
the Revolution was expatriate Benjamin West.24 After 
attending the College of Philadelphia the young painter, 
financed by local connoisseurs, went abroad to study in 1759, 
eventually becoming court painter to King George III and 
president of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts. West became the 
"'Father of American Painting'" because, note Klein and 
Hoogenboon, he "welcomed . . . housed, fed, financed, and 
taught . . . "  such aspiring artists as Philadelphians Matthew 
Pratt, Charles Willson Peale, and Gilbert Stuart, as well as 
John Singleton Copley, Ralph Earl, Washington Allston, John 
Trumbull, and Samuel F. B. Morse.25 What he taught was a love 
of history painting, and devotion to realism. His defiance 
of accepted Academy standards, for example, by placing his 
figures in contemporary dress in Death of General Wolfe, was 
a first step in the elevation of historical realism, and 
North American subjects to academic levels. Further, he saw 
himself as an historian with a moral obligation to accurately 
depict events and "restore painting's true dignity."26 A 
century later Frank Taylor would also view himself as a 
recorder of history with the same moral convictions.

Philadelphia emerged as a great city on the eve of the 
Revolution, and one of West's prodigies, Charles Willson 
Peale, who permanently settled in the city with his family as
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the Declaration of Independence was being drafted, expressed 
his mentor's approach in new ways. Peale championed an 
interest in science and archeology that reinforced 
Philadelphia's role as the leader in the arts and sciences. 
Many of his portraits of George Washington such as George 
Washington at Princeton were done from life, and presented 
the general with candor and clarity, not a god-like figure 
that might have led Washington to be seen more as monarch 
than patriot. The paintings were, notes Neil Harris, part of 
the creation of American history.27 A history that began in 
Philadelphia.

A favorite of Washington's with entr6e to the inner- 
circle of the powerful, Peale painted portraits of all the 
Revolutionary heroes including Lighthorse Harry Lee, William 
Washington, Lafayette, and Rochambeau. These were displayed 
in his gallery which was open to the public —  the origins of 
the nation's first museum. Peale was aware that a new nation 
needed heroes, and was an important chronicler of the 
country's history just as Herodotus was to the Greeks, except 
in this instance the record was primarily visual.28 Also like 
West, Peale saw a moral responsibility to his work. His 
museum for example was an educational institution not just a 
collection of artifacts. He provided public lectures, pub
lished a visitor's guide, and sponsored, in conjunction with 
the Philosophical Society and the federal government, the 
nation's first organized scientific expedition. His 
carefully documented natural history displays were arranged
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in realistic groupings often in front of painted landscape 
backgrounds to evoke the animal's habitat and to foster 
further research.

Realism and accuracy were Peale's hallmarks in all his 
endeavors, continuing and expanding on the tradition begun by 
West. Also like West, Peale generously passed his knowledge 
on to others, part of the cooperative spirit of the Quaker 
city. He encouraged his own children, Rubens, Rembrant, 
Raphael, and Titian, as well as all the artists, including 
Taylor, who would study at the Pennsylvania Academy of the 
Fine Arts, which he helped establish in 1805.29 Now young 
artists could receive the kind of training in their own coun
try once only available overseas in such ateliers as Benjamin 
West's or in other art centers in Europe. It was the 
American beginning of a professional approach to art.

The man often considered the greatest "American" artist, 
Thomas Eakins, came on the scene as Philadelphia celebrated 
its role as the birthplace of the nation at the Centennial 
Exposition in 187 6. The legacy of realism and attention to 
detail, inherited from West and Peale, now became more 
aesthetically solid and artistically conveyed. In fact, 
Eakins' graphic realism was so intense, it sometimes made 
viewers uncomfortable, just as West's had done earlier. In 
its well known attempt at discretion, the Centennial's art 
committee refused to hang The Gross Clinic in Memorial Hall, 
later the Philadelphia Museum of Art, exhibiting it instead 
in the Army Post Hospital.
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Like the Exposition which celebrated the industrial age 
brought on by scientific inventions, Eakins' painting was a 
commemoration of the contribution science made to art, in 
this case medical science. His other paintings were also 
tributes to the symbiotic relationship of art and science as 
he utilized mathematical principles to determine perspective, 
and had, as subjects, some of the nation's leading minds.
Like West and Peale before him, Eakins too was a teacher, 
instilling in his students these American values of not only 
precision but boldness to push the limits of what was con
sidered acceptable by the majority. He taught at the Academy 
of Fine Arts, and was its director during the Centennial year 
when Taylor was covering the event for the Daily Graphic. 
While never studying with Eakins, Taylor was also concerned 
with accuracy, and saw beauty in his surroundings. The city 
was as compelling a subject as the Thousand Islands.

Taylor entered this artistic tradition when he arrived 
as a lithographer's apprentice in 1867. Philadelphia would 
soon be at its cultural zenith. Although eventually over
shadowed by New York in art and publishing, and Washington 
D.C. in politics, it would never be forgotten and would 
continue to prepare creative thinkers who would take their 
values with them as they ventured forth. No wonder that this 
young sensitive artist, Frank Taylor, would be impressed by 
the city's accomplishments and contributions to society, and 
embrace it as his home.
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The city's friendly atmosphere was as important to 
Taylor's professional and personal development as its 
artistic and scientific tradition. Taylor, as has been 
demonstrated, was an outgoing, fun loving person, who seemed 
to thrive on, and almost require, interaction with his peers. 
While belonging to other clubs, it was the Philadelphia 
Sketch Club, a men's club, which best satisfied his need for 
the camaraderie of other artists. The Archives of American 
Art which microfilmed the Club's historical documents, 
prefaced the project with this description of the 
organization:

Founded in 1860, the Philadelphia Sketch Club is 
among the oldest continually active artist's 
organizations in the country. During the 
nineteenth century and early twentieth centuries, 
it was an influential cultural force in the city, 
sponsoring numerous important exhibitions. Its 
active and honorary members included many leading 
artists of the period.30

The History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club notes that 
at the invitation of President E. B. Bensell, Taylor was 
voted in as a member in 1869, just four years after moving to 
the Philadelphia.31 Sidney C. Lomas, Club historian and 
author of the History, as well as a contemporary of Taylor's, 
wrote that the artist was "Genial, witty, [and] a tireless 
worker [who] . . . started immediately after his arrival in 
Philadelphia to make himself at home in the Sketch Club, and 
when not away from the city on business, found his relaxation 
at the Club gatherings."32 On the night Taylor was elected to
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membership, the secretary's notes state that the Club re
solved it was to be "both a working and social organization, 
but always an art club."33 The main purpose of the weekly 
meetings was sketching, art discussion, and the spending of a 
pleasant evening —  just the right mix for Taylor.

This Club, with the central purpose of sketching 
"illustrations to stories," was formed by six Academy 
students, George F. Bensell and his brother Edmund, Edward J. 
Mcllhenny, Henry C. Bespham, John L. Gihon, and Robert Wylie, 
who sought more opportunities to draw than provided at the 
Academy. Taylor remembered the Academy as "somewhat 
depressing . . . [without] the friendly spirit of comradeship 
and mutual encouragement as you have today."34 The Club met 
on Thursday evenings, initially at Bensell's studio at 520 
Walnut Street, where their first sketching subject was 
"Hope." Thereafter a different topic was selected at each 
evening meeting as well as one for a sketch due in a 
fortnight. Members were fined for failure to produce the 
required sketch (as well as for sloppy technique and using 
obscenities). Other selected subjects included "The 
Wandering Jew," and "Lady Macbeth" as well as more specific 
topics, such as "The Executioner Grinding His Axe Prior to 
the Beheading of Lady Jane Grey." Sketches were made in lead 
pencil, charcoal or watercolor with the members usually 
seated around a large table. Critiques led by the more 
advanced artists present were held after the session. Here
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Taylor would benefit from the experience of Club members, 
supplementing his limited formal training-.

The Club was also formed with the expressed desire to 
promote the advancement of American talent and in "having 
Philadelphia maintain itself as a centre of the Fine Arts."35 
To that end the members staged their most ambitious 
exhibition in December, 1865 just prior to Taylor's joining, 
although he no doubt attended, and was probably impressed 
with their resourcefulness. Hailed as "'the most important 
showing of distinctive American art ever held in the city,"' 
and the only serious attempt ever made to hold a large 
exhibit of American art works in Philadelphia, the exhibition 
was hung at the once shunned Pennsylvania Academy.36 A first 
prize of $2,000 offered by the Club attracted entrants from 
across the country. Unfortunately, the expenses of the 
exhibition nearly broke the Club. The members were forced to 
relinquish their newly rented quarters on Chestnut Street, 
and were for a year homeless, finally settling in inexpensive 
rooms at 209 S. 6th Street. Things finally began to improve 
in the late 1860s when Ridgeway Knight and Thomas Moran 
became members adding considerable prestige to the organi
zation. With the war over life began to return to normal, 
and artists and illustrators were in increasing demand 
particularly for the numerous newspapers and magazines 
produced in Philadelphia.

In the 1870s and 80s almost every distinguished American 
artist came from or through Philadelphia, and most were Club
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members. The list included Thomas Anshutz, Thomas Eakins,
A. B. Frost, Howard Chandler Christy, N. C. Wyeth, Rockwell 
Kent, W. A. Rogers, F. 0. C. Darley, F. Cresson Schell, Fred
B. Schell, and Joseph Pennell. Many of these artists were 
closely associated with American Realism such as Eakins and 
Anshutz, and others like Taylor, Christy, and the Schells, 
were Special Artists responsible for documenting the nation's 
vibrant life. Christy and F. C. Schell would later report on 
the country's participation in the Spanish-American War.

In 1874 the Club began its life classes which were 
initiated with a series of four lectures on "Artistic 
Anatomy" by Dr. Harrison Allen.37 A newspaper clipping 
announcing the lectures noted that the city's art students 
recently had little opportunity to draw from the living model 
as the old Academy of Fine Arts was being torn down, and the 
new building was not yet finished, making the Club's life 
classes an important contribution to the city's art 
education.38 It also demonstrates the city's continuing 
artistic and scientific connections, and concern for finding 
truth and accuracy.

The 1870's were a particularly active time for Taylor in 
the life of the Club. He served as treasurer from 1870 to 
1875, on the mistaken estimate, Taylor commented, of his 
financial abilities.39 With the increase in Club membership 
and prestige, the Club was once again solvent. In 1874 when 
F. Walter was born, the Club presented the new father, as 
proxy of the young member —  the Club Baby —  with a silver
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cup at a cost of $62, no small sum.40 The same year also saw 
the initiation of the Portfolio, organized by Taylor and 
published by his firm of Taylor & Smith.41 The next years saw 
Taylor busy "with 'Centennial Affairs'" as head of the New 
York Graphic illustrators, and his meeting on the exposition 
grounds with Joseph Pennell is noted in the Sketch Club 
History as one of Taylor's favorite stories of this heady 
period of his life.

Shortly after the Centennial closed, the Sketch Club 
held its first of what became many outings; this one a shad 
supper at Ringsetten, Falls of Schuylkill with the members of 
the Undine Barge Club. This and later outings were often 
quite elaborate affairs. For this initial event club members 
traveled by chartered steam yacht up the river where dinner 
was prepared followed by "songs, stories, and dancing, and a 
jolly good time generally." Thomas Eakins was a guest at 
this initial adventure.42 Taylor was also present and 
attended most functions when he was in town. His Shady Ledge 
camp fires may well have had their inspiration in these 
Sketch Club outings.

The Club's most lavish event was held in 1892 when 
millionaire Club member James P. Simpson sponsored a cricket 
match at his estate in Merion between the "Gentlemen of the 
Grub Club and The Gentlemen of the Sketch Club."43 Each team 
member was supplied with custom-made old English cricket 
clothes and wore a tall silk hat. The game, however, it was 
noted, was "played with more attention to enjoyment than to
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form."44 Plenty of food and refreshments were made available 
at various tents and buildings on the 3rounds, and a band 
played "martial airs" throughout the day. These outings 
became yearly events accompanied by elaborate invitations 
designed by Club members, many preserved in the Club files.45 
For a time in the 1870s the Sketch Club also had its own 
country estate in Lafayette, a headquarters for plein-air 
sketching and outings, instituted by William Moyland 
Landsdale. Unfortunately the house burned and efforts to 
secure a new site, which Taylor was in favor of, were 
unsuccessful.

Taylor was placed on the Club's inactive list in 187 9 
and did not reappear as a permanent active member until after 
1903. During this time he was listed as being in "New York?" 
This coincides with his Harper's Weekly assignments and his 
association with the nation's burgeoning railway system all 
of which kept the artist constantly on the road —  or tracks 
so to speak. He appears to have maintained his Philadelphia 
residence as Clayton's Qn the St. Lawrence listed him as 
arriving from Philadelphia each summer; but work obviously 
kept him away from the city much of the time.46

In 1903 the Club moved to its own quarters at 235 S. 
Camac Street where two buildings had been purchased. One of 
Philadelphia's narrow, picturesque streets, South Camac 
Street between St. James and Spruce was known as "The Little 
Street of Clubs" and the Greenwich Village of Philadelphia.47 
Neighboring clubs included the Charlotte Cushman Club, named
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for the nineteenth century American actress. Initiated at a 
time when the profession was not considered all that appro
priate for young ladies, it offered accommodations and a 
place to relax. The Plastic Club, founded in 1895 for women 
painters and sculptors, was the nation's oldest women's art 
club. Taylor lectured there in 1915. The Franklin Inn Club, 
a male writer's club, was founded by historical novelist and 
psychiatrist, S. Weir Mitchell in 1902.48 Christopher Morley, 
one of Philadelphia's most famous writers and close friend of 
Taylor's was a member. And finally there was the Poor Richard 
Club, a men's club founded in 1906 for advertising 
professionals for whom Taylor wrote a Dictionary of 
Philadelphia in 1916.

Philadelphia itself was called the "City of Clubs," a 
haven for those of artistic bent. In discussing the city's 
"Iron Age 1876-1905," Burt and Davies note the "proliferation 
of clubs, old and new, city and country, male and female, was 
one visible evidence of the cohesive group consciousness the 
basically conformist atmosphere that pervaded the city."49 
There was a club for everyone they note, and this allowed 
everyone to fit in.50 It was one of the reasons for 
Philadelphia's initial success as an urban center —  its 
ability to make everyone feel as if he or she belonged to 
part of the city. It created the kind of loyalty Taylor 
expressed in his paintings, the feeling of being an important 
part of something bigger than oneself or one's group.
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As mentioned, Taylor's later years were spent recording 
the sights of Philadelphia, both old and new, that he thought 
were important in retaining the city's understanding of 
itself —  from whence it came, and the direction in which it 
was headed. Although the series could be regarded as the 
work of a old man whose life revolved around the past, it was 
not the first, nor would it be the last time artists had 
documented the city or analyzed its historical importance. 
Nicholas Wainwright notes that it was in the nineteenth 
century that the city "began to identify its historical 
image," beginning with Lafayette's visit in 1824.51 The 
occasion prompted civic leaders to recall the city's 
founding, and a dinner that year to commemorate Penn's 
landing in 1682 resulted in the creation of the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania. Soon sites were honored such as the 
great Elm where Penn made his treaty with the Indians in 
1682; documents like James Logan's correspondence were 
preserved; and histories were published including Thomas 
Gordon's history of the state, and John Fanning Watson's 
history of the city.

The visit by Lafayette on his farewell tour also renewed 
interest in the State House, (Independence Hall) which had 
been the culmination of the general's entering procession and 
site of daily receptions held in his honor. Little acclaimed 
until then, its wooden steeple having been removed in 1781, 
it was refurbished for the general.52 Thomas Sully made a 
full-length portrait of Lafayette for the Hall, paid for by
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private subscriptions which, Marc H. Miller notes, was 
"consonant with their [Philadelphian's] feeling that 
pageantry and commemoration should stem not from the 
government but directly from the people."53 As a symbol of 
liberty, Lafayette inspired Philadelphia (and Americans in 
general) to reevaluate the importance of material culture 
which was close to being lost.

One of the artists who saw the need to record the city's 
buildings in hundreds of sketches, was a skilled amateur 
painter named David J. Kennedy.54 He was following the 
tradition of William Russell Birch who published a volume of 
engraved plates in 1800 highlighting the beauty of the city. 
Birch's views are most often used as illustrations of 
Philadelphia's federal facade by modern documenters of the 
city. Kennedy is used to record Philadelphia in the mid- 
1800s. Later works like Taylor's, however, are overlooked, 
even though he included colonial and federal era architecture 
no longer extant or not previously documented. An example 
would be his watercolor of the home of Thomas I. Wharton, at 
103 South Sixth Street as it appeared in 1824 when it became 
the birthplace of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.55 
Taylor's drawings were, however, used to illustrate contem
porary records of Philadelphia. His friend Christopher 
Morley for example, used Taylor's sketches in his 1920 
Travels in Philadelphia, and Francis Burke Brandt and Henry 
Volkmar Gummere used "five original drawings by Frank H.
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Taylor" to illustrate their Byways and Boulevards in and 
about Historic Philadelphia, published in 1925.

While understandable that authors may prefer the 
drawings of Birch and Kennedy to illustrate the Philadelphia 
of the artists' time, less clear is a seeming reluctance to 
use Taylor's watercolors and wash drawings when analyzing the 
city as it emerged into the twentieth century. Part of the 
reason for the neglect may be the result of Taylor's relative 
anonymity up until now, and the fact that photographs of the 
city were available from the mid-1800s on, and are perhaps 
seen as more representative. Weigley's comprehensive edited 
history of the city for example contains none of Taylor's 
work. Even Taylor's early engravings, particularly the ones 
of the Centennial, have often been overlooked because of the 
obscurity of the Daily Graphic. Writers use the wood engrav
ings of the better known Harper's Weekly and Frank Leslie's 
to illustrate the 187 6 Exposition, and on occasion even fail 
to document the source, further obscuring the contributions 
of the nation's Special Artists.56 An interest in the history 
of the Daily Graphic might generate a curiosity in its 
contribution to pictorial journalism, as well as American 
art, thereby reintroducing Taylor and other Special Artists 
to American historians.

It is also possible that while Philadelphia at the turn 
of the century has been the subject of scholarly attention, 
for example in Sam Bass Warner's The Private Citv. it has not 
been viewed as being the picturesque city it was in its
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federal glory, and therefore, the inclusion of guidebook-type 
views have not been considered germane. Art historians find 
much to study about American art, but not necessarily 
Philadelphia, in the works of Eakins and Anshutz. But these 
and the paintings of The Eight, look at a reality that 
focuses not always on the beauty of the surroundings but a 
rather forceful realism that confronts the viewer. Certainly 
Eakins for example, did paint the city in Max Schmidt and the 
single Scull, but without the focus on historical documen
tation seen in Taylor's sketches and watercolors. In some 
ways it was as if Eakins took a sketch, one which could be 
similar to Taylor's, and took it one step further into a 
finished academic painting. Whether Taylor did not want or 
could not create a more "serious" work is not clear; however, 
he may well have felt that all he wanted to say was conveyed 
in his drawings without the need for elaboration.

In addition, Taylor would have perhaps better served his 
future reputation had he published his sketches as a book 
with commentary. While he did publish a set of twenty-four 
lithographs in a limited edition in 1915 as Ever Changing 
Philadelphia, it was more a group of prints for framing or a 
large coffee-table book, but not a publication for the 
general population. He did write and illustrate guidebooks 
such as The Philadelphia Electrical Handbook for the 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Poor Richard's Dictionary 
of Philadelphia for the Associated Advertising Clubs of the 
World, and The Port and City of Philadelphia for the Twelfth
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International Congress of Navigation, but these were for a 
selected clientele. He failed to produce a book like 
Brandt's and Gummere's for the population in general —  one 
that would truly showcase his talent. We cannot say why this 
is so. No doubt, he thought the lithographs themselves would 
secure his name in Philadelphia's history. Also, had he 
bequeathed his four hundred plus sketches to the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania rather than stipulating in his will 
that, if not purchased by the Society, they would be sold at 
auction —  which they were —  perhaps such an extensive 
collection would have generated scholarly research at an 
earlier date. As it was, the works were dispersed throughout 
the city, and have only recently been received as gifts by 
the city's museums.57

Perhaps now is the time to take a new look at the city 
at the turn of the century to appreciate the beauty that was 
there, and understand why Taylor thought the preservation of 
its material culture was important for the city's and 
nation's heritage. What is interesting is that Taylor did 
not just choose the historic landmarks to capture for future 
generations, although many were among his city views; but 
equally, if not more important, he included everyday vistas 
which might have forever passed from the scene had he not the 
foresight to realize the cultural value of preservation.58 It 
is unfortunate that his works were sold as "historical" 
prints when over than half were of contemporary subjects.
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Before analyzing his Philadelphia works, however, 
mention needs to be made of his two most important historical 
written works, the guidebook for Valley Forge, and his 
history of Philadelphia's participation in the Civil War.
Both speak to Taylor's appreciation of history passed down 
from West and Peale to artists who settled in Philadelphia, 
as well as the interest spawned by the Centennial. The 
city's account of itself in these two wars, and the 
importance that was placed on the creation and maintenance of 
freedom and democracy, were stories Taylor felt needed to be 
remembered in words as well as illustrations. They were part 
of the city's ethos.

Valley Forge represented a turning point for the Conti
nental Army and for the city of Philadelphia. Washington 
positioned his troops that winter where he could maintain 
surveillance on General Howe whose forces occupied the city. 
Had Washington's army crumbled under the oppressive condi
tions, the struggle for freedom might have been lost. As it 
was, the men persevered, and "a victory not of weapons but of 
will" was won. Taylor was undoubtedly proud to be selected 
to prepare the text and illustrations for the Valley Forge 
Park Commission's first guidebook in 1905, and its four 
subsequent revisions.59

The Civil War was, of course, also Taylor's war, and 
while he did not serve in a Philadelphia regiment, his 
association with the conflict made the compilation of this 
book a true labor of love. The book was exhaustively
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researched. The special committee, appointed by Major 
Rudolph Blankenburg to oversee its publication, noted that 
"The Book is the result of the author's conscientious, 
resourceful, intelligent, and untiring industry."60 They 
further noted that "Original research has uncovered facts not 
heretofore disclosed; official records appealed to, and 
personal recollection sought for to supply matter not 
previously available."61 The book includes details of all the 
city's military organizations as well as accounts of specific 
battles; Philadelphia hospitals, and other war related orga
nizations; financial data, veterans' activities, and a war 
chronology as well as a military map of Philadelphia.62 
Taylor also included numerous illustrations. His regimental 
sketches, the committee noted, had been "verified or revised 
by leading members of the associations" that were still ac
tive, and "personal recollections of survivors." Other 
illustrations were "from . . . original drawings by the 
author . . . selected with discriminating judgement . . .
[and] give to the text a sentiment that invites the readers' 
close attention."63

That Taylor was selected by the city to write the Civil 
War history and by the Valley Forge Park Commission to write 
the first important guidebook attests to the high regard in 
which he was held by his contemporaries. He was seen as much 
as historian as illustrator. This probably explains why his 
sketches of Philadelphia have heretofore been viewed more as 
historical than contemporary documentation. As his Philadel
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phia series is reevaluated, however, its true contribution to 
the city's history will be realized. Perhaps he will again 
be appreciated as both author and artist.

A closer look at some specific drawings will demonstrate 
Taylor's ability to record a city in transition as it began 
to lose some of its industrial age prestige and settled into 
a comfortable, if uninspired, middle age. Penn's surveyor 
Thomas Holme laid out the "greene countrie towne" on a grid 
with five public park squares.64 (Figs. 24 & 25) While 
Taylor included all of them in his series, two with their 
surrounding structures particularly reflect the changing city 
as it entered the twentieth century. South Washington Square 
#18 (Fig. 26), originally known as Southeast Public Square, 
shows the southwest portion of a square at the center of 
Philadelphia's publishing industry, which was at its zenith 
when this view appeared in George Barton's Little Journeys 
Around Old Philadelphia in 19 2 5 . 65 In the southwest corner, 
facing the viewer, Taylor shows the small, still extant Farm 
Journal Building. On the opposite southeast corner, just out 
of view was the publishing house of Lea and Febiger, founded 
in 1785 by Matthew Cary, the oldest publishing house in 
America. Also on the eastern side of the square is the J. B. 
Lippincott Company, founded in 1782, publisher of Taylor's 
book for the Poor Richard Club, two of the editions of the 
Valley Forge guidebook, as well as an article on New York 
lakes for the firm's monthly magazine.66
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Just to the north of the square was the Curtis Building, 
a name synonymous with the city's role as the leading popular 
magazine publishing center, home of the Ladies' Home Journal 
(1883) and the Saturday Evening Post (1897). Both these 
magazines, but particularly the Ladles' Home Journal, influ
enced the middle class female population of the United 
States. The Journal followed in the tradition of Godev1s 
Ladies Book which first gave advice on clothes, food, house 
decoration, manners and morals to its readers.67 The white 
marble building contained a glass mosaic mural, The Dream 
Garden, designed by magazine illustrator Maxfield Parrish, 
and executed by the Louis C. Tiffany Studios in 1916 incorpo
rating the ideals of the craftsman movement. Just off the
square was the Public Ledger Building, home to one of the
city's leading newspapers, and for many years Taylor's place 
of work.

The square itself had modest beginnings, and the park 
space was used as a burial grounds first for American and 
British soldiers of the Revolution, and later, in 1793, for 
victims of the yellow fever epidemic. The Walnut Street
prison was located at the northeast corner at that time. The
square's character began to change in 1825 "and gradually 
began to acquire a more residential character."68 In Taylor's 
watercolor, the row of buildings on the left (south) facing 
the square, gives a good idea of how Colonial and early 
federal Philadelphia must have looked with its prevalent red 
brick. The Meredith-Penrose House, on the western end of the
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row, closest to the viewer, with the cast iron railings above 
the basement, w j s  built by prominent merchant Asaph Stone in 
1823. Writer Christopher Morley lived just two houses west.

The Greek Revival First Presbyterian Church shown in the 
left foreground was designed by John Haviland and built in 
1822. The church, which Hogarth called "one of the finest 
Greek Revival churches in the city," was razed in 1939.69 
Whether or not Taylor had any insight into the church's 
eminent demise, he was aware in looking around his city that 
architectural treasurers were disappearing. He was also 
aware that as important as a building such as this was indi
vidually, its relationship to its surroundings, its influence 
on the character of the city, in this case, Washington Square 
in particular, was equally significant. Even though the to
pography of the city was destined to change, and Taylor 
certainly appreciated the need for that change, he also knew 
it was important to understand what preceded, which is why 
this series was so important for him and to us.

A reconstructed colonial residence is on the east side 
of the Square as is the Italianate Philadelphia Athenaeum, 
symbol of the city's dedication to learning and architectural 
progress, and where this work now resides. The Athenaeum was 
designed by John Notman, and built between 1845-1847. It 
was, wrote Leland Roth, "One of the earliest instances of the 
more correct use of the palazzo mode . . . at a time when 
such buildings were usually designed as Greek Temples."70 
Here in the Square was the successful blending of colonial,
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federal, Greek, and Italian architectural styles. It repre
sents the city's encouragement of architectural experimen
tation as well as the city's continued cultural literacy and 
social tolerance as different styles, religions, and social 
classes co-existed in harmony.71

Taylor chose to record this view of the square on a 
rainy day, and thus we should consider the "color" of 
paintings of Philadelphia which often have a subdued tone or 
feel. This look can be attributed in part to the city's 
physical attributes as well as its conservative heritage. 
Philadelphia was described by Carl and Jessica Bridenbaugh in 
Rebels and Gentlemen as a city and countryside of soft browns 
and grays and deep reds, due to the native fieldstone, and 
the use of red bricks as the primary building material in the 
city.72 Louis Mumford in The Brown Decades attributes the 
city's overall muted atmosphere to Eakin's pallete of "yellow 
brown and dark sienna"73 Philadelphia historian Struthers 
Burt also commented on the soft gray, yet luminous atmosphere 
which remains a consideration of artists.74 Bright colors 
might certainly appear as interior decoration, but the pre
vailing exterior impression was one of subtle gradations in 
color.75 Taylor's use of black and white wash, and water
colors that often only suggest the values, fittingly reflect 
the city's atmospheric subtleties.

Taylor's fine perspective drawing also includes the 
local citizenry as well as contemporary modes of trans
portation, including the electric trolly car, here in
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juxtaposition with the then still prominent horse-drawn 
carriage. In 1925, Washington Square, as was much of older 
Philadelphia, was still a place where businesses and resi
dences co-existed. Even in the mid-twentieth century 
Christopher Morley could walk from his home to the Public 
Ledger Building where he worked. But the trolly as well as 
other factors permitted a decentralization of the urban 
population as the newer houses on larger, less expensive 
parcels away from inner city congestion built or were made 
accessible.76 Warner notes in The Private City that "By 1900 
every major street in Philadelphia carried an electric 
streetcar line. . . . "77

Taylor no doubt visited often with his friend "Kit" 
Morley, submitted articles to Lippincott's, and regularly 
dropped by the Sketch Club, a few blocks away. He had a 
particularly close attachment to Washington Square. To him 
it represented the successful blending of public and private 
interests that made the city a vibrant place. Its publishing 
houses and newspaper buildings provided the opportunities for 
Special Artists and illustrators to disseminate through 
pictures and words what the country was all about, document
ing and influencing American cultural development. Philadel
phia in fact had always been a literate city hungry for in
formation and appreciated its illustrators even perhaps more 
than its other artists because these men and women, through 
the press, were part of their daily lives.78
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Taylor'3 black and white wash Rittenhouse Square 48 
(Fig. 27), the former Southwest Public Square, symbolizes the 
city's move westward as he shows this upper class meeting 
area with John Notman's Holy Trinity Episcopal Church (1857- 
59) in the background.79 There were no burial grounds or 
prison here, and, as Bobbye Burke writes in Historic 
Rittenhouse. "By the end of the Civil War, Rittenhouse Square 
was completely surrounded by private homes."80 These were not 
just the homes of wealthy merchants, but also the residences 
of the city's elite including Joshua B. Lippincott and Joseph 
and Sarah Harrison. The Harrison home was "the most opulent 
residence of the city" with an entire wing serving as a 
picture gallery.81 When property directly on the square was 
no longer available, the surrounding streets became the first 
choice for those wanting to live in close proximity to 
Philadelphia's first families. These new residents, many 
related by birth or through marriage to the city's old fami
lies, could afford the services of an architect. And the 
section west of the square, notes Burke, is the finest 
"concentration of the work of Philadelphia's most important 
nineteenth century architects," including homes and churches 
by Frank Furness, Theophilus P. Chandler, G. W. and W. D. 
Hewitt, Henry Sims, Walter Cope and John Stewardson, and John 
McArthur.82 On the square they practiced generally in the 
Beaux-Arts style following Chandler's emphasis on 
"correctness" of design which set the standard there.83
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Taylor's view of Rittenhouse Square shows it prior to 
its decline in the late 1920s, and after the redesign of its 
landscape by Paul Cret in 1913-14, when "Its Shady tree-lined 
paths, inviting greensward, and comfortable benches created a 
focus for families . . . and generations of toddlers with 
their nurses considered the square their playground."84 As 
economic and social patterns shifted after World War I, 
however, the large (3,000-5,000 square feet) homes became 
"difficult to maintain as single-family residences." Not 
only were substantial domestic staffs no longer available, 
but repairs to heating and electrical systems, as well as 
plumbing and roof improvements and/or replacements, led 
owners to seriously consider the financial benefits of 
demolition and the construction of apartment and office 
buildings.85 While the Square and its surrounding area 
remains residential, with some of the city's finest apartment 
buildings still providing the area with an air of refinement, 
gone is Taylor's view of the reserved opulence that the 
Square once personified. What remains, however, is the sense 
of community founded on diversity that, just as on Washington 
Square, was what made Rittenhouse Square initially success
ful; and what Taylor recognized as an important contribution 
to the urban environment.

What both these scenes also show is the importance not 
just of the buildings but of the outdoor space. Philadel
phians treated the street as an important part of everyday 
life beginning in colonial times. Much of the community
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activity occurred outside, and the streetscapes of the city 
"affected and reflected" the attitudes the city's residents 
had toward themselves and the city. From the beginning 
Philadelphia was designed to promote citizen interaction.
Its grid layout of public squares provided a uniformity of 
design that encouraged neighborhood cohesiveness, and 
Independence Square offered a large public gathering place 
for major events such as the reading of the newly written 
Declaration of Independence, and later, celebrations of the 
Fourth of July. Inns and coffeehouses were gathering places 
for the exchange of information as most business was 
conducted face to face.

The nineteenth century landscape was a changing one for 
Philadelphia as the city expanded westward past Broad to 
Rittenhouse Square and ultimately across the Schuylkill where 
Taylor himself would reside. Downtown or "Center City," 
however, remained an active area both culturally and 
economically, although increasingly dominated by banks, 
insurance buildings, and the imposing city hall, a thirty 
year construction project that climaxed in 1901. Some of 
Taylor's best drawings show a blending of old and new, 
commercial and residential in this urban core, such as Sansom 
Street East of 8th #21 (Fig. 28) dated 1914. Here Taylor 
captured a typical day on the street just a block northwest 
of Washington Square. Not one of Philadelphia's small 
alleyways, Sansom had ample room for horsedrawn carts, motor 
cars, and the ever-present trolly. The shops which lined
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both sides of the street include a variety of architectural 
styles all blended together with business owners and/or 
renters living above the establishments. Taylor chose an 
interesting vantage point, for as the street heads east, it 
narrows or jogs due to the large imposing nine-story building 
in its path. This "skyscraper" is indicative of the 
architectural search for a modern approach to dealing with 
structural and scale differences. Like Adler and Sullivan's 
Wainwright Building in St. Louis, this Sansom Street edifice 
uses a columnar form to express function with a base, shaft 
and capital, emphasizing the different operations occurring 
within each section without sacrificing the feeling of 
vertical thrust.86

A different viewpoint on the changing skyline is seen in 
Taylor's 1911 wash Where Old Philadelphia Still Clings to the 
Soil .87 Here Taylor recorded the undulating rooftops of the 
city as the sloping, snow-covered (?) roofs of the middle 
ground catch and reflect the bright sunlight while the ever 
expanding city skyline continues into the distance. Rather 
than appearing misplaced, the modern building in the 
background adds a new architectural dimension to the view, 
finding its niche in the city's great building tradition.

Taylor's ground level view Broad and Filbert Streets #2 
again shows that architectural and social harmony can be 
achieved as change occurs. Here the rear of the smaller 
scale residential structures and foreground park area records 
the human side of the city where citizens could still find
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places to enjoy the out-of-doors and chat with their neighbor 
or the local foot patrolman. This amiable scene at the 
intersection of the heart of the city, is set against an 
imposing backdrop of large scale office buildings and the 
Gothic inspired Broad Street Station which dwarf the almost 
eighteenth century setting below.

There are many messages to be read here, but not one 
which would eliminate all modern structures and return the 
city to the days of Benjamin Franklin. What Taylor is saying 
and demonstrating throughout this entire series, is that 
there could be room for past, present, and future; that each 
have values that should be appreciated.88 He understood that 
what made Philadelphia great was the variety of ideas it 
originally encouraged. There was danger in a conformity that 
refused to acknowledge new contributions. The city needed to 
change to preserve its vitality, and that was part of 
Taylor's message. Also, that buildings communicate the 
city's evolution and symbolize what made and makes it great. 
To eliminate every trace of the past Taylor knew would 
jeopardize the cultural traditions that brought Philadelphia 
to its turn of the century prominence. Preservation in some 
form was imperative.

Taylor also captured in his series the humanity of the 
city he so highly regarded —  the small community atmosphere 
such as that generated around its squares with a concerned 
citizenry, which he felt should not be sacrificed at the 
expense of new development. He certainly welcomed change,
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and saw a Darwinian progress to be made in making the city a 
continually better place to live and work, but he also 
thought it should be carefully planned. Unfortunately 
Taylor, in his declining years, was often thought of as a man 
who concentrated on capturing "Old Philadelphia" (or should 
it be Olde Philadelphia) on paper. And perhaps that is what 
people wanted to read in his drawings. Maybe the changes 
were too uncomfortable and like the works of West and Eakins, 
revealed a reality no one wanted to admit to. But in fact 
Taylor was a man recording the contemporary city which was 
destined to change. The city could not remain trapped in the 
past if it was to have a viable future, but it had to learn 
how to benefit from it.89

Taylor's industrial views of the city, mostly in black 
and white wash, are some of his most striking. Philadelphia 
At Work - Five O 'clock In Winter Time (Fig. 29) which was 
used by Brandt and Gummere in their guidebook, shows an illu
minated evening view of the city's commercial center, Broad 
Street.90 Taylor sketched this scene across the Pennsylvania 
Railroad's elevated tracks (what became known as the city's 
"Chinese Wall") which led into Broad Street Station, the 
lighted city hall clock tower serving as beacon. This 
sketch, as many in the series, owes part of its interest to 
the skill of the Special Artist to seek interesting vantage 
points.

Broad Street Station was the temple of Philadelphia's 
Iron Age symbol, the steam locomotive, write Burt and
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Davies.91 Taylor's view does not show the red brick medieval 
castle designed by Wilson Brothers & Co., enlarged and 
embellished by Frank Furness in 1892-93. What he does record 
from his aerial vantage point is, in the immediate fore
ground, the stone viaduct which connected the building to the 
former West Philadelphia terminal, the so-called Wall. Just 
above is the arched glass shed, "the largest in the world," 
where "By 1894, 530 trains carrying 60,000 people" arrived 
and departed daily.92 Not only did the city depend on the 
powerful Pennsylvania railroad (among others) for its 
prosperity, but railroads brought this and other Special 
Artist financial rewards, and their inclusion in Taylor's 
depiction of the contemporary city was inevitable.93 Here he 
shows the power and beauty they provided to Philadelphia be
fore the New York Central came in to bankroll the failing 
empire just as New York City would usurp Philadelphia's 
leadership role as America's premiere city.94

Taylor successfully depicts a strictly industrial view 
in his watercolor The Lower Schuylkill #373 (Fig. 30). This 
shows not a romanticized look at industry but the root of 
Philadelphia's Iron Age success, "the basic trinity of iron 
and steel, railroads and coal." This was the "tripod on 
which the city's nineteenth century industrial reputation and 
a large share of its prosperity rested."95 Taylor included 
all the elements here as numerous smokestacks puff away while 
ships and trains provide the important transportation link to 
the hinterlands and beyond. Artistically this well-balanced
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composition, completed when he was 80, creates the feeling of 
quiet strength, typical of Philadelphia's image of itself.

Taylor records what might be considered a more dynamic 
scene further up the Schuylkill in View of Columbia Avenue 
(Fig. 31) cl915. The arching white Philadelphia and Columbia 
Railroad bridge originally linking the city with the "West," 
dominates the scene, dwarfing the spectators, and rowers.
The train is again seen here as the all powerful element 
which ties together the threads of industrial progress, but 
in a graceful, accommodating way as the bridge permits both 
man and machine to occupy space on its roadbed.

When Taylor made this sketch the bridge linked the two 
sides of Fairmont Park, the city long ago having settled the 
river's western shores.96 The park, which "was a place of 
recreation for all" was governed by a separate Fairmont Park 
Commission founded in 18 6 7 . 97 At this time, much of the land 
west of the Schuylkill was added including the portion on 
which Taylor was standing when he made this sketch, and which 
had become the thirty-three acre site of the Zoological 
Gardens in 1874 .98 The popularity of the park was such that
by 1872 it was accommodating 750,000 pedestrians, close to
400,000 horse-drawn vehicles, as well as 26,500 equestrians.99 
Taylor's tinted wash shows these activities as cars, horses, 
and spectators line the west bank of the river and pedes
trians lean over the bridge to watch the rowers as they head
toward the Fairmont Dam. Just above the dam were the
numerous boat houses that were home to various rowing clubs,
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collectively known as the Schuylkill Navy and which Taylor 
included in an earlier vignette for the Daily Graphic as 
noted in Chapter II. Taylor also shows along side the rowers 
one of the many excursion boats that offered a pleasant 
afternoon on the river for those not inclined to physical 
exertion.

It is interesting to compare this twentieth century view 
with Taylor's previously mentioned account of the boat races 
of the Schuylkill Navy for the Daily Graphic in 1874. In 
the nineteenth century illustration there was no bridge 
across the river as the western side was then undeveloped.
The crowds of race viewers all on foot, then lined the 
eastern side of the bank. The "crowd" rather than repre
sented by small, impersonal brush stokes as they would be 
later, is shown as individual people with unique clothing and 
facial features. The human scale was what was important 
here, as is also shown in Taylor's closeup of the pre-race 
activities, and start of the race. A. B. Frost contributed 
detailed "character sketches." Just as Philadelphia was 
becoming larger and somewhat more impersonal, as well as 
controlled by technological advances, Taylor's two views 
reflect an identical perspective.

Fairmont Park was only two miles from Taylor's 
Springfield Avenue home and afforded the artist a respite 
from hectic days in the city while providing him ample 
opportunities for sketching.100 His lovely watercolor First 
Horseless Carriage in Fairmont Park. (Fig. 32) shows again
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his interest in the park as one of the city's important 
landmarks. Taylor here continues his theme of the city's 
ability to accommodate the new while preserving the old in 
this picture of turn of the century recreational activities. 
The setting is the courtyard of M t . Pleasant, the High 
Georgian home built by privateer and sea captain John 
MacPherson (1761-62). Unfortunately, in Taylor's watercolor 
the elaborate Palladian window is obliterated by a tree, and 
the Doric frame and pediment outlining the main entrance are 
concealed by the addition of an awning. Still the beauty of 
the Gibbs inspired structure which John Adams called "the 
most elegant seat in Pennsylvania" is evident; and it makes a 
wonderful backdrop for the activities it frames.101 Reminis
cent of Eakins' painting The Fairman Rogers Four-in-Hand, in 
Taylor's setting it is the horseless carriage that commands 
center stage as its red, black and gold body turns the circle 
and heads straight for the viewer as if to say this is the 
transportation vehicle of the future. The horse-drawn car
riage, however, was still a park fixture as ladies with 
parasols all in white, enjoy a Sunday afternoon outing. Each 
element —  the private colonial residence, the eighteenth/ 
nineteenth century equestrian pleasures, and the early 
twentieth century automobile that provided ever increasing 
mobility —  has a place in this landscape. M t . Pleasant 
stands firm as a symbol of Penn's designs for the city and 
enfolds the changes that naturally occur. And even though 
Taylor places the motorcar in the center of the composition,
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it does not detract from the beauty and grace of what 
preceded it, but adds new variety to the landscape.

Fairmont Park was not the city's first public green 
space. As already discussed, Philadelphia was originally 
planned with five open spaces to relieve congestion and offer 
some discontinuity to the structured grid layout. These 
were, note Goldfield and Brownell in Urban America, "the 
first dedicated public parks in America."102 But, as the city 
landscape became ever more congested, these urban squares did 
not satiate a need for larger public spaces that could 
accommodate a variety of recreational needs.

Nationally, the first such large public landscapes were 
cemeteries, and were planned recreational spaces. One of the 
earliest was Philadelphia's Laurel Hill with its ninety-five 
acres of "winding paths and carefully designed terraces laid 
out in 1836 by John Notman whose buildings it should be 
remembered graced Washington and Rittenhouse squares.103 
Cemeteries like Laurel Hill were usually on the edge of the 
city, offering a true rest from the crowded urban environment 
—  for its residents and visitors —  and were quite popular. 
In 1848 30,000 people had visited Laurel Hill, a number which 
rose to 140,000 in 1861. Here city residents could picnic 
under the shade trees or walk along wooded paths and breathe 
the fresh air.

As the population grew, and interest in recreational 
activities for health exceeded the abilities of the cemetery 
to accommodate these new pastimes, a larger area was
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eventually called for. This resulted in Philadelphia's 
interest in establishing an extensive park system along the 
Schuylkill. In 1855 the old Robert Morris estate at Lemon 
Hill was transferred to direct city management and Fairmont 
Park was born. Later other estates were added, particularly 
after the completion of the Fairmont Dam which created swamp 
like conditions and a breading ground for typhoid carrying 
mosquitoes. The park eventually abutted Laurel Hill and 
really seemed an extension of the original Notman design.

From the beginning Fairmont Park (following Penn's 
creed), was egalitarian in nature with both public and 
private funds used to provide benefits for all. That so much 
of the park consisted of estates bequeathed to the city, is 
again a testament to the Philadelphia philosophy of private 
support for the public good be it funds for improvement of 
the State House, Rittenhouse Square, or a 2200 foot toboggan 
run for Fairmont Park. Taylor's watercolors show the park 
remained an important gathering place for all citizens into 
the twentieth century when the Ben Franklin Parkway brought 
it "to the center of the city."104

The eastern side of Philadelphia along the Delaware 
remained the active port it had been since the days of 
William Penn when the city's location was selected. This 
river connected Philadelphia with the outside world while 
the Schuylkill, its western boarder, was the "highway to the 
interior."105 Taylor chose an interesting composition for his 
wash At the Foot of South Street *35 (Fig. 33) to document
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the commercial activity along the Delaware. Here in black 
and white, color would seem inappropriate, he examined the 
docks at close range rather than the distant wide angle 
vantage point he used in recording the industrial complex on 
the lower Schuylkill. The viewer is now not a remote 
observer, but an active participant in the dark environment 
which seems more like the city's true pulse. Nineteenth and 
twentieth century transportation modes again meet under the 
elevated tracks to transport incoming wool, glass, iron, and 
molasses from England, Germany, Scandinavia and the West 
Indies and outgoing coal and grain. The trans-Atlantic ship 
in the right middle ground was probably part of the Inter
national Navigation Company on its way to Liverpool and 
Antwerp. Motorcars, horsedrawn vehicles, and steam engines 
bustle in the foreground as the day's activity commences.

The strong patterned shapes of this composition along 
with the effective use of light and shadow, create a dramatic 
quality. The only true vertical is the powerful bridge sup
port that maintains the elevated railroad tracks. The 
remaining dominant lines —  the railroad bed with its tracks 
and ties, the steamship's smokestack, the masts and rigging 
on the windjammer and its prominent bow, a3 well as the 
architecture of the dock building in the left middle ground 
—  are all angled, creating a feeling of tension appropriate 
to the scene. The only softening curved lines occur in the 
more human scale of the foreground as a set of rails takes 
the viewer's eye off into the inner operations of the wharf.
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Philadelphia had the smallest immigrant population of 
any of the colonial seacoast cities and the immigrants who 
did arrive were largely English, Irish, and Germans, later to 
be supplemented by European Jews and Italians. There was 
also a small Chinese population in the city and Taylor chose 
to record that segment of the city's ethnic heritage in his 
1923 watercolor Far East Restaurant (Fig. 34). Of course 
Philadelphia had been an initial participant in the China 
Trade, and Taylor no doubt wanted to underscore this aspect 
of the city's early trade history. In addition it should be 
remembered, he had visited and painted Chinese establishments 
on his travels to Cuba, recording Havana's Chinese Theater on 
the 1880 Grant Trip. Always seemingly aware of the 
importance of an appreciation of cultural diversity in one's 
own personal development and of Philadelphia's as well,
Taylor saw this subject as appropriate for his series of city 
drawings which were designed to capture all aspects of the 
city's history. He chose a magnificent architectural facade 
to represent the city's Chinese ties. The building directly 
abuts a Mansard roofed structure whose plain exterior, along 
with that of its neighbor, is in sharp contrast to the 
multifaceted restaurant that projects outward into the 
sidewalk area. Neither the awnings on the small building to 
the right, nor the interesting roof lines of the tall 
adjoining structures to the left can compete with the varied 
roof lines, porches, and decorations of the Far East 
establishment.
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While demonstrating Taylor's architectural artistic 
ability, this watercolor also displays a somewhat fumbled 
delineation of human figures. His skill at rendering people 
was, occasionally, inconsistent and sometimes even a detri
ment to the composition.106 And yet, he knew the figures 
added an important aspect to the overall theme of the work 
just as the human element was important to his own life.
Here the figures not only add scale, but indicate the inte
gration of the Chinese into city life as Taylor shows two 
well-dressed women descending the stairs as they leave the 
restaurant while a Chinese host looks on. The woman 
approaching from the left shows no hesitation as she walks 
toward the two Chinese gentlemen conversing on the sidewalk, 
while a third leans against a supporting porch post. Without 
these figures this painting might have been more successful 
artistically, but Taylor generally attempted to humanize his 
work, making it more personal and thereby perhaps more 
valuable to the potential buyer. And, as mentioned previ
ously, Philadelphia was a city where people interacted on the 
streets. If Taylor wanted to record the city on any given 
day, lifeless streets would be an anomaly. Here he has 
documented a part of turn of the century Philadelphia life, 
not merely preserved a building on paper.

What is important to realize here and in all Taylor's 
drawings is that even though his main purpose was to record 
an aspect of urban life, Taylor "composed" his pictures to 
obtain the desired effect. He wanted the average Philadel
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phia householder to purchase his photolithographs for their 
walls and in portfolios to display on their coffee tables.
He felt it was the responsibility of the artist to assist 
these middle-class Americans to "know the good in art from 
the bad."107 It would be unconscionable to record a scene 
without trying to also make it a good composition, and in his 
lectures on art he constantly reiterated the need for all 
young artists to heed this directive.108 While he may have 
been basically self-taught, his work with the country's top 
artists made him aware of the elements of an effective and 
pleasing composition. And his inheritance of the moral 
responsibility of the artist from West, Peale, and 
Philadelphia itself, made it imperative that his work be well 
executed.

Taylor recorded a time when Philadelphia was changing. 
Not the great city it once was where everyone looked outward 
and cared for their neighbor, but one where privatization had 
created an atmosphere where people began to look inward and 
were basically concerned with themselves. Rather than being 
receptive to new ideas the city seemed content to retain its 
status quo, to rest on its laurels so to speak. While great 
artists got their start at the Academy, they had to leave to 
find acceptance. John Sloan, Henry Glackens, Everett Shinn, 
and Mary Cassatt left for New York and Europe, and even 
Joseph Pennell who retained the closest ties to the city, 
spent much of his artistic life abroad. Taylor was certainly 
aware of the changing climate of the city he loved, and by
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recording what he considered the best aspects of the city's 
cultural heritage and its new urban landscape, he tried to 
visually reinforce the ideals of civic pride, brotherly love, 
and historical commitment. He saw the city fail to solidly 
support the Sesqui-Centennial in 1926 which must have caused 
him great concern in the year prior to his death. Fewer 
people attended the nation's 150 anniversary party than the 
187 6 Centennial which had launched his career, providing a 
sad ending note to his life, but he always held out hope for 
the future.

Philadelphia's role in the founding of the nation held 
moral implications for Taylor who saw the preservation and 
continuation of the ideals of the Constitution an important 
part of the city's responsibility to the nation. His two 
major written works, the guidebook for Valley Forge and the 
city's Civil War history, reinforce his theme of the 
importance of the preservation of these early values, and 
they have kept his memory alive. He embraced the city's and 
nation's concern for history in part due to his coverage of 
the Centennial when self-examination created a new civic 
pride. He also inherited an artistic tradition from West, 
Peale, and Eakins which saw realistic visual representation 
of contemporary life a worthy goal, and as history, accu
rately depicted, a valid part of that realism. As a 
journalist in a city with a rich publishing tradition, 
factual reporting was instilled from early on, and he seemed 
to enjoy the telling of an interesting story. Had Taylor
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taken up residence in another city his skill at reporting may 
have remained constant, but it is doubtful if he would have 
found the encouragement to expand his career or the 
philosophical base that gave meaning to his work.

Even though Philadelphia suffered a loss of prestige as 
it moved into the twentieth century, its influences on all 
aspects of American life remained. The grid street plan was 
adopted by cities, including Clayton, New York, as the 
country expanded westward; the Ladies' Home Journal and 
S a t u r d a y  Evening Post continued to influence family values 
far outside the city boundaries; Owen Wister gave America the 
quintessential cowboy and John B. Stetson provided his most 
recognized accoutrement; the Liberty Bell and the flag con
tinued to symbolize American values; and Thomas Eakins and 
Walt Whitman provided visual and written testament to 
individual pride. Taylor was an important part of that 
influence as his writings and illustrations preserved the 
best aspects of Philadelphia's transformation from colonial 
seaport to nineteenth century industrial giant, to twentieth 
century urban center. He hoped future generations would 
appreciate the values Philadelphia embodied, and carefully 
venture forward without disregard for the past.

It is fitting that he is buried in Laurel Hill cemetery, 
now almost at the heart of the city, where forever he remains 
simultaneously a part of the urban and rural environment. 
There he sleeps in the city's early greenspace as a keeper of 
the flame of the city's most important citizens.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1Letter from Frank H. Taylor to the Philadelphia Sketch 
Club addressed "Friend Creighton." Reprinted in the History 
of the Philadelphia Sketch Club by Sidney C. Lomas, 1936, p. 
824. Mr. Lomas was appointed Club Historian in 1933 as the 
Club approached its seventy-fifth birthday and the need was 
felt for a comprehensive history of the organization. Mr. 
Lomas also served as Club secretary, a position to which he 
was elected in 1921 the year following Taylor's presidency. 
Taylor's letter was written to thank Club members who had 
visited him while he was confined to his home because of 
"grippe." He was feeling better when he wrote the letter, 
but said he was "a prey to mental loneliness." He never 
returned to the Club.

Reproductions of Taylor's drawings were sold in the 
1920s at the Charles Sessler Gallery at 1314 Walnut Street 
and J. E. Barr and Company, 1109 Walnut Street. A list of 
available prints and prices for the two galleries have 
survived. Both advertised Taylor's work as drawings of "Old 
Philadelphia." A quote from Philadelphia writer, 
newspaperman, and friend, Christopher Morley, reproduced on 
both lists stated that "'Frank H. Taylor has certainly done 
more than any other living man to keep alive Philadelphia's 
appreciation of her historic past through hundreds of 
charming drawings of old beauty spots and old-time vistas.'" 
The prints were 12 x 15 (J. E. Barr lists them at 8 x 10) and 
sold for $2.50 each, or $2 each for five or more. A 
portfolio of forty-eight selected prints was available for 
$48. The more extensive Barr list also noted that the artist 
would make "special drawings . . .  of old structures for 
those interested." Each drawing had a number, and these 
numbers often appear on the original wash drawings and 
watercolors. Where known, they will be provided when 
discussing Taylor's work. The Barr list of 406 prints plus 
six New Jersey subjects is at the Library Company of 
Philadelphia. The Sessler list of 266 prints plus the six 
New Jersey views is from the HSP.

3For a comprehensive background on Philadelphia's 
founding see Struther's Burt, Philadelphia: Holy Experiment 
(Garden City, NJ: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 1945); 
Carl and Jessica Bridenbaugh, Rebels and Gentlemen: Weigley, 
ed., Philadelphia; Warner, The Private Cltv: and Sylvia
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Doughty Fries Chapter 3, "William Penn's 'Greene Country 
Towne,'" in The Urban Idea in Colonial America (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1977).

4It is logical that what has been termed American Art 
should emerge from a city which called itself "the most 
American of American Cities.'" (Weigley, p. 530). Besides 
being the birthplace of the nation, it was physically at the 
center as "all maps made in the colonies" from before the 
Revolutionary War and well after, "calculated their longitude 
from the Meridian of Philadelphia." This line, set in 1769, 
was 75 degrees, 8 minutes, 45 seconds west of Greenwich —  
running through Independence Hall. G. Don Fairbairn, 
Philadelphia: Fabulous City for 'Firsts' (Wyncote, PA: Kirsh 
Publishing Co., 1976) p. 7. ^American Realism began in part, 
wrote Marianne Doezema in American Realism and the Industrial 
Age, because "the pragmatic merchants and farmers of the New 
World developed a taste for the straightforward, honest 
depiction of real life in actual places. An identifiably 
native imagery and style began to emerge, derived from a 
predilection for real subjects presented with as much 
clarity, precision and honesty as the artist's skills 
permitted." Doezma, American Realism (Cleveland: The 
Cleveland Museum of Art, 1980), p. 12.

5The phrase, while often used to describe the city in 
the early nineteenth century as did Edgar P . Richardson in 
his chapter, "The Athens of America 1800-1825" in Weigley's 
Philadelphia. is not attributed to contemporary sources 
except for Gilbert Stuart who once said he resided in the 
Athens of America when discussing his tenure in Philadelphia. 
Philadelphia and Periclean Athens shared similar 
characteristics that influenced their urban excellence, some 
of which will be discussed in this chapter. But whether 
Philadelphian's consciously viewed themselves as Athenian 
counterparts has not been firmly established.

6Burt, Philadelphia: Holy Experiment, p. 7.

7ibid.. p. 59. In both cases the permanent citizenship 
eventually assumed an orthogenetic character.

8For additional information on Philadelphia's lucrative 
maritime trade see Bridenbaughs' Rebels and Gentlemen and 
Jonathan Goldstein, Philadelphia and the China Trade 1682- 
1846 (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 1978) .
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9Richardson, "The Athens of America," Philadelphiaf 
Weigley, ed., p. 230. The Bristol Pike was the oldest road 
to New York originally designated as the King's Highway in 
1675. William Penn traveled this road to his Pennsbury 
Manor, and John Adams as well as other delegates used it to 
arrive at the Continental Congress in 1775. In 1781 
Washington and his army marched along the road to their 
Yorktown victory. Francis Burke Brandt and Henry Volkmar 
Gummere, Byways and Boulevards In and About Historic 
Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Corn Exchange National Bank,
1925), p. 308.

10For more information on city development see Lewis 
Mumford, The City in History: Its Origins. Its 
Transformations, and Its Prospects (New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1961).

n Harry M. Tinkcom writes in his chapter "The 
Revolutionary City 17 65-1783," that the "veneration of the 
bell as the 'Liberty Bell' was a nineteenth century 
development courtesy of the George Lippard one of the city's 
popular writers." The connection of Betsy Ross and the 
creation of the flag was also an embellished historical fact 
aided by Mrs. Ross' grandson. Whatever their true origins, 
that the bell and flag became national symbols for 
independence and associated with Philadelphia remains a fact. 
Tinkcom, "The Revolutionary City," Philadelphia, Weigley, 
ed., pp. 124-225.

12Richardson, "The Athens of America," Philadelphia. 
Weigley, ed., p 241.

13lbid. Richardson goes on to note that Philadelphia 
would retain its maritime economy, adjusting to industrial 
change, even when "older seaport cities faded away before the 
thrust of machines."

14Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, p. 202.

15Russell F. Weigley, "The Border City in Civil War 1854- 
1865," Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., p. 398

lsRichardson, "The Athens of America,” Philadelphia, 
Weigley, ed., p. 240.

17A photolithograph of this sketch is in the collection 
of the Library Company of Philadelphia, the location of the 
original is unknown. The original Mint, established by an
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act of Congress in 1792, stood on Seventh Street from 1793- 
1833, and was "the first building erected in any part of the 
United States under the authority of the National Govern
ment." Brandt and Gummere, Bvwavs and Boulevards, p. 260.

18Strickland had a great interest in archeology, not 
surprising in a city that was instrumental in the development 
of the discipline through West and at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Strickland's most famous classical 
Philadelphia building was his Second National Bank of the 
United States in which he utilized the measured drawings of 
Stuart and Revett for his "copy" of the Parthenon. Roth, A 
Concise History of American Architecture, pp. 86-87.

19Equally important was the symbolic connection of the 
Mint as unifier of America as it developed a standardized 
coinage system for the nation. The Philadelphia Mint remains 
the nation's largest.

20Paul Hogarth, Walking Tours of Old Philadelphia, p. ix.

21Eventually the great publishing houses and the leaders 
in the art world moved to New York.

22By 1750 less than one-quarter of the city's inhabitants 
were Friends. As their fortunes grew and social position 
became of greater concern, many Quakers joined the upperclass 
Anglican (Protestant Episcopal) church. Baltzell, 
Philadelphia Gentlemen, p. 238.

23This "school" included besides Claypool, a member of 
one of Philadelphia's most prominent families, John Meng, 
Matthew Pratt, Benjamin West, William Williams, and Eugene 
duSmitiere. For a more comprehensive look at this period of 
Philadelphia Art see Chapter V, "The Arts Move Westward, in 
Bridenbaughs' Rebels and Gentlemen, pp. 135-178. IClaypool's 
brother ran James' Coffee House, "a favorite meeting place 
for these artists." Ibid., p. 165.

2,Even though West would leave Philadelphia, his Quaker 
outlook would influence all American artists, many from 
Philadelphia, who would travel to England to study with him. 
These artists then returned home incorporating West's 
philosophies into their own work. America's other 
outstanding Colonial painter was Bostonian John Singleton 
Copley. Unfortunately when he left Boston for England, 
Copley's ties to his native country were severed. West 
remained a Philadelphian but Copley became a Londoner.
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25Philip S. Klein and Ari Hoogenboom, A History of 
Pennsylvania (1973; rpt. University Park: The Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 1980), p. 265.

26Kenneth Silverman, A Cultural History of the American 
Revolution (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 197 6), p. 172.

27Harris writes that "the [American] Revolution proved a 
godsend to art and the artist life . . . [it] created a 
History, marked with a great event the beginning of an epoch, 
and introduced the factors of time and specific creation into 
the consciousness of a people." He further notes that art 
now had a mission in reassuring the people of unity and 
harmony. Neil Harris, The Artist in American Society: The 
Formative Years 1790-1860 (New York: George Braziller, 1966), 
pp. 15-17.

28His innovative labeling techniques, however, did 
provide important and accurate written documentation.

29This was the first school of its kind in the United 
States. Peale's first attempt came in 1791 when he tried 
forming a drawing school for promising young artists. This 
was unsuccessful and in 17 94 in cooperation with Philadelphia 
carver William Rush and Italian Sculptor Giuseppe Cerracchi 
and others, he formed the Columbianum, an association de
signed to promote the arts in America. This attempt also 
failed. Finally on December 6, 1805, Philadelphia's most 
progressive citizens subscribed to articles of agreement 
providing for the creation of the Pennsylvania Academy of the 
Fine Arts which antedated by nineteen years the founding of 
the National Gallery in London. The meeting took place in 
the State House in the room then used by the Continental 
Congress, an appropriate location for the birth of American 
art.

30"Secretary's notes, October 2, 1869," Archives of 
American Art, Roll 3665.

31Lomas, History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club, p. 59. 
In addition to the History, information about the Philadel
phia Sketch Club has been preserved by the Archives of 
American Art who microfilmed the club's records in 1985 as 
part of their Philadelphia Collecting Project; rolls 3665, 
3666, 3919, and 3920. Information is also found in The 
Sketch Club in its Ninetieth Year, published by the Club in 
1950, N. pag., and The Club's 100th Anniversary Calendar
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published in 1960, N. pag. Both items are on file at the 
HSP.

32Lomas, History of the Philadelphia Sketch Club, p. 59.

33Archives of American Art, Roll 3665.

34FHT, Manuscript Collection, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3.

35lQQth Anniversary Calendar. It is interesting to note 
that while the Sketch Club was focused on promoting American 
talent, that did not mean they were unaware of or 
uninterested in what was occurring in Europe. Many of the 
PSC members traveled to Paris, and a gift of sketches was 
presented to the Club by the Paris Sketch Club who requested 
samples in return.

36The Sketch Club in its Ninetieth Year, and Clipping 
from the Evening Telegraph. May 10, 1873, Archives of 
American Art, Roll 3665.

37,,Secretary' s notes September 11, 1875 - December 26, 
1885," Archives of American Art, Roll 3665. Here again the 
concern with scientific accuracy. Philadelphia was a city 
with a strong medical tradition and the influence of the 
profession permeated all aspects of cultural development.
The connection between science and the arts is a historic 
one, and the desire for a thorough understanding of the human 
body in order to represent it whether on canvas or stone has 
long been the concern of the artist. That Philadelphia 
artists had immediate access to excellent medical facilities 
and practitioners made a systematic, precise study of human 
anatomy easily accessible to all. It also exposed them to a 
logical, rational approach to rendering the human form —  a 
thought process that might be adapted to their own work, 
particularly in the case of Special Artists who needed to 
approach the coverage of a story in a straightforward manner.

38Ibid. From 1870 to 187 6 the Academy was in rented 
quarters while the present building was under construction 
and classes were limited. lOne time a fire broke out during 
the Life Class when the Club was headquartered at 11th and 
Walnut Streets. Although in another section of the building, 
and with fortunately no major damage occurring to the Club's 
rooms, stories of how the model was hastily dressed with the 
help of Club members and discreetly taken out to the street 
without causing comment, are a lively part of the Club's 
history.
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39Ihid.r "Secretary's notes January, 1918 to April,
1924."

40Ibid. In 1907 when Taylor presented a silver cup to 
Covington Few "Fewey" Seiss for twenty-two years service as 
Club secretary (he would continue in that position until his 
death in 1915), Taylor reminisced about the cup presented to 
him for his new son "now older than his father was at that 
time." He said he met Fewey's father, a popular minister, on 
his first day in Philadelphia when his new employer insisted 
he attend Sunday church services.

41This was a follow-up on the enthusiastic response the 
Club had to an earlier publication of caricature sketches 
originally intended for Club members, but which attracted 
much attention.

42Eakins was elected an honorary member of the Club in
1879.

43Burt and Davies note that in the 1890s cricket was 
extremely popular in Philadelphia drawing as many as 20,000 
spectators. The city even sent teams to compete in England 
and vise versa. . Nathaniel Burt and Wallace E. Davies, "The 
Iron Age 1876-1905," Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., p. 519. 
iThe Grub Club was organized in 1888 by Taylor's long time 
friend F. C. Schell, and then president Walter Dunk. Because 
a number of Club members would meet at noon at a local 
lunchroom "to eat, relax, and keep each other up-to-date with 
anecdotes and local gossip" (all had studios in the vicinity 
of the establishment on 8th Street below Walnut), it was 
reasoned that they could relax just as well at the Club which 
was only three blocks away. At first the group brought their 
lunches from home. Gradually as the popularity of the noon 
group grew, officially christened the Grub Club, the lunch 
was catered. The group still meets once a week on Thursdays 
and is responsible for organizing the Christmas Gala where 
the famous "fish house punch" is served. PSC Portfolio. 
November 1986. Note: This later Portfolio is a newsletter
and not the same publication that Taylor first initiated in 
1874 .

44The Sketch Club in its Ninetieth Year.

45Invitations for special dinners and other events have 
also been preserved as well as Christmas Cards designed by 
the members and contributed to the Club's scrapbook. During
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an outing held at Dunk's Ferry on Saturday, June 10, 1905, 
Taylor received first mention for his sketch made during that 
day.

46City directories do not always have Taylor listed 
during these years, and his address appears intermittently in 
Club files as 1303 N. 6th Street, and 718-724 Arch Street.
The 6th Street location was his first home, and it may have 
been when away from the city Mrs. Taylor and Walter stayed 
with her mother. The Arch Street address, a seven story cast 
iron building, was a business address he used for a number of 
years, apparently when he was no longer a partner with 
Ferdinand Smith.

470riginally laid out as Dean Street c.1756, it was 
renamed Camac in the 1900s for the family of Captain Turner 
Camac who came to the city from Ireland in 1804. A grandson, 
Dr. William Camac was a founder of the Philadelphia Zoo. Paul 
Hogarth, Walking Tours of Old Philadelphia, p. 137.

48This club was originally two properties erected in 
1795, one of them for Richard Wister, a pioneer merchant and 
member of the Board of Directors of the Library Company of 
Philadelphia.

49Burt and Davies, "Iron Age," Philadelphia. Weigley, 
ed., p. 520.

“ Ibid.. p. 523. This blending of rich and poor was also 
made possible by the fact that "discretion" was the key; 
ostentatious or the flaunting of one's position were 
unacceptable. Everyone, wrote Burt and Davies, seemed to be 
"striving toward the same ends; a respectable family, nestled 
in a respectable house at least as decorously comfortable as 
the neighbors', whether the house had three or thirty rooms."

“ Nicholas B. Wainwright, "The Age of Nicholas Biddle 
1825-1841," Philadelphia, Weigley, ed., p. 301.

“ Up until then the Hall had been maintained by Charles 
Willson Peale whose museum, with portraits of American heroes 
including Lafayette, was on the second floor. In 1828 the 
steeple was restored by William. Strickland. John Haviland 
was commissioned in 1831 to restore to its eighteenth century 
form the Assembly Room where the Declaration of Independence 
was signed. The building was permanently opened in 1836.
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53Mark H. Miller, "The Farewell Tour and American Art, in 
Lafayette. Hero of Two Worlds: The Art and Pageantry of His 
Farewell Tour of America. 1824-1825. (Hanover, N H : University 
Press of New England, 1989), p. 131.

S4Kennedy came to Philadelphia in 1836. In addition to 
contemporary paintings of the city he made lithographs after 
earlier artists of buildings and situations no longer extant. 
Wainwright, "The Age of Nicholas Biddle," Philadelphia. 
Weigley, ed., p. 301. Many of Kennedy's watercolors are in 
the collection of the HSP, and his lithographs done with 
William Lucas after W. L. Breton are in the collection of the 
Library Company of Philadelphia.

55In some instances Taylor based his drawings on old 
photographs or sketches with a note so indicating. His wash 
drawing of Fort Mifflin. A Prison For Deserters, used in his 
Civil War book was, he notes, "Redrawn from a sketch by T. H. 
Wilkinson."

56In Dee Brown's The Year of the Century. 1876 (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1966) for example the illustration's 
sources are provided, but not the dates the engravings 
appeared in Harper's Weekly. Frank Leslie's or the Daily 
Graphic. Further, the Special Artist who was probably 
credited on many of the engravings for these papers was not 
named, nor the engraver. Of course the engraver might only 
be discerned by his initials, but more credit needs to be 
given to both Special Artists and engravers.

57There has been no order to these gifts of Taylor's work 
to the various institutions of the city. It appears as if 
the watercolors were bought in small or individual lots when 
auctioned off and remained family heirlooms until perhaps no 
heirs were left to receive them, whereupon they were donated 
to one of the museums. Many more are undoubtedly hanging on 
walls or stashed in closets in the city —  their importance 
being their reminder to the viewer of the city's history, the 
artist being generally unknown. Taylor would be pleased that 
his work invokes a civic pride, but he would also have 
undoubtedly liked to be remembered for his contribution.

58Taylor was concerned not just with the preservation of 
buildings, whether in three or two dimensional form. He was 
also concerned about the instability of the paper that his 
words and drawings (and those of others) were recorded on.
In his 1915 lecture he noted that "We have lost, too, the old 
enduring hand-made paper made to withstand the tooth of time.
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Nearly all the machine made papers of today [are] chemically 
treated and clay surfaced are destined to discolor and rot. 
Somewhere I have read a statement that with in some 300 years 
all our present literature wherever preserved, will 
disappear." He further noted that future researchers would 
have difficulty and need to depend on what is left engraved 
in stone or bronze to study the past. FHT, Manuscript 
Collection, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3.

S9Harlan D. Unrau, Administrative History: Valley Forae 
National Historical Park. PA (Washington, DC: U. S.
Department of the Interior, 1984), p. 109. Frank H. Taylor, 
Valley Forge: A Chronicle of American Heroism (Philadelphia:
J. W. Nagle, 1905). Nagle was publisher of the 1905 and 1911 
editions. Lippincott's published the 1916 and 1920 editions. 
These first four editions all carried a copyright by FHT.
The last edition, 1922, was published and copyrighted by 
Daniel J. Voorhees, proprietor of the Washington Inn located 
on the park property. Originally known as the "Bake-House," 
because it was used as a bread bakery for Washington's Army, 
Voorhees ran it as a lodging/dining facility, lln the 
preface to the 1911 edition Taylor noted that the 
illustrations were mainly comprised of photographs by the 
author unless otherwise noted. This is the only 
documentation that he supplemented his sketches with his own 
photos, but it is a logical progression for a man who knew 
the advantages of keeping pace with changing technology. 
Rather than lament the replacement of photographs with 
illustrations and suffer loss of income, Taylor gained 
proficiency in the new art form. Many photographers were 
members of the Philadelphia Sketch Club to whom he turned to 
for assistance in perfecting this new documentary tool. 
Ironically a preference for photographs may have been one of 
the reasons his illustrations of Philadelphia did not sell. 
What percentage of his later work was photography is, as yet, 
difficult to ascertain because the photographs in articles 
and guidebooks are often uncredited. His real love, however, 
remained drawing, where he could truly express his feelings.

«°FHT, Philadelphia in the Civil War, p. 3. In a preface 
entitled "Concerning this Book" it was noted that $10,000 was 
provided as part of a 1911 loan bill for the publication of 
this book and the "erection of a monument in honor of the 
Soldiers and Sailors of Philadelphia in the Civil War." The 
impetus came from the Grand Army Association along with 
cooperation from the Military Order of the Loyal Legion and 
the Sons of Veterans. Members of each group were chosen for 
a Joint Committee which met on October 26, 1911 and by
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resolution, recommended an official historian, Frank H. 
Taylor. The direction and scope of the book was entrusted by 
Mayor Blankenburg to a Special Advisory Committee composed of 
Col. Robert B. Beath, Lieut. Col. John P. Nicholson, and Maj. 
Gen. James W. Latta.

61T b l d .

62This was not Taylor's first map of course. He often 
included maps as part of his railroad guidebooks, and one was 
included in his Valley Forge pamphlet as part of an 
advertisement for the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad and 
the Norris City Company's Automobile Line which would take 
visitors from Center City Philadelphia to the park. He also, 
it should be remembered, would prepare the birdseye view of 
Clayton.

63fht, Philadelphia in the Civil War, p. 3.
64Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture, 

p . 19.

65George Barton, Little Journeys Around Old Philadelphia 
(Philadelphia: The Peter Reilly Co., 1925).

66FHT, "Three Lakes of Central New York." Llppincott's 
Magazine of Popular Literature and Science. 25 (1880), pp. 
410-423. 3Lea and Febiger's, and Llppincott's later became 
the nation's leading publishers of medical books. For more 
information on the city's medical publishing background and 
medical history in general see John Francis Marion's 
Philadelphia Medica: Belno a Guide to the City's Historical 
Places of Health Interest (Philadelphia: SmithKlein Corp., 
1975) .

67Burt and Davies, "The Iron Age," Philadelphia. Weigley, 
ed., p. 514.

60Paul Hogarth, Walking Tours of Old Philadelphia, 
p. 105.

69Ibid.

70Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture, 
p. 118.
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71Just off this square on Walnut Street are a group of 
row houses designed by Benjamin Latrobe. Hogarth, Walking 
Tours of Old Philadelphia, p. 102.

72Bridenbaughs, Rebels and Gentlemen, p. 161.
73Mumford, The Brown Decades, p. 8.

74Struthers Burt, Philadelphia: Holv Experiment, p. 234. 
Also see Ann Jarmusch, "If Vermeer Were Alive Today, Would He 
Be Painting in Philadelphia?" Art News. 80, No. 3 (1981), 
p. 156.

75An example of colorful interior design can still be 
seen in the restored interior of the Pennsylvania Academy of 
the Fine Arts by Furness and Hewitt. The new building opened 
in 1876. A tribute to Philadelphia's architectural vitality 
both in its exterior and interior design. Its High Victorian 
Gothic facade is texturally rich although the building 
committee stipulated the use of brick and dark stone. The 
result is that the Academy building becomes a complimentary 
part of the streetscape while still providing a visual 
comment on change. The interior, however, is extremely 
colorful, as if the proper Philadelphian was allowed to let 
loose once away from public scrutiny. This freedom, 
appearing at the same time Eakins was challenging viewers 
with his realistic portraits, was short lived. "Soon the 
elaborate, brightly painted columns were encased in plain 
piers, the skylights and colorful stairhall were painted 
over, and the floor tiles were replaced. . . . "  Philadelphia 
seemed to be able to produce innovative artists but the city 
did not always appreciate that genius if it overstepped 
acceptable bounds. Kathleen James, A National Historic
Landmark:__ Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Academy
brochure, n.d., N. pag.

76Goldfield and Brownell discuss this changing aspect of 
the city in their section entitled "Radial Center" where they 
note "an era of vibrancy for both the [city] center and the 
periphery." David R. Goldfield and Blaine A. Brownell, Urban 
American: From Downtown to No Town (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Co., 1979), pp. 288-295.

77Warner, The Private City, p. 192.

78By 1876 the city had over a dozen newspapers led by the 
Public Ledger and the Times. Its outstanding journalists 
included "George W. Childes at the Ledger. Alexander K.
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McClure at the Times. John W. Forney at the Press. Morton 
McMichael at the North American, [and] Gibson Peacock at the 
Bulletin." Beers, "The Centennial City," Philadelphia, 
Weigley, ed., p. 455.

79Taylor's other drawings of the Square and its 
surroundings include East Rittenhouse Square #14, Colonnade 
Row, 1834 #107, and Residences, South Rittenhouse Square 
#303. Lithographs of these three works are at the Library 
Company of Philadelphia, and #107 was reproduced in the book 
Historic Rittenhouse: A Philadelphia Neighborhood. Trina 
Vaux, ed., (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1985), p. 9. The locations of the originals are yet unknown.

80The development of this square represents the city's 
continual expansion to the west. For a comprehensive history 
see Historic Rittenhouse. Trina Vaux, ed.

81The Harrisons were board members of the Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts and often invited friends and fellow 
board members to see their collection which included Benjamin 
West's William Penn's Treaty with the Indians. Charles 
Willson Peale's The Artist in his Museum, a portrait of 
George Washington by Gilbert Stuart, and John Vanderlyn's 
Ariadne Asleep in the Island of Naxos. They also owned many 
of Pennsylvanian George Catlin's canvases of American 
Indians. They had, in fact, paintings which were 
Philadelphia's initial contribution to American Realism in 
the works of West and Peale, and the glorification of the 
country and preservation of its heritage in the works of 
Stuart and Catlin. And in Vanderlyn they had a successful 
attempt at realistically depicting the human form "executed 
with a faithfulness and capacity unknown in . . . America." 
Vanderlyn, who studied in Philadelphia with Gilbert Stuart, 
was also testing the country's acceptance of realism by 
including a nude.

82Bobbie Burke, "History and Development," Historic 
Rittenhouse. Trina Vaux, ed., p. 23. Chandler, notes Burke, 
served as president of the local chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects from 1888 to 1899 and was the 
profession's "acknowledged leader." From a prominent Boston 
family, he moved to Philadelphia in 1872, married Sophie 
Madeline duPont (making him a part of the city's old elite), 
and settled in Rittenhouse Square. Educated at Harvard, he 
became head of the University of Pennsylvania's school of 
architecture when it was established in 1890. He was 
succeeded by Paul Philippe Cret, a graduate of the Ecole des
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Beaux-Arts, who redesigned the Rittenhouse Square landscape 
in 1913-14. Chandler was influenced by the interest in 
indigenous American architecture resulting from the nation's 
interest in history spawned by Lafayette's tour and the 
Centennial. The city's Georgian architecture was seen as 
"native examples of order, geometric simplicity, and logical 
planning, basic concepts of current training at the Ecole des 
Beaux Arts in Paris." Chandler, noted Burke, "put the stamp 
of approval on the Colonial Revival in Rittenhouse when, in 
1899, he chose a Neo-Georgian mode for iron merchant Frank 
Samuel's house at 213 6 Locust Street" (p. 26) .

83Ihid.

8<Ibld. . p. 30.

8SIbid.

86 In this case the shaft appears to be of a different 
material or color, further accentuating the difference in 
function. It is interesting to note that Sullivan's theories 
which were expressed in his essay "The Tall Office Building," 
were published by Lippincott's of Philadelphia in 1896.

87This wash also carries a copyright logo dated 1915. 
Only some of Taylor's extant Philadelphia series were 
copyrighted.

88The same message is given by Sam Bass Warner and other 
urban historians who realize that complete obliteration of 
the past —  urban renewal —  destroys the city's 
philosophical base.

89Taylor's obituary notices and articles written about 
him after his death were put in the PSC scrapbook and 
subsequently filmed by the Archives of American Art. Most of 
the writers refer to Taylor's Philadelphia work as a record 
of "Old Philadelphia." One noted that he preserved on paper 
"a record of the historic spots of Philadelphia," while 
another called him "The Man Who Visualized Old Philadelphia." 
An editorial in the Bulletin dated July 27, 1927, however, 
more correctly noted that the artist was "a chronicler who 
tried to visualize the past and present true to fact. . . . "  
The writer, who appropriately called Taylor a historian, 
noted that "for years [he] had been one of those who have 
helped cultivate and preserve the city's history." Archives 
of American Art, Roll 3921.
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90Brandt and Gummere, Byways and Boulevards, p. 245.

91Burt and Davies, "Iron Age," Philadelphia. Weigley, 
ed., p. 474. The Station was on the site where the 
Philadelphia Sketch Club had once rented rooms.

92This glass shed itself was an expression of iron age 
architectural innovation. Cast iron construction allowed 
architects and builders to meet the growing demand for retail 
stores and warehouses as "Whole stores could be built of pre
fabricated cast iron panels and sheets of glass in as short a 
time as two months." James Bogardus is credited with the 
development of the building type in America. Among his 
projects was the frame for the Harper's building in New York 
City. Examples of this construction type are also seen in 
the nation's bridges of which the Brooklyn Bridge is the 
finest. Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture.
p. 120.

93The other major railroad and the one for whom Taylor 
wrote and illustrated brochures, was the Reading. Its 
history, noted Burt and Davies, "was less fortunate than that 
of the Pennsylvania," and it eventually was controlled by a 
syndicate which included J. P. Morgan.

"Burt and Davies, "Iron Age," Philadelphia. Weigley, 
ed., p. 659. The authors also note that not only was the 
Pennsylvania Railroad the "keystone of the Keystone State" 
but it was the keystone of the nation as "the country's 
single largest corporation, and its headquarters were in 
Philadelphia, (p. 475) . In 1910 when the Pennsylvania 
Railroad built "the great Baths of Calcutta" on Seventh 
Avenue in New York City, under the leadership of Alexander J. 
Cassatt, it was Philadelphia's statement of national 
prominence, though New York had the leadership role by then 
and Chicago was second. The railroad could not retain its 
position, however. Burt and Davies note the decline was 
continuous thereafter until in 1958 the Pennsylvania was 
forced to merge with the New York Central.

95Ibld.. p. 474.

"Beers, "The Centennial City," Philadelphia. Weigley, 
ed., p. 451. This same bridge was used by Eakins as a 
backdrop for his Max Schmidt in a Single Scull.

97Ibld.. p. 426.
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98Ibid.. p. 4 48. Taylor wrote in pencil on the 
foreground that this was the site of the Zoological Gardens. 
Frank Furness and George W. Hewitt designed the entrance 
pavilions at Thirty-Forth Street and Girard Avenue. Furness 
also designed the elephant house, and Hewitt the antelope 
house.

"Motorcars were not allowed in the park until 1899. 
Taylor's inclusion so many vehicles dates this sketch to at 
least 1900, but probably closer to 1915..

looparks and outdoor spaces were important to Taylor. He 
knew the value of a respite from the urban environment which 
was why he spent his summers in the Thousand Islands. He 
also realized that relief could be provided within the city 
be it small parcels like Washington and Rittenhouse Squares, 
or the larger Fairmont Park. After moving to West 
Philadelphia he was instrumental in the creation of Clark 
Park between 43rd and 45th Streets and Baltimore and Woodland 
Avenues. He raised the money to purchase and move a granite 
stone from the Gettysburg Battlefield to commemorate the 
soldiers treated at the Civil War hospital formerly on the 
site. He also was an active member of the 4 9th Street 
Station Improvement Association. M. Marshall Smith, letter 
to the editor of the Public Ledger, May 30, 1927, Archives of 
American Art, Roll 3921.

101Brandt and Gummere, Bvways and Boulevards, p. 118. In 
177 9 the house was purchased by Benedict Arnold as a gift for 
his intended, Peggy Shippen. The property was confiscated 
after his treason was uncovered. It became part of Fairmont 
Park in 1868.

102Goldfield and Brownell, Urban America, p. 33.

103Laurel Hill was originally the country seat of John 
Sims. In 1836 it was purchased by a stock company and 
converted into a cemetery beginning the tradition of turning 
former estates into park lands. Wainwright, "The Age of 
Nicholas Biddle," Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., p. 286.

104Lloyd M. Abernethy, "Progressivism 1905-1919,"
Philadelphia. Weighly, ed., p. 525.

i05"By the end of the nineteenth century there were five 
miles of continuous wharfs along the Delaware and four along 
the Schuylkill. Burt and Davies, "The Iron Age,"
Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., p. 483.
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106-paylor was aware that he lacked certain skills. While 
not specific, he did write in his speech to art students that 
he wished he had had the benefit of more formal training. "I 
have always been handicapped by the want of that thorough 
training which is here offered to you. Whatever I may have 
learned and applied has been rescued from the vicissitudes of 
life. In whatever particular I have failed to realize early 
ambitions, I attribute that failure to that training which 
might have subordinated a facility to do several things 
fairly well rather than one more thoroughly." FHT,
Manuscript Collection, HSP, Box 2, Folder 3.

107FHT, Plastic Club Lecture, November 17, 1915. FHT, 
Manuscript Collection, HSP, Box 1, Folder 4.

108He might also have seen a need for improvement and 
hoped that by choosing this urban industrial scene he could 
influence Philadelphia to again take pride in her port.
Badly neglected by an uninterested political machine, all but 
one pier was privately operated and many could not 
accommodate ships of sizeable draft causing the city's 
inboard tonnage rank to fall from 83 in 1900 to 51 in 1907. 
Abernethy, "Progressivism," Philadelphia. Weigley, ed., 
p. 546.



CONCLUSION

As a Special Artist, Frank Taylor was conditioned to 
record the essence of a scene —  not "just the facts" but a 
realism blended with human understanding. As a result, he 
has left historians an important legacy of visual images and 
written documents about late nineteenth century cultural 
development. His work and his life offer clues to how the 
expanding middle class dealt with technological change, an 
increasingly urban existence, leisure, and a new national 
image of America, as it recovered from war, and headed toward 
a new world presence. As a Special Artist for the country's 
premiere illustrated newspapers, Taylor covered a myriad of 
stories that helped readers feel less threatened by those 
changes. The Special was the eyes and ears for the public 
who were unable to participate directly in many of those 
events, but who eagerly awaited each issue to learn all they 
could.

Perhaps, because Taylor was such an acute observer of 
change, he was also aware that that change should not come at 
the expense of all that came before it. Particularly evident 
in his Philadelphia series, he saw benefits in the blending 
of old and new to create what Warner refers to as a "humane 
environment." Taylor understood that people need a founda
tion upon which change could be built —  not only in the city
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but everywhere. He did not, however, believe in denying 
change. He embraced new inventions such as photography, even 
though it meant the elimination of the Special Artist in the 
field of news reporting. Taylor realized, and lectured to 
art students, that changes brought about new avenues of 
opportunity —  one just needed to be receptive. His images 
of Philadelphia dealt with foundations and change for one of 
America's most important cities. A city that represented 
America's independence, a city which had given the country a 
sense of itself, and championed science, and realism in art. 
His works offer a wealth of both factual and philosophical 
data for new research.

Taylor's tourist guidebooks provided material concerning 
leisure, an activity Americans by and large experienced for 
the first time after the Civil War. Where did they go? What 
did they do? Why did they do it? Taylor took us on fasci
nating excursions by rail and steamer to those destinations, 
but in particular to his own "retreat" the Thousand Islands. 
While tourist publications were designed to be promotional, 
part of the consumer culture discussed by Fox and Lears, 
Taylor's views of the Thousand Islands were much more than 
just part of an assignment. He was a participant in this 
environment, giving a unique "insider's" view. We know he 
saw the area as a place for an individual to rest and 
strengthen family ties, to gain a release from the strains of 
urban pressures. He takes us on his muskie fishing expe
ditions, in his own skiff, using his Skinner Spoons for
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tackle. He invites the reader to his campfires and into 
Shady Ledge. And he shows us the homes of millionaires but 
he does not stand in awe of these elite summer residents.
They are illustrated more as examples of achievement by the 
wealthy who also enjoyed the same recreational pleasures as 
the general population.

As a Special Artist Taylor was trained by his experience 
to search for interesting views, and human interest stories. 
His Philadelphia rooftop vistas provide an alternative per
spective on the city as he looked down on the landscape. 
Better able to judge or provide insight from above perhaps. 
His feisty watercolors of fish suggest the thrill of sport- 
fishing, and his band of black children who played for 
general Grant detail local color. Taylor never settled for 
the obvious. He wanted his sketches to pique the viewer's 
interest —  and they still do.

Taylor's journalistic approach to art, a narrative 
realism, was indicative of changes in the American art scene. 
Philadelphia's artistic heritage of morality, history, and 
realism had begun with Benjamin West and was passed down 
through Peale and Eakins. Taylor inherited that philosophy, 
and his sketches portray a realistic view of American life. 
The storytelling talents and experiences of Special Artists 
did, of necessity, directly influence men like Homer and 
Remington who adapted it to their later works.

Taylor concentrated his labors toward the general 
population, whom he saw as worthy of good art even if they
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could not afford the canvases of his "fine art" contem
poraries. He saw beauty in the everyday, and sought to help 
the public appreciate what was around them. While Niagara 
Falls and Yosemite were spectacular, few people had the 
opportunity to see them first-hand. Taylor's works focused 
on the simple beauties of daily life, and assisted the middle 
class in finding enjoyment and interest in their 
surroundings, thus helping them fit into a changing world.

Taylor is just one of the hundreds of Special Artists 
who were documenting America during the late nineteenth 
century. These men and women, well known and respected 
artists of their day, have since faded from the scene; their 
lives were as fugitive as the medium they used. This is 
partly due to the fact that much of their original work 
submitted to the illustrated press has not survived. Often 
only the engravings remain, and these have had little credit 
beyond being quaint newspaper images of another day.
Taylor's extant work shows the skill of the Special in 
documentation, and the care and talent of the engravers who 
translated the scenes to wood. New attention directed toward 
Special Artists' works may uncover sketches previously 
disregarded. And even if only their engravings survive, they 
need to be viewed anew and appreciated as cultural records. 
Renewed research into the work of nineteenth century artists 
and engravers can add to and enrich scholarship in American 
history, journalism, and art. Special Artists need a
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twentieth-century Vasari to bring them to the nation's 
attention.

Such research should also focus attention on the 
illustrated press which has from the Boston Massacre, served 
to set a national agenda. Whether inflaming resentment for 
British authority, debunking Tammany Hall, or encouraging 
national travel, pictorial journalism has influenced decision 
making and brought about change. The ability to read was not 
a criteria for understanding. The illiterate colonial 
resident or the urban immigrant could comprehend the meaning 
of death or greed which Revere and Nast so cleverly 
portrayed. They felt a part of their environment and equal 
to those who were blessed with more education or economic 
advantages than they commanded. For a few pennies they were 
part of the "big picture."

Taylor's life and works illustrate the many facets that 
made up the middle-class environment in the Gilded Age. He 
reveals everyday life experiences with a trained eye, aware 
of what constitutes the important and significant elements.
It is not often the historian is offered so complete a visual 
record; usually diaries and correspondence, and perhaps a few 
photographs, must suffice to supply the core for placing a 
person in time. Taylor's diary is his sketches and guide
books, and they provide a unique look at American life.
Since these documents are so rich they should encourage 
historians to search out the materials left by other Special 
Artists. Obviously, such fertile, untapped resources can,
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like Taylor's, further help to enhance the reconstruction of 
American cultural history.
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Figure 2
Annotated Broadside (?) cl877. Taylor Scrapbook 

Atwater Kent Museum, Philadelphia, PA
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O U R  S P E C I A L .

Figure 3
Winslow Homer OUR SPECIAL Lithograph, 1864 

The Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, OH



Figure 4
GENERAL GRANT AND PARTY ARE SHOWN SOME FLORIDA PRODUCTS 

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, 1880 
Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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Figure 5
THE VISIT TO ORANGE PARK - DISPLAY OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 

Wood Engraving after sketch by Frank H. Taylor 
Harper's Weekly. 21 February, 1880, p. 117 

Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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T H t P  » l l . \  i . l  IPWH . \  <*•». II J I M  A  i i t k

Figure 6 
American Antiquarian Society
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Figure 7
THE FERNANDINA BAND "PUMPKIN" LEADER 
Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, 1880 

Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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Figure 8 
A FLORIDA BEACH (FERNANDINA?)

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Washf 1880 
Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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Figure 9
GENERAL GRANT IN FLORIDA - A TRIP ON THE OKLAWAHA 

Frank H. Taylor. Black & White Wash, 1880 
Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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iraut «u«r i' riMiM-t fWF «  m  n c u v a t ^ M  • k m  m rim r..

Figure 10
GENERAL GRANT IN FLORIDA - A TRIP ON THE OKLAWAHA 
Wood Engraving after sketch by Frank H. Taylor 
Harper's Weekly. 14 February, 1880, p. 100 

Samuel P. Harn Museum, Gainesville, FL
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THE - -  
THOUSAND (SLAMS

Figure 11
THE THOUSAND ISLANDS Frank H. Taylor (?) 

Black and White Wash, cl885
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Figure 12 
Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, cl920
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Figure 13 
Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, c!880



Figure 
14 

The 
St. 

Lawrence 
River 

Skiff 
St. 

Lawrence 
River 

Skiff, 
Canoe 

and 
Steam 

Launch 
Co. 

Illustrated 
Catalog, 

1883, 
p. 

8

The St. Lawkknce ltivKit Kkiek, Canoe ani> Steam Launch Compant.

Almvu Is taken from genuine photograph, allow ing an  effective le s t of the  stab ility  of our S t. Iiflwrence ltiver SklfT. Shows man weighing 
145 |Hiumls stan d in g  on gunwnlo w ithou t upse ttin g  boat o r  tak ing  ill w ater. Skiff a s  almvu is one of o u r griulo A.

18 feet long, 48 inch beam . No ballast. No T h ick .

304
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Figure 15
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SHADY LEDQE 
1884

COTTAGE O F  FRANK H. TAYLOR
ROU ND ISLAND

Figure 16 
SHADY LEDGE 

Frank H. Taylor. Wood Engraving, 1884 
Courtesy Theodore R. Cornell
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Figure 17
"SHADY LEDGE" BOAT HOUSE M E  STUDIO 

Photograph, cl900 
Harold E. Herrick, Jr. Collection



Figure 18
Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, cl920
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Figure 19
HUBBARD HOUSE, CLAYTON, (BEFORE THE FIRE) 

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, 1895 
Courtesy Lester J. Corbin Collection
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THE tnMKDSAlIJ? HSILilHID
 a n i »----

ST. LAWRENCE RIYER STEAMBOAT COMPANY,
(LIMITED.)

insr coisrisrEcmoisr w i t h  t tt-p

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg

Only Direct Route Betw een  
C a p e  Vincent ,  Clayton,  Alexandr ia  Bay, G an an o q u e  and  K ings ton .

ST E A M E R S:
St. Lawrence, lalander, Maynard, Prince** Louise, Maud and Pierrepont.

Figure 20
Broadside. The Thousand Island and St. Lawrence River 

Steamboat Company. Frank H. Taylor(?) cl895
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SHOOTING THE RANDS.

Figure 21 
SHOOTING THE RAPIDS 

Frank H. Taylor. Wood Engraving, cl895 
The Antique Boat Museum, Clayton, NY
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4 oLh JKR t
Opeuiog of the Chicoutimi Extension. July i , 1I93.

m uv inn ti m fu-rma uiiuh ,
AMD T H E

O N L Y  rail route to th e  d e lig h tfu l su m m er  re* 
tort* o o rth  o f  Quebec, th ro u g h  th e  

CANADIAN ADIRONDACK*.
Parlor and  S teep in g  Car*. M a g u iflcea t aceuery . 

Beautiful C lim ate.
H otel R oberval. L ak e St. Johu . h as first-class  

accom m odation  for 300 gueat*. D aily  c o m m u n i
ca tio n  bv o e w  fast steam er across th e  la k e , w ith  
th e  Island H ouse, th e  cen tre  o f  th e  " O u au au ich c  " 
fish in g  grounds, w h ich  are free to g u ests  o f  th e  
h otels.

A fter Ju ly  tst. tra ins w ill con n ect da itv  a t C h i
cou tim i w ith  S eg u eu a y  stea m ers  for Q uebec, d a y 
l ig h t  trip.

For in form ation  as to  h otels , a p p ly  to  hotel 
m a n a g ers; for folders and g u id e  b ook s to  t ic k e t  
a g e o t s o f a l l  prin cip al c ities. A  b eau tifu lly  illu s
tra ted  gu ide b ook  free on ap p lica tion .
ALEX. HARDY, J. 0 . SCOTT.

0 « i  F. A P. Aft , S«e. a  M ssafev
Q t r a t i  . CAS.

*1 w tu c  t  l i i i  st xmi lAiiwtr.
* /  T U  ! , «  m » >» 1,  IM

i \  F A B -F A M tO  SA G U C N  A Y.

^■st. Iwawrence H all,
■ m i t n n  P  A P A T T M  A  P .  Q .

I*pou th e  L ak e St. John an d  S a g u en a y  tour iu  e ith er  direction , it is welt w orth w h ile  
to  sto p  o ff  at Cacouna. upon th e  south  sh o re  o f  th e  St. L aw reu ce. and sojouru at th e  great 
S t. L aw ren ce H all, th e  p r in cipa l h ote l o f  th e  tow er river.

O f a ll th e  p laces o f  resort on  th e  low er  St. L aw reu ce n o n e  is  m ore deservedly  popular 
th o u  L acouua. O f th e  beauty o f  th e  p ositio n  ch oseu  for th e  H all and th e  num erous villa  
residences, occu p ied  ch iefly  by p ro tiiiu cu l fa m ilie s  from  th e  c it ie s  o f Quclnrc and M ontreal, 
tbu m uch can n ot b e snid. T h e  w id e  e x p a n se  o f  th e  m ajestic  river, with th e  grand Lauren- 
t in e  o u tlin e  c u  th e  north sh ore, n ever  c ea ses  to  ch arm  th e  e y e  from the early  m orn until 
th e  la st reced in g  rays o f  th e  e v e n in g  tw ilig h t . T h e  gorgeou s su n sets rem ind one o f  those  
w itn essed  from  th e  sum m it o f  th e  K ighi. or iu  th e  Bavarian Alps. T h en  again , th ere i» 
a lw a y s  here an  in v ig o ra tin g  fresh n ess  iu  th e  a ir. so  conducive to  the restoration o f  health , 
a u d  so  gratefu l to  th ose w h o  h ave  co m e  d o w u  to  escap e th e  heated  term . A thousand spots 
o f  sy lv a n  b eau ty  w ith  shade a re  to b e fon u d  a lo n g  th is  ridge, th e  beautiful drive to R iver 
du  Loup, th e  Portage and o th e r  p laces. Iu a d d itio n  to  a ll th ese  natural advantage*, th ere  
is  a  grea t ch a rm  iu  th e  socia l l ife  w h ich  o b ta iu a  here. H appy groups arc to be found on  
th e  la w n  ten u is  grouods o f  th e  p r ivate  v illa s, th o ro u g h ly  e n jo y in g  th e  gam e. T h e  a fter 
n o o n s  are g en era lly  devoted  to  th e  m a n y  d r iv es  iu  th e  neighliorhond. aud  alm ost every  
e v e n in g  are found assem bled a t th e  H all a g o o d ly  nu m lier from  the u c ig h lw rin g  villas.

Cacouna is  reached by e ith e r  stea m er or  sp ec ia l train  service from M outreal aud Quebec.

HO

Figure 22 
QUEBEC AND LAKE ST. JOHN RAILWAY - 

THE NEW ROUTE TO THE FAR-FAMED SAGUENY 
Estes' Standard Guide to the Thousand Islands. 1893. p. 60 

Hawn Memorial Library, Clayton, NY
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Masthead. 
Daily 

On 
The 

St. 
Lawrence  

Clayton, 
NY, 

1891
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C e n rra l  P h ila d e lp h ia  in  1 9 1 4 .

c/*' . \
  P irm h  Si ____

C tf  i r d A v f

City
H al

S o u th

Figure 24 
CENTRAL PHILADELPHIA IN 1914 

©1983 by Temple University. Map drawn by Heidi Perov 
Reprinted by Temple University Press
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Philadelphia in 1896. show ing the mam developed areas.

U  Parks0 Rivers

Fully 
bu ilt up

Figure 25 
PHILADELPHIA IN 1896 

©1983 by Temple University. Map drawn by Heidi Perov 
Reprinted by Temple University Press
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Figure 26 
SOUTHWEST VIEW OF WASHINGTON SQUARE 
Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, 1925 

The Athenaeum, Philadelphia, PA
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Figure 27 
RITTENHOUSE SQUARE #8 

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, 1915 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Figure 28 
SANSOM STREET EAST OF 8TH #21 

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, 1914 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Figure 29
Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, cl920 

Brandt and Gummere, Byways and Boulevards, p. 245



Figure 30 
THE LOWER SCHUYLKILL #373 

Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania,

1926
Philadelphia
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Figure 31 
VIEW OF COLUMBIA AVENUE 

Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, cl915 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Figure 32
FIRST HORSELESS CARRIAGE IN FAIRMONT PARK 

Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, 1920 
Atwater Kent Museum, Philadelphia PA
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Figure 33 
AT THE FOOT OF SOUTH STREET #35 

Frank H. Taylor. Black and White Wash, cl920 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Figure 34 
FAR EAST RESTAURANT 

Frank H. Taylor. Watercolor, 1923 
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia



APPENDIX B

" Ode To Taylor .11
Air: —  "Tit-Willow. "

At the foot of Round Island an artist cried out 
Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

So we said to him, Taylor, oh why do you shout 
Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Is it artistic intellect, Taylor we cried,
Or a fiery desire which you can't override?
Then, with accents inviting, he quickly replied 

Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

He piled on the logs as his friends gathered round 
The Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

And they sat on the benches, or sprawled on the ground 
At the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

He lighted a match and ignited the pile
Which blazed away grandly in most approved style
And shone o'er the water for more than a mile —

The Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Then his violin tuned he, and joined in a song 
At the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

And the campers joined in with a chorus so strong 
'Round the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Recitations were given and stories were told,
But no "chestnuts" allowed covered over with mould,
And no puns were permitted, or novel, or old 

At the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!
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Now all feel just as sure as that Taylor's their host 
That the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Is the pleasantest feature Round Island can boast,
The Camp fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

May his shadow ne'er cease, may his camp fires .end 
To the Island their cheer while the air we will rend 
For Frank Taylor the artist and poet —  our friend —  

And his fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Now a word for our guests who are here from afar
At the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

They're both "Friendly" and "Nobby" - 'pon honor they 
are
At the fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

We're delighted to greet them (denial's no use), 
Here's a welcome to Youmans, Heath, Dewey and Bruce, 
And to all who to-night to our pleasure conduce,

At this fire! Camp fire! Camp fire!

Written for, and sung at Camp Racquette Camp fire,
August 27th, 1887

L. E. M. 
A. S. E.



APPENDIX C

1 8 4 6  A p r i l  2 1

1855

1861

1863 July

1864 June 26

1865 February

1869 October

1870 Nov. 19

1872

1873 (?)

1874

March 8 

October

CHRONOLOGY: FRANK H. TAYLOR

Born in Rochester, New York

Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper began

Beginning of Civil War

Joined Rochester Gray's Battery Light 
Artillery

Joined New York National Guard, serves at 
Elmira
Prison Camp until 9/18 when he is places on 
sick leave until he is mustered out on 
November 11.

(possibly goes to Boston)

Moved to Philadelphia, lithographer's 
apprentice

Joined the Philadelphia Sketch Club

Married Margaret "Maggie" Gilkenson Johnson

First illustration in Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper

Formed partnership with Ferdinand Smith in 
printing and publishing firm - Taylor & Smith

Begins association with NY Daily Graphic, in 
charge of news events in Philadelphia and 
southward.

Only son, Frank Walter Taylor born

Taylor & Smith exhibit at Franklin Institute 
Exhibition
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1875 January

1876

1877

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

1893

1903/04

1905

1907

1913

1 9 1 7

First issue of Philadelphia Sketch Club 
Portfolio

Centennial Exposition

Accompanies American Society of Civil 
Engineers on trip to New Orleans, and 
publishes book on trip.

Writes and illustrates guidebook Autumn Leaves 
Among the Lehiah.

Begins New York City connections

First published article in Harper's Weekly

First published article in Harper's Monthly

Assignment to cover Grant trip by Harper's 
Weekly
Harper's Weekly assignment to write on 
Thousand Islands

Summer home "Shady Ledge" built on Round 
Island

Covers visit of Porfirio Diaz to U.S.

Placed in charge of illustrative features for 
the Philadelphia Public Ledger

Exhibits two paintings of Bass with G. M. 
Skinner's award winning Fluted Trolling Spoons 
at Chicago World's Fair

Publishes three articles for Bookman's 
Magazine

First edition of Valley Forge: A Chronicle of 
American Heroism

Applies for military pension

Publishes Philadelphia in the Civil War

Son, F. Walter Taylor marries Elsie Carleton 
Megary



1920

1921

1923

1924

1926

1927

3 2 9

January Elected president of the Philadelphia Sketch 
Club

March Death of wife

July Death of son

Nov. 20 Lecture to Philobiblon Club of Philadelphia on
lithography

Testimonial at Sketch Club 55th anniversary

Confinement to Springfield Ave. home

Sesqui-Centennial Exposition

March Declared "weak-minded." Moved to Burn Brae
Sanitarium

May 25 Dies of acute bronchitis



APPENDIX D

WOOD ENGRAVINGS AFTER SKETCHES BY FRANK H. TAYLOR 
♦Denotes an original sketch is extant.

Harper's Weekly: A Journal of Civilization

1878: 22
"The Mississippi Jetties," 2 March, 177.
Mattresses Partly Sunk. 3 x 3-3/4.
Hotel Port Eads. 3-1/2 x 5-7/8.
Drift Wood. 3 x 3-3/4.
Signal Station. 3-7/8 x 2-1/4.
Mattresses for the Jetties. 3-1/2 x 8-7/8.
Light House. 3-7/8 x 2-1/4.
Port Eads From the Gulf. 2-5/8 x 13-1/2.

1879: 23
"A Tobacco Mart in Lynchburg, Virginia," 3 May: 345.
The ."Breaks." Auction of Leaf Tobacco. 3-1/2 x 5-7/16.
Unloading Leaf. 3-1/2 x 3-9/16.
Calling to the "Breaks." 5-1/4 x 2-5/16.
Twisting Plua-Tobacco. 5-1/4 x 6-11/16. Signed by Snyder.
Tobacco Wagons and Market. 4-1/8 x 5-1/8.
Pressing Bales. Smoking —  Tobacco. 4-1/8 x 3-7/8.

The Ovation to the Flags. 6-5/8 x 9-1/4. 5 July: 533.

"Law and Moonshine —  Crooked Whisky in Western North 
Carolina," 23 August: 665.

Court Week. 3-3/4 x 9-1/4.
A Mountain Still. 5-9/16 x 6-3/4. Signed by Snyder. 
"I never seen no whiskey." 6 x 2-1/4.
Not Guilty- 4-3/8 x 3-1/4.
Law and Moonshine. 4-3/8 x 6.

"Bits of New Jersey Coast Scenery," 30 August: 692.
Atlantic Citv —  The Inlet. 3-1/2 x 7. Signed by C. Graham. 
Waiting for a Breeze. 2-3/4 x 2-7/8.
A Blackberry Party. 2-3/4 x 3.
After the Arrival of the Morning Papers. 2-3/4 x 2-7/8.
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At Ocean Grove —  Meeting on the Beach. 3-1/2 x 7. Signed 
by C. Graham.

On the Lily Pond. 2-3/4 x 4-1/2.
Willow Walk at Tuckerton. 2-3/4 x 4-1/2.

"Centennial Celebration of the Battle of Newtown," 20 
September: 752.

On the Way to the Battle-Field. 3-1/2 x 4-5/8.
The Athens Continentals —  A Dustv March. 3-1/2 x 4-5/8. 
The Monument. 4-3/4 x 3-9/16.
The Grand Stand. 4-9/16 x 4-9/16.
The Battle-Field. 4-9/16 x 4-9/16.

Meeting of the Grand Armv of the Republic in Philadelphia. 
6-3/4 x 9-1/4. 1 November: 869.

1880: 24
"General Grant in Florida," 7 February: 84.
Composite of five sketches: *Grave of "Light Horse" Harrv

L&&. "Whv. I Declare he Ain't no Taller than mv 
Charley!" *"Dats Him Suah." Excursion Dungeness.
14 x 9-3/8.

*General Grant in Florida —  A Trip on the Oklawaha.
13-5/8 x 9-1/16. Initialed G.P. 14 February: 100.

"General Grant in Florida," 21 February: 117.
*The Visit to Orange Park —  Display of Fruits and 

Vegetables. 5-7/16 x 6-13/16.
*The Reception at Key West —  Torch-Lloht Procession In the 

Evening. 6-3/4 x 9-1/4. Signed Snyder.

"General Grant in Cuba —  The Visit to Havana," 28 February: 
132.

At the Portal of the Captain-General1s Palace. Havana.
6-1/2 x 9-3/16.

Afternoon Scene Upon the Prado. Havana. 6-3/16 x 9-3/16.
The original watercolor was listed by the Old Print Shop 
in their sale catalog of March, 1968. (See list of 
Taylor drawings and watercolors.) The watercolor, dated 
1879, was incorrectly titled STREET SCENE IN NASSAU. 
Taylor was in Cuba in 1879 and no doubt saw no reason to 
redraw the scene. The confusion as to location probably
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arises from the fact that this work was offered by the 
Old Print Shop along with four other Taylor watercolors 
of the Bahamas.

♦Carnival in Havana —  General Grant in the Procession.
6 March: cover. 10-7/8 x 9-3/16.

"Grant in Cuba, Trip to San Diego," 148.
♦Ball by the Natives —  Dancing the "Zapoteo."

4-1/4 x 6-1/8.
"A Leading Occupation." 4-1/4 x 3-1/16.
The Village Baths of San Diego. 4-1/4 x 9-3/16.
♦On the Road to San Diego —  Travelling by Volante.

4-1/4 x 9-3/16. Initialed S & H. (Schell & Hogan)
This is a reverse of the original drawing.

"Florida Oranges —  From the Grove to the Market," 13 March: 
166.

Composite of five sketches: Packing Oranges. An Orange
Grower's Home. Shipping Oranges on the Loch Loosa. An 
Orange Cluster. Initialed C.G. Tramway Through an 
Orange Grove. 3-7/8 x 6-9/16. Signed Graham del.
14 x 9-3/16.

"Grant's Visit to Mexico —  The Arrival at Vera Cruz," 27 
March: 196.

The Arrival at Vera Cruz. 3-9/16 x 9-3/16.
The Domes of Vera Cruz. 3 x 4-3/4. Initialed C.G
The Entry into Vera Cruz. 3 x 4-3/4.
The City of Vera Cruz —  View from the Hot.Lands, 2-3/16 x 

9-3/16. Initialed C.G.
Seeing the Town. 3 x 4-3/4.
A Street Corner. 3 x 4-3/4. Initialed C.G.

"From Vera Cruz to Mexico —  Scenes Along the Road," 3 April: 
216-217.

♦"Bull-Tailing" at Orizaba. 4-7/16 x 9-1/8. Signed 
Rogers del.

A Jacal in the Hot Lands. 6-1/2 x 4-1/2. Signed T. L. Smart 
and C. Graham.

♦Visit to the Market at Orizaba. 6-13/16 x 9-3/16. Signed 
Rogers del.

♦The Fall of Atoyac —  Mexican Railway. 6-1/2 x 4-7/16.
Signed C. Graham.

♦Ascending the Mountains. 6-13/16 x 9-13/16. Signed C.
Graham.
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"The Battle-Fields of Mexico," 17 April: 244.
Part of the Old Mill. 2-7/8 x 3-1/26.
*The Gate Stormed at Molino Del Rey. 3-1/4 x 5-7/8. 
Chapultepec. With Old Spanish Aqueduct. 3-7/16 x 6-15/16. 
The Valiev of Mexico from Chapultepec. 5-3/4 x 9-3/16. 

Signed Rogers.

"General Grant in Mexico —  Visit to Coffee Plantation," 24 
April: 261.

*The Coffee Plant. 6-1/4 x 4-3/4 
A ..Mexican Home. 3-7/16 x 2-5/16.
*Rlde Through a Banana Grove. 6-7/8 x 4-7/16.
*The Shrine in the Coffee Land. 3-7/16 x 2-5/16. Signed A. 

Sholt (?)
Drying and Hulling Coffee. 3-7/16 x 4-5/8. Signed Rogers.

Milton. Pennsylvania Destroyed by Fire May 14. 6-3/4 x
9-3/16. 5 June: 357.

The Republican National Convention at Chicago. 13-5/8 x 20.
19 June: 392-393.

"The Republican National Convention at Chicago," 396. 
Composite of five sketches: "Delegates at Large:" "Really.

Gentlemen. I am sorry, but the Last Square Yard of Floor 
was Given out Five Minutes Ago." Delegates from South
Carolina and Florida:__ "Should Auld Acquaintance be
Forgot?" The Exposition Building. Where the Convention
was Held. The Crowded Hotels: The Gentlemen from 
Michigan has the Floor. An Alternate's Alternative:
Brown Faya for Forth Shaves, and qeta..Luxurlant Quarters 
in a Barber's Shop. 14 x 9-3/16.

"The Veteran Soldiers Reunion, Milwaukee, Wisconsin." 3 July: 
cover.

Composite of three sketches: Camp Reunion. Untitled.
[parade] Signed Snyder. Head-Ouarters. 11 x 9-3/16.

The Democratic Convention at Cincinnati —  the Break for 
Hancock. 14 x 9-3/16. 10 July: 436.

"All of Knights Templar at Chicago —  Camp De Molai and Other 
Scenes." 4 September: 572-573.
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Composite of four sketches: Competitive Drill. Fireworks.
The Review on Wabash Avenue. "amp De Molai. 14 x 9-
3/16.

The Knioht3 Tamplar.. in Chicago —  Grand Ball at the 
Exposition Building. 14 x 9-3/16.

"Scenes in Rugby —  The English Colony in Tennessee." 16 
October: 665.

Central Avenue. 4-5/16 x 9-3/16.
The Hotel. 4-1/8 x 4-5/8.
The English Garden. 4-7/16 x 9-3/16.

"In and About Rugby —  The English Colony in Tennessee." 6 
November: 709.

The Question of Location. 4-3/16 x 4-9/16.
Bachelors' Kitchen. 4-3/16 x 4-5/8.
White Oak Fork. 5-3/4 x 4-5/16.
Clear Fork. 4-3/4 x 9-3/16.

1881: 25
"Among the Thousand Islands." 18 August: 549.
Composite of seven sketches: 1. Among the Islands: 2. An 

Island Home; 3. Sans Souci Cottage. Round Island: 4 
Clayton and Round Islands from Prospect Park: 5. 
Alexandria Bav: 6 .  Looking u p  the River: 7. A Moonlight 
Night. 13-5/8 x 9-1/16. Signed C. Graham.

1882: 26
The Canoe Regatta on Lake George. 6-7/8 x 9-3/16. 26

August: 533.

Harper's New Monthly Magazine

"Street Scenes in Havana." 58 (1879): 682-686.
Morro Castle. 3 x 4-1/4. Signed C. Graham.
Court-Yard of a Cuban House. 4-3/8 x 3. Initialed C.G.
The Market. 3-1/2 x 4-1/4. Signed C. Graham.
Horses Bathing in the Surf. 3-7/8 x 4-3/8. A preliminary 

pencil sketch of this scene is found on the reverse of 
BREAD FOR THE POOR, a watercolor of Havana completed in 
1880 as part of the Grant trip now in the Harn Museum 
collection.

Chinese Fruit Store. 4-1/4 x 3-3/8. Initialed JIH(?)
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"Through Texas." 59 (1879): 703-718.
"Mebbe You'd Like to go Qua i 1-Raggin 3-7/16 x 4-3/4. 
Bagged. 4-3/8 x 3-1/2.
G . T . T . [Gone to Texas] 3 x 2 .  Signed Rogers [in reverse] 
Galveston Bar and Roadstead. 2-1/4 x 4-13/16.
Immigrant1s Camp. 3-7/16 x 4-3/4. Signed C. Meeder sc. 
Cotton Wagons. Elm Street. Dallas. 4-1/2 x 3-1/2.
Cow-Boys. 3-1/2 x 4-3/4.
Court-House. Fort Worth. 3-1/8 x 3-1/4. Initialed C.Y. 
Texas Stage Leaving Fort Worth.5 x 4-3/8.
Group of Texan Hunters. 4-3/8 x 4-3/8.
Colorado River. From Mount Burnell. 4-7/8 x 3. Signed 

Hoskin sc and C. Graham.
View on the Comal River. 4-1/2 x 3-1/2. Signed C. Graham 

and Held.
Street Scene in San Antonio. 3-1/2 x 4-3/4. Initialed C.G.

and signed Held.
A Stampede. 3-1/2 x 4-7/8. Initialed IN(?)
Buffalo-Hunters * Camp. 3-1/2 x 4-3/4. Signed H. Vellen(?) 

sc.
"Gwine Home to Georgy." 3-5/8 x 2-3/8. Initialed F.H.T. 
Cotton Compress. 4-1/2 x 3. Initialed W.P.

"A Canadian Pilgrimage." 64 (1882): 501-504.
Interior of the Church of St. Anne de Beaupr6. 6 x 4-5/8.

Signed Thulstrup.
A French Canadian Village on the St. Lawrence. 3-1/4 x 4-

3/4. Signed C. Graham and C. Mayer sc.
The New Church of St. Anne de Beaupr6. 2-1/4 x 4-3/4.

Signed W. H. Clark sc.
The Old Church of St. Anne de Beaupr6. 2-3/8 x 2-1/4.

The Mechanical News: An Illustrated Journal of
Manufacturing. Engineering. Milling & Mining

"St. Lawrence Skiff-Sailing." 1 October, 1882: 1+.
Skiffs and Skiff-Sailina on the St. Lawrence. 6-3/8 x 8-3/4.

"Recollections of a Cuban Earthquake." 15 October 1886: 1+. 
Composite of four sketches: 1. A Street in Havana: 2. *Wreck 

of a Village; 3. *A Tidal Wave; 4. *Making the Best of 
it.
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The Daily Graphic

"The Regatta of the Schuylkill Navy at Philadelphia, on 
Wednesday and Thursday Last." 22 June 1874: 857.

A composite of seven sketches: 1. Getting Ready at the
"Falls"; 2. The Prizes; 3. The Start; 4. Character
Sketches. Signed A. B. Frost; 5. The Finish at 
Rockland; 6. Boat-House at Lemon Hill: 7. Watching the
Race. Signed F. H. Taylor Phila. 13-3/4 x 20.

"A Cruise in the Buffalo: Professor King's Balloon Voyage 
from Cleveland, Ohio." 20 July 1875:138

A composite of ten sketches: 1. At Noon: 2. Public Interest
In the Inflation Movement; 3. Off: 4. Dropping
Dispatches; 5. Deacon's Hollow Our First Landing: 6. 
Drag Rope Episodes: 7. Late Callers: 8. Camp Birchard:
9. Aerial Photography; 10. Storm on the Mountain; 11. H  
Rai ned: 12. Friends in Need. Signed F. H. Taylor Phila.

Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper

"Pennsylvania-Launch of the New Steamship 'Pennsylvania' at 
Philadelphia, August 15, 1972." 7 September 1872: 405. 

Launch of the "Pennsylvania." 7 x 10-1/4.



APPENDIX E

FRANK H. TAYLOR WATERCOLORS & DRAWINGS 
All sizes (when known) are given in inches.

Extant
The Antique Boat Museum, Clayton, Mew York
CHAUMONT BOATWORKS 
Watercolor, 1920. 9 x 6 .

CHAUMONT BOATWORKS AT SUNSET 
Watercolor, 1925. 13-1/4 x 9-1/4.

FISHING OFF CHAUMONT BRIDGE 
Watercolor, 1922. 13-1/2 x 9-3/4.

BRIDGESCAPE OF CHAUMONT 
Watercolor, 1920. 9 x 6 .

THOUSAND ISLAND SHORELINE 
Watercolor, cl920. 14-1/4 x 10-1/4.

The Athenaeum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
A SOUTHWESTERN VIEW OF WASHINGTON SQUARE #18 
Watercolor, 1925. 27-1/2 x 21-1/2.
Reproduced in Barton's Little Journeys Around Old 
Philadelphia and on National Park Service interpretive sign 
for Washington Square.

Atwater Kent Museum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
SPRING STREET NORTH SIDE WEST OF FRONT STREET #307 
Watercolor, 1923. 20-1/2 x 13-1/2.

OLD TAVERN 63RD AND MARKET STREET #406 
Pen and ink, 1925. 16-1/2 x 22-1/2.

THE ANGEL HOUSE #361
Wash/pen and ink, cl920. 19-3/4 x 14-3/4.
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KRUGER TAVERN 37TH ST. & WOODLAWN AVENUE #232 
Watercolor, 1921. 14-3/4 x 19-7/8.

PAPER MILL, UPPER WISSAHICKON #371
Black and white wash, cl920. 14-3/4 x 19-7/8.

SORREL HORSE HOTEL FIFTY-FIRST ST. & WOODLAND AVE. #183 
Black and white wash, 1919. 13-7/8 x 19-7/8.

OLD SWEDES MILL #172
Black and white wash, cl920. 14 x 19-1/2.

MC CALL HOUSE #344 
Watercolor, 1924. 17 x 12-1/4.

AT 6TH & SANSOM #42
Black and white wash, cl920. 13-5/8 x 19-7/8.

SW CORNER OF BROAD & CHESTNUT STREETS PRIOR TO 187 9 
Black and white wash, ©1915. 19-3/4 x 25-1/2.

VIEW OF PHILADELPHIA FROM WEST PARK #110 
Pen and ink, 1917. 19-1/2 x 25-5/8.

ULRICH & BROTHER *215
Black and white wash, cl920. 21-1/2 x 27-1/2.

PARADE DOWN BROAD ST. #11
Black and white wash, ©1915. 21-5/8 x 27-1/2.

GRAVEYARD #5
Black and white wash, ©1915. 22 x 27-5/8.

GRAVE OF REBECCA GRATZ #218
Black and white wash, cl920. 20 x 25-5/8.

FIRST HORSELESS CARRIAGE IN FAIRMONT PARK 
Watercolor, 1920. 21-3/4 x 29-1/2.

NICE "BIG RED HOUSE" N.W. CORNER OF BROAD & SOUTH STREETS #16 
Black and white wash, ©1915. 21-1/4 x 27-1/2.

WALT WHITMAN'S GRAVE #103
Black and white wash, cl920. 20 x 26.

THE BARNWELL-RHETT HOME, BEAUFORT, S.C. WHERE SECESSION WAS 
HATCHED. FEDERAL HOSPITAL DURING THE REBELLION 
Black and white wash, 1878. 5-5/16 x 9-1/2.
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S. E. FROM BELMONT CC GROUNDS SOUTH OF 51ST STREET EAST 
OF KING
Watercolor, 1895.

FACING CHESTER AVENUE NORTH OF 52ND STREET 
Watercolor, 1905.

DEPARTURE OF GENERAL GRANT #387 
Black and white wash, 1879.

JONES HOMESTEAD, FLORENCE AVENUE NEAR 52ND STREET 
Watercolor, 1897. 19 x 13.

OLD PEAR STREET AT DOCK STREET: A HISTORIC WOODWORKING
CENTER #127
Black and white wash.

COLONNADE ROW, BUILT 1830, PARTLY REMOVED 1868 #107 
Black and white wash cl900. 27 x 20.
Reproduction of a lithograph of this drawing in Vaux, 
Rittenhouse Square, p . 9.

TWADDLLES' WEST SIDE OF BALTIMORE AVENUE, NORTH OF 4 6TH 
STREET #185 
Watercolor, C1900.

MC GIRR RARE BOOK SHOP 
Wash, pen and ink, 1921.

COOPER SHOP SOLDIERS HOME 
Black and white wash, cl910.
Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, after 
p. 80.

Duane, Morris & Heckschar, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
OLD MILL AT CARDINGTON, UPPER DARBY ON COBBS CREEK 
Watercolor, 1901. 9-1/2 x 15-1/2.

BARTRAM’S GARDEN 
Watercolor, 1894. 11 x 17.

JOHN KRIDER GUN SHOP
Wash/pen and ink, ©1915. 22-1/2 x 17-1/2.

FRANKLIN’S HOME IN LONDON #93
Wash/pen and ink, C1915. 26-1/2 x 10-1/2.
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OLD BELEVUE AT NIGHT
Black and white wash, ©1912. 14-3/4 x 23-1/2.

CRIST PUBLIC HOUSE
Wash/pen and ink, cl912. 21 x 13.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
Black and white wash, 1926. 18-3/4 X 13-3/4.

ORIGINAL SITE OF THE WEST END TRUST CO., PHILA. PA. 
Watercolor, cl915. 19-1/2 x 27-1/4.

THE ATHENEUM FIFTH STREET BELOW CHESTNUT 
Wash/pen and ink, cl915. 20-1/2 x 26-1/2.

HORTICULTURE HALL
Wash/pen and ink, 1927. 19-1/2 x 26.

MARKOE HOUSE #180
Wash/pen and ink, cl915. 21 x 26.

H. J. PETTER & SON (SILVERSMITHS) CHESTNUT AT 5TH 
Wash/pen and ink, cl925. 19-1/2 x 24-1/2.

WEST SIDE OF PENN STREET SOUTH OF BELFIELD AVENUE 
Wash/pen and ink, cl920. 11-3/4 x 18.

PHILA. AND READING RR 9TH AND GREEN STREETS 
Wash/pen and ink, cl920. 13-3/4 x 21.

HORSE GOODS STORE
Wash/pen and ink, 1923. 13-3/4 x 19.

RISING SUN HOTEL. WOODLAND AVE. BELOW 53RD STREET 
Wash/pen and ink, 1919. 13-1/2 x 21-1/4.

MOUNT PLEASANT. NW CQfi RIDGE AVE. AND HUNTINGTON PARK 
AVE. #154
Wash/pen and ink, 1920. 11-3/4 x 18.

BROAD & PRIME ST. RAILROAD STATION ©
Wash/pen and ink, cl920. 21-3/4 x 12-1/2.

227 DOCK ST.
Wash/pen and ink, 1924. 21 x 14-1/2.

FRONT STREET BELOW CHESTNUT
Wash/pen and ink, cl920. 21 x 13-1/2.
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LOCUST STREET NEAR 9TH
Wash/pen and ink, 1922. 20-1/2 x 13-1/4.

Samuel P. Barn Museum of Art, University of Florida, 
Gainesville:
All works completed in 1880 unless otherwise noted.

DEPARTURE OF EX-PRESIDENT U. S. GRANT ON HIS WORLD TOUR 
Black and white wash, 1877. 9-3/8 x 14-1/4.

A FLORIDA BEACH (FERNANDINA?)
Black and white wash. 6-1/4 x 9-7/8.

ARRIVAL OF GENERAL GRANT AT FERNANDINA FLORIDA 
Black and white wash. 6-7/8 x 9-3/4.

THE FERNANDINA BAND "PUMPKIN" LEADER 
Watercolor. 7 x 9-7/8.

"COME LONG TOTE JUS' FO TO SEE DAT GIN'L GRANT"
Black and white wash. 8-3/4 x 6-7/8.

"DAT'S HIM, SUAH"
Black and White wash. 9 x 7 .

GENERAL GRANT AT THE GRAVE OF LIGHT HORSE HARRY LEE,
DUNGENESS, GEORGIA
Black and white wash. 9-1/4 x 7.

FISHERY ON THE ST. JOHNS RIVER, FLORIDA 
Watercolor. 6-1/4 x 9-1/4.

GENERAL U. S. GRANT AND PARTY, SILVER SPRINGS, FLORIDA 
Black and white wash. 7 x 9-3/4.

GENERAL GRANT IN FLORIDA - A TRIP ON THE OKLAWAHA 
Black and white wash. 12-5/8 x 9-5/8

FORT MARION (SAN MARCOS), ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA 
Watercolor. 5-1/4 x 8-5/8.

GATES OF THE CITY, ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA 
Watercolor. 5-1/2 x 8-5/8.

A STREET IN ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA 
Watercolor. 5-1/2 x 7.
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GENERAL GRANT AND PARTY AND SHOWN SOME FLORIDA PRODUCTS 
Black and white wash. 7 x 9-3/4.

A NIGHT IN KEY WEST
Black and white wash. 9-3/4 x 13-7/8.

GRANT TRIP - ARRIVAL IN HAVANA, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 9-11/16 x 11-11/16.

HAVANA FLOWER SELLERS
Black and white wash. 5-15/16 x 8-15/16.

HAVANA MARKET
Watercolor. 6-1/16 x 9-1/2.

THE ST. AUGUSTINE CHURCH - HAVANA, CUBA 
Watercolor. 9-1/4 x 6-3/8.

THE FISH MARKET, HAVANA, CUBA 
Watercolor. 5-7/8 x 9.

BREAD FOR THE POOR, HAVANA, CUBA 
Watercolor. 9-1/4 x 6-3/8.
(on reverse is pencil drawing of horses in the surf)
See Appendix D, Harper's New Monthly Magazine. "Street Scenes 
in Havana."

CHINESE THEATRE, HAVANA 
Watercolor. 9-7/8 x 14.

GLIMPSES IN HAVANA 
Watercolor. 9-1/4 x 6-1/4.

A CUBAN VILLAGE AND FERRY NEAR HAVANA 
Watercolor. 9-3/8 x 6-1/8.

A SEASIDE COTTAGE NEAR HAVANA, CUBA 
Watercolor. 5-1/2 x 8-5/8.

AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE, SAN CRISTOBAL, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 7 X 9-7/8.

CATHEDRAL, AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE - SAN CRISTOBAL, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 7 x 9-1/4.

THE PLAZA AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE, SAN CRISTOBAL, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 6-11/16 x 9-7/8.
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THE PRISON AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE, SAN CRISTOBAL, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 7 x 9-1/4.

A MEAL AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE, SAN CRISTOBAL, CUBA 
Black and white wash. 6-11/16 x 9-15/16.

BACK COUNTRY TRAVEL IN CUBA
Black and white wash. 8-3/4 x 12-1/4.

THE CRANIVAL IN HAVANA
Black and white wash. 10 x 14.

VOYAGE TO VERA CRUZ, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 9-5/8 x 12.

COL. FRED D. GRANT ON SHIP EN ROUTE TO MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 6-7/8 x 5-7/8.

A DEPUTATION FROM MERIDA, YUCATAN 
Black and white wash. 9-3/8 x 5-3/4.

GRANT PARTY EN VOYAGE TO MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 9 x 5-7/8.

GRANT AND PARTY - ARRIVAL IN HARBOR OF VERA CRUZ, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 7-3/4 x 13-3/4.

PROSPECT NEAR CORDOVA
Black and white wash. 8-1/2 x 12.

THE MARKET AT ORIZABA, VERA CRUZ, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 9-1/16 x 13-10/16.

GRANT INSPECTING A COFFEE PLANTATION, CORDOVA, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 13-3/8 x 10.

A COFFEE BRANCH SHOWING COFFEE BEANS 
Black and white wash. 12-1/4 x 10.

THE 'ZAPOTEO' (DANCERS AND MUSICIANS)
Black and white wash. 6-1/2 x 9-3/4.

A BULL-TAILING, ORIZABA, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 9-3/4 x 13-3/4.

ASCENDING THE MOUNTAIN BY TRAIN ABOVE ORIZABA, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 9-3/8 x 13-5/16.
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THE FALLS OF ATOYAC - ABOVE ORIZABA, MEXICO 
Black and white wash. 13 x 9-1/2.

GENERAL GRANT'S RESIDENCE IN MEXICO CITY 
Black and white wash. 9-1/2 x 12-3/4.

STAIRWAY OF HOUSE WHERE GRANT PARTY WAS HOUSED IN MEXICO CITY 
Black and white wash. 11-1/4 x 7-5/8.

VIEW FROM VERANDA OF GRANT'S RESIDENCE IN MEXICO CITY 
Black and white wash. 9-9/16 x 12-3/4.

INTERIOR DRAWING ROOM OF GRANT'S RESIDENCE IN MEXICO CITY 
Black and white wash. 9 x 13-3/4.

THE THIEVES MARKET IN MEXICO CITY 
Black and white wash. 5-7/8 x 8-1/4.

GATE AT MOLINO DEL REY
Black and white wash. 8-3/4 x 10-1/8.

OFFICIAL CALL OF GENERAL U. S. GRANT, GENERAL SHERIDAN, AND 
PARTY ON PRESIDENT DIAZ OF MEXICO AT THE NATIONAL PALACE IN 
MEXICO CITY
Black and white wash. 10 x 13-3/4.

Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
OLD UNITED STATES NAVY YARD #51 
Watercolor, cl920.
Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, after 
p. 200.

FLORIST STREET
Watercolor, 1923. 13-1/2 x 15-1/2.

BOHL BOHLEN'S STORE #158 
Watercolor, cl920. 20-1/4 x 14-1/4.

FORT DELAWARE (MIFFLIN?)
Watercolor, 1920. 11-1/8 X 19.

BOLTON'S STORES AND COAL WHARVES SCHUYLKILL RIVER NEAR THE 
UPPER FERRY BRIDGE #124 
Watercolor, 1918. 13 x 19.

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL #238 
Watercolor, 1921. 13-1/2 x 19-1/4.
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GENERAL JACKSON INN, LANCASTER PIKE #370 
Watercolor, 1924. 13-1/2 x 19.

PUNCH POWL TAVERN
Black and white wash, C1920. 14-1/2 x 20-5/8.

VIEW OF COLUMBIA AVENUE 
Watercolor, cl915. 12-1/4 x 20-1/4.

WARTON MANSION
Black and white wash, C1920. 14-1/4 x 21.

OLD STATE QUARANTINE STATION AT ESSINGTON #192 
Watercolor, 1895. 13-1/4 x 20-3/4.

BANK OF PENNSYLVANIA 
Watercolor, cl920.

BROAD AND FILBERT STREETS 
Black and white wash, cl900.

FRANCISVILLE, PHILADELPHIA VIEWS #98 
Black and white wash, 1917.

INASMUCH MISSION
Black and white wash, cl900.

PHILADELPHIA NAVY YARD - FEDERAL STREET 
Watercolor, cl920.

DOCK STREET & WALNUT #358 
Watercolor, 1924.

OLD DURHAM ROAD, HUNTING PARK, THORPS LANE TOLL HOUSES #14 4 
Watercolor, cl920.

FAR EAST RESTAURANT 907 RACE STREET 
Watercolor, 1923.

SANSOM STREET EAST OF EIGHTH STREET #21 
Black and white wash, 1914.

AT THE FOOT OF SOUTH STREET #35 
Black and white wash, C1920.

RITTENHOUSE SQUARE #8 
Wash/pen and ink, 1915.
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WHERE OLD PHILADELPHIA STILL CLINGS TO THE SOIL 
Wash/pen and ink, 1911, ©1915

RESIDENCE OF THOMAS I WHARTON, 130 S. SIXTH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA: BIRTHPLACE OF THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF
PENNSYLVANIA, DEC. 1824, BLDG. REMOVED IN 1909.
Watercolor, cl920.

CAMP BALLIER
Black and white wash, cl920.
Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, after
p. 112.

PHILADELPHIA STREET 
Watercolor, 1923.

WILLIAM LOGAN HOUSE 2ND & SANSOM 
Black and white wash, cl920.

INDUSTRIAL GROUP, LOWER SCHUYLKILL RIVER #373 
Watercolor, 192 6.

SOUTHEAST FROM LOGAN SQUARE #15 
Wash/pen and ink, 1915.

THE WEDGE BUTTONWOOD STREET 
Wash/pen and ink, cl920

Kannay Hotel, Jonas Falls, Ontario, Canada:
HOTEL KENNEY AT JONES FALLS 
Watercolor, 1895.

STEAMER "JAMES SWIFT" IN THE JONES FALLS LOCKS 
Watercolor, 1896.

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada:
VIEW OF TADOUSSAC FROM THE ROAD
Wash/pen and ink, cl880. 8-15/16 x 11-15/16.

CHICOUTIMI SEEN FROM THE BAY
Black and white wash, C1880. 8-15/16 x 11-15/16.
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Philadelphia Maritime Museum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
TWO WAREHOUSES
Black and white wash, cl920. 13-5/8 x 19-3/4.

ONCE BUSY WAREHOUSES, FOOT OF SPRUCE STREET #128 
Black and white wash, cl920. 12-3/4 x 19-3/4.

Privately Owned:
BEAU RIVAGE "BEAUTIFUL SHORE"
Watercolor, cl885.

HAVILAND BOATHOUSE FROM TAYLOR BOATHOUSE 
Watercolor, cl885.

SUNSET WITH STEAMSHIP 
Watercolor, cl885.

FRONTENAC YACH CLUB TENNIS COURTS 
Watercolor, cl885.

HAVILAND COTTAGE 
Watercolor, cl885.

BAXTER COTTAGE 
Watercolor, cl885.

FISHING GUIDE 
Watercolor, 1922.

VAN WAGENEN COTTAGE 
Watercolor, cl912.

THE ST. LAWRENCE FROM ROUND ISLAND 
Watercolor, cl920

ST LAWRENCE RIVER TRAFFIC FROM ROUND ISLAND 
Watercolor, cl920

ST. LAWRENCE FISHING GUIDE 
Watercolor, cl910. 24 x 36.

BARTLETT POINT 
Watercolor, cl910.

STEAMSHIP TORONTO 
Watercolor, 1923.
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TUG AT BRIDGE 
Watercolor, 1923.

CALUMET ISLAND 
Watercolor, cl920.

CONGDON'S DOG
Black and white wash, cl920. 6" oval.

HOME OF JAMES LE RAY
Black and white wash, cl920. 9-1/2 x 12.

HOUSE OF JAMES LE RAY 
Watercolor, cl920. 9-1/2 x 12.

BIRDSEYE VIEW OF CLAYTON
Black and white wash, cl920. 24-5/8 x 37.
Reproduced in 192 6 by Clayton Chamber of Commerce in their 
travel guide and in the 1980s as a poster by The Antique Boat 
Museum.

MRS. CONGDON'S ELECTRIC CAR ON CHAUMONT BRIDGE 
Watercolor, cl920. 8-6/8 x 11-1/2.

CHAUMONT BOAT YARD
Watercolor, 1925. 8-1/2 x 11-1/2.

HOUSE NEAR THE BOAT YARD, CHAUMONT RIVER 
Watercolor, 1920. 5-6/9 x 8-1/2.

CHAUMONT BOAT YARD
Watercolor, cl925. 8-1/2 x 11-1/2.

WELL'S COTTAGE, ROUND ISLAND 
Watercolor, 1923. 12-1/2 x 9.

SMALLMOUTH BLACK BASS 
Watercolor, cl920. 24 x 19.
Reproduced by Harold Herrick as a poster in the 1980s.

VIEW OF CLAYTON, EVENING 
Watercolor, 1916. 8-1/2 x 10-1/2.

"LONG BRANCH"
Watercolor, 1894. 10 x 7.

SUNSET ON SANDS LAKE, JONES FALLS, ONTARIO 
Watercolor, 1920. 12 x 15.
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SUMMIT OF LANNANOA(?) GAP
Black and white wash, cl878. 6-1/2 x 10-1/2.

THE ROBERTS MANSION #156
Black and white wash, cl920. 12-3/4 x 19-3/4.

BROOKS LUMBER COMPANY 
Black and white wash, cl920.

"DUNGENESS" GRAVE OF "LIGHT HORSE HARRY LEE"
Black and white wash, 1880.

GEORGIA, SEA ISLANDS 
Black and white wash, 187 9.

AT DUNGENESS, NEAR FERNANDINA.
Black and white wash, 1880.

RUIN OF DUNGENESS, CUMBERLAND ISLAND GEORGIA 
Black and white wash, 1880.

SPLIT MOUNTAIN, COLORADO 
Watercolor, cl878.

U. S. SANITARY FAIR, LOGAN SQUARE, PHILA. 1864 #2 93 
Black and white wash, from photo.
Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, after
264.
On reverse, caricature sketch of newspaper men.

FRONT STREET ABOVE RACE STREET #270 
Watercolor.

LARGEMOUTH BASS 
Watercolor, 1889, 30 x 24.

Whereabouts Unknown

Sold by Old Print Shop in New York City, reproduced in their 
Portfolio: 
27 (1968): 164-165.
A VIEW OF NASSAU
Watercolor, 1979. 14-1/2 x 21-1/2.

STREET SCENE IN NASSAU 
Watercolor, 1879. 14-1/4 x 21-1/2.
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SPONGE FISHING (in BAHAMA waters)
Watercolor, 1881. 13 x 19-3/4.

DIVING FOR SHELLFISH - SPONGES IN BAHAMA WATERS 
Watercolor, 1881. 20 x 13-1/2.

THE OCEAN FLOOR OF THE CRYSTAL CLEAR WATERS OF NASSAU
Watercolor, 1881. 18 x 13-3/4.

10 (1951): 206-207.
"I*. H. Taylor Watercolors, Four Southarn Views"
HOUSES AT BEAUFORT, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Watercolor, cl870. 7 x 9-3/4.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, TENNESSEE 
Watercolor, cl870. 6-7/8 x 9-7/8.

OLD COTTON PRESS, GEORGIA 
Watercolor, cl878. 7 x 9-3/4.

THE FRENCH ROAD, NEAR ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 
Watercolor, cl870. 6-7/8 x 9-7/8.

11 (1952): 166-167.
"Kapla Sugaring: Four Original Drawings by Frank Hamilton 
Taylor"
EMPTYING THE BUCKETS
Black and white wash, cl880. 8 x 10-1/2.

A SUGAR BUSH AND CAMP
Black and white wash, cl880. 8 x 10-1/2.

SYRUPING DOWN
Black and white wash, C1880. 8 x 10-1/2.

BOILING TO A "FEATHER"
Black and white wash, cl880. 8 x 10-1/2.

10 (1951): 161-164 
"A Philadelphia Artist in Texas"
QUEEN CITY OF THE SOUTH
Pencil drawing, 1880. 5-1/4 x 7-7/8.

COUNTRY GROCERY STORE IN TEXAS
Black and white wash, cl870. 5-1/2 x 8-3/4.
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STAGE COACH AT THE STAGE OFFICE, EL PASO, TEXAS 
Pencil drawing, cl870. 6-1/8 x 10-3/8.

THE SAN ANTONIO RIVER IN THE CITY 
Pen and ink, cl870. 6-3/4 x 9-7/8.

GARRISON AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
Watercolor, cl870. 7 x 9-2/3.

Paintings dealing with the Thousand Islands:
A MOTOR BOAT SPIN AMONG THE ISLANDS
Watercolor, 1905. Reproduced in The Crossmon. 1905
The painting supposedly hung in the Frontenac Yacht Club.

ALSTER TOWER, HEART ISLAND. GEO. BOLDT, NEW YORK and 
HEART ISLAND, BOAT SHELTER OF GEORGE BOLDT, NEW YORK CITY 
Watercolors. Reproduced in "A Palace on the St. Lawrence." 
Leslie's Weekly 27 Aug. 1899: 338; The Crossmon. 1901; and 
SouYenlx-Qf the.-Thousand Islands & River St. Lawrence, n.d.
THE CAPTAIN VISGER
Black and white wash(?). Reproduced on cover of Daily 1000 
Island Tours of the Excursion Yacht Captain Visaer. 1900.

CALUMET ISLAND
Watercolor, 1895. Photographed by Les Corbin.

MUSKIE FISHING ON THE ST. LAWRENCE 
Watercolor. cl880.
Reproduced as a notecard by West Surf Publications, as a 
postcard by The Antique Boat Museum, and "River Rat" Cheese, 
and as a poster by Harold Herrick. The original print was 
purchased by Mr. Herrick from the Old Print Shop in New York 
City.

HUBBARD HOUSE, CLAYTON, (BEFORE THE FIRE)
Black and white wash, 1895.
According to Lester J. Corbin, the drawing appeared in On the 
St. Lawrence on June 12, 1896.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS 
Black and white wash, cl900.
Reproduced as notecards by West Surf Publications, and as a 
poster.
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Philadelphia paintings
COURTYARD AT THE BULL'S HEAD TAVERN, p. 207.
PHILADELPHIA AT WORK - 5 O'CLOCK IN WINTER TIME, p. 245. 
Brandt and Gummere, Bvwavs and Boulevards

STATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R., ELEVENTH AND MARKET 
STREETS, and
GIRARD HOUSE, 1861, after p. 32.

ARMORY OF THE NATIONAL GUARDS REGIMENT,
CITY ARSENAL, and
LADNER'S MILITARY HALL, after p. 40.

BROAD STREET U. S. GENERAL HOSPITAL, after p. 80.

MOYAMENSING HALL, and
OLD CARRIAGE FACTORY AT FIFTH AND BUTTON WOOD STREETS, after 
p . 96.

CAMP STANTON, 19TH CAVALRY, ISLINGTON LANE, after p. 136.

SCHOOL FOR THE SELECTION OF OFFICERS OF COLORED REGIMENTS, 
1210 Chestnut Street, after p. 184.

FORT MIFFLIN, A.PRISON FOR DESERTERS, after p. 192.

THE NEW POST OFFICE, after p. 216.
All of the above reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the 
Civil Wax.

The following drawings were reproduced as lithographs by 
Taylor and sold through two Philadelphia galleries, J. E.
Barr & Co., and Charles Sessler. They were given a number
which usually appears on the original drawing. These numbers 
have been provided on the extant art works. Listed below are 
the drawings for which the original has not yet surfaced.
The Library Company of Philadelphia has a complete set of the 
original lithographs, and the Atwater Kent Museum has a set 
of the original negatives. A * in place of a number 
indicates the original is extant and documented above. 
Otherwise, a missing number means no drawing was listed by 
either gallery.

1. ELECTION NIGHT, AT CITY HALL SQUARE
2. FILBERT STREET ROW ON NORTH SIDE OF CITY HALL
3. MERRICK'S ROW, 1820, WEST OF CITY HALL
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4. A HUDDLE OF OLD HOUSES SOUTHWEST FROM FIFTEENTH AND 
MARKET STREETS

it

6. LAST NIGHT OF THE OLD BELLEVUE
7. NORTHWEST CORNER OF BROAD AND CHESTNUT STREETS 
*

it

10. THE MORRIS RESIDENCE IN EIGHT STREET. Reproduced in 
Brandt and Gummere, Byways and Boulevards, p. 185.

*

12. CLINTON STREET. Reproduced in Morley, Travels in 
Philadelphia, after p. 50.

13. THE YELLOW MANSION. BROAD AND WALNUT STREETS.
14. EAST RITTENHOUSE SQUARE 
*
*

17. SOUTHEAST CORNER SIXTH AND WALNUT STREETS IN 1912
it

19. SWANWICK STREET
20. THE GEORGE MIFFLIN HOUSES 
*

22. FRANKLIN'S FIRST HOME IN PHILADELPHIA
23. AT SECOND AND DOCK STREETS
24. CUTHBERT STREET, EAST FROM SECOND STREET
25. EPIPHANY CHURCH
26. PENN TREATY TREE - 1810
27. SOUTH CAMAC STREET
28. CHERRY TREE TAVERN
29. LOCUST STREET, WEST FROM THIRTEENTH STREET
30. OLD WAREHOUSE - FOOT OF RACE STREET
31. RITTENHOUSE MANSION. SEVENTH AND ARH STREETS
32. LAST HOME OF ROBERT MORRIS, 32 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET
33. OLD SCOTS' CHURCH
34. KEENE MANSION AND FRANKLIN MARKET 
*

36. DUMONT'S MINSTREL HOUSE (FORMERLY CARNCROSS AND DIXEY'S)
37. HERKNESS BAZAAR
38. "INTERNED” - A GERMAN SHIP IN THE PORT OF PHILADELPHIA
39. RETURN OF THE LIBERTY BELL FROM THE PACIFIC COAST
40. ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS ON CHESTNUT STREET
41. AT FRONT AND PINE STREETS 
*
*

44. NORTHEAST CORNER OF BROAD AND CHESTNUT STREETS
45. OLD SHACKS WHICH ONCE STOOD WHERE MERCANTILE LIBRARY NOW 

EXISTS
46. OLD BUILDINGS ON CHERRY STREET, WEST OF THIRTEENTH 

STREET
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47. SITE OF UNION LEAGUE BUILDING IN 1864. Reproduced in 
Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, after p. 240.

48. THE LA PIERRE HOTEL, 1876
49. GIRARD BANK - 1853
50. INDIAN KING TAVERN AT HADDONFIELD 
*

52. SIX O'CLOCK - NIGHT VIEW OF MODERN OFFICE BUILDINGS
53. POOR RICHARD CLUB, CAMAC STREET
54. BALDWIN'S FIRST LOCOMOTIVE SHOP
55. NORTHEAST CORNER OF SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREETS
56. OLD HOUSES AT SEVENTH AND FILBERT STREETS
57. OLD RESIDENCE, SEVENTH AND WALNUT STREETS. Reproduced 

in Lippincott, Early Philadelphia, after p. 264.
58. THE NATATORIUM, BROAD STREET
59. NORTHWEST CORNER OF FOURTH AND WALNUT STREETS
60. FIRST UNITED STATES MINT, SEVENTH STREET. Reproduced in 

Fairbairn, Philadelphia, p. 50.
61. SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SEVENTH AND MARKET STREETS (THOMAS 

JEFFERSON HOUSE)
62. SMITH’S ISLAND, DELAWARE RIVER
63. OLD REDEMPTION CHURCH
64. HALL OF THE GERMAN SOCIETY, SEVENTH STREET
65. OLD LUTHERAN SCHOOL, CHERRY STREET
66. ALONG LOWER CHESTNUT STREET - 1853.
67. THE BELL TAVERN, EIGHTH STREET
68. UNITED STATES MINT ON CHESTNUT STREET 
*

70. ANTHONY MORRIS' BREW HOUSE
it

72. HEART OF THE OLD CHESTNUT STREET TRADE - 1853.
73. LODGE STREET AND THE PENNSYLVANIA BANK
74. THE PEROT ENGINE, FIRST IN THE UNITED STATES
75. ZION CHURCH
76. SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SEVENTH AND CHESTNUT STREETS 

(BARNUM'S MUSEUM)
77. FIRST AMERICAN PHOTO, SAXTON, 1839.

it

79. SWAIM'S LABORATORY AND BATHS, SEVENTH AND SANSOM STREETS
80. NOTED RESIDENCES, NOW GREEN'S HOTEL
81. BIJOU THEATRE (FIRST "MOVIE" PICTURES SHOWN HERE IN 

1895)
82. NORTHEAST CORNER OF FIFTH AND CHESTNUT STREETS
83. BULL'S HEAD HOTEL (FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RAILWAY TRACK). 

Reproduced in Brardt and Gummere, Byways and Boulevards. 
207 .

84. NORTHWEST CORNER OF THIRD AND CHESTNUT STREETS
85. FRANKLIN COURT. Reproduced in Brandt and Gummere,

Byways and Boulevards. 90.
86. MECHANICAL APPARATUS INVENTED BY BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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87 . INDIAN KING TAVERN AND FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, HIGH 
STREET

88. OFFICE AND RESIDENCE OF STEPHEN GIRARD
89. GRAVE OF BANJAMIN FRANKLIN. Reproduced in Morley, 

Travels in Philadelphia, frontispiece.
90. OLD STABLE SUPPOSED TO HAVE BEEN USED BY FRANKLIN AS A 

PRINTERY
*

92. FIRST PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHESTER STREET 
*

94. GRIFFITH JONES' HOUSE NEAR LOGAN (EARLY MAYOR)
95. PEWTER PLATTER ALLEY
96. OLD PRINTERY IN BURLINGTON WHERE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 

WORKED
97. FIRST PHILADELPHIA CHARITY AND PENN'S HOUSE IN LETITIA 

COURT
it

99. WOODLANDS' AND BARTRAMS' RESIDENCES
100. HOUSE IN NINTH STREET WHERE JOSEPH BONAPARTE LIVED
101. CHESTNUT STREET THEATRE
102. HOME OF GOVERNOR JENNINGS AT BURLINGTON 

*

104. WRECK OF THE "AUGUSTA" AT GLOUCESTER
105. MEDICO-CHI BUILDINGS, CHERRY STREET
106. COLONNADE HOTEL

it

108. LANDING AVENUE, FAIRMOUNT
109. A NOTED SPRUCE STREET RESIDENCE 

*
111. FAIRMONT MARKET
112. HORTICULTURAL HALL, BROAD STREET
113. GROUP OF SCULPTURES ONCE ADORNING THE FIRST CHESTNUT 

STREET THEATRE
114. MUSICAL FUND HALL
115. PRUNE STREET THEATRE
116. PETTY’S ISLAND IN 1917
117. GIRARD ROW
118. TWO WALNUT STREET RESIDENCES
119. BLUE ANCHOR TAVERN
120. AMATURE DRAWING ROOM
121. EXCHANGE HOTEL, DOCK STREET
122. MERCHANTS' HOTEL, FOURTH STREET
123. FRANKLIN HOTEL, CHESTNUT STREET

it

it

it

129. COPE LINER "TONAWANDA"
130. COPE LINER "WYOMING"
131. COPE LINER "TUSCARORA"
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132. "ALL ABOARD FOR PITTSBURGH" IN 1837
133. SWEDISH BLOCK-HOUSE, MARCUS HOOK 

*

135. CRESCENTVILLE, ON TACONY CREEK
136. THE ATHENIAN BUILDING, IN FRANKLIN COURT
137. WHITALL HOUSE, RED BANK
138. CONTRIBUTIONSHIP BUILDING, FOURTH STREET
139. CASPAR WISTAR HOUSE, FOURTH STREET
140. THE "CANNON BALL HOUSE"
141. GERMANTOWN'S "KING OF PRUSSIA"
142. KRIDER GUN SHOP 

*
★

145. BELMONT CRICKET CLUB HOUSE
14 6. THE ATHENEUM BUILDING, SIXTH STREET
147. KUGLER'S ON THE DELAWARE
148. "LAWYER'S ROW," WALNUT AND SIXTH STREETS 
14 9. A BIT OF OLD FRONT STREET
150. THE TABERNACLE, BROAD AND SO. PENN SQUARE
151. OLD PHILADELPHIA BANK AT FOURTH AND CHESTNUT STREETS
152. LOGAN RESIDENCE, SECOND STREET
153. STEPHEN GIRARD'S FARM HOUSE 

*
*

156. LITTLE DOCK AND SPRUCE STREETS
157. FARMERS' MARKET, ON MARKET STREET BELOW TWELFTH STREET

160. CLARK HALL, THIRD AND CHESTNUT STREETS
161. GRAYS FERRY HOTEL AND THE BARTRAM HOMESTEAD
162. SECKEL PEAR TREE IN PASSYUNK
163. APPRENTICES' LIBRARY, FIFTH AND ARCH STREETS
164. OLDEST HOUSE IN PHILADELPHIA
165. RICHMOND HALL, THE BALL HOMESTEAD
166. SPARKS' SHOT TOWER
167 TO 170. FARM HOUSES IN THE KINGSESSING DISTRICT 
171. THE WISTER RESIDENCE NOW HOME OF THE GERMANTOWN SITE AND 

RELIC SOCIETY
*

173. ROBERTS' MILL, GERMANTOWN
174 . OLD "PUBLIC LEDGER" BUILDING, THIRD AND CHESTNUT STREETS
175. COLOSSEUM AND AUDITORIUM ON BROAD STREET, 1876
176. MARSHALL'S MILL, DELAWARE COUNTY
177. FALSTAFF HOTEL, SIXTH AND JAYNE STREETS
178. RED LION HOTEL, BRISTOL PIKE
179. FRONT STREET ABOVE PINE STREET 

*

181. RISING SUN TAVERN
182. FARM HOUSE, FIFTY-FIRST STREET AND SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
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*
184. THE COLUMBIA BRIDGES 
★

186. GREENWAY PUBLIC SCHOOL
187. "RUSSIAN SHOE MARKET," SECOND STREET
188. THIRD STREET HALL
189. NINTH STREET SOUTH FROM MARKET STREET IN 1870
190. OLD CITY HALL AND PHILOSOPHICAL BUILDING
191. THREE OLD NEIGHBORS OF INDEPENDENCE HALL, VIZ., 

PHILADELPHIA AND MERCANTILE LIBRARIES AND THE DISPENSARY
*

193. MILITARY HALL, LIBRARY STREET
194. GERMANTOWN R. R. DEPOT AT NINTH AND GREEN STREETS
195. P., W. & B. R. R. DEPOT, BROAD STREET AND WASHINGTON

AVENUE. Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil
War, after p. 32.

196. WILLIAM PENN HOTEL, THIRTY-NINTH AND MARKET STREETS
197. OLD WAGON SHOP, THIRTY-NINTH AND LUDLOW STREETS
198. HAUNTS OF OLD LAWYERS, WALNUT STREET
199. CALLOWHILL STREET MARKET
200. BUSY DOCK STREET. Reproduced in Morley, Travels in 

Philadelphia, after p. 242.
201. NEW MARKET HOUSE (HALL), SECOND AND PINE STREETS 
*

205. REAR GARDENS, ORANGE STREET Reproduced in Morley, 
Travels in Philadelphia after p. 14.

206. ANOTHER PASSING RIALTO, EAST SIDE, CITY HALL SQUARE
207. MCALPIN STREET HOUSES
208. WALNUT STREET THEATRE.

*
210. ALEXANDER WILSON'S SCHOOL, 1800
211. "MAY PLEASANT," RIDGE AVENUE AND NICETOWN LANE
212. FIRST SPRING GARDEN WATER WORKS
213. SAME - MODERN
214. 114 CHRISTIAN STREET 

*

216. WHERE MATTIAS BALDWIN LEARNED HIS TRADE AS A JEWELER
it

219. PHILADELPHIA'S FIRST BRICK HOUSE
220. SOME SWANSON STREET HOUSES
221. ROBIN HOOD TAVERN 

*

223. LOG CABIN TAVERN
224. INDIAN ROCK INN 
*

226. SUMMER STREET
227. ELFRETH STREET
228. THE BLACKWELL MANSION
229. FIRST UNITED STATES CUSTOM HOUSE
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230. AT SECOND AND COATES STREETS, 1806
231. THE STAR TAVERN WOODLAND AVENUE 

*

233. THONE KUNDER'S HOUSE, GERMANTOWN
234. HAGNER'S DRUG MILL
235. OLD DWELLING ON FIFTH STREET B.iLOW WALNUT STREET 
236 and 237. OLD BUILDINGS AT FIFTH AND LOCUST STREETS

*

239. THE TRAPPE MEETING
240. WISTER AND CADWALLANDER HOUSES ON FOURTH STREET 

*
242. SOME THIRD STREET DWELLINGS
243. WASH DAY, SHARP'S AVENUE
244. IN SOUTH CLIFTON STREET
245. HOFFMAN RESIDENCE ON COBB'S CREEK PARKWAY 
24 6. THE FIRST EXECUTIVE MANSION, HIGH STREET
247. A NICETOWN LANE MANSION, HATFIELD
248. FRIENDS' ORTHODOX MEETING HOUSE
249. THREE QUINCE STREET HOUSES
250. COULTZ LOG HOUSE
251. EARLY HOUSE AT FIFTY-EIGHTH STREET AND SPRINGFIELD 

AVENUE
252. SWAN TAVERN, RIDGE ROAD
253. WARREN TAVERN
254. MC ARAN'S PLEASURE GARDEN
255. LIP'S BREWERY, WEST PHILADELPHIA
256. DWELLINGS ABOVE FLORIST STREET
257. TWO OLD TIMERS IN JUNIPER STREET
258. THE EPISCOPAL ACADEMY, LOCUST STREET
259. FLORIST STREET HOMES
260. DWELLING, LOCUST STREET ABOVE BROAD STREET
261. WINDEMERE HOTEL
262. NORTHWEST CORNER OF TENTH AND CLINTON STREETS
263. LIVEZY (sic) WAREHOUSES AT THE FOOT OF RACE STREET 
2 64. RITTENHOUSE HOME, WISSAHICKON
265. THE MONASTERY
266. RANDOLPH STREET
267. GEN. WAYNE TAVERN
2 69. OLD CHESTNUT STREET THEATRE 

*

279. EASTERN MARKET, FIFTH STREET ABOVE CHESTNUT STREET
280. IN SOUTH FRONT STREET
281. WATER STREET ABOVE MARKET STREET 

*

283. COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, SEVENTH STREET 
285. RANDOLPH HOUSE, 212 N. SECOND STREET 

*

287. THE BRIDGE TOWERS, FOOT OF RACE STREET, IN DECEMBER, 
1923
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288. THE PARKWAY AND ITS FOUNTAIN 
290. OLD SWEDES CHURCH *
292. STUDY OF CHIMNEYS, LOCUST STREET

it

294. MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE, THIRD AND DOCK STREETS
295. COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS, 13TH AND LOCUST STREETS
296. THE ARCADE IN CHESTNUT STREET
298. BALCONY. THE CONTINENTAL HOTEL
299. DA COSTA HOME IN FRONT STREET 
301. IN CHINATOWN, RACE STREET
303. RESIDENCES, SOUTH RITTENHOUSE SQUARE
305. A BENTON STREET VISTA
306. BIRTHPLACE HOUSE OF JOSEPH JEFFERSON 
★

308. FLORIST STREET WEST OF FRONT STREET
309. FRIENDS' MEETING IN DARBY
310. HUMPHREY'S HOUSE, NEAR HAVERFORD 
311 . LIVEZEY HOUSE, NEAR THE WISSAHICKON
312. CUTHBERT STREET
313. BINGHAM HOUSE AND FIRST PENNA. R. R. STATION
314. IN PENT-UP PLACES
315. TWO OLD TAVERNS ON THE CHESTER ROAD
316. ST. GEORGE'S METH. CHURCH, FOURTH STREET
317. ST. AUGUSTINE'S CATHOLIC CHURCH ON FOURTH STREET
319. EARLY TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE
320. CHESTNUT STREET AT 44TH STREET IN 1888.
321. JEFFERSON COLLEGE IN TENTH STREET
322. SOME SECOND STREET STORES
323. TWO MASCHER STREET GROUPS
324. MILITARY MAP. CAMPS AND BARRACKS. PHILADELPHIA IN THE 

CIVIL WAR PERIOD. Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in 
the Civil War, foldout on back inside cover.

325. OLD MILLS ALONG COBB'S CREEK
326. "VILLAGES" IN PHILADELPHIA
327. DOCK STREET MARKET
328. OLD RESIDENCES, WEST PHILADELPHIA
329. FOX CHASE TAVERN
330. COLONIAL FIREPLACE ("GRANDPA'S CORNER")
331. HEMESTEAD, PASCHALL AVENUE
332. ROCK HOUSE, WINGOHOCKING 

*

334. FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
335. A CENTURY-OLD HOME (MASCHER STREET)
336. MARKET BUILDING, MARKET AND FIFTEENTH STREETS
337. ALONG THE WISSAHICKON
338. DONNER'S HOTEL
339. A SURVIVAL OF THE STONE AGE
340. PINE STREET MEETING
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341. IN WALNUT COURT
342 NORTHWEST FROM CHESTNUT AND SEVENTH STREETS 

*

345 SILVER STREET
34 6. N. E. CORNER MARKET AND THIRD STREETS
347. S. W. CORNER MARKET AND THIRD STREETS
348. WHERE THE CIVIL WAR WAS FINANCED. THIRD STREET.

Reproduced in Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil War, 
after p. 216.

34 9. INN, WISSAHICKON STREAM AT RIVER DRIVE
350. TUN TAVERN (EARLY MASONIC)
351. CONTINENTAL HOTEL
352. CHESTNUT STREET ABOVE THIRD STREET, SOUTH SIDE
353. CARPENTERS' HALL
354. ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, THRID STREET
355. ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, WILLING'S ALLEY
356. BILLY WIGGLESWORTH’S TOY SHOP
357. CORN EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK 

*

359. OXFORD TRINITY CHURCH
360. CADBURY HOUSE, MORRESTOWN, N.J.

*
362. SIDE OF PASTORIUS' HUT
363. NEWKIRK MONUMENT
364. STORE AND POSTOFFICE (sic) AT ITHAN
365. BIRMINGHAM MEETING
366. OLD MILL, FORT WASHINGTON
367. FRIENDS' MEETING, GWYNEDD
368. HOME OF W. P. DEWEES
369. SITE OF FIRST GRIST MILL, COBB'S CREEK 
*
★

372. WHERE POE WORKED 
*

374 . A FAIR BREEZE TO THE CAPES - MARINE
375. HORSE CAR, 1872
376. OLDEST TOBACCO STORE
377. P. & R. FERRY, SOUTH STREET
378. OUTWARD BOUND (SAILING SHIP)
379. INTERIOR, INDEPENDENCE HALL
380. A GALLANT SURVIVOR, SAILING SHIP
381. A CIVIL WAR BLOCKADER, SAILING SHIP
382. CHRIST CHURCH
383. HOMEWARD BOUND (SAILING SHIP)
384. TRAVEL IN 1825
385. "TO PITTSBURGH OR BUST!"
386. HOME OF THOMAS GRIFFITH
388. BLOCKHOUSE, CLAYMONT, DELAWARE
389. POE'S HOME, SEVENTH AND BRANDYWINE STREETS
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390. BECALMED (SAILING SHIP)
391. SEVEN STARS HOTEL, FRANKFORD
392. RAPID TRANSIT, CENTENNIAL PERIOD
393. "MONDAY MORNING."
394. HOME OF THE COLONIAL DAMES
395. DRYING SAILS (SHIP IN PORT)
396. THE PROVISION DISTRICT
397. AESULAPIAN CLUB
402. SAILING SHIP (YORK SUBJECTS)
403. HUTCHINSON STREET
404. SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREETS
405. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
*
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